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Preface,
.

Challenge made its debt' in December 1965 to provide a
vehicle for sharing ideas among individuals interested and
involved in physical education, recreation, and related activity
arearfor mentally retarded persons, Now solne 11 years later,
Challenge continues to thrive by providing assistance in a
variety of ways to personbel in physical education/adapted
physical' education, recreation/therapeutic wcreation sports/
athletics, aquatics/swimming, camping/outdoor education, and
other activity areas involving impaired, disabled and handi-
capped participants.

Best of Challenge Troiides a compilation of the contents'of
previous issues of Ctallenge. This is the third. edition and
covers the period betWeen September/October .1973 and
April/May 1976, The 13 issues in this period have been.
carefully reviewed and articles and information pla the. .

Appropriate majoi section, and subsection. Since m ny a tides'
deal with several topics, an jridex is provided to h 1p re ers
locate all the materials in which they are inter sta.. The
organizational pattern o this yo me follows clos ly that of
the pievio'us two vokfines .0ecause f the enthusiastic w4ix- it
has been received.

A comparifon of the contents of me with those of
the twd earlier volumes reveals the great progress and changing
priorities that have occurred, during the last 11 years as well as
the universality-of some nerds. Personnel continitally seek
practical program ideas that can be used directly or adapted
for their programs. Emphasis has changed gradually and then
dramatically frOm major concern for mildly and moderately
mentally retarded persons to those who are severely and
profoundly retarded and/or with multiple conditions. Despite

, feelings of many people to`the contrary, the fallacy of looking
upon these areas as being different from sound developmental
physical ecfucation and recreation, programs and activities is
evident. Although malty of the specificsactivities, methods,

ations, innovations, publications----found within these
s have been developed to meet special needs of given

adap
pag
individuals and groups, there is nothing which could not or-
should not be a part of
of comparable physical, tor or recreational abilities. This

similar programs involving individuals

reinforces the efficacy and practicality of inclUding individuals
who can-succesVully,participate in regular pro6ams.

1
,
\

/

o

/

While a continuum of placement opportunities is both
implicit and explicit from the contents of this publication,
questions are raised and fuel added to the long-debated
controversy of heterogeneous versus homogeneous zroupirig
and placement for everyone, including. mentally retarded
per-sons. Wh'at are the relative advantages and disadvantages of
separated altd integrated physical and recreation programs?
Which activities are more effective in each of these organiza-
tional patterns? Do certain personalities adapt better to one
approach than to the-other?

One area ob$iously missing ftom thisjaltne is material
written by mentally retarded persons. Much rhetoric supports
philosophical positions advocating independence of and self-
advocacy by mentally retarded persons. Unfortunately this is

I seldom reflected in activities and programs themselves. Con-.
scious efforts must be made to include mentally retarded
persons in policy and decislon-makidg proceSses, as they are
gived more say in shaping their own futures and provided
opportunities to serve ip real leadership positions. This new
direction must include opportunities to provide input to

publications and piptiodieals about matters vital to attaining,
the most consistent high quality life as possible.

Program efforts and directions must be more than) dedi-
cated to the proposition that equality of opportunity is an
inherent right of every individual. This proposition must be
reflected in action not mired in bureaucratic red tape and
philosophical fargon. Those individuals andtagencies providing
services must recognize the ability worthlidd dignitj, of each
individual with whom they work. Only with this attitude will
we be able to review the contents of another volume of Best of
biallenge and see pthgress toward fulfilling these goals of
making equality of opportunity a basis for life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness and a realityfor everyone regardless of
station in life, type or deglie oT handicapping condition. It is
tolhe achievement of these goals, to individuals who are going,
to see that they are accomplished, and to:the many individuals
so glibly labeled ikentally retarded or handicapped from whom
we continue to leapt so much about humanity, life and living
that this volume is respectfully and sincetely dedicated.

Julian U. Stiin
COnsultaht, Programs for the Handicapped-
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I. EDITORIALS AND LETTERS
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Individuals.wiib various disabling conditions are a part o,
every segment of society. Many are handicapped only be-
cause of oil attitudes! Throughout history disabldd persons
have been discriminated against. For example, in ancient
Sparta, individuals thought to be less than perfect were
abandoned on the side of a mountain. In early Brazil indi-
vidualsWho had hallucinations were thought to have godlike
powers and looked upon as priests. Cultural values and
stigmas attached to both physical conditions and mental

13retardation put many with these conditions in les of court
jesters to entertain royalty. Despite humanitari n influences,
philosophies that recognize individual differen ,s, and legis-
lation guaranteeing rights of every person, disc%ation
against the disabled, still-exists today.. ,

Refusal or inability to socially integrate Thdividuals with
various physical and mental conditions, to accept them to-
tally, or to allow thema ife worth living may be more damag-
ing that attual segreg tion: Psychological and emotional
implications of a batter , negative self-image and altered

- ego are devastating. 0 0 our prejudices are influenced by
factors of which we ourselves are unaware. Seldom do
generalizations about -any group present an accurate or
even representative picture of individuals comprising that
group. Seldom, if ever, are -any of these factors.caused or
ev,n controlled by members of the group being categorically
labelled. - ,

.

Socio-economic conditions of a society seem to affect
prejudices. If a country is experiencing a financial crisis and
many people are outof work, the able-bodied jobless tend to
get the sympathy and more advantages. That the disabled
have been saddled with boththe under- and.
unemployed for, centuries does not appear to concern
many.

Some feel thatthe government should deal with all prob-
lems of disabled individuals. Government subsidies deal
only with monetary problems not psychological or social
ones that affect one'sfeelings abolit himself and the society,
in which he lives. The' degree of disability and visibility of
conditions influence our attitudes whether we-show sym-
dathy, apathy, or empathy!

Legisjation has been designed tqoprotect the rights of
disabled individuals. However, right to education, right,to
treatment right to community services, guarantee of equal
protection under theiaw, and,eliminating archifectUr4 bar-. rier's jo make facilities accessible do not in themtelves
change' either conditions or attitudes. Honest efforts
being made by many. to change their attitudes toward 47----
abled persons. The road to attaining the goal of total cittran-,

.

s
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ship and in recognizing the abilities of disabled people ap-
pears to be still quite rocky.

Among people looked upon as incapable of the lowliest
human feelings are the "living dead"large numbers of
severely /profoundly mentally retarded indiyiduals. Many
who use the term apply it in generalized ways oblivious of
theialividual SO glibly described. Some can only see the
,most impossible form of mental retardation. Unfortunately
those generalized into this tateful category are often placed
there on the basis, of standardized assessment devices and
by individuals having hardened categories ,themsOlves.
Self-defense by those so placed is often impossible for
many severely/profoundly mentally retarded individuals are
unable to communicate verbally. Their conditio are often
complicated by taxing phySical probms vyhii make syrn
bolizing through,,signi g difficult.

For, thesepnd n more reasons, the label severely/
profoundly mentallret ded has been inflicted uporthese
defenseless laersons. Who -is responsible? Society has
needed an excuse to juitify its actions and inactions. It is
much easier to forget that these individuals exist by hiding
them from_ our guilt-ridden view in residential facilities than to
reassess real feelings. We need to become acquainted with
them as individuals and treat each one as a person of worth
and dignity wan human potential, not as a lifelges shell. This
will be easy. It will require time, unusual effort, and much
patience. Eaph of. us must make conscientious effort to
uriderStand and see the world through their eyes. This will
Help us to appreciate them as individuals, work more effec-
tively with them, and help make their lives, worth living.

Severely/profoundly mentally, retarded as a term does not
desCribe individualsno label can accurately represent
any group of peopki..The key is to rectignize, separate and
unique traits of each individual. ff we want to classify and,
group them, such characterizations should be positive and
in terms of qualities most of us will unfortunately .never
possess. They are 'capable of giving without taking, and
never asking for receipt. When was the last time you gave
anythingto anyone without expecting something in return?
We even give our love selfishly. When a severely/profoundly
mentally retaidedperson likes y.ou, you can be sure it is you
that it liked, not your name, money, dr title. Amazing how
important things in one perspn'slife can be totally meaning-
less in anolher'6. Their pure and basic need fpr love and
understanding is something they have been forced to live

without it?
'oda M. Tibauclo, IRUC Intern And

Co-Guest Editor

4
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Editorial
Throughout the ydats ..many dedicated nadividuals and

organiations have servecCas advocates for impaired, disabled,
and handicapped populations. Progress has occOrred in vary-
ing degrees' because of their efforts;, in other instanceb,
progrees has' been made in spite of their efforts! This apparent
contradiction developed Oecai)se many suggesiTeIns.orecom.
mendations, and activities we have promoted and even fought
for are not necessarily what the population being served-wants
An example of this phenomenon is still found in groupi that
insist on incorporating Braille trails for the visually impaired
despite the fact that the, blind themselves for the most part do
not want such facilities. In fact, the American Foundation for
the Blind has a strong position statement ag'ainst Braille trails

4r.a This paradox is even more difficult to understand because of-
recent emphasis -too often merely lip service-given to con-
sumer advocacy in which .individuals being served are given
opportunities to participate:actively in all aspects of programs
including at important decision and policy making levels. When
advocates are individuals who not only speak for a group bur.
with personal first-hand experience Of% a consumer, ,there is
more impact and effect In many instances consumers are
taking drastic and even militantirsteps to meet their needs and
gain their ends. Interdis-C-iPlinary cooperation and multiagency
teamwork are other trends that elate to this total process

. and make consumer advocacy more viable Aid necessary
today than at anytime in the past.

Despite these trends, too many programs, advisory comf
mittees, and legislative bodies continueto do their thing with-
out even consulting -those being served, much less providing

'them opportunities to*participate in decisions that so directly
and intimately affecrthem, their fives, and their veLy destinies.-
In some instances extremely successful results have come
from consumer involvement For example, major changes have
been made in facilities tett remove architectural barriers in

EDITORIAL

Mainstreaming persons with various handicapping condi-
tions into community physical education, recreation, and
school programs is a topic of greet controversy today.
Everyone who is cognizant of mainstreaming effortseither
through reading or direct experienceseems to have an
opinion, many times a strong one. Infect, the very mention of
this subject may have already caused some readers to turn
to the next page! But this editorial is not only about
mainstreaming. It is about attitudesthe negative attitudes
that so many physical educators, special educators, and
recreators have toward the mainstreaming concept.

Mainstreaming is based on the principle of normalization,
which holds that the life *of an iodividual, whether in-
stitutionalized or living in the 'community, should follow as
many6ormat patterns and routines as possible. Participa-
tion in education, recreation, or physical education activities
in to environment other than that intended for sleeping,

.eating, or working is normal even for the most severely

. impaired individual. Mpinstreaming continues this normal
Wing pattern by wing individuals to leave institutions.,

-halfway'houses, or group homes and participate in commun-
ity recreation, physical' education, and educational oppor-
tunities.

a

ai

recreational. transportation and other public facilities because
of effortS of physically impaired persons. Self-governing
groups spdnsor and conduct a variety of recreational, social, %

and travel programs with both mildly and moderately retarded .
participating in all aspects of planning and implertenting (

activities Sports groups of all types ,prov,ide activities in virtu-
ally every conceivable sport for almost any impaired conditidn
through effrprts of those with particular conditions.

..
.

Yet in the majority of situations, those with the greatest
potential to serve and provide meaningful input are completely
..
overloqed and even actively ignored. Any program-regard-
less of 'special population being served, including mentally
retarded persons-that iri 1975 is to look ahead and move
forward, not move back 'toward 1960-must include 4 repre-o
sentative number, even a majority, 'of, the population bbing
served in deliberation about planning, .trim plem en ti rig,
administering, supervisidg, evaluating, and.delmering services
of all types to -impaired, disabled, and, handicapped persons
This involLement must permeate every level-Presidential
Committees, Obuncil, a d Commissions, federal agencies
including review. panels, field readers, and policy` makers,
national, -regional, state, and local advisory committees,
executive boards, task forces, and .planning groups, college/
university professional preparation programs in all, related
areas including adapted physical education and therapeutic
recreation, and at the practitioner level.*

In Ore past, special populatidns have requested involvement.
Their next step wilt undoubtedly be positively militant! Only if
we are consistent in thought and action through concerned
sensitivity for what we see, hear, and espouse, can our contri-
butions continue to be effectitte in helping all impaired, dis-
abled, and handicappep persons help themselves teach what
has been opr highest goal of maximum independence for all..
It is high tit-Uwe put dp or shut up!

\
We might describe mainstreaming as being on a con-

tinuum, only one section of which is complete integration
with non-handicapped participants in community programs.
Other sections of the mainstreaming continuum includd pat-
ticipation in a segregated group at a community facility (such
as being in a special class at the public school, or being in a
scout troop for hanclicepped youngsters and meeting at a
community center) or, at a lower level; simply riding throligh
the community in a car. The most prevalent and.commorl
misconception about mainstreaming is that it means clump-
ing large numbers of handicapped persons into community
programs, whether or not the community or the handi-
capped persons are ready. This is not mainstreamingand
no knowledgeable person ever said that it was.

Unfortunatel, however, it only takes a few notso-
knowjedgeable people with knowledgeable-sounding titles
tozrea.te fears, doubts, and other negative attitudes among
physical educators, recreators, and educators searching for
answers. The so-called experts, through their own fear_sor_____
misconceptions, perpetuate the dumping concept rather

- than the oontinuum-aspects of Mainstreaming. An equal
contributor to negative attitudes is the tendency by many
colleges and universities to emphasize separate majors
dealing with handicapping conditions. These makers make

y 2 8
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handicapped people seem so specialoando different, as if
only a person with a degree in therapeutic 'recreation or.

, adapted physical education Or special education could
conduct a program with them! Naturally, professionals with-
out these degrees become apprehensive at the thought of
handicapped persons entering their programs.

The blame cannot entirely rest.with misinfoi'med experts
or segregated college programs. Negative attitudes toward
mainstreaming really started years and years ago, before
mainstreaming Was even .a word: Many of our attitudes
toward physically and mentally handicapped people hate
been built on similar misconceptionsthey are oversexed,'
undersexed, they can't control their bladders, their dis-
abilities .are cbntagious. As long as handicapped people
.stayed in institutions we did not have to face these attitudes.
However, mainstreaming has _foxed 'us 'to, confrbnt our
deepest feelings and fears, because we are either confront-

. A

Editorial .

ev
A watchworclikriday in programming for individuals with
handicapping conditions especially mentally retarded per-
sons is normalization:sMany different ideas, interpretations,
and applications of normalization are prevalent. As in any

situations, agocates of one approach br another often feel
thit their, way is the'only viey and all other, ways are wrong,
harmful, and not _ meeting needs of participants- in specific-
programs and/or activities.

This either of philosophy is reflected in many ways byi ,

professionals invol ed in planning, supervising,, and implemen-
ting normalization approaches in both community and
residential facility programs. For some, the only answer lies in

complete integration or main streaming. ready dr not. To
others, chronological age is the sole basis for determining
appi-Oliriateness of activities regardless of lesponse byartici-
pants. Still others, look for a magic formula that will guarantee
success 'for everyone in the' same way they seek th'e.
wonderland that will be everything top-Itery body.

Apparently we are still unable to avoid several traps that
lead to and promote unwarranted and unfounded gencraliza-,
tions. There is still a tendency to plan and program on the
basis of categories,and labels rather than individual needs and

functional abilities. There is still a great'deal of,indiscriminate
placement of participants into prOgradis and activities on the
basis of -traditional approaches rather than on the backgrolind
experience,,and capabilities of each participant. iltie pendulum

..,

continues to swing from on extreme to the other as

ing or apt to confront rriore persons with handicapping condi-
tions every day. The misinformation gathered from experts,
and the thought that a special degree is needed to work with
handicapped peopld Only heightens our:apprehension:

What, then, is the answer to negative attitudes about
handibapped individuals and mainstreaming? Negative at-
titudes will certainly not automatically become positive when
misinformed experts disappear; nor will they become posi-
tive when all physical education, recreation, and general
education students are offered awareness courses about
handicapped persons."We will only see an end to negative
attitudes when we each examine our own basic feelings
about handicaps and ,handicapped people, accept
mainstreaming as a, way to normalization and dignity,
andTRY IT!

.

Liane Summerfield, Guest Editor

exemplified in prograga planning before and after normaliza-
tion was the "in thing. Mental age used to be the way to
determine appropriate -activities for mentally retarded persons.

Now chronological age is the answer. Actually neither ap-
proach is totally ,right.' While we never want to insult the
intelligence, age, Maturity, background, and/or experience of
anyone, we must recognise the individuality of those with
whom we deal and serve in making program and activity
eeommendation.. Participanto must have opportunities to

serve - as their own spokesmen And advocates. Since it is

difficult if not t impossible to drterminewhat is normal,
'there are many roads to normalization. Homogeneous group
in community settings offer more for sonic than mixed or
integrated groups. Activities that are challenging to same are

less that) routine to others. Things sophisticated for one are
childish to another.

. Since there is no one way to achieve success,- we must stop
imposing and superimposing our own interpretations, eoticep
tions, biases, likes, dislikes, and hangups, upon those we sea-ve.

Personnel in physical .educatfon; recreation, and related area's

have olden opportunitie, that cannot and must not be missed.
The breadth Ad scope of these areas make activities appealing.

regardless of one's age, background, experience, conditidn, or

ability. We can also profit from both successet and failures,
right and wrong decisions of those from related fields and
Disciplines. It's high time we stop ,spinntrig our/wheels by
continually rediscovering the wheel and get ort wit the serious
business at hand. To do this:we must get up on the..shou'Iders

of our predecessors and project our vision further and further
in behalf of those we serve and for all mankind.

4
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_Public school physical education teachers and commun-
ity recreation leaderb continue to seek assistance for meet-
ing needs of individuals with various physical afii mental
conditions who are participating wither programs with great-
er frequency and regularity. Both litigation, and legislation
are contributing to this proceSs. information about special
activities, innovative devices, and creative approaches, Is
being sought by th ese leaders and teachers. Several crucial
questions regarding,these needs have to be explored furth-
er. (1).What is the special body of knowledge in physical
education, recreation, and related.areas for special popula-
tions? (2) In what ways are programs and activities, for
special populiations similar to or different from good de-
velopmental physical education or recreation programs? (3)
To What extent has emphasis on differences among popula-
tions and extensive specialization among teachers and
leaders been a deterrent to developing programs designed
to 1-neet needs of- special populations, especially in inte-
grated or mainstreamed situations?

Certainly there are individuals for whom special leader-
ship competencies and segregated programs are neces-
sary. A variety of device and adaptations of methods have
been developed to meet specific needs of certain indivitlu-
als. .However, few' if any of these special techniques or
procedures can be identified as only for special populations,.
Careful analysis of special curricula for these populations

'reveals refinements and expansion of good, sound de-
velopmental-programs. In fact, many advances in elemen-
tary school physical education have come from approaches

.introduced. to meet, special Reeds of mentally, retarded,
. learning ,disabled, perceptUally involVed, and mildly im-

Raired children! This further emphasizet the fict that ac-
tivities, methods, and approaches so effective in4 special
programs are part and parcel of sound developmental pro-
grams. General workshops and special inservice prograMs
such as PROJECT ACTIVE (New Jersey) and curricula
development projects such as I CAN (Michigan) are further
indications of these Similarities.

With so many schodj physical educators and community
recreation personnel still focusing'on`differences embodied
in 'categorical approaches, many' professional- preparation

r
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programs evidently emphasize teaChidg activities rah&
than children. It is both ironic and disquieting to find many of
these same teachers and leaders using individualized.
techniques.in'other activity areas. This reflects the ligidity
prothOted through many professional preparation programs.
Knowledge of skill sequences and progressions is a basic

jequisite for any effeclive leader, ability to break-them down
on the spot to meet specific needs ol participants is equally
crucial. -

Innovative, resourcefulness, and creativity are ,tngre-
dients important to successful teaching or leading in any
situation. Other vital factors
ing programs and activities t
involved in relevant activiti

n this process include develop-
at cohallenge participants to be

in which each can be suc-
cessful. These considerations recognize the individuality of
teachers and leaders as well as participants. The impor-

-tance of positive interpersonal relationships between par-
ticipants andleadeis,. students and teachers in this process
is obvious: It is high time that empires and domains ice
forgotten. Let's forget self-fulfilling prophecies and develop
programs that truly promote maximum independence fqr
,those we serve. The closer we can come to working our-
selves out of jobs the closer we will have come to meeting
our objectives Lgt:s cut out the foolishness and get on with
the'impOrtant business at hand.

#`

4
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Nothing in the world can take the place of
persistence.

Talent will not; nothing is more common ..than
unsuccessful men with talent.

,Genius will not ; unregarded genius is almost a
proverb. ,

Education will not; the world is full of educated
derelicts.

Persistence and determination alone, are omni;
potent.

The, slogan; 'Tress on!" has resolved, and always.
will solye the problems of the human race.

Calvin Coolidge

.1.
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For ten or fifteen years physical education, adapted physical
education, recreation/therapeutic recreation, and related
activity personnel have become increasingly involved in activi-
ties for individuals with v'arious handicappinT conditions
Perdbnnel at all levels in public school, - community recreation
and park department, college, residential facility, and voluntary
,agency prograMs continue to introduce and expand oppor-
tunities for special populatidns To meet anticipated needs for
more persohnel in physical education and recreation in a
variety of situations, mahy institutions of higher education have
introduced new ol expanded existing specialized preparation
programs. Federal assistance has been available for about
seven years to support graduate programs in these areas
Unfortunately, many graduates of these programs are disillu-
sioned' Despite specific competencies. specialized training,
and professional dedication, many car not find positions' 1-tow
has this apparent inconsistency occgrred?.

Many individuals moving into special posititMs at local school or
recreation level have special interest and/or limited experience in
these areas, they obtainttdditional requisite competencies through
workshops. clinics and ether inservice 'ties Therefore, when
a replacement is advertised for that system, it islor a generalist in

, ,physical education Or recreation The process is the same at Many
colleges where individuals who have taught adapted physical e,du--
catron or therapeutic recreation courses for years on a limited basis
have had an iriCrease in such responsibilities This raises questioris
of closer delineation of competenCies above and beyond those
needed by any effective physical education 'recreation persdh lo
work with special populations

As public, school tiudget&,int_rease and many communities reat.h
financial saturation for various services, little consideration has been
given to Innovative staffing patterns 'that make greater, individual
atten(ebn to every child a reality As differential staffing approaches
are investigated, more.consideration is needed for personnel with
two year trainingrather than four year or graduate A true differ-
ential staffing pattern inttudes master teacher specialists, limited
number of other teachers, large numbers of paraprofessionals,
volunteers, and student tutors This pattern does not advocate
replacing competent teachers with paraprofessionals but rather
impienionting a well-developed and defined team concept

Needs identified by consumers and college personnel hav,e
to often been incompatible, supply and demand of personnel
have been uncoordinated Situations must beevaluated 'in

"' terms of specific needs for each locality and lir aining/retraining
programs introduced on these bases For example,

Consibr approaches whereby all physical education teachers and
. recreation personnel preparing for generalist positions have a basic

survey course in exceptional populations along with appropriate and
adequate observation. practicum and field experiences wIth courses
in which units dealing with speCial groups are inct5rporated

,
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Provide inservice programs and staff.slevelopment activities for
generalists and specialists so that each becomes more competent
in determining and meeting needs of all special populations in least
restrictive Environments

COnside r college course experiences for person% in the field that
can be taken on a concentrated basisi e , two or three weekends a
month duriog regular academic year and summer session %applica-
lion of outward bound, camping, and other outdoor experidfices

.
Increase involvernent of field prers'sn'nel in all aspects of training
projects and activities to improve relationshiOs between community
and training agencies and jo increase relevance ortralningexpen-
enceS i
Explore ways to retrain many persons from related disciplines with
lbecial skills who could become CorApetent in these areas In imple-
menting such a program, consider experience and training each of
these individuals brings with him

'`
Determine t'ypb of personnel, fuochons, and needs in physical edu-
cation, recreation, and related activity "areaS ,kr terms of meeting
participants needs in regular and/or special programs

Redirect federal fund sso that current priorities can be fulfilled in
terms of type and level of training, inservice, staff development
activities.

tn)elve pgrsons with various handicapping conditions in all aspects
Of planning and implementing formal /informal, credit/non. Credit
Vaininghetraining activities

In a time when accountability. relevance, advocacy, and
economic crisis are concerns, we can't afford the luxury of
inefficiency and ineffectiveness Time is too sbort so we haye.
to "start firing with a riffle rather than using the shotgun ap-
proach that has predominated for tbo long

al

- "Let me-win
But if I cannot win.
Let me be brave in

the attempt."
Special Olympic Oath

1



Editor is-Note: ,

' . . .

During much of the three-year period 'covered in this hook,-
supporaor Challenge wasrovided by The JoSeph R. Kennedy
Jr. Foundation. This assistance- resulted from the, personal
efforts orEunice Kennedy Shrivel; executive vice president of
the Foundation. The following letter was received from Mrs:
Shriver at the lime that suppbrt for Challenge was announced.
The other letter reproduced here wds received by Mrs. Shriver
Who, shared it to help others see some of thejvalues and
contributions of the Spdcial Olympia,4We ar pleased to
include both 61 these letters in this volume. Tfitnks and
appriciatiort aretirain extended to Mrs. Shriver%br her
continued assistance in and support of MHPER activities in
bag of_impsire. divided and handicapped persons in
general and mentally. retarded people in particular.

I am please that the-JOseph.P. Kennedy, Jr. Foundation is
joining with AAHPER in supporting the expansion of i
excellent journal, Challenge.- For atjnost a decade we have
Worked together tolncrease the opportunities for handicapped
children and adults in physical education and recreation. This
has been a most.fruitfid and rewarding plAnership bringing
together the resources and special insights of .the Kennedy
Foundation, AAHPER, and federal, state and private agencies
working to enlarge the hbrizo,ns of the handicapped.

. Challenge is appropriately named. Our organizatibns have
atteinpted to respond to one of the greatest' challenges.
America faces: .the creation of an environment in .which all.
citizeila, regardless of their mental or physical ability, are given

- the right to grow, to phohto contribute.
Thougands of teachers, recreators, parents, and admit*,

. trators have found a new focus through the work of the
Kennedy Foundation and AAHPElk. For them, Challenge has .
been more than a newsletter. It has been a guide and an

. inspiration a trail blazer through new and virtually un-

explored territory.
`Although we.have come far, we have reached only a small

fraction of the, boys and* girls, rued and women who cann

benefit ifrom our. programs. And we have not reached
' thousianda of professionals, whOse knowledge and inspiration

are needed to do the job., ,

And, so our challenge is clear. As Albert Camus wrote: "We
cannot eliminate suffering from the world, but we can
diminish, at least_by a little, the number of those Who suffer."

through an enlarged and imp\ovect Challenge, perhaps we
can diminish the sufferingand neglect, of many by increasing
the sensitivity andewarenessepf those who can bring them
strength, confidencean play.

k rt e

Dear Mrs. Shriver:

/.'

.. --
*

- In our busy schedule we often do not talcettime to thank
our benefactors for the great impact their generosityvand
thOughtfulnds 'have on our society arid especially on pur
handicapped childrfn. I am speaking for handicapped chilthen
in Caribou, Maine who are in special edtkpation classes and who
have participated in the Maine Special Olympics for the past
three years and expec o do win the tuture.

We have, developedMnits of teaching 'using Special Olympics
as the main theme. We integrated all subject areas, such as
math (tiering Mileage from Caribou to*Portland and points of
interest in-between),1-eading (experience charts relating every-
thing The trip and training entails), social studies (studying the
points of interests, culture, heritage, modes of transportation,
ecology, terrain, etc.), health (good grooming, cleanliness,
proper diess, gooa-hearth habits), developing correct attitudes,
how to. get along with people, good'irioners, proper behavior; -

etc. In fact it is a total learning prOgrarn encompassing all of
life's situations..

We have had excellent cooperition from the Board of
Education; our superintendent'and assistant supetintendent, in
allowing us to take our students to the Special Olympics and
financing such m-larg.e group. We haiie had between 35 and 42
attending. We rnake-itva three day trip because of the diStance
invoked and oor budget is quite high for so many people.

We plan itisitatidn.s to points of interest in the state as
`

part
of a total experience. We have 'a classroom follow-up and
evaluation after the Special Olympics. r

We h;ve ban fortunate enough to have bne, boy algal
Pelletier) attend the Idternational Olympicsin Chicago; and a,: -

'girl (Joan Rand) attended the Olympics in Los Kngeles. She'
won a bronze medal in the 300 yard 'run. As an II Eyear-oldt
Joan had to be taught to run. ,

On their return, "these two students wereable to `describe
their experiences before an audience of parents, and loan used
her experiences' as part of her English classes-in high school.
She has developed more.assuranee, abetter self-image, and her
Pers4nality has really.improved.

As a result of publicity given to the Sp,ecial Olympics in the
local papers, as well.as our local meet, the Caribou residents 41.%
are'becoming mere aware of these children and it has had a
great impact on hiring our handicapped children in our high
school pfogram. ) e

This is but one community that you .have helped. fvlastire
this by the many, many more all over the country._ You'may
not hear from too many, but .we in Caribou, Maitre want you
to know that your efforts are greatly appreciated as evidenced
by the "growth" in our children. .

Stri tie

12

Sincerely yours,-

. Lorraine Cox
66 Washburn-Street
Caribou; Maine 04736

'
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Prayer of the tiandicappitd and Shut-in
Dear Lord, givf us understanding of thg par-
ticular role whkh we have been selected to play°
in life. Give us the strength to help those of our
brothers who ,are without hope, which is a
handicap greater than physical, disability. Give us
the vision to see die right and to follow it alone,,
if need be except for you. In the name of HiM
Who, understood the maimed, tie halt, and the
blind, we ask it.AMEN

EDITORIAL .

.4.

As America moves into its Bicentennial year, many people
have questioned whOther the observance has not indeed
turned into a buy-centennial! A major corporation. daily
reminds us of "the way it was 200 ;fears ago today."
M&norabilia of every desription abound. Collectors' items
are enjoying a resurgence of popularity as nostalgia domi-
nates the mood of the counts. With all this emphasis on the
way it was we must be careful not,to let our thinking about
programs for individuals with handicapping conditions dwell

in the past.
This is 106, the beginning of vi new - century in-our

country's.history and we hope more than the beginning of a
new' surge of consumeritm.- Participants are no longer
willing to buy old programs and old- ways of thinking that
always -place. therrb on the receiving end. Requiremen.l.hs_,..c

-designed to guarantee education for -all persons wi
handicapping Conditions are well and good, bUt what
happens to these individuals after their formal spooling is

!. completed? (Recreation, and physical education can cer-
.tainly fulfill leisure time needs; but they are not the total
solution for every person with an impairment or handicap.
People need to Jedl useful; to make a conlribUtiqn tq _life.
More jobs and opportunities to givb, create, produce, and
feel must be created. Affirmative action may be one solution,
'bit many mort are necessary.

Theintended _meaning of bicentennial is a Iwo, hundredth
nnyersary. Bi in this sense refers to two, and according to
Webffter, can be applied to a ielatioriship involving two
symmetrical parts. Programs for individuals with handicap-
ping conditiCns alSo need to be bi in this respect. Consum-
ers and providers of services must have more balanced

S
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input into planning and prpcedures. Barriers between lead- .

ers and fo)lowers, planners and partiOipants, therepists and
patients as Well as architectural obstacles need tb be
eliminated. The us vs. them perspective so often used in '
discussing services to impaired, disabled, and/or handicap-
oed persons must be avoided. These steps will improVe bOth
quality and scope of physical education services to special"
populations.

Our government was digigned to be "of the people,by.the ,,"
people, and for the people." Although government of and by'''
some individuals has not always proved mosflpeneficial to
all the people, some progres has been made. The system
has not been and Will not be perfect because peopleare not
perfect. What matters is that the governed are given a voice
in matters that affect them. Can we say as much about
programs for impaired, disabled, and handicapped per-
sons? -

Charitable organizations were established to help meet
needs of persons with handicapping conditions by providing
services and Programs for these groups. Only relatively
recently haVe steps been taken .toward making these
endeavors truly of and by participants as well as profession-

. als.
Movement toward consumer advocacy can be compared

6 to this country's strugglfer independence.-Consumers are
!aiming their rights as citizens much as colonistd de-

manded to betreated as citizens of England. Although a
,revolutionary war should not be necessary, desires for

-,4 independenceare pr4eValent. Various Bills of Rights of
special populations, have proVided a good'foundation. The
desire to be one's' own advocate is expressed in these
documents. When consumer leadership on policy-rndking-
and administrative levels becomes commonplace rather
than tolienistic perhaps consumers will no longer be consi-
dered only as patients, clients, or receivers of services, but
as eqUals. "Programs for the handicapped' may become
"programs of and by people with impairments, disabilities,
cr handicaps, ,or perhaps simply "programs,'' This will be
carte for celebration. .

Kristina Gilbertson, Guest Editor, /
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Editorial

c

Increase opportunities! Remove architecturf barriers!
Develpp more facilities! Provide additional manpower'!
introduce new programs! Expand existing 'activities! Get
more peoplibinvolved!
4tIlesefrectirently heard conirpentis'are aimed at encourag-

.

mg more active involverneikt in physical erlikcation,
recreation and related prOgrams for impaired, disabled,
and handicapped persons. Generalizations abound. People

'are eonden
fife h program
bons n pons have been
in this field and in

Often communica
ences and the .very

ed and damned for not being concerned with
d activities. Yet,how many of these situa-

ittingly caused b' ,specialists whiz; work
elated disciplines?

ns for these groups emphasize differ-
pecial nature of programs. They cite

the need for extensive special facilities and expensive equip -
ment;- highly ispecialized personnel; and large professional

' staffs working with smaller groups and very small par-
ticipant-lender. ratios; Sheltered environments; unique
activities, greater resources, and transportation and finan-
dial problems continue to be emphasized as requisites for
these programs. Consequently, these special considerations
deter many potential program sponsors from introducing
activities for these groups awt,populations.

Many leaders recognize the need fo-r recreation and activ-
ity prograinsfor persons with various handicapping condi-
tions. However, with limited staffs, facilities, funds, and
resources, they feel compelled to mein needs of the majority.
Most want to provide opportunities for these individuals
and groups but must establish priorities in terms of available
resources and groups to and for whoa they are accountable

These trends can'be revised. Emphasize ,similarides and
not differences among populations, programs, and
activities. Useipproaches that have been effective in other
geographical areas and disciplines tcl meet parti'cipant

needs, introducer programs, and provide desired.
opportunities. Use approaches that emphasize integration,
normalization, and mainstreaming when air individual can
safely, successfully, and with 'personal satisfaction,, take

-part in dparticular activity. Reserve segregated programs,
specialized per'sonnel, unique facilities, and sheltered
opportunities for individuals who cannpt participate in reg-
ular programs or activities at a particular time.

Many persons rationalize that' they can't have a program
for special populations because of lark of equinnient
suppties!'Yet, some of the best and m,ost effective programs
for these griiups use inexpensive, free, and easily obtiiped
items automobile and bicycle, tires, chairs, logs; !nixes.
of, all sizes, rope, empty bleach bottles and left over
carpeting. Many devices canbe built to meet interests and
needs of participants. Reactions of participants 'are like
the Christmas mpriuttg reaction when children have as much
fun with the empty pitper and boxes as they do with their
new toys. Innovation, resourcefulness and creativity are
the name of the game Where there is a will there is certainly
a way. , ,

Time has long since passed for approaches and strategies
to be evaluated and changed. The numbers of impa113,.
disabled, and handicapped persons are continually increas---
ing in every community. Their needs and welfare have to
be net through efforts of personnel responsible for existing
community and school programs, Specialists need to exer-
cise leaaersbip, show the way, and help in this process.
Accentuate theNpositive, emphasize lathe similarities, and
show how with ;minimal adaptation, modification, and
change community personnel have most of the necessary,
resources to include persons with handicapping conditions
n,their.programs. '

Time is growing short and need for concerted' action is
ut ent.so, let's get with S ;

THE CLIQ

Word has been received by the officers. of your associa-
tion that it rip by a clique. Upon in estigation, we
find this statement true. Furthermore, we find the clique
is composed offaithful members who are present at every
meeting, who accept appointments to committees, who
give willingly of their time, 'energies-, effdtts, and even

_their money, and who sincerely tbelieye that the more
one puts into his organization the more he or his
child will get out of it. There is no question that
the enthusiasm; responsibility, and efforts of these mem-
bers are of inestimable value to your cause; And we
Woilld, therefore, suggest that you join this clique. It
is not a difficult matter to dosso- in fact, tit is very
easy. Begin by atfnding meetings regularly, take more
lively interest in county 'activities; make helpful, con-
structive suggestions, and ?Crept responsibilities to serve
on committees. Show a continual 'interest in .all affairs
pertaining to yoqr orgwization. Before you realize 'it,
you wilhbecome a member orthe clique and you would
be surprised (know how anxious- they are-to have you.
(Author unknown)

5
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H. ACTIVITIES

Arts, Crafts-and Games

Ideas from o0.1eaders

ArtInd Recipes for Fein

These creative ideas introduce you to projects and pastimes
iihich require no previous 'training or experience. Many use no
special tools and the matenals are commorf househoki items.
Some projects can be completed in a_short time and others will
capture the child's attention for a long period.

.

Art Activities
Indian HeadreSs. Equipment needed is heavy paper, 'Scissors.

stapler, feathers, glue. Cute 2" strip of heavy paper long enough to

go around the child's forehead for the headband. Glue feathers to
the headband and secure to fit the child's head. Then cut a fairly
large piece of paper into a V shape. Glue feathers onto it. Allow to
dry for ten minutes., Indians also need a fire to dance around Roll a
piece of brown paper into a log and fasten it. Make small slits in the
top: Cut flames from orange and yellow paper or color white paper
like flames, Insert- flames in slits and dance away.

Bunny.Ears. Equipment: Heavy paper, cotton, pink tissue'paper
or netting, ribbon, glue, and stapler.: Make a headband as before,
then glue cotton all ove1 the outside. Cut two'ear shaped pieces of
paper and glue cotton to the edges of both ears. Allow to dry. Twidt

pa r and glue itto the middle areas of the ears. Secure ears to

ea and.and fit to the child.

r

King and Queen Hats Equipment' heavy paper, scissors, glue,
dopier, glitter or "jewels." For both bats, cut the paper to fit the

child's head, then cut a zigzag design On the top part of each hat.
Glue the glitter onto the hats. Allow to dry for ten minutes:"Jewels"
can be bought in arts and crafts stor\es.

Recipes for Fun
Modeling Dough

' 4 cups flour
1* cup salt r
4 tablespoons oil or shortening
1-11/2 cups water
food poloring added to the water
Mix ingredients until pliable or for approximately five minutes.
Store in plastic bags. This will keep for appr'oximately one month

Baker's Clay
4 cups flour
1-2 cups salt
11/2 -2 cups water
Mix ingredients then add water gradually. Knead for five minutes.
Cut or model into shapes. Bake pn a cookie sheet at 350° for 45-60
minutes. They are done when light brown and slightly hard. They
harden further when taken from oven. Can be decorated with

or felt tip pen or colored with food coloring. Do not make
ahead. Store in plastic bag, unrefrigerated.

Finger Paint
2 cups flour
5 cups water
Cook until smooth, and add 1/2 cup salt and cool. Add food Coloring)

Liquid starch and powdered paint or food coloring can be used.
Soap flakes can be added for a new consistency. Pudding or
canned frosting work well, too.

:Finger Gelatin
5 packages unfJay.ored gelatin dissolved in 21/2 cups water ..

2 large or3 small packages flavored gelatin dissolved in 2 cupshot
water with 1 cup sugar.
Bring both to boil then mix together. Stir until dissolved. Add 1

. cup cold water and cool. Chill for three hours or until set. Cut into

. shapes and serve.



More activities

Printing. Vegetables, fruits, molded .clay, body parts, leaves,
sponges, netting, wood, etc. can be used for printing. Tempera
paint dr ink Ian ink pad works well) are good for making prints on
paper for decorations or greetings cards.

1
Crunch Egg Shells Crush washed egg hells (this is half the funfor
the child) then color them with food coloring. The shells can be
glued onto paper with whin glue or mixed, with finger.p,aint for
messing around.

Meat Tray Frames. Trays make a good frame for artwork or a
picture can bedrawn right on the meat tra\c for a ready-made frame.

Mayon Fun.. Cover a warming tray with toil or waxed paper to
protect it, then put a piece of paper on top. Color with crayons. The
heat melts the crayons and looks great. Put crayon shavings be-
tween two pieces of -waxed paper. Iron over it to"make the crayons
melt. . s'

Painting. Use cotton swabs to paint temper4aint on small pieces
of paper.

k.

Give your child a bucket of water and a huge paint brush to "paint"
the outside of .the house or the driveway.
Paint big boxes with tempera paint using big brushes.
Collect rocks and driftwood on a beach expedition. Paint with
teMpera paints at home.

'Mosaic. Glue macaroni, peas, corn, or birdseed on a piece of wood

Sit-and-K Ball has beep obpr,ved as an enjoyable and cdrn-
petitiv.e game for moderate -and moderately severe Spastic, qua-
driplegic, cerebral palsied students and individuals-with muscular
dystrophy ranging in age from 10 to 30 years. The game can be
adapted for use by spinal bifida students and others with little or not
control over their,lower limbs. For these students, use a table which
is.approximately waist high and allow the ball to be hit and blocked
by arms and hands rather than legs arid-feet.

The rules for Sit-arid-Kick Ball are easy to learn. The onlyequip-
. ment needed is a playground ball, 13 inches in diameter, and chairs
for ambulatory team members.

General Instructions
1.. Divide the group into two teams, taking care to equalize them
according to ability levels of the students. If there are more than 14
in the group, it is best to divide into two sub-grous with four teams
and two different games.
2. Arrange chairs as shown. There should be at 'least 18 inches
between chairs. For those whocanblqpk well, the amount of space

-between chairs should be greater.

to make a nice design.
.

Oce,pn Scene. Finger paint/ocean, cut fish out of wallpapq sam-
ples or whatever is around. Add seashells.'

'

Sit-and-Kick Ball

Dianne Hurley
BEH Project f
Texas WomaiTs University
Denton, Texas 76204

. C

'Adapting active team games to meet the physical needs of a
moderate to moderately severe spastic cerebral palsied individual
is taxing Leading an activity appropriate to physical capabilities,
age, and/or interest level of a group challenges anyphysical educa-
tion teacher A game called Sit-and-Kick Ball was developed to
meet the needs of a class of physically .handicapped children
enrolled in the Columbia, Missouri Public Schools -

Sit- and -Kick Ball o?fers students the opportunity to use their
abilities without 'danger of injury or strain Students become emo-
tionally involved in an activiti in which can compete and enjoy

A with some degree of success. Each student attempts to to socially
accepted as a team member Each person discovers how it feels to
be cheered by a team, to shate, to be touched by an understanding
hand, or to hear comforting words of another teammate after a

A

C

A X

6 0

5

X X D

RED TEAM X E
1

X F

BLUE TEAM

0 = 0 .
0 3Rules

1 A point is scored when the ball- is kicked between the chairs of \
two members of the opposing team. For example, Player 3 of'the
Blue Team (0) scores apoint when he,she kicks the ball between
the chairs of players B and C a the Red Tearp (X).
2. A point is scorpd by the kicking team if the ball is kicked between
chairs occupied by a member °teach team. For example, Player 3,

'on the Blue Team kicks the ballbetween Player 6 of the Blue Team
and Player A of the Red Team. The point is scored for the Blue .
t-eam and the responsibility of.blockingthe ball bekings to Player

3. The team scoring the most points is the winner.
Generally, avoid placing more physically involved students in the

end chairs for their team.
You and your students are now ready to play. Pull up the chairsmistake. and begin kicking.

1
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Camping and Cnoettig
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ReaChing Out + rt,sonable Risk =
Growth Adventure

Lep Anna and Rolf H. Mielzarek
.OWners and Directors
Camp Shenandoah
Winctiestdr, Virginia

"There they go!" With that shout, the group of young people
interruptectsetting up tempt() rush to the river bank. They watched
with amusement and a measure of as a canoegWith-two
young men in it camesideays dqwn the rapids.Their amusement
was provoked by the canoeists' fruitless efforts to keep from tipping
into the swirling waters and floating down into a quiet pool at the
end of the tun!. Their satisfAtion rose from their pride that an hour
before all 13 of them in'their five canoes had come down the same
:rapids without a single spill or toss of control.

r With a friendly wave-to the two men who were retrieving their
canoe at the foot elite rapids, the group returned to putting up
tents, building a fire, and preparing dinner with an efficiency rooted
in experience and confidence. After all, this was the third night that
the eight mentally retarded young people and five counselors from
Camp. Shehandoah in Winchester, Virginia had spe'rrt along ,the
banks of the Shenandoah River.

The canoe camp program was our newest effort to add toreach-
, ing out-reasonable risk experiences for mentally retarded tam-
, pers. It was'bom ou'r6ta growing awareness that many severely to

'Rildly retarded campers in the camp program could go beyond the
scope of our existing canoeing program which consisted of spend-
ing.an hour or.so at a time on the tranquil waters of a three-acre
lake.

We had already seen many of them develop from camping out
for a single night in a pre-set tent campsite to dealing effectively'
with three and four day primitive camping outings. We were sure
that thei'could master camping, canoeing,water safety, and survi-
val skills to make a canoe trip an exciting adventure.

Of paramount importance were careful planning and a capable
staff. In planning, years of organising extended camping trips were
very useful in dealing with logistics of camping such as equipnient
and meals. Two of us went overthe entire run several weeks before
to identify and plan for both hazards and overnight campsites. We
decided to have-a station wagon carrying all equipment and
supplies accompany the group on a parallel course and meet it at
theend of each day's run. This freed the canoe party of the burden
of packing and transporting their gear and gave them easy contact
with base camp or the community for any needs that mightarise.

'4;1 (k7
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Selection of staff proved to be an even easier task. On our camp
staff were a number of young people who had been with us for me
or more seasons and who had skills to teach and lead our caTpers
on this kind of adventure We assigned an assistant director to
provideadmiriistrative leadership and gave our Waterfront Director
direbt responsibility for the entire program Another experienced
counselor was designated as guide, since he had participated in,
the planning run several weeks previously for the purpose We
could not have had a more capable and enthusiastic team.

Campers would gain most and enjoy their experience more with
a sound training program.,From the time of their arrival at Camp
Shenandoah on Sunday afternoon uhtil their departure on Tuesday
morning for their embarcation point on,"the .Shenandoah River,
these teenagers spent almost every waking moment in wile as-
pect of trainingLand they ,loved it.

They familiarized themselves with their camping equipment And
setting up and striking their tents They had sessions on handling
paddles and canoes They learned how to change direction of their
canoe quickly and how to backwater on a course set up qn our. lake.

But the,most exciting training activities were ttiose focusing on
canoe safety and survival We began by having them fall into the
swimming pool wearing their life jacketsa novel experience of
familiarization for each of them. Then it was onward to swimming in
life jackets, controlling canoe tipping, falling out of a canoe, and
emptying a swamped canoe These were all unique events, rich in
developmental opportunities At the end of the training period, each
of our canoe campers had a solidsbody of skits and sense of
personal competence) i they had not previously known

Tuesday morning th' group went to Luray, Virginia, the starting
point of their trip At the push-off as clear to both staff and
campers that there was mbli .of that supreme confi-
dence of the previous day The movem nt and turbulence of the
river presented a far different challenge tha the placid lake back at
camp. With a succession ()Weep breaths , tile launched 'the ,five
canoes. Paddles dipped, canoes respond , and confidence
began to return. By the first bend, smilp and laughter were back

Then .followed four days of beautiful shoreline and exciting
rapids. The greatest challenge was 150 yards of class three rapidS

ct encountered two days later which they all succ.pssfully passed
when many others wiped out On the afternoon of the fourth day,
they arrived at their pickup point, full of anecdotes and adventures,
and even more, full of success and achievement. They had not
o9ly learned, they had accomplished.

-:- 1-***:
, The most striking effect on counselors was

their new perception and enthusiasm for de-
veloping the full abilities of their campers and "'

other mentally retarded persons with whom
they would work.

;:,,t9e7

The overall assessment of this adventure reaches wide range
of individual and programmatic aspects Mosrdirec y, the impact
of these few days on campers and.counselors s profound._
Campers not only acquired new skills in canoeing and mping, but
also greatly increased their self-confidence and self-image Their
social and verbal skills also profited from the closeness and inter-
dependence of the group

The most striking effect on counselors Akas their new perception
and enthusiasm for developing the full abilities and potential of their
campers and other mentally retarded person with whom they
would work They had seen what could be done They had been
pan Of it

This had an infectious fallout on the rest of the staff and program
Other counselors throughout the remainder of the summer bought
and planned more challenging activities for their campers than ever
before Of course, the canoeing program at camp underwent a
major change including many components of canoe camp training.
Camping, hiking, riding, trampoline, and Whet areas also felt the
effects In this way, sights and experiences of every other camper
were raised.

For us, canoe camp provided a resounding confirmation of our
commitment to developmental goals and programs or every, men-
tally retarded 'person, regardless of age or functioning level We
were again assured that it is only as we continue to help others
grow,,that we will continue our own growth. .

12
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Last year for the first time, the Idaho State School and Hospital

Recreatipn Department in Nampa operated a wint* camp for its
residents. In past years summer' ind day camps have been run..
But winter is a time for indoor activities right? Wrong!

An lo'iir's dri4 from Nampa the mountains, with their winter
splendor, were waiting torbe used. With this in mind, the recreations
staff started plannthig -for a winter campingoxperienee. The camp
would be called Camp Freezurtoz. PlannIAg began in November
and aimed at a six week period in January and February..

A suitable location was found when the.sfaff was allowed -the
use of a cabin for the entire six weeks of the program. The cabin-was equipped with electricity for lights and cooking and a wood-burn-
ing heat * An onthOuse was available; but water had to be carried
to the cab i. ,

Because the cabin's physical layout, the staff decided it would n-

be Best for groups to be all ,male or 'all female. Since this would
be the first time for winter camp, a short experience was planned.
Each, group of eight would attend Camp,for one night and two days. -

The' next, task was to meet the personal needs of the residents.
This meant finding warm, waterproof clothes. Navy winter overalls,a warm socks, rubberized boots, an mittens were purchased. Sweat-
ers, long undernat, hats, and ckets 'were all availalle from

e used clothing room at the school. We would not be the most -

faihionable group ever to hit the slopes but we would be warrn -

.

and dry! .
Other preparfitions included planning menus and acquiring tobog-

gans, sleds, skis, snowshoes, and a snowmobile. On the whole,
merchants were willing to help us with our needs if they could.

The easy part was finding participants. The staff simply consi-
dered summer camp'evaluations. Residents who had done well during
the summer were considered for the winter experience. For the
most part these 'would. be classified as moderately and severely
retarLderpersons. Many had jobs at the school, such as working
in-the leundry or in a ward. Some were not able toehold a job,
but did go to camp irnd did well.

The staff determined, that one of the most important aspects of
the camp would be in having residents help as much as possible.
Menus were specifibally planned so-that residents would be able

, to do a major part of the Cooking. They would help wash dishes,,
carry wood fore the heater, clean the cabin, roll their sleeping bags,

-(Land do other' cI'ores as they arose. ,As it turned out, these tasks
were most enjoyable for many residents. In addition to helping
with chores, table manners and helping themselvei were stressed.

r13.
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Finally the first day of Camp Freezurtoz arrived. At 9:00 a.m. z'
sharp, the eight boys arrivecrat the recreation center. After donning
long underwear, wool socks, winter pants,;mittens, and hots, they'
were on their way.

Guided by two staff members, they qrrived at camp anshour
and a half later. After moving inland (quick look around, they

4were ready for a good, hot lunch.
%-

After lunch the real fun began. Armed with inner tubes, everyone
headed for the tubing run which was equipped with turns and bumps
and enough of a drop to giveeven the staff a thrill. The residents
loved it! Tubing interspersed with snowmobile rides filled the major-
ity of the afternoon. For many it was the-first time they had ever
actually played in the snow. They s,00n realized that snow was not
just cold and wet it was fun! An afternoon hot chocolate break ,

wds takes and then we returned to the slopes until dinner.
As planned, the residents helped as ntuch ns possible with dinner.

They cooked, set the table, served, end gleaned under the supervi-
sion of a. staff member.

The evening was filled with indow games and arts and crafts.
Sometimes we just sat and talked. There was always a-pot of coffee
and cocoa and cookies. In some ways, jtisaalking with the residents
proved more vJuable than activities. For'those who wished, an'
adventure was found in tubing after dark which proved to be much
more excitirfg than during the day.,

The followipg morning after breakfast, the group hiked to a
favorite lookout. The rest of the day consisted of tubing, snowman
building, snowball fights, and snowmobile rides.

During the last few weeks an outdoor hot, dog cookout was incor-
porated which immediately became ahighpoint of the camp. Eight
residents of the school ttended camp during the six weeks of
operation. During the entire Camp Freezurtoi the positive was
always stressed to residents they could cook or they could make
it to the top of' the hill if they tried. And -siire enough, most of
them did.

As soon as Camp Freezurtoz ended both residents and staff started
looking to the future. This winter, a longer stay allowing more variety
will.make it bigger. and better than ever.

Russ Scharman is winter scamp director and Ron WOolstenhulme
is recreation director at Idaho State School and Hospital,
Nampa, Idaho.
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Experience/WI Checklist

Outdoor Education/RicrostIon
't This checklisthas been provided bY Steve Brannan, Special

Education Department, Portlanti State University, Portland,.
. Oregon. As director ofMt. Hood Kiwanis Camp Program, Dr.

Brannan his been responsible for development and use of this
scale to assess progress and growth. of campers. Bath content
and approlach can-be applied and/or adapted for other types
of physical education, recreation, and related programs.

Name of Camper

Date of Session

U11770:1M-STEM

1. Performs independently tedium( instructions
2. Performs independently following instruc-

tions
3. Performs wily vv ith erbal and/or phy sical

assistance
4, Unable to. ..perform a ith verbal

physica' assistance
5. Not observed at camp

PERSQNAL /SOCIAL

and/or

1 2 3 4. 5Talks courteously ,-

1 2 3 4 5 Communicates needs (verbally and/
or manually) - 00

1 2 3.4 5 Acquires friends
12 3 4 5 Initiateit conversation
1 2 3 4 5 On tin*.
1 2 3 4 5 Neat in appearance
I 2 3 4 5 Practices camp rules (use of facilities!
1 2 $ 4 5 Practices game rules (sportsmanship")
1 2 3 4 5 Crean in per onal habits
1 2 3 4 5 Helps others
1 2 3 4 5 Waits own to n
1 2 3 4 5 Participates in suggested activities
r 2 3 4 5 Follbws instructions during activities
1 2 3 4,5 Controls emotions
1.2 3 fl 5-Practices acceptable eating habits
12 T 4 5 Tries new experiences
1 2 3 4 5 Engages others in conversation
1 2 3 4 .5 Participates with the group

ARTS AND CRAFTS

General
1 2 3 4 5 Cuts with scissors
1 2 3 4 5 Tears and folds paper
1 23.4 5 Selects paints
1 2 3".4 5 Paints with ibrush
1 2 3 4 5 Uses materials/tools correctly
1 2 3 4 5,Completes prOjects
1 2 3 4 5 Practices safety precautions
1 g 3'4 5 Helps with clean up

Projects .
1 2 3 4' 5 Makes a sand candle
1 2 3 4 '5 Tye-dye fabric
1 2 3 4 5 Designs a postcard .
1 2 3 4 5 Writes a postcard
1 2 3 4 5 Prints with natural materials
1 2 3 4 5 Makes a God's eye .

1 2 3 4 5 Makes a pine cone project
1 2 3 4 5, Makes a nature collage
ilk,.1 2 3 5 Makes.a spatter leal design

MUSIC/DRAMA 1111 0.

1 2 3 4 5 Sings with a group
1 2 3 4 5 Sings alone while otherspresent
1 23 4_5 Sings-familiar songs t
1 -2 3 4 5 Learns and sings new songs
1 2 3 4 5 Sings on pitbh
1 2 3 4' 5 Constructs a musica *nstrument
1 2 3 4 5 PISys a rhythm rument
1 2 3 4.5 Sings at grow campfires

41 2 3 5 Participates in Graup skits
1 2 3 4 5 Employs rhythm
1 2 3 4 5 Employs hand movements to sbngs '
1 2 3 4 5 Performs skit according to plan
1 2 3 4 5 Provides p-ts..41 interpreta>n

during the skit
1 2 3 4 5 Createsreontributes Ait material

0.

1 2 3 4 5 Operates an instamatic earner
1 2 3 4 5 Rides on chairlift at Timberli e
1 g 3 4 5 Uses pool equipment as dir ted
1 2 3 4 5 Enters pAl safely
1.2 3 4,5 Clears Pool on whistle blast
1 2 3 4 5 Puts face in water
1 2 3 4 5 Holds breath undkrwater.
1` 2,3 4 5 Walks unaided across width

of pool waist deep
1 2 3 4 5 Tuck floats for 15 sewnds
1,2" 3 4 5 Prong glide with kickTor 30 feet
1 2 3 4 5 Co-ay% I stroke for 30 feet
1' 2 3 4 5 Changes directions hile syv imming
1 2 3 4 5 Jumps in water waist deep
1 2 3 4 5 Relaxes/suntaifs near pool

..4t1 2-3 4 5 Swims/plays in Timberline pool
NATURE

1 2 3 4 5 Finds crunchies (gravel, twigs, leaves,
etc.)

1 2 3' 4 5 Feels different textures (5ocks, bark,
leaves, soil, moss) tt

1 2 3A 5 Describes differences in rocks (weight,
texture rock decorbposition to soil)

1 t 3 4 5-Obser7res levels of forest (canopy,
understory, shrub layer)

1 2 3 4 5 Observes life.rings of a tree
1 2 3 4 5 ,Describes differences in plant life
1 2 3 4 5 Fels different terrain (slope, uphill,

downhill)
1 2 3 4 5 Forms an environmental interpretation

of a place or thin
1 2.3 4 5 Identifies harmft I plants
1.2.3 45, Discovers things that sink (rock

sand, etc.)
1 2 3 4 5 Drinks ftom a mountain stream
1 2 3 4 5 Observes the currbilt of a stream
1 5 Discovers a waterbug

4
1 2 3 Feels the morsing devv,
1 2 3 4 5 Listens to tffe sounds of the forest

(animals, wind, Water flowing)
1 2 3 4 5 Observes cloud formations
1 2 3 4 5 Smells fragrance of forest (flowers,

fir:trees, etc.)
1 2 3 4 5 Matches animals and their footprints

k 1 2 3 4 5 Describes animal signs (tracks, nests,
burrzy.§, droppings, etc..)

RECREATION/WATER

1 2 3 4 5 Baits a fish took #
1 2 3 4,5

etc.)
1

rates a fishing pole (casting, reel,

12 3 4 Catches/lands a,fisb
1 2 3 4 5 Cleans a fish
1 2 3 4 5 Prepares a fisfl for eating #

12"3 4 5 Plays individual
1 2 3 4 5 Rides a bicycle

15 21

CAMPING/SELF. HELP

4 2 3 '4 5 Lights a match
1 2 3 4 5 Builds a fire
1.2 3 4 5 Operates a camp lamp

(Coleman, etc.)
1 2 3 4 5 Operates a camp sun e

(Coleman, Hobo stove, etc )
1...g 3 4 5 Operates a flashlight
1 2 3 4 5 Prepares own meal out-of-doors
1 2 3 4 5 Eats own meal out-of-doors -

1 2 3 4 5 Rolls, unrolls sleeping bag
1 2 3 1 5-Manages oven gear

1. 2 3 4 5 Packs a pack
1 2 3 4.5 Carries a p'ack

1 2 3 4 5 Hikes to a close destination
1 2 3 4 5 Hikes trofar destination
1 2 8 4 5 Demonstrates endurance on a hike
1 2 3 4 5 Helps set-up camp on overnight hike
1 2 3 4 5 Lays out ground cloth
1 2 3 4 5 Cooks a marshmallow
1 2 3 4 5 Prepare own campfire treat

(simore's)
1 2 3 4' 5 Makes hot chocolate

Name of Director

Counselor (s).
.
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An Adaviati Irani
Rehried artkiants

"14 DAVID MORGAN

.

OrffSehulwerk is a creative process which. in-
volves ever) hildalgough participation in the s
process. The proces$ is more than a musical
method, it concerns itself with the complexities
'of the bo4y, of the spirit, and deepest feelings
col/Twat° man.,It is concerned Withealling out .
all' possible forms of fruitful communications.'

'The Orff- Schulwerk process offers
endless possibilities for adaptation to
specialty areas. In its original form the
Orff-Schulwerk method was designed as
an, elemental approach to music- and
rhythm fyir the schoolroom. Since its
original introduction into the German
school system, its simple open-ended
structure has been understood by many
who, having tried and experienced the
process, know and believe its creative
potential,for learning and living. The
Orff experience has changed the entire
perspective of life for some,, and has
challenged creative and human limita-
tions of almost everyone who has been
exposed to its

Unfortunately, the educational sys-
tem-1h this country does little to detect,
let alone toiler, development of
creativity! It is well known that creative
arts have traditionally been considered
educational extras andprograms in this
area are usually among the first to get'
the budgeting axe. Not everyone shares
educational assumptions basic to Orff-
Schulwerk. Assumptions on which I
believe Orff-Schulwerk to be based by music therapists, dance therapists,
includethe following concepts:
,Educa'tion should start by utilizing

and stimulating-a child's "total predis-

.. ....position to express kimself.so that any
other specialization can he built upon
this broad and soljd basis."2

Right and wrpng are relative ecin-
/'cepts and reinforeethent of a child's,

belief in himself andhis expressioncan:
not be given ip these terms.'!
4 Based- on personal experiencei. an

individual/makes value indgment's as to
what is right and wrohg for him, and
sets his own behavioral anecreative
limitations. An individual is capable Of .

responable expansion of these limita-
tions and can free himsel5.from his owr
cramped nature. ... . .

Every individual is capable of per-
.

sonal andcreative growth. i -
Unless one can accept these assump;

lions, he Cannot effectively .lead others,
in the Orff-Schuliverk process. Accept. ,
ing these assumptions, an individual can
adapt Orff-Schulwerktto `n 'work
situation and dpecialt ,
1 Orff-Schulwerk has en individually
adapted to many specialties. Since its
introductiOn as an approach to elemen-

ions ( tit music ljyqarl Orff, it hat been used

0

settings as well as,in traditional educa-
tional institutions.:

Becsuse it is a basic elemental
pros, .it can be adapted 44) nearly
every soiling. Its basic assumjitions and
method have even been used by some
who vhave never heard of Orff-
Schulwerk. Many .assumptions of Orff-
Schulwerk are implicit in creative.
dramatics and improvisational theater.
Although specifically designed for chil-
dren between the ages of five and twelve,
creative dramatics has proved very
ffective with mentally retarded teens

and adult
Creativ dramatics maybe defined as

a group experience in which each
individual is guided to express himself'
for the joy of creating improvised
drama as he works and plays with
others. Creative dramatics emphasizes
participation rather than product. The
chief i4rn is ,experience experience
that 'fosters child growth and develop-
wilt, reveals needs, encourages growth
of individual spirit in the presence of
a group, and providesifor self-realiza-%
tion and. cooperation in an atmosphere
of spirited group play. In addition, it ,
has the potential ,to increase
imagination, help increase yen.'

speech therapists, and even by swim-
ming instructors. It haft been used in
therapeutic, clinicid, turd recreational.

1,
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E sprogram, there shad been a big firein
San Francisco. At the Veginning of the
hour this e%ent was mentioned and par-
ticipants were. asked if any hall seen or
heard about it. Sexeral claimed they had,
so a discussion as launched on how

. fires start. A pantomime fire was built
in the middle of the circle, emphasizing
the care that had to he taken- not to
get too close. This evoked into a chant:

If you get too dose
You can burn y our pants;
If you burn y our pants
It'll make you dance.

To the Ntieiing beat.of a driim, each
participant had a chance to do a fire
dance around the imaginary fire. After
eery participant had a turn, it was sug-,
gested as a closure that the firejbe put
out. The group, as was s'uggestea in Bit-
eon s experience, tightly encircled the
imaginary red crePe paper flames, and
bleu them out. During the process of
the fire dance, several participants got
burned. In addition to warnings and
cries of 'sympathy that occurred 'when
this happened, the leader produced
white smock' and a stethoscope and
asked if a doctor was in the house. Using
the props, one of 'the participants
checked the severity the burns-before
the chant continued.

After completing the fire dance, the
theme 'of fire was continued and the
leader asked if anyone had ever heard
of an insect whose house had caught fire.
It took little effort to elicit ,this story.
and rhyme:

Lady bug, lady bug
Fly away home,
Your house is on fire

And your children are alone.
In the remainder of the session, a

story was dexeled, based on ans`wers
given by participants to the leader's
questions: How did the fire start? Why

'was Lally Bug out of the house? How
was the fire put out? With some selectiv-
ityliy the leader, the fire turned out
to have been started by a firefly arsonist

. no threw a fire bomb into the house
a r omaking a call to Mr.. and Mrs.
Lad ug on as prop.telephone, claiming
he was a neighbor inviting them over.
After the fire was started, all nonacting
participan4 chanted the Lady Bug
.rItyme which sent the parents hurrying
home where they saved their Children
and called the Ore department. The fire-
menealled the police and captured the
fire bug and hauled him off to jail. Posi-
tive reinforcement was given to all for
sincere portrayals and the session con-
cluded with a good feeling of
accomplishment. They went through the

balization,. develop better listening
skills, improve recall, help develop a
sequential understanding of events, and
give .a healthy release of emojions.

Improvisation might be dile(' Trea-
ti%e dramatics for adults. Like creatie

,dramaties,imprenisatimr uses Mir-0N -
ised dialogue and movement in creating
scenes. Many of its theater games and
exercises can be effectiNeVadapted to
the Orff format. Like Orff-Schulwerk,
creative dramatics and improvisation

`emphasize learning through experience
and are based on the assumptions that
everyone can act, everyone can
improvise, and eleryone has, creative
potential.

Viola, Spoldin, whose book
Improvisation For The Theater has much
to offer for anyone working in drama?

sN states in, her beginning chapter.
-

We learn through experie; nee and
experiencing. and no one teaches any-
one anything. This is as true for the
infant moving from kicking to craw-
ling to walking, as it is for the scientist
with his equations. If the environment
permitS it, anyone can learn whatever
he choses to learn, hnd if the
individual permits it, the environ-
ment will teach him everything it has
to teach. Talent or lack of talent have
little to do with it.3
Drama, like music, can.be a medium

for experiencing fundamental and uni-
versal truths in both can be
enmfortably adapted to the Orff-Schul-
werk process. Orff-Schulwerk &tarts
with a germ idea and takes it through
four processes:

Improvisation
or Selectivity.

Fulfillment
Closure

The germ idea can be as simple as
a word or as complex as a story. In
either case, the above procedural out-
line can be followed.

An often used example of a one word
germ idea fbr Orff-Schulwerk is fire.
Carol Biteon gives an example of its
development in an article entitled, "I
Am!" presented at the' 4th National
Symposium on *Creative Com-
munication, Orff-Schulwerk in -1969.
Given more of a dramatic emphasis, the
same germ idea went through the follow-
ing development at thifRecreation
Center for the Handicappedt in San
Franciseo.
e The Day Trippers, a group of approx-
imately 25 moderately retarded adults
had been studying insects as their theme
for the _month. The day beforejle-
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process of improvisation in dealing with,
the familiar concept df fire. With the
help of the leader they were co-authors
to the selectivity of the most appropriate
suggestions to build a story. By acting:
it out, they went through thfulfilIntent
and natural closure of a finished cria-
tive producC

Depending on the, ability of a group,
the above described program would be
Simplified for more severely retarded,
or expanded by eliciting suggestions
from participants, as to how the story
could he improV'ed. Through positive
criticism, the story could be father
embellished and actually performed for
an audienetr.

Orff-Schulwerk adapted for drama
does not always need to e e into play-.
ing out a story.

Another familiar Orff chant is:
Extra! Extra!
Read all about it!
What is your news?
What is your news?

This would be followed :

Newspaper! Newspaper!
On the bench, ,
Bet you can get it.
Its a cinch!

To use this chant a scene must be,
set. It is A beautiful dayNn the park.
st on hie just bought 'a newspaper, and'
have sat down to read it. Another person
enters (from thi-nrcl and assumes a
character who has reason for wanting
the paper. Using this basic dramatics
objective, the new person attempts to
get the newspaper.

After setting this scene and explaining
the game, the leader or another model
sits on what has 'men set up as a bench
in the middle of the circle and starts
to read ,a real newspaper.

The chmit is said by the group and
any participant who wishes to start can
do so. The leader offers somelresistance
to giving up the newspaper until the
irrgttmertt`is- suffieierntly 4-on wincing. lig
theii gives the new person the paper and
leaves. The chant is repeated and the
game _continues as a relay around the
circle. As a closure, the newspaper can
be creatively destroyed.

An improvisation game which can be
effectively adapted to the 'Orff-Schul-
werk metbmbris called the Concerto.
Although there are many variations of
this theater ga me, it has been mosteffee=
Live with handicapped participants
when combined with a pantomime game.
The leader prepares a grab hag before
the session which might have cpietures
of various means of transportation. A
chant like he following can be used:



There are outer ways to travel
:Than going or a walk.
Show us what you find"
But -- don't talk!

Everyone in the group takes a turn
reaching into the bag and tries to at
euethe.mode of transportation he'.piehs.
Each is allowed to make one sound..
After everyone has_ had a turn the entire
group assembles in choir formation with
the leader as the conductor. When
pointed tb, each participant, as if he
Were a musiciaD in an orchestra,,
delivers his sound': The conductor cuts
each off or allows, him to continue
according to his own sense of sound and
rhythm. Juxtaposing varying sounds
and by combining several or all of. his
instrum;nts die.conductor speeds up or
slows down the sound piece at his whim,
builds to a fitting climax, ends the piece,
and takes a bow. An interesting varie-

s

t.

A

tion of this concerto Is an emo tio -
certo. In this game emotional soun s re
used as instruments and the same proce-
dure followed. The game 'also can allow
participiAs to take turns as conductor.

Whether music or drama is the media
to which Oxff-Schtilwerk is adapted,
emphasis is- on creativity. Creativity
occurs when inquiry is encouraged.
Creativity is the ability to form uew rela-
tionships, meanings, and products by
reassembling experiences and know-
ledge. The Orff-Schulwerk process of
expatiding h germ idea.through phases
of development, exploration, and
closure can be viewed as a microcosmic
example. of the expansion of our entire
being. When we are not expanding we
are either stagnant or contracting. Too
often education, especially for mentally.
retardedchildren, stresses setting limi-
tations rather than creative expansion.

18
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Orff-Schulwerk method, in any. of it
adapted forms, deserves mote atten tio
from educators in this county .

,Through its creative:process joy, which
should be a part of all learning, can
be attainable for all.

'Orff-Schulwerk Design for Creativity A'
Report o U.S. Office of'Education of ESEA, Title
III Project. Bellflower Unified School District,
Bellflower, California.
21bid. .

Northern University Press, 1963, p. 3.

DAVID MORGAN is a drama-music
specialist with the Galileo Adult
Program, San Francisco .Community
College Disttict, Recreation Center for
the Handicapped, San Francisco,
California. '
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Horseback .Riding

Riding Prograins

9a.

'and
mental
retardation

Eleanora C. Gordon
Bennie M. Stewart
Ken Crest Centers
Mont Clete, Pennsylvania 19453

Riding programs for developmentally disabled persons have
increased rapidly in the United States Elunngthe past five years.
Most of these programs are structured to meet needs of physically
impaired'individuals who may or may not be retarded as well. The
success of these programs and their rapid growth indicate that
many developmentally disabled individualg can benefit from them.

. However:relatively few programs are designed for persons Who
are primarily mentally retarded add who have only minor physical

- impairments. The authors have had three years' experience work-
ing with such a program and feel that sharing their impressions may
be usefui to others.

A riding program for mentally retarded persons has gerieral
goats which are clearly defined but not easily measured. Any
program which is_ adOpted with enthusiasm and provides a new
exPerience is goi4to be beneficial. Many mentally retarded tndi-
QidUals are involved in other therapeutic prograrhs; such as occu-
pational therapy, music therapy, and vocational training, It is dif-
ficult to separate benefits of riding from those derived from other-
progrbms. The impression that our riders were helped from horse-
back riding was based on empirical observations suggesting im-
proved motor skills, decrease in exaggerated muscle tone, and
improveihent in emotional stability.

Twenty-five riders were chosen from among 65 institutionalized
children and adolescents at a private licensed facility. Mbst riders
were moderately to severdiry retarded and nonverbal: Several had
serious emotional problems; a few had mild cerebral palsy. Pur-,
pi:nes in establishing the program ere to (1) improve co'ordina-
tion,balance, and muscle tone, (2)provide an appropriate and
interesting :outdoor activity, and (3). prothote a feeling ,,of ac-
complishment that is so important to the emotional growth of men-
tally retarded individuals.

19
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This program was developed especially for moderately to se-
verely retarded individuals: Prescriptions have included basic
exercises used for any good riding instruction with modifications to
suit each Individual's limits, personality, and specific pro6lems. A.
program geared to mildly Or moderately retarded people should
have the basiginstructional program fRIlowed by a Wide, variety of

, horseback activities designed to sustain interestland provide fun ,

There is no reason why mildly retarded people cannot enjoy trail
riding, gymkhanas,and team to care fer their animals after basic'

,Vistruction has been completed.
Any program for mentally retarded individuals at any level has

features initommon: .

Riding instructcornust expenenced bottvin tiding instruction
and instruction of mental retarded individuals.

- Instructors must reali that a rider's, progress may be painfully
slow and that a warm r ationship musbe created with both rider
and horse..

Programs s rot-1 have competent medical advice, regarding
, physical, mental, and _emotional capabilities of each rier,.

"Aphysiotherapist may be needed only in a consulting capacity
since physical disabilities-may be less manifest in prddrarrispeared

..for mentally retarded persons:
Horses musbe'welltmannered and docile, but_they should be

fun to ride. Since a mentally retarded rider mernolhave sound
independentjudgment, allowances gnu §t be made for this in choice ,

Recently there has been much disCussion about' riding therapy
versus recreational ridin4 We consider this an erbitrary distinction
and valid only for funding purpose's. AU hoiseback riding is

. of mounts and activities.

`therapeutic; all horseback riding is tecreatione Any riding program
for developmentally disabled persons if properlyorgehrzed, super-
vised, and carded out provides physical Improvement and emo-
tional satisfaction. That is the ultimate gbal.

Lased on an article from NARHA News, Vol. 3, No. 2, .iurie
1975jPhotos were provided by the Recreation Cer&r for the
Handicapped,,SanF(mncisco, CalifOrnia.). .

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES.

Joseph J. Bauer,,Ridihg for Rehat;rlitation. A Guide tor Handicap-
.

ped Ffiders, and Their Instructors. (Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
Canadian Stage andArt Publications Limited (49 WeHington Street
East), 1972. .

-

.10

McCowen. It Is Ability That Counts, A Training Manual on
Therapeutic Riding for the Handicapped. Olivet: Michigan. The
Olivet Press, Olivet College, 1972. 't

P
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North American Riding for 6

the Handicapped Association//.

Although there were some successful horseback riding pro-
grams for impaired, disabled, and/or handicapped people irkthe
United States pnor to 1969, only recently has a national movement
been initiated to coordinate efforts in this fietd. fn 1969 the North,
Amencan Riding for the Handicapped AssOciation (NARHA) was
formed as a nonprofit, tax - exempt organization to act as an advis-
ory and controlling body for these programs. Today, some 30
programs are registered with NARHA and oihers of all sizes are
forming and awaiting registration.
NARHA aims to:
1. Advise and assist those i volved

Relief of handicap _persons tOugh the provision of
horseback Fiding, subject to the consent of-their medical
advisors; '
Promotion of their well-being, both, mental and phySical, by

- training, recreation, andrehabilitation through horseback rid-
ing;
Investigationof effects of riding fdr these purposes.

2. Proyide proper training and examination for instructors and
' award graduation certificates.

3. Set standards for centers, including periodic examination by .4g
appointee of the Board of Directors and certification as In
approved establishmenti

o

A periodic newsletter, NARHA News, is published by the
organization, for further information contact the editors. Mrs.
OctaVia Brown, CokesburY Road, R.D. Annandale, NJ.08801 or
Mrs. Margaret Dunlap, 12706 'Eighth Street S.W., Seattle, WA
98146. c. /,

,

theft Cen;er
for the Handicapped

Cheff Cotter for the Handicapped is t e first approved riding
therapy center in the United States to be r ognized by tjie North
American'Riding for the Handicapped Association (NARHA). it is
alto the firstapproved training center in this country for instructors
who wish to teach .horseback riding to impaired, disabled, and/or
handicapped persons. The,center began`accepting studdnts in
January 1970, and is operated at no cost to children with Venous
handicapping,conditions. Students must be recommended by .a
physician and,have their physical condition assessed by.a physical
therapist before being accepted in thd program.

Situated on 300 'acjes of tend between Kalamazoo and Battle
Creek (Michigan) the center includet a.420 foot building with is
blacksmith shop,and bnclosed viewing and classroom areas. To
guard against injury, the riding arene is cushionedwith eight itiches
of sand; students mu* wear specially designed riding helmets.
After a few months of instruction, 'most students gain sufficient
balance and confidence tct ride alone. When a student's doctor .

releases him/her from therapeutic riding lessons-, time ismade
available for pleasure riding at the center at no charge. Future
plans call for a complete training and recreation center to include
swimming, bowling, field:krents, archery, riflery, fishing, and camp-
ing with dormitones to accommodate those children coming frdm a
-distance. The lifestyle at Cheff Center is best described by their
motto, fttls Ability,- Not Disability, That Counts: .

20 '26
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Martial Arts

I

I

MART1A1. ARTS FOR
THE HANDICAPPED

O

O

High block. Skill learned by beginner and practiced
"I throughout karate life:.

4 I
-

A

/

Barbaia Kay Ross
Recreation Staff
Denton State School, Denton, Texas

Interest in martial ar4ts now sweeping the country encom-
. passed' all races, sexes, and ages, including people with

various handicapping conditions. However, this activity
4-^' appears tothave been overlooked by many persons con-

cerned with mentally retarded or learning disapled thildren.
Many activities in which mentally retarded children participate .
are Primarily quiet, indiyidyal, or dual activities. Occasionally
these children learn to box, wrestle, or.take part in other
vigtrous combat activities.

Martial arts are defined as any beautiful or creative activity
connected with fighting In which there is discipline: Although
specific martin arts activities differ in technique, structure of
classes in each is generally formal and Patterned after their
oriental origin. FOrmal interaction between senseis (teachers)
and, ippons (students) lends_ifgelf to 'protams for :children
with various learning difficulties and can be an important
vehicle in their progress.

Tae Kwon Do_appears to be the most representative martial
arts style for mentally retarded and learning 'disabled chil-
dren because of the accessibility of- reliable instruction
through American Karate Clubs. These clubs and the senseis
aid registered, with Black Belt Association. The direct re-
lationship of the activity to general needs of children with
learning difficulties and mental retardation make martial arts
worth the time and offott to explore. 7 .0
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The Kwon Do or The Kyon has evolved into an effective
method of weaponless self-defense, an intricate art, an ex-
cellent sport, 'a method of learning about the body, and a
way of maintaining high leVels of 13,byeical fitness. Martialarts,
under the direction of a rehable4tInsei, concentrate:on mind,
body, and spirit and can be continued through old age, they

rhythmic, spatial, and directional. Practitioners of/artial
art use their. entire bodiei at one time, make rapid body
adj tments, and relate to the body of a partner While physi-
cal e ucation, recreation, and, related activities included in°
schoo or recreation programs are designed to meet specific
beha [oral or performance objectives and to provide enjoy-
me 'few combine all traiti of martial arts into one con-
tinu us experience. ,

The first step token by beginners is to learn hyungs pre-
arranged attacking and defensive movements such as

..punches and kicks that follow a predetermined sequence
Certain elements in 'these techniques follow patterns that
contribute to overall body development and help each
parficippnt become aware of his body position at alctimes.
For example, each hyung begins and endsln the same posi-
tion, all movements are performed at speeds and rhythms
established by the hyung being performed, all movements
are performed with'rapid facing patterns and correct posture
This period of basic training consists mainly of repetition and
imitation since techniques must blend with the body and be-

. come an e en sion of the self
Karate i based on the scientific principle of body move-

ment an is considered a way of life as a student progresses
from simple ,body ,knowledge to an overall physicallY and
mentally coordinated person. It is often considered amost
accurate way for the soul to know its body. The first step is
always for the body to know itself; only then can t e soul be
realized.

A master's karate attitude develops slowly over the years.
Important characteristics of thisattitude include-

Ability, to be humble Only people who hav made great ac-
complishments and deserve respect may truly be umble, they must
know their greatness but never lose sight of their hortcorntngsl

Absence of preconceived thought When aling with others,
masters keep an openefrirtzl, they are slow t make friends but
remain a friend for hfe ,- ,

Development of self-confidence Mas o not.make snap,sie-
tisionstut learn to analyze a problem before coming to a conclusion,
they accept the world as it is and Vend with it so as not to break,... .

Karate is concerned with alfpeople and those with various
handicapping renditions are of particular interest to some
senseis. Attitude toward a handicapped individual in karate
is unlike 'that found in many other activities. Basically, the
handicap is ignored. No allowances are made in rank tests,
tournaments, and classes for any specific condition, just as
no allowance is made by an attacker on the street for size,
sex, impairment, or disability.

While a'karateka is taught to fight only as a last resort when
attacked physically, each must at that particular mqment be
able to defend himself regardless..of physical or environ-
mental condition. It is primarily the respo ibility of each
individual to bring his impairment or climb! under control.
Emphasis is placed on abilities and function I body parts. A"
slower-paced learner IS given personalized' instruction by one
of the senseis or a higher rankind student. No pressure is
placed on anyone to advance through the ranks or enter
tournaments, each student is left to do as he feels comfort-
able. Praise is given only when deserved. Students learn that
all decisions to attend classes, produce maximum effort, and
remain in classes are strictly theirs.

. ,

p
"Some men perceive things as they are and
say, 'wh/."1 dream things that never were
and say, 'why not.' "Robert F. Kennedy's
sage words provide the basis for two articles

. in The Beat of Challenge: So often we have
been governed by the conventional and ob-

in working with and serving indiVidu-
als with variou4handicapping conditions.
Karate and the martial arts for.mentally re-
tarded persons?'Never! qkiing for retarded,
blind, and amputees? Yotlyellipper ReSd
on and see how individiplkwho recognized
the ability and potential of 'those with whom
tifey worked broke with tradition and,pro-
vided important experiences in these activi-
ties for individuals with various handicaps
to significantly improve the'quality of their
lives. Dream on; spread your wings; stand
on the shoulders of your predecessors and
project your vision further and further. The
difficult we do immediately and nothing is
imposiible when we want to do it and stick
to it long enough!

A

There are karate schools that contain suchfcliversified per-
.

sons as ex- Hell's Angels, polio victims, and underprivileged
people All of the students work barefooted ove9 obstacles
such as rocks, barnacles, and sand in summer or winter. The
main objective of such regimen is-to force mind and body
to work in, harmony.

Other, schools work with troubled youth in activities such
as boxing, fencing, judo, and karate to teach people who
believe themselves losers how to win. Many of these students
are mentally disturbed, hemophiliac, hyperactive, extremely
passive, hostile, learning disabled, delinquent, or have a
variety of other problems. Visually impaired. including the
blinp, respond well to martial arts training, many for the first
timefeel secure on the street.

Some leachers advocate cognitive relationships with. the
martial arts. For example, a noted college professor believes
yhysics can be easily comprehended through Karate training.
1-le not only teaches slow learners this way, but uses this
approach with all his students. This system is based on the
premise that physics is a basic science and the body obeys
basic laws. Since karate is felt tb be an extensive knqwkedge
of anatomy,a karateka must not only control his own energy
tut his oppctfient's as well. Karate is an avenue to self-dis-
,coiery, self-cbricept, and self-acceptance.

Mentally retarded students are often deliberately excluded
from any form of combat because they are supposedly. not
capable of the judgment necessary for control. These gener-
alizations are as inaccurate Mr mentally retarded as for
average people. It is my opinion after working a number of
years with-retarded and having observed them in karate ses-
sions, that in many cases karate is a totally beneficial activity.

22
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Control for anyone involved in karate is developed through
accomplishment. Internal self - control it realized through
external practice. 'IA a reliable club, all applicants are
screened before they are admitted and permitted Jo remain
only if they exercise reaionallaerlotional and phYsiqal con-
trol. Such testing does not automatically exclude mentally

A retarded persons. As skill in physical .movement grows, so
does emotional control and desirable attitudes. As wresult,
ability to.

i
to fight is constantly and proportionately governed by

growth in attitudekand control. .

Most classes are formal and maintain the same order from
week to week so no insecurity is created in a student. The
order of a class usually includes: bow. into the workout area;
Itne-up according td rank with the person on the left calling

/ the line' to. attention and instructing the line to bow to the
flag; warm -up 'generally working from neck to teat; in-
struction, usually progressing from old to new material;
activities such as sparring; line-up and bow'out, as in the'
beginning of class; bow out of workout area after dismissal.

Students are expected to remain 'quiet unless asking a
question of the sensei. Anyone in class of higher rank is

.obeyed and addressed rescectfully. Laughter is not accepted
during class period since training is serious.

Workout areas are usually without decorations except for
a Korean'flag. Fequipment is Rlaced in the same location at all
times. Occasionally, mirrors ate available but often there are
no windows .in an activity area. There is little to distract a
student. ,

Should a problem of control exist in discrimination or depth
perception, the student works with a bag instead of another
person until able to adjust to the problem. Figure background
difficulties should b'e minimal for the reasons already dis-
cussed.

.

Three possible areas of concern for a learning disabled
child include:

Retinal° inhibition, r- it members of the class do not realize and
understand the difficulty. In dual activities, the partner must be aware
that an individual who appears to be real to block a punch may not
be aware of his partner's readiness to throw a punch or kick.

Auditory temporal difficulty may make it hard to learn katp fdrms
with rhythm and coordination appropriate to the form.

Dissociation, especially if severe, may cause inappropriate be-
havior or inability to reproduce actions of the sense!.

With these more seyere problems in mind, it might be
better for the mentally retarded or learning disabled child
who hat' them to combine private and group instruction for a

.period of time. .

It is obvious that senseis are aware of people With handi-
caps. They attempt no correction or.cure, but they are aware.
of needs and have the ability to indivklualize instruction. .

A secure, well-adjusted person_ieflects a realistics self-
image which develops from coordinated physical .growth
and sound emotional development in martial arts activities,
one does not take precedence ever the other. The ultimate
aim of martial arts is to unite the human organism into a
physical, mental, and spiritual whole regardless of impair-

, ments or disabilities.

REFERENCES /RESOURCES
1. Bok Man Kim, "Stages.of Tae Kwon Do," Black Belt Magazine,
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3. French,,Scott, "Everyone's Forgotten What Karate Is," Black Belt
Magazine, Feb., 1972, pp. 49.

4. Jhoon Rhee, Chon Ji (Ohara Pub., Inc.,3Los Angeles, Calif., 1972),
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of Rutland, Vermont and Tokyo, Japan, 1970),,pp. 17, 34-36.

6. Moshcovitz, Philip, "How 'to Win," Black Belt Magazine, Mar.,
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Flying Side Kick. Skill learned by the moie advanced;
Derived fro./ the beginning side kick on the ground.
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Motor and 'Perceptual-Motor Development
THE PR 0=14 WAS to distinguish left from right. Right hands

. and:feet' were 'marked with red tape and left hands and
feet marked with green tape.loobey Lou was the activity:
"I put my right band in...vI put my right foot in..." One

.

'student stopped and asked, "Do you want my red foot?"
\ This was not the intep,ded meaning and I wanted nOmisint-

` derstandings. The, question in my mind was, did red and
ft

right look.the,ssame to a lip reader?
As students lined up for distnissal;, they tried to identif,

body parts such as right elbow or left 'knee. They knew tile
parts but left and.right were only guesses.

To identify right from left, one might ask a student
"Which hand do you write with?' It is unfortunate tha
write and righthave the same lip reading shapes and sounds.
There had to be.lome other way: to identify right!

During the next glass meeting when scooter boards we
used for free travel around the room, I realized that studeilts
were making 'Motor noises as though they were cliiving
automobiles. All Of 'these students were driven to. school
and all'.were awaire that automobiles keep 'to the Eight.
Perhap's this was d solution to mynroblem. A square pattern
along the walls of the room was established for the flow
of traffic. A line in this' pattern was tiSed 'as the line in
the %initiate of the vied to ,enable two-way traffic. After
a quick eiplanation. about keeping autom obilesIto the right,
the students Were,off driving their .automobiles.

Suddenly imaginati,ons produced chaos. -The noise of
4 shifting gears,.sereaining brakes, and beeping horns became

a din. One student wanted to' be a policeman and arrest
everyone else. Anothep,became a gas.statiaattendant using
'another student's' ineaker heel for the gas tank and his
finger for the hoge. He shipped the heel back on and away-
went the driver with a roar. Another student with glasses
was asked; 4,`Clean -your windshield sir?" S0011 there were
tow trucks and ambulances to ;take away bodies. It'was
q'uite an emergenc!

..
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Street signs such as slow, sap,' and itchool..weie
found and used. The traffic pattern was increased. A traffic

' circle witi_put in the middle of the square and corineCt.ed
. by short two-way roads. The signs e were using happened

to be old ones which immediately p ompted questions such
Nas y is that stop sign yellow? ' A call to the Motor

Vehic,Bureau brought'a new folder with the new interne-.
tional swig. We then placed thnew signs on our old itan-
darda. Because the new signs use very few words, 'they
can be read by these students who are also learning voc-
abUlary. . . ..

The signs' made the activity more interesting to "the stu-
dents but signs did not stop their recklessness. Sate rules
were necessary. There could beonly one policeman the
teacher., Anyone who had an accident would become a pedes-
trian crossing in'the newly created cross walk. Since a pedes-

, trianfn a school orossing can stop traffic this soon became
a reward instead of a punishment.

The only solution was to give a driving test which included
siggtiling for turns, stopping at stop signs, and 'obeVing
all signals. For passing:the test successfully, each child
received a hand shake and a BOCES1 drivers license. The
typewritten license was a facsimile of a real dr'ivers license
including a, space for personal data including eye and hair
Color. One coul lose his drivers license for reckless driving
so it paid to dri carefully after passing the examination.

Finally we h a situation whicwas under control. Stu-
dents were bus , interested, ands
and left in a life simulated situation which demonstrated
the importance of this knowledge.

motivated to use right

, ..
.

\ 'Board of Cooperative Education Services are a dminist the units in which
two or more school districts unite to offer services n her could offe
individually. . .

7'
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GLORIA R. MacMAST1ER
Parkhurst Road
Wilton, New York
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MULTI-,
CARPET
ACTIVITIES

DENNIS C. SCHMIDT .

.32

.2

T(Iday's physical educators ask
classroom teachers . to reinforce
physical edtication programs.
Here is an opPfrtunity to rein-
force classroom teachers in practi-
cal academic areas. For example,°:

"-Community Training Programs
for Trainable Mentally Retarded

' of Ohio have, stressed primary
colors:,Solici colored carpet
squares x 1') of red, blue, and'
yellow areexcellent teaching -aids.
Expense is lox and many carpet
stores, discard display pieces
periodically. Carpet activity can
augment developkent 'of,bady
awareness, static balance, ability
to follow directions, attention
span, locomotor skills, and animal .

walks. Every child is active, Con-
stantly involved,'and achieving at
his' own level.

To introduce an activity, line
carpet squares according to color
with all red in one line and all blue
in another. Use pieces of carpet
as visual aids and have students
find, and stand on a given color.
Continue this sequence until stu-
dents become familiar with pri-
mary colors. To make this activity
more challenging, randomly scat-
ter carpets around the area and
ask youngsters to find And stand
on specific colors.

The unlimited potential of car-
pet squares is shown in the follow-
ing list of possible activities.

BODY AWARENESS
Move to a .given color. Use differ-
ent coliired visual aids such as
pieces of construction paper or
balls. Have each student place a
hand on a carpet square with one
student per square. Different col-
ors and different body parts t an
be substituted in this activity.
Move to a color and place two or
more body parts on the carrtet
square such as a hand and knee_
or an elbow and, nose. .

Den': C. Sc idt is state
supe nor of p' sical develop-
Ment, Ohio Athl tic Association,
ColuMbusi Ohio.
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-Put two or mitre squares together
in various combinations to add to
challenge, complexity, and fun.

U,se verbal or audito'l-y signals.
For instance, call the 'colors by
name or use different drum beats
for different colors.

STATIC 'BALANCE move to
various colors and stand with=

Feet together mid arms at sides
Feet together and arms on hips
Feet together and arms a cross
chest

Feet crossed

Feet together and one eye chased

Feet together and both eyes closed

Haying participants balanbe on
one foot or perform with eyes
closed will add variety

LOCOMOTOR SKILLS
Run to a color and stand on the
square:

Vary locomotor skills by having
participants' walk, hop ,'jump, or
skip.

Vary activities even more by hav-
ing students move fbrward, back-
ward, sideways, high, or low.

ANIMAL WALKS
Move like an elephant.

Use as many different animal
walks as possible.

Have students name animals they
would like to be.

ADDITIONAL VARIATIONS
Cut carpets lilt° various.$)ppes to
reinforce both color and shape
concepts.

Cut shapes into small and large
pieces to reinforce size - concepts.

Introduce 'lumbers for more
, advanced students.

Introduce combinations that
include size, shape, color, and dif-
ferent locomotor skills.

These are only examples of
basic activities. Your creativity'
can increase various aspects of
using carpet squares. In utilizing
these inexpensive and versatile
devices, consult with classroom'
teachers to find each student's level
and concepts which must be rein-
forced. These activities provide
enthusiastic approaches for learn-
ing ,and can "contribute much to
the development of each child's
motor abilities.

41.
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From Our Readers

Cardboard Express

Carry R: Shun liff
Lincoln, Nevada'

fir

Type of activity: Motor skill (follow the
leader type); some mental skill introduced.
Abe range: About 5 to 10 years of age
Place conducted: Gymnasium or adapted
for outdoors. - ,

f 9

Equipment needed:
, Medium sized cardboard bok with
holes but forams and legs for each.,
child. .

bed and green' stop, and go signs.
Challs,'masking tape, or painted lines
for track.

Basic objectives and values:
Motor skills (arms, legs, and body An

,ItIffiping, hopping, running,. etc),
Respond to visual signs,
Respond to verbal commands.
Promote dexterity, balance, and phys-

, ical fitness.
Promote social interaction.
Develop mind-body coordination

Basic procedure:
Tracks are laid out in lines which stu-'
dents try to stay between. Course is
laid out with markings such as: bridge,
tunnel, up the mountain, down the
mountain, and straight of way which is
where their wheels get tired. Stops
and goes are at any time during the
trip,. according to the engineer who
uses whistle, signs, and other signals.
Each child puts on a box, then they

.form alrairand follow each other in,a
line (possibly tallest to shortest). The
teacher can be the engineer, givi?ig
stop anctgo signals with red and green
signs and verbal commands as the trip
prodeeds. Later, children can take
turns being engineer.

-
,Activity*possibilities:

Bridgejump with both feet to get
over it. .
Tunnelcrawl on hands and knees,
rooting like a train.
Mountainstep high as if climbing,
huff and pUff.
Mountai-run as if loing down the
mountain, make sounds like brakes
screeching.
Straight of way tired wheels, rest
one,foot,by hopping on,the other; re-

, verse.foot.
Note: Verbal directiOns make this activity

a

s

_....a1001,_

Ideas for more activity:
each time the train starts move arms
in a circular motion and make a choo-
oho° sound.
Signal on tums with arms.
Back up the train. .

Screech at stops.

Evaluation:
Observation.
Achieve.goals of the game, i.e., stay
on tracks, hop, contine.sound and
activity.
Amount of participation (for all).
Enthusiasm displayed..

Ways activity can be given continuity in
total program:

easier. . Lead-up activities: students paint'

28 3

$

"boxei, lesson 'on trains such as safe-
.

ty, stop and go signs, etc.
When through with activity use boxes
for free play: build tunnels, mountains,
bridges; jump on them, hide in them,
run around them, stand in front, of
them.

Other ideas:
Use boxes for any v'ehidle that
movescars on highway, boats on
ocean, planes in the air, subways.
Make activity more meaningful by
substituting local 'names for land-
marks such as, Bear River Bridge,
Holland Tunnel, Rocky Mbuntains. '
Put up signs, since illustration adds
excitement. ,

. t.

o
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Dick Ness
-Denton State School
Denton, Texas

Perceptual motor skills are essential for functional mobility
within one's erivironcnent."Acqutsition of these skills is attained
through repeated responses to stimuli which require perceiv-
ing a cue and reacting appropriately A normal individual is
presented with a constant variety of cuss during his develop-
ment from whtch perceptual motor abtlitTes can be learned and
mastered.

[

An instituttonaliZed mentallypreI

tarded person, however, is

perceptual
motor

often not ,given opportunities to receive necessary cues to i
develop appropriatei perceptual motor' responses. Environ- ;,.

.1Kent and society of an institution often restrict residents to a
routine with little variety or stimulation. Educational programS
have attempted to alleviate this void by providing appropriate
cues and stimuli for acquisitiOn of perceptual motor abilities. A

Profoundly mentally. retarded individuals, because of their ft, . i ..t
decreased mental abflities and increased incidence of ac.com-
Partying physical disahiltties, including brain injury or damage,
are usually deficient in perceptull motor skills. The rel'atively

4.tsterile atmosphere of an institution in combination with this
4. rill. 4

deficiency increases the possibility that adult residents will not . ilkilhbe able to perceive thbmselves and their body movements , . .
efficiently. As institutions tteoughbut the nation increase in
populations of severely and profoundly retar ed egstcrents and
as upger level residents move into ZommurTilji based pro-
grams,' the challenging problem of developing adequate per-
ceptual motor programs is magnified. The problem then, islo'
provide a program which presents a variety lof physical cues
for which profoundly retarded residents must respond appro-

O priately. The recreation staff at Denton State School for the
Mentally Retarded in Texas used a day'carhping program with
nature trails a9d wilderness walking to provide a program in

dents Ambulatory residents were bused to a ay camp for
perceptual motor development for profoun ly retarded resi-
dents

activities is sand boxes or with equipment brought to camp.S nature and wilderness trails, refreshment break, and play
three hours of activity Activities consisted of walking through

Walking through heavily wooded sections of the camp pre-
sented a totally new experience to rpany residents. Initially
a great number of them were apprehensive. i. 4

The primary idea of wilderness walking was to allow each S ' :',71iiir7: : ,. 41.1
resident an_opportunity to de-at with a variety of obstacles or x.

it% .,...-- .t. kis . 'C' : 'cues and react to them in an appropriate manner As each per- ite: r :,/.son perceived changes in hi if and the environment, he 1 iv -, lir ,..

moved his body to accommodate these changes. . .1 1111

9
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skill
training

tr
'44

`eDuring A four month period, when residents vlierfi taken to. r.camp at least once a week, the following improvements were
noted in perceptual motor skillsthey became more com-
fortable and secure in walking through the wooded area and
walking up and down steep hills. Prior to this training h was
difficult fob many Presidents to maintain their bodies in prier
relation to the pull of gravity For example, when initially t ey
wouldWalk down a hill, they remained perpendiCular to the hill
and progressively moved faster After training residents could
See environmental changes and make appropriate accommo-
(lotions to move up and down correctly...Furthermore, they
learned to walk over and on logs of various sizes, jiimp ditches,
dodge low hanging limbs, move over rocks, bushes, leaves,
and through high grass.

Wilderness walking is an enjoyable method of teaching a
variety of perceptual motor skills without expensive equipment.
Moving:0-V d down hills And through heavily wooded area After learning. to walk up nd down hid and learning to
provides a 'd6,nstant and ever changing amount of percOptual contend with uneven tar-rain, a group of happy day campers
clues which require.appropriatruccommodation of the body. rest in the woods.'-

Rat
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Do YourStudents Need Perceptualloioi Tra'ainirig? .

I

,.

.

' 4 "
.1. , '

This check list is to. be completed by the classroom teacher, speech therapist, di.' physical education instrucpr. Observations should
,,

belimade duriig regular class periods without' he knowledge of the student being observed. Observations stiouldike over a period of
time sufficient for an objective view of the student. , . ''.. ... .

1. Sails to show opposition of limbs in alking, sitting,
, throwing.,

2. Sits or stands with odor posture.
3. Does not transfer weight from one foot to the other

when throwing.
4. Cannot name body parts or move them on conimand.
5. Has poor muscle tone (tense or flaccid).
6. Uses one extremity much more Soften than the other.
7.. Cannot use arm without "overflow" movements from

other body parts.
8. Canhot jump rope.
9. Cannot clap out a rhythm with both hand's' or stamp

rhythm with feet. .

10. fits trouble crossing midline of the body at chalkboard or
in ball handling.

11. Often confuses right and left sits.
12. Confuses vertical, horizontal, up, down dir,ections.
13. Cannot hop or maintain balance in squattMg.
14. Has trouble getting M and out of seat.
15. Approaches new tasks with excessive elumsinesp.
16: Fails to plan movements efore-initiatirig task. 4, 17. Walks or. runs with awkw d gait.
18: Cannot tie shoes, use se ssors, manipulate small Objects:
19. Cannot identify fingers as they are touched 'without

vision.
,

20. HaS Messy handwriting.
21. Experiences difficulty tracing, over line or. staying he:

, tween lines. ,..

22. Cannot discriminate tactually between different coins or
fabrics. . ).

.
-,. 23. Cannot imitate body postures alid movements.

V

24. Dernonkratel poor ocular control, unable t maintain
eye contact with miming objects, loses place while

.
reading. ,,,, .

25. Lacks body awareness, bumps into things .spills and drops,

objects. s

-<

t I ..

26. eAapsipleay.rs excessively tense and.ianxious, cries or angers
. -

27. 'Respondiuegativel to physical contact, avoids touch.
28. Craves to be touched or held. '

29: Over reacts tough frequencynoise, bright lights, odors.
30. xhibits difficulty in concentrati
31

..
ency to fight when standing in line or in

crowds.
32. ' Avoirds gr °up' games and activities, spends most of time

alope. . b
33. Coniplain4 of clothes irritating skin, avoids wearing coat.

,.,
3t-,4,... uoes not stay in assigned place, moves abOut excessively.
35. Uses either hand in motor activities.
'36., :Avoids using left side of body. ,.

37. Cannot walk sideward either direction on balance 'beam.
38. !bids one shoulder lower than the other.
39. Cavot hold a paper in place with one hand white writing

I

with the other.
, 40. Avoids turning to the left whenever possible.

41. C;nnot ....wilitle puizles which offer no difficulty to
. .peers.

42. Ca4wa Match basic geometric shapes to each other
.

43. Cannot recognize letters and numbers.
44. Cannot differentiate background from foreground in a

4
picture. t e

45. Cannot identify hidden figures in a picture.
46. Cannot catch balk.
47. Cannot relate the bodyno environmental space. Is usable

. .
to move between or through objects guided.by vision and '--

an awareness of body .dimensitins.
48.. Seems lost in space, eonfuses'nortli, south, east, and west.

3

'Developed and used by Claudine Sherrill and students in
adapted 'physical education, Texas Woma)i's University,
Denton, as part of physical devckpment clink for children.
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GiSrity Reduction as a
Therapeutic Modality
Marc A. Bartnik, program director:

"Bruce Lewis, games.specialist -
Stepping Slone& Center for Handicapped .
5650 Given Road
Cincinnati, Ohio 45243

rl

A program that can increase gross motor skills among mentally
.retarded children-and can baadapted for use with physically hand- ,
icapped children has been successfully initiated during summer
day camp at Stepping Stones 0.7611ter for Handicapped, Cincinnati,
Ohio. This program uses a device known as amoonwalk, which is
basically an enclosed vinyl bubble resembling an overstuffed
canopy, suppOrted by a cushion of forced air that causes a sensa-
tion of weightlessness. This apparatus has proven to be valuable
because it has the controlled bounce or a trampoline with the
reciprocating action of an wean swelland it is safer than similes
devices. ---

.
After considerable research and experimentation with program

objectives and safety procedures, ii sequential process building on
basic leamed skills t accomplish more complex skills was estab-
fished. Using a fie le approach disguised as play, a child goes
through basic m ments at hjs/her own rate.

It is fundamentally important for children do overcome any fears
they may have by touching and exploring the apparatus to their
satisfaction and by allowing them to observe others-on the device.
This approach has proven effective in overcoming irrational fears.

Music has also played an important role in this program.
MelodieS with a lively beat were used successfully to create a
stimulus for rhythmical bouncing. Initially added just to provide a
pleasatlt background, it was soon apparent that music was not only
import t,for rhythm but also allayed fears and created an exciting,
livply atmosphere.

,, Children disabled by hemiparesis or hemiplegia have especially
tenefitted -from bsingThoonwalk. With these children program em-
phasis ispladed on the affected limb by indirectly requiring it to bear
weight and establishing better knee control through various bounc-
ing skills.iffiese exercises sialie a dual purpose of balancetraining

- and increasing use of affected body parts. At times, weights may be
used to increase weight-bearing on the affected limb. Improvisa-
tion has been the key to an pffective approach.

\One contra-diction that soon became' apparent was tnat'many
older campers were more comfortable and relaxed on their backs,
While infants were more at ease on their stomachs. Once past the
toddler reversal was alrriost always true for Phrysically
imp ed campers, especially those who lacked muscle response
in the neck add shoulder regio* ' '.

The following procedure is the compilation of research initiated
for trampoline Therapy with mentally retarded residents of the
Elizabeth Ludeman Center in Porto Forest, Illinoismodified and
adapted to -moonwalk therapy at Stepping Stones Center. While
observed to be beneficial, the following procedure, because'of its
relative newness, has not been subjected to empirical,analysis '
using aoontrol group to measure its degfee of effectiveness.

O

SPECIALIZED: APPARATUS SKILLS
SEQUENTIAL RECORD

Specifically designed fqr use with the mentally disabled in over-
coming grossmotor deficiencies with adapted uses for the physi-
cally. handicapped.

DATE

1 _Is introduced to moonwalk by being,alloWed to touch an
'explore apparatus independently.

2 _Can enter efivironment in relaxed state.
3__Can lie on stomach without fear.
4__Can lie on back withobt fear.

lio on back and roll from one side to other.
6___Can roll across entire floor surface.
7.____Can sit upright' tailor faShion.
8 Can maintain upright tailor sitting position under mild floor

turbulence.
9___Can be bounced in sitting position and recover.

10___Can assume four point crawling position.
11_Can maintain four point crawling position independently.
12___Can maintain balance in four point crawling position under.

mild turbulence.
13._:.Can crawl to all quadrants of moonwalk bed.
14..,Can four pint travel bounce independently.
15..._Can stand in moonwalk with assistance.
16 Can maintain standing position independently.



Maintain standing position under mild floor turbulence.
_18_____Can maintain independent standing position under mild floor

turbulence.
19 Can walk forward to all quadrants with assistance.
'20____Can Walk forward,to all quadrants independently.
21____Can bounce with staff in two point standing position.
22___Pan independently bounce in two point standing position.
23_Can turn at will while bouncing.
24____Can bounce rhythmically. :

25.____Can master controlled bouncing to all quadrants.
26___Can drop to knebs from standing position.
27 Gran drop to knees from standing position and return to

s4. nding.
, perfprm knee drops in succession.

29__Can drop on hands and knees from standing position. ..
30___Can drop on hands and knees from standing position and

return to standing.
drop to seat from standing.

32___Can 'drop to seat from standing and return to'standing.

4

e±

7

a

\

33____Can drop to back from standing. ' -
34___Can drop to back from standing and twist to front.
35 Can drop to stomach.
36 Can drop to stomach and twist to back.
37_Can combine two or more skills in succession.
38_____Can perform an elementary routine.

This checklist can serve as a guide for accurate evaluation;
however, while true'for the majority; some steps ay prove to be
out of sequence br inappropriate for a few.

With, patience andingenuity even severely dis led children
may improve using moonwalk. Sometimes month are required
jUst for acclimatization, but learning can occur after fear and uncer-
tainty have been resolved. It must be streesed that this program is
conducted through imaginative free play using. movements and
games to sequentially move through the steps,;p4o direct attempt to
categorically test should be made.

. 33.
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Skiing
e.

CROSS COUNTRY, SKIING

for-the
MENTALLY" HANDICAPPED

.
Cross country skiing is a fast-growing

and*popular winter activity. Benefits from
this lifetime sport include increased
strength, ehdurance, balance,' coordi-
nation, and appreciation for nature's
winter beauty: Equipment can be ob-
tained with relatively little expense.

Riverview School, a public school for
mentally handicapped children in Mani-
towcic, Wisconsin, initiated a cross .
country program for intermediate and
junior high school aged mildly retarded
(educable) students during the 1973-74
school yeart,A local ski hill and ski shop
owner' donated 20 pairs of old, wooden,
downhill (Alpine) skis and helped staff
and students convert them into cross
country skis. Metal edges were sawed
off to _make skis lighter and thinner.
Special, cross country bindings that fit
regular outdoor boots or. overshoes and

-poles were purchased at cost from the
same ski Shop owner. Students in
industrial arts education classes and
several staff members dismantled bind-
ings, sawed skis, and mounted new
bindings.,

Nola Sinclair
Physical Education Instructor
Riverview School
Manitowoc, Wisconsin

To facilitate fitting, skis and poles were
marked. Bindings were sized small,
medium, and large. Size was determined
according to probable shoe sizes of
these -intermedidte. and junior high
school students. Small bindings were
mounted on short skis, medium on
medium-length, skis. and large on long
skis Colored plastic tape with the letters
S, (small), M (medium), and L (large),
were attached to .the aespectively sized
skii. A number or letter at the toe of each
pair of skis distinguished one pair from
another. .

Poles came.in sizes 48 niche through
56 inches. Colored plastic tape placed
on shafts distindinshed various sizes.

As students were fitted, the ski number
and pole color were recorded. §tudents
used the sam? equipment throughout
the unit. Byfsnoidall, ski§ were usable
and the progfam began.

Prerequisite to cross country skiing
seemed toile, if you can walk you can
crotscountryski. This rule was appropri-
ate for the Riverview students with the
exception of students who had tliffic,ulty
maintaining balance while walking on
snow. With some, adaptions in equip-
ment students with crutches also parti-
cipated. A basket similar to those found
at the end of a ski pole was attached to
the crutch hp to prevent it from pushing
deep into theenow.
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MONDAY .

-
TUESDAY

-..
WEDNESDAY -

-
THURSDAY FRIDAY 4 .

Orientation
What is crosscountry
Safety - 'v'

Care of equipment_
.Clothes
Waxing Fitting

Free
Exploration,

-

.
.

.
' New Skill

Moving in place
Falls
Getting up

A.

Y

New Skill
Moving in place
Step turns

a
c.

New Skill
Moving on

- flat laqd
Diagonal ' *

stride

New Skill
Mcivingon

,flat land
Diagonal
stride

*

-

New Skill
Moving on
flat land -1`

Double polipg

.
-3

.v..-

. ,

New Skill
-.Mokan uphill -

Side ping

-

-. --

4-ts.., 7 "

.

New Skill
Moving downhill
Straiglierun
Moving uphill

-Straight uphill
..

o
New Skill
Movihg
downhill
Traverse
Moving,uphill
Traverse

!

New Skill 43
Moving uphill
Heriingbone

. ,

i
.

New Skill
Moving downhill
Snow plow

New Skill . ,..``427
Moving downhill ,

_____ Step turn --,45.!

Given a marked trail possible during the
on and near the school first half of the class
playground area, ,stu- period and return dur-
dents move as far as ing the latter half.. .-.

Student orientation included dis-
cussions of cross country skiing.afety
and care of equipment, proper clothing,
plus the how and why of waxing skis.
Students also learned how to fit them-
selves, properly with the correct size
poles and skis.

During the first lessbns on the snow,
students simply, explored what they were

. able to do on skis. Individual exploration
gave students practice in standing after
e spill, adjeksting body positions for main-
taining balance, and - putting on and kii-
justing bindings.

As students became more accus-
tomed to movement onskis, various
`skills were oftroduced an'd,practiced. Be-
cause of vast differenceS in, balance,
Coordination, and skill acquisition, much
time was spent in free exploration 'and

practice ,aof given kills. StudeAts were
able to benefit fror4individual assistance
and each plogressed at his own rate.
Talented youngsters were not stifled and
slower students not frustrated by unreal-
istic expectations. .

The unit ended with a cross country
trail hike. Given a marked trail on and
near the school playground area, stu-'
dents moved as far as possible in the
first half of the class period and returned

during the latter half. This gave students
a real cross country experience.

The followina:tis a three-week cross
,country skiing unit designed for begin-
ning educable mentally handicapped
skiers; each lessbn is designed for 40
minutes. With thelicception of the first
two and last two lessons, th, time
schedule is 1. 5-10 minutes to obtain

4

equipment; 2. 5 minutes for exploration
and practice; 10 minutes for discus-
sion and demonsVation of new skill;
4. 10 minutes for exploration and
practice; 5. 5 minutes to return equip-,ment.
'Suggested references{
Baldwin, Edward R The Cross Country Skiing

Handbook. Toronto, Ontario-, Pargunan
Press Limited. 1972.

Bennett, Margaret. Crosscountry Skim far
the Fun of It. New York. Dodd, Mead &
Company. 1973.

Toker, Art, and Luray, Martin The Complete
Guide to CrOss Country Skiing and Touring..
New York. Holt, Rinehart, Winston 1973.

United States Skiing Association, Rocky
Mountain Division. Ski Touring Sub Coin-
mittee RMD Ski Touring Instructors
Manual.

-Note. See pages 84 and 89 for inforrhation
about additional resources.

-
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wimming

9

HANDS ACROSS

the
BO DE

Judy Newman
Arizona Training Prqgram at Tucson
29th Street and Swan Road
Tucson, Arizona 85711

An experiMental 10-week swim ther=
apy and recreational swim program for
children with various handicapping con-

' dibons was developed at the Arizona
Training Program (Tucson) durift the
summer of 1974. Thirty-seven children
from Nogales (Sonora), Mexico were
liused (approximately 50 miles .to
Tucson) each Saturday. for swim pat-
terning and recreational swimming.
Among the participants ages 4 to 16
were physically impaired, mentally. re-

.. tarded. and multiple involved children.
Parents accompanying their children
were given a training course in swim pat-
ierning and basic techniques for working
with the children. Directals of the Re-,.
tobilitgtion Center for Physically Handi-
capped and Mentally Incapacitated
Children of*Nogales also attended each
Saturday.

None of the children spoke or under-
stood English: staff and volunteers did
not understand or speak Spanish. The
first session 'was hectic. Children were
bewildered and frightened: they kicked.
cried, scratched, and wanted no part,of
the prograM. Volunteers spent the first
session playing with children; trying to
calm them and help them adjustto water
and*the strange environment. TO be sure
children went home with a happy feeling,
a picnic at the park was helld after the
swim session.

A 4
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The first step in training is to teach
swim patterning movements to make

Elvira water safe with supervision.
Teh weeks later, she can do a stand-

ing dive in deep water without
assistance.

Many changes were made before the second session. Staff
and ,volu nteers met to learn Spanish words necessary to com-
municate with the children. Sop la (blovT/), voca (mouth), brazo
(dr): mpno (hand), stentate (sit), parate (stand up), naden
(you swim), despacio (slow, down), muy bien (very good),
saipicar (splash) were learned and used! The children soon
overcame their initial fear of water and of strangers working
with them and really entered into the spirit of the program.

All children were evaluated by the author Who developed
individual programs so progress could be ,determined and
reported. Each child received one-half hour of instruction or
training and one-half hour play time. Discipline was no problem
aa,Mexic an children are extremely well behaved.

Much &Nance planning was necessary. For e le, visas
for children and adults crossing the border and letters to
officials concerning such details as program costs and insur-
ance were necessary. Each child had a 4x5 card with name.
age, diagnosis, and picture on it. Details required several
months of work prior to the beginning of the program. Several
staff members from Arizona Training Program, American Red
Cross, YMCA, and Parks and Recreation Department donated
time. All attended a 16 hour training course for handicapped
swimming given at the Center. However, final results far out-

4

weighed red tape necessary to get this program going. By the
final session, all children were blowinglAbbles with faces in
the Water\ doing elementary swim strokes, either in or out of a
swim tube, acrd loving every minute of it.

Two men, not instructors, wanted to help and soon became
favorites of the children as they played games and showed a
sincere interest in each child as an indiyidual. They towed
children around the pool in swim tubes or kickboards. Without
exception, everyone involved in this special program thought
it was one of the most rewarding experiences of their lives.

People of Nogales are very excited about having their own.
program in a therapeuticpool now being planned. The author
will go to Mexico to conduct extensive training programs for
instructors, parents, and volunteers. She will evaluate children
and plan individual programs for each

Children are children no matter, where they ere found. Un-
fortunately,-many children are forgotten, relegated to passive
inactivity, denied opportunities afforded their peers. This situa-

-con is not limited to children frotn any one country, state, or
localitysome children everywhere ale forgotten If an indi-
vidual gives even one impaired, disabled, or handicapped child

reason for being happy, his life has also been enriched. I
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Developmental
Pool Activities

for Fun

Louise Priest
American Red Coss
2025 E Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.

The following aquatic activities are fun while at the same time
they enhance participants' social, emotional, and physical., de-
velopMent. The challenge can be enjoyed by non-handicapped
swimmers and those with various impairments because the re-
quired movements and concepts can be adapted to the swimmers'
abilities.

e

4

.

Obstacle Course °

An obstacle course may be set up in the pool with
such as:

A p.ost or standard to go around.
A hoop or snapwall to go-through.
Two ropes, one to go under and one to go over.
Several hoops or snapwalls to .90 in and out.
"Running" theobstacle course is fun and helps reinforce basic

movement concepts. A non-ambulatory child may be carried.
through arrittbstaele-courser and a child Who is hesitagt may be
accompanied by the teacher. Maximum benefit from the standpoint
of movement exploration will be derived only if a child does the
activitt, or movement ,independently Benefits of the obstacles
course include:

Reinforces concepts pf around, in/out, overlunder, up/down.
Improves ability to follow directions.
Sharpens awareness of environment and objects in it.
Improves child's ability tomanipulate..tody through water in
varying directions.

Dive and Collect Relay
This is a group game in which a variety of sinkable objects are

tossed into the pool. At the start signal, players sit or surface dive
and collect as many objects as possible,.until all are collected Or
there is a stop signal. Player with the most objects wins. The relay
may be used with an acaderilic remediation approach, by having
the players make object identification. Benefits include:

Enhances fine motor control .

Lengthens attention span
Improves ability to follow directions
Enhances target location
rn h a nc es spatial orientation
Improves ability to ojAn eyes-and swim underwater
Improves breath control

0

ObjeCt Relay
In this relay a variety of objects are placed in two matching

stacks, one for each team. Leader stands in pool at any distance
from side, holding two hula hoops floating in the water. Leader
gives directive to the first students in line, such as "Bring me
something that floats; readygo." Child chooses object and takes
it to hula hoop. A new directive is given for each team member.
Benefits include:

Enhances discriminationampng certain items
Exposes child to competitiOn on a simple level -

` Requires following a task of several steps
Teaches different and faster methods of moving
Improves,,understAding of buoyancy of objects

equipment

W-4,41741.-
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Hydro-Slimnastics

Betty Clark
Aquatics Director
Albany Jewish Commuhity Center
Albany, New York 12201

Hydro-slimriastics or exercises in water MO becOme very popu-
lar at the Albany, New YoreJetrish COminunity Center. It was
designed for senior citizens- and people sent by doctors or
therapists wifteprcises for a particular body area. This program
can benefit anyone, young or old. It .stimulates circulation,
strengthens muscles, and is a tremendous help for flexibility and
balance. -

A series of exercises is executed slowly in the shallow end,
sides, and middle of the pool, up to shoulder depth. The instructor

, stands on the pool deck anddemonstrates for everyohe, keeping in
mind that Water resistance forces exercises to be performed more
slowly in the water. Varying exercises, adding new ones, counting,
and music keep the program interesting for participants. The pro-
gram lasts for 30 minutes daily. Thefpool water sir:rid be 80 to 82
degrdes and the air temperature 84 degrees.

It is always wise to explain what the program is about and
suggest that participants do the exercises slowly, stopping after
any proves to beloo strenuous. A d0Vor's peymission to exercise is
also recommended before allowing anyone to participate in this
program..1t. is important to increase the rtumber of times each
exercise is performed to continue the benefits.

HYDRO-SLIMNASTICS EXAMPLES

#1

Start in waist-04p water

Feet and alternate toe-heel
ankles sup on toesholddown

tip-toe across pool, legs straight
rotate ankles

Knees kick back from knee.
gnp kriee'with bothchands, pull to chest hard; alternate

Leg's: push leg to side and pull back
kick leg backwards and return
run in place (start with 25 and add weekly)

Wdist hands on hips 'turn left/right; bend left/right
.slide left hand toward ankle with righthand overhead, alter-

nate , ,
open wide, clench tightly
shake from wrist
both hands in front, pull down past hips, reverse
both hands at side, lift up, fiver head, reverse, press down
hands close to shoulder, ush hands out

Hands,
underwater
Arms

'MoVe to side of pool and hold on to gutter
- .

kick up and down - .
open and close legs .

'*extend legs, pull both to bottom of pool
turn aver, kick up and down, ride bicycle

, Move to middle of shallow end
Shoulders rotate forward and backward

sup on toes, lift both shoulders, hOld, relax
Head and look left, right
OKI< forward and back, lower lip over upper

eyes, left up, right down;;close tightly, open wide
tipper body arms extended, circle with hands-

swim front crawl with arms only
si)fim breast stroke
.hands bent at chelt, fling outward stretching

Finish with run In place.

ti

Arletha Seiffert, swimming coordinator, an Francisco
Special Olympics, offers several innovative activities which can
be conducted in the shalloW end of a swimming pool:

Balloon Blow (Walking only)
A. Balloon is inflated and tied prior to start
B. Participant runs in shallow water and blows (no splashing)

is not allowed to touch balloon with body
Balloon Blow (Swimming)
A. Balloon is inflated and tied prior to start
B. Participant 1(1) walk, swim, walk

(2) can guide with body movement and blow-,
ing, but not,alloWed to touch balloon

Walk Swim Swim
Participant-swims, but may place foot on bottom a number of
times (to be determined by officials)
Shallow Water Swim
One width no touching bottom or sides NO HELP
25-Yard Shallow Swim
Any over arm stroke for participants with swimming abili
but are unsafe in deep water. -
All regular rules cover this event.
Back Float
Position and length of time
Participant is judged on form and time variations scull on
back with or without kick of winging (hands raised along sides
to arnipits, arms extended horizontally and pressed to thighs).
25-Yard Back Stroke
Shallow water crawl or elementary back stroke.
All regular Arles (no touching). .
Kick Board With Help
Participants kick holding kickboard helper, walks backward
Do not walk on side of kickboard:
This event is only for extremely uncoordinated persons.
Kickboard No 114
For participants who do not realize they really can swim
along,
Do not place body on board.
Be sure elbows are straight and body is floating behind hoard.a.

7
Mr

*Be very careful in teaching this event.
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A Code for Swimming Volunteers

Caro l Hill
Elementary Supervisor, TMR
District 287
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55343

Be sure .

Be conviriced

Be loyal

Speak up,

Look into your heart and-know that you cNal1
want to help other people. ,

Don't offer your services unless you believe
in the value of what you are doing.

Offer suggestions but don't ridicOle. Accept
' rules; don't criticize what you don't

understandthere May be a good reason.
9

Ask abbut.things you don't understand. ENDO
coddle your doubts and frustrations until they
drive 'you away or turn you into a problem
worker.

Be willinb to learn

Keep on learning

Welcorhe
supervision

Be dependable

Be a team player

I

Training is essential to any job Well done.

Know all you can about mental retardation
and How to help the retarded.

You will do a better job and enjoy it more if
you are doing what is expected of you.

YOUR WORD IS YOUR BOND. Do what.you
have agreed fo dodon't make promises
you can't keep.

Fin a place for yourself on the team. The
operator is pretty much out of place in

- ay's complex community.

e.

O

Safe Swimming and Epilepsy

Don't ever swim alone or in areas far from helps
Ask your doctor about swimming, and you, and
follow his advice.
Tell school autharities, lifeguards, swimming teachers,
Camp counsNrs if you have epilepsy and want to
swim. It's,ipet4fair to them if you don't, and it could
be fatal to you.
Don't swim if you have forgotten to take your
medication recently. Alwaystake your medicine with ,
you.
Don't let yourself-get chilled or physically exhausted.
If you have seizures often swim only with a buddy
who knows about your condition. Wear a bright
colored swim cap for quick visibility.
Consider that seizures and swimming do' pose a
hazard. Remember you can always wait until you
have better control.
If a child who has seizures is playing on the beach,
near a pool, or,on a boat, let him wear a lightweight
life jacket or a small plastic foam flotation device.

From National Spokesman, April 1974 (Vol. VII, No.
4), page 4, monthly publication of Epilepsy Foundation of
America, 1828 L Street, N.W., Suite 406, WashingtotO.C.
20036. bgl"
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Adults

Don't Sell Us Short:

Thoughts of a Retarded Adult

-PROGRAMS

Judy Newman, Swim Specialist
Arizona Training Program
29th and Swan
Tucson,-Arizona

We are adults and although others may say we are mentally
retardedwe are individuals with the same need for love. friend-
ship, and satisfaction as our nonretarded Mends Just becausewe
have difficulty with academic and abstract concepts does not mean
we cannot accomplish many physical tasks that nonretarded adults
do. Becoming self-sufficient in thawaier is an area where many of
us shine. Once basic coordination and movement are learned,
many of us become proficient swimmers, others better than aver-
age, and we oftenputswim our nonhandicapped friends. By achiev-
ing goals that are important to us we balance frustration incurred by
failure in other areas of our lives. We realize that each of -us has
personal problems Just as everyone else dees. Learning to over-
come fear of ater. gaining skills. no matter how slight. gives us
feelings of acc mplishrnent in things that are importanivto us, just
as in the life o anyone.

We do tend o live within ourselves and often by ourselves But
the wide and aned range of swimming activities in which we take

'part challeng s us. feelings of satisfaction result from participating
.in these activi ies and help bring us out of our shells to communi-
cate With others.

Many of us have never had to learn real discipline. We go where
We are told: do what we are told: few expect us to take.any direct
responsibility for our actions. In a swimprogram each of us learns
specific rules to which we must adhere every time we enter the
water and swim. Some take longer to learn thingsthan others but
most of us can and do learn to swim. How very important wefeel
when we tell the rules to a new participantwe are more dignified.
worthwhile, and like a person not a thing.

Many movements that are impossible or difficult for some of us to
do on land due to neuromuscular inefficiency can be done in the

water Learning to control body movements in water often leads to
better control out of water. this helps us by providing ftin physical
activity, group socialization'in a relaxed atmosphere. better physi-
cal coordination in other phases of our lives.

We need to feel independent in the water to help develop -feel
ings of self-worth so we can cope with many disappointments we
face daily. As individuals each of us needs to learn at his own pace
Sven organized competition can come after we feel secure in the
water Too few social physical activities are open to many of us. so
we are eagIRTOTearn and take part, this help's us devetopthe ability
lo follow directions and to retain what we learn

Though some of us are20. 30. or even 60 years old, we can and
want to participate with adults from other centers. programs`or
sections of town. We are thrilled to make new friends, be a part of a
group, and accepted as an indivkival. We want to show the world
that when,,given an opportunity we feel emotions of normal adults.
achieve skills of nonretarded people, and, can make communities'
better places to live. Please. dont.sell us shorts
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Three years ago teaphers and staff of the East San Gabriel
Valley School for, the Multi-Handicappep in Glendora, Cali-,
fornia asked.

Why not have an. Olympics for multiple handicapped stu-
dents so* that all exceptional children enrolled in the program
can participate?

Why can't competitive dames and contests contribute to

growth and development of multiple handicapped children?
Why can't mdltiple handicapptrd children work tdward a

goal or reward in an aCtivity which, is commensurate with their
level of skill and ability?

Why can't inultiple handitapped childrenexperience the
fun andexcitement of Olympic-like games and contests? ,

Why shouldn't they feel importan, t be recognized, and
helped to feel their own worth and dignity?

Why shouldn't.these children be cheered, and praiged for
their accomplishments?
' Wiiy shouldn't they-expand their social contacts and social

interactions thrOugh Olympic' games and activities? 4.
Why couldn't an Olympics -for mulliple handicapped

youngsletis, be a learning esperience far the chikiren, parents,
teachers, and community?

With the help and encourageifient of Donald Welch, princi--
pal of the East-San'Gabriel Valley School for the Multi-Handi-
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capped. (ESGVS-MH), and Robert Howell, program specialiSt

for the deaf/blind and multi-haridicapped, teachers,eides,
parents organized their first Multi-Handicapped Olympics and
held it in spring 1972.

In May 1974, the-Third Annual Multi-Handicapped dlympics
Was held with outstanding success. A steering committee
composed of teachers, aides, parents, and staff members
planned and organized_the day's Olympic events under the
direction of Peggy Reagan,4 remedial physical education
teacher. The following material is presented as a guide' to
planning- and' staging the Olympics, and with the hope that
more prpgrams for multiple hapdicapped children might pro-
vide the same kinds of opportunities and expefiences for their
exceptional children. '

3

Robert L. Campbell, program specialist id Developmental and

Remedial Physical Education, and Peggy Reagan, remedial

physical education teachers Division ofSpecial Education in the.

Of fice of the Los Angeles Cdunty Superintendent of Schools,

9300 East Impenal Highway, Downey, CA*90242.
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ORGANIZATION
Eight committees:were chaired bytunteers from the ranks

of teachers, aides, staff, and parents:
PublicityA release by the Los Angeles County Public In-

formation Qfficaltas sent to all news media. A special invitation
,.,was sent home with the children to all parents, friends and

relatives.

ILC

Parade Led by Donald Welch and Winnie the Pooh (courte-
sy of local Sears Roebuck Company). All officials, participants,
teacheis, and helpers paraded.

Refreshments All drinks and cups were providedby Burger
King; cookie!? were .made by volunteers from the parents'
Organizationa

MusiO and Audio-visualThe sound system and videotape
-equipment were provided by the media-technician assigned to
the ESGVS-MH. AH of the equipment was located on a truck in
th.e center of the Olympic- area' The announcer was stationed
on top of the truck and did a play-by-play account of events
in progress, and indicated when it was tin-le fol.. groups to
rotate to the next event' ,

AwardsFirst, second, and third place ribbons and partici-
pant ribbons were made by the.tparents organization. Every
participant received an Olympic award.

Event leaders Volunteer. leaders conducted events and
kept times and scores for each participant. Upon completion
of all events, place winners were identified and results turned
in to the director.

EquipmentMost' of the equipment and supplies which
wereused to conduct various events and activities came from
the school. However, involvement on the part of local busi-
nesses and organizations, in the .form of donations, add =d
greatly to the success and ease of conducting the Oly cs.
For example, helium to fill the balloons was donated by we ing
companies, traffic cones to use as markers came from the
street department, fire hoses to outline events came from t
fire,department.

Special arrangementsExtra potty chairs were provid d by
other school and a fended play yard was made available with
adult supervi n. Volunteer elementary, high school, and
college students achers and event leaders. Use of
volunteer student s not new at ESGVS-MH. Tbey have been
in The school pr,ogram for over six years.

When events were selected.and explained, teachers signed
up each 8f their students in two to four events. This was done
about a month before the M-H Olympics to allow sufficient time
forstudents to practice events with .classroom 5,nd remedial
physical education teachers. This practice observation allowed
the teacher to place each student M either the high or low

,
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group for competition. Teachers were allowed to use behavior
modification techniques, such as food, to encourage student
participation if necessary.

The Third Annual M-H Olympic Events were run four times
during the morning. A handout sheet was given to all teachers
and ,their lielpers which showed a diagram of the field and
when each of their students was scheduled for various events.

EVENTS
Creeping Race Students -crept the length of a mat: Two mats
were used side-by-side allowing two students to 'creep at.a
time. Total number of peconds was recorded.

Obstacle Course - Steps -with handrails to go up and down;
tires to-step into; a tunnel to crawl through; a large plastic
ball with two holes to crawl through; and a rope to follow to the
finish line; total number of minutes and seconds were recorded.

Running Race-2A 25 -yard dath.- Total .number of seconds
was recorded.

Tire Rolling RaceStudents rolled a car tire 25 yards. Time
wassecorded.

Popping Students, using a three loot long stick
with a straight pin in the end, were given 15 seconds to pop
as many balloons as they could. Balloons were attached.to
a flat piece of cardboard which was placed on, the ground in
front of them or held up before t m. Number broken was
recorded. ,

Clothespin DropStudehts kneeled sat on ch4ire With a
three potted coffee can pn the ground be d the cftir. They
were given ten trials and successful drops o the can were
recorded.

rooti -bag TossStUdents sat on chairs either one or two
yards away from a gallon ice cream container. Distance was
determined by the level of ability. The number of successful
tosses out of five was recorded.

Scooter Board Race Students laid on their stomachs on
ort or ling scooter boards. The total number of seconds it

to to mplete the course was recorded for each student. .

Tricycle RaceAll students were provided a tricycle accord-
ing to Iheif,,slie and level of function. Time was recorded for
each student?

A time schedble of the day's activities was printed and
handed out The list of events included the Parade, Opening
Ceremonies, Symbolic Torch .(stick With helium balloons tied
to it), release of a number of helium balloons, M-H Olympic
Evenls, picnic lunch, Maypole dance (under the direction of
music therapist); and the Awards Ceremony.

These teachers found .the answers to those "why not"
questions through the M-H Olympics. Now ifs your turn.
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. FOR THE, The philosophy of Riverview School is that- mentally

MEN TALLY,MEINTALLY4;1- handicapped adolescents, like their more-able peers; are

HANDICAPPED integral parts of society. Therefore their education should
:;' Iliscover and develop those abilities which will ensure worthy

L ADOLESCENT o contributions to arid membership in that society. Permeat-
.

ing this philosophy are fundamental goals and purposes
for all children such as self-realization, human relations,
economic efficiency and civic responsibility_r. The intramural

JAMES STANISZEWSKI ' program at Riverviaw Schigris_designelito give educahly

too

mentally handicapped adolescents activities which are com-
petitive in nature' withitt the school setting so that each
individual May be better able to cope/with competition in
society:

Riverview School does not offer interscholastic athletic
competition. Ii is the school's philosophy to encourage better
athletes to seek competition at'their community schools as
members of teams composed mainly of nonhirndicapped stu-
dents. The staff and administration make arrUngemenft for
thke more able students topartibipate at their community
schools. if the individual desires to compete. In place of
an interscholastic athletic program, a comprehensive
intramural program is offered.

Recreation and social discipline are the core of the
intramural program. The emphasis is to provide-mentally
handicapped adolescents with various activities that have
social carry -over values, or lifetime Sports so that each
individual may become proficient in leisure time activities.

The intramural program isdesignetto give the students
opportunities.to apply skills they have acquired in, phxsical
education classes to competitive activities, Physical
education, like the.academie program at Riverview School,

individualized so that each student works at his own
rate according to individual ability instead of competing
with peers. Therefore the intramural program is the only
competitive prbgram incluted in the school's curriculum.
The program is conducted during noon reouss four (Wye
a week in fall and spring, 'and two days a week in the
winter.

Students in the intramural program may compete in such
team ,sports as flag-football, volleyball, or softball;
individual sports like track and field; or lifetime spdrts
such as bowling, table tennis, and,badminton.\Students
are encouraged to participate in those activities which inter-
estest theM.

The intramural program is. divided. into two divisions;
intermediate (age II-13..years) and junior high (age 13-146

o sears). Students compete'within their respective divisions
to deteMine champions and prizes are awarded to first
place winners in each division.

,3 49
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Success of the intramural program at Riverview School
is dependent upon on both faculty and studentbody. Faculty
members have donated their time to organize and support
various' teams in their competitive efforts. The physical
education department has been very cooperative in 'allowing
the intramural program to use its facilities and quipment.
Students have the responsibility of setting up an taking
down equipment as well as officiating at various eve) s
they have take tItt\tatitiative and have performed adinirablyl
with a minimum dult supervision,,

A highlight of the intramural program is u bowling league
which is held during the spring on Friday afterboons.
students participate in the bowling program which is held
off campus. They are placed on teams within their respective
divisions and compete in league fashion similar to that of
their parents. Handicaps for bowling are established
according to the American Bowling Congress standhrils for
junior leagues.

The value o f t His program is that it enables the mentally
handicapped indiyidual who demonstrates a skill ttspartici-
pate in a wide variety of competitive activities when given
the opportunity and encourageMent.

c

INTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES Cil.E41)Afi

NA:

Fall (September an tuber) ..,

Putt, 'Pass and. kic . (directed byt,the physical eclucatipn
Aeparlmeqt) 0 .

Flag-Foothall League t .

Girl's Soccer (4,14'41 by th physical educa tionllephrt-
mat) ; .:4 q t:

. .-

Winter I (Novein b4and Oecembe.r)
.4'

0 °`

Coeducation-hl Y;Ifeiball Le'ague' ''

Badminton (coedtiO4(Thal and by ex).'
.,.

,t . . .

G. 6 ' s

1

Winter II (January, February, March) c)

Boy s.Basketball League IF' '
Girl's Basketball League ( directed by thetyhmieal ecitica,tion'

department) , ,

Free-ThrowTournament (by age and st.x) ;' ..,
One-on-One Basketball Tournament (bY age a)trd sex), 4. :

Winter III (March and April) .- ,

Table Tennis (coeducational and by se* 4te..,,
Bowling League (six weeks on Friday afternoons] ...70-#

Spring (May and June)
CoeducationaFSoftball League
Track and Field (directed by the physical educatioryleptrt-

.ment) o-

0,

JA ES STANISZEWSKI is intramural
pr gram director of the Riverview
Sc ool, Manitowoc, Wisconsin.
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Joel A. Bloom
Director of Aquatics
University of Houston
Houston, Texas

The silence of the campus is suddenly
shattered by the sound of laughter' and
exuberant voices. This impact announces
the arriva6of children at Camp Cougar, a
summer residencecamp conducted on the
University of Houston campus. In 1973, the
Texas Special Olympics came to the:cam-
pus and ignited an interest in mentally re-
tarded children and their abilities. The idea
for the camp arose from a combined effort
of, the university residence halls program
cnd the local association helping retarded
itizens. The enthusiastic attitudes and

,desires of mentally retarded children
started thoughts about what could be done

"? to inspite new experiences. The camp set-
ting seamed a natural.

. In 1974, the Denver meeting of Project
Aquistics provided one of the, sparks
necessary for residence halLand university
aquatics staff, specialists in the education
otthe retarded, plus some volunteers to get

7 together and plan the initial program with
/swimming as the central focus. Their ideas

were sound. They established a format
which encompassed craft projects, music,
sports; andfield trips to local places of in-
terest. In addition they planned campfires
and an awards system. Once they had the
outline of action, they needed campers.

Brochures explaining camp goals along
with a few donated televisiOn spots got the
ball rolling; soon 20 scholarships given by
area businesses were availatle. These
funds paid for the children's camp tuition,
room

1
and board.,The first one-week ses-

sion with 65 campers proved successful.
The format was functional and paved the
way for additional experiences. More craft
work was added in the second session and
programs of physical activities were also
enlarged.

o

41.
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An Awakening
tco Laughter

Children functioned very well in the aqua-
tics area so that emphasis was placed on
learning multiple skills. The American Red
Cross beginners outline served as a guide
and a skill developmerft ladder soon
emerged. Prone and supine floating, in ad-
tition to basic locomotive patterns were
the focuses of activity, If campers not
achieve the beginning swimmer level, they
received a participation award. Similar re-
ward patterns were established in other
areas and-an overall feeling of success pre-

45
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.The three single:week camps estab-
lished in the first year proved to be an ideal
amount of.time toexpose the children to the
gamut of activities without completely
exhausting them.

During the first year, pare- and 'quadra-
plegic children were included in the sec-
ond-session program. For many, their
experiences in the water and in the camp
were exciting moments of exploration in a
new environment. Away from the pool, their
world was enlarged by craft work, music,
and painting.
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..:campers shared
movement
experiences and
friendship...

I J
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Music was essential in all sessions and
the social interaction among all the cam-
pers gave''children a chance to discover
new aspects of their personalities. Childfen
in wheelchairs and those who could dance,
esralilished a rapport through social even-
ings together. This led to a working rela-
tionship which enhanced each camp groUp.
Words of the camp's purpose spread arid
members of Houston's 'professional sports
teams came to the campus and spent some
time with the children. The first year of ad-
venture cameto a close with Interest de;
velop .

The secon r was plaiined to expand
the experiences the first. Again, more
time wat spenf in a uatic activities si ce a
definite pattern oft, dl devplopment tad
emerged. A coloring book was designed as
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a Motivational tool and children were
sparked by its intent. Skills were illustrated
in the2sequence ,the_y were to be ac-
complishet As children completed a skill
they were alloWed to coloPthe correspond-

, ing picture. Three books were produced,
each equated to a particular skill level the
children could achieve. Beginning, ad-
v,anced beginning, and intermediate levels
Pere represented and Red Cross certifi,

cates were issued upon completion. Crafts
were encouraged as were music, aFt, and
drama. :

The camp has served the needs of 255
children since its inception aod the future
looks brighter and brighter. They came in

/1.a-tighter and exuberance and shared
movement experiences and human interac-
tions. They leave sharing the camaraderie
of friendship, warmth, love and look forward
to another year at Camp Cougar.
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GOODTYlyiES ENRICHMENT PROGRAM*
Esther M. Dedrkk, Consultant

to the GoodtYmes Program, YMCA

Summer, 1964, and vacation is at hand. Tom cap go
to scout camp and Jean to Y camp 'or else take part in
'any of the other outdoor activities scheduled during the
summer. But what is there for John and Mary and all the
other youngsters who suffer mental or physicatimpaiiments
which prevent them from taking part in_regularly scheduled.,
activitiel? Summer months are difficult for the Johns and
Marys and their.parents. Special school class activities and
contacts with student friends no_ longer exist. John and
Mary, face long 'days 'of inactivity without the pleasure of
participating in programs such as those which Tom and
Jean accept so casually.

The dreams of many of these _special children becae\
reality in the Longview - Kelso, Washington area in that year
of 1964. This was the year that the GoodtYnies Summer
Enrichment Program had'its cautious beginning. It started
with only two weeks of programmed activities designed to
give youngsters with impairments an educational/recrea
anal experience in a relaxed atmosphere which continued
the learning stimulation provided during the school yea;
by- special education4asses. Expansion of the program to
four weeks was made possible in 1967 and.1968 by a grant
from the Joseph g. Kennedy, Jr. Foiindation:The program
today is of six week; duration with more sophisticated
activities and professionally trained staff. John and MinPy
now have summer activities programmed for their special
needs jUst as Tom and Jean do. ,

The GoodtYmes Summer Enrichment Program is spori-
A gored by the YMCA of Southwest Washington and is a part

of the Special Services Division. The staff includes profes=
,signal speech, physical, 'recreational, and occupational
therapists as consultants. The core staff, which is composed
of the unit leaders and their' program Staff aides, attend
a collgge level workshop for training as a prerequ- isite for

' employment'. Funding for the program is -provided by
federal, county, and state grants in addition to YMCA sup-
port and contributions from community groups and
individuals. . °

Preschoolers to young adults are participants in, the ses-
Vions. Impairments encountered range from moderate to\
severe, both physical and mental. Emotional disturbances,
twain- damage, cerebral palsy, sight iMpairnients; hearing °
impairments, mental and physical impairments -caused by
accident, disease or birth defects, learning deficiencies,
social deprivation all of these are found among the partic-
ipants. Many suffertfrom multiple handicaps. Referrals to'',
the program are made by members of the medical profes-
sion, therapists, school counselors, and other agencies, who
.have contacts with those needing such a program. A trained
volunteer staff assists the core staff so it is possible to work
Isithlthe participants on a one -to-one basis.

i

The age and abilitytheindividuals attending-deter-
mines their placement in units as well aethe activities in,.
which they will be involved, For the very young and severely
impaired,,the teaching of one, or, two words or sounds or
actions may be a major accomplishment; for the older, more
skilled participants planning and preparing for their own
group activities may be involved and, perhaps, t iey, may
also assist with the youngsters in one of the 'Other' units.
Every effort is made to integrate. GoodtYmes participants
into on-going YMCA iirograms. Children .from regular

pr6grams havealso taken part in activities scheduled
for GoodtYmes enrollees.

The basic objectives of the 1974 program Were to improves'
communication skills, work on gross and fine motor skills,
and improve-practical living skills. The general progranr
was structured as an educational/habilitation program, pro-
viding stimulating activities embodying these objectives. The
atinnsphere,itmore relaxed than in the special school class
program but the objectives are the sameto provide stimu-
lation and to maintain the leaining process so the young
peOple will not regress during the vacation months. The ,

_ goal is fun as 'well as fundamentals, Weekly evaluatios
were made and a final tabulation of growth made at
the close of the program.

A, therapy team approach' 'mikes maximum use of the
prOfessional therapiits who serve mi.progrEtm \e'onsultants
and who assist with staff andsolunteer training. Therapists
evaluate the :participants with problems, prescribe pro-
gran;ts, and 'train staff members from each unit to carry
out the programs prescribed for the participants in their
unit-who need them. These core staff,members, in turn,
train the participants' counselor to carry out the prescrip-
tion. Theprofessional therapists ,check with sff members
about theprogress of the participants and ke changes
in the prescribed programs as needed.

This approach malcesit possible for more children to
receive therapy time and the professiOnal therapists are

-able to develop and supervise prescriptions for more' °
individuals. The consulting therapists who take part in the
program work with many of the young people during the
school year and are, therefore,,a.ble.to continue the pr6-
grams which they had developed. The director of the Good-
tYmes program works closely with the director of special
services of the public schools and the classroom teachers,
inidalso with the director Of a private school which:Serves
the severely impaired as well as presclaoleks. Thus it is
possible to receive background informion o'-all p 'artici-
pants, which makes for more successful developmatt of
activities.
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Ilene Ackner
Recreation Consultant,
New Jersey Association for Retarded quidren,
New a runswick, New Jeisey.
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Have you ever jumped in a haystack? Grown paper
flowers? Explored a multi-sensory maze? Flown a kite? Blown
bubbles? PainTed alnural? Petted a lion cub? Shaved a bal-
loon? These qte Just a few bf more than 100 activities in which
2,000 mentally retarded children and adults participated at
New Jersey's first Hand-in-Hand Pasttval last May. The big
event came off on schedule op t tier campus of St. Joseph's
High School (Metuchen) with 6,000 voluriterrs from 14
counties.

a

4144.%01 1-14 pd.

Pounded by Brother Patrick Breslin, chairman of the
physical education department at St. Joseph's High School,
Hand-in-Hand%as based or the highly successful One-to-
One Festivals held -for several years in Central Park, New
York City. The basic purpose was to provide a day of fun,
.aptivities; and social contact for mentally retarded people
o1 all ages. Food and beyerages, given through the courtesy
and good graCes of Burger King and Swift Ice Cream, were
served by hundreds of "--
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A great mail dents preparing for jobs as municipal
recreators were on hand Their reactions were quite en-
couraging for those who advocate public recreation for
individuals with various handicapping conditions
, One Fairleigh Qickinson junior who organized an activity
for low-functioning retarded children indicated that she
"would ,definitely want tO initiate more programs...jar the
handicapaed A student in the recreation and leisure cur-.- riculum, she added That recreation for the handicapped
is a new idea for me because I ye never seen it done by the

recreation department in my home town
Many of the students who had not worked with mentally

retarded children or adults before the festival foUnd them-
selves pleasantly surprised They had not thought they could
work with mentally retarded people the festival showed
that they could vary effectively

Another volunteer whose Sesame Street puppets received
several hundred Visitors during the clay was "surprised by
the children's ability to react normally They knew what to do,
how toPlay with the puppets, and they exhibited curiosity
like 'normal' Children!"

When asked to sum up their reactions to the Hand-in-Hand
Festival, most students mentioned how gratifying it was to
see those kids enjoying themselves. Yet the mentally
retarded participants were not the only ones who enjoyed
themselves.lt was best put by a junior from Montclair State
College specializing in therapeutic recreation. The main
feeling I took away from this fantastic event was that both the
mentally retarded and the volunteers benefited equally

She was so 'right. Come May 17, 1975 Hand-in-Hand will
encore and be bigger, utter, and more beneficial.

,
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THE THERAPEUTIC .

. VALUE OF DONKEYS
by J. M. GOODRICKE

I OWN two donkeys. Muffin, a grey, very placid, and reliable
donkey with a typical dark brown cross on her back was born
and broken in Victoria_ Piccolo, a ''d'ainty, dark-.chocolate
ihmkey.,-rounded up from Northern Territory, was terrified of
absolutely everything-even a carrot in her food-when she ,

arrived in Tasmania. When Piccolo ealized that there was
another side of man besides one, who chased her with dogs,_
beat her in and out of trucks, and took her on noisy and
frightening journels, she become most affectionate and keen
to please, even thougleshe still had moments o( caution.

Shortly after btlying the donkeys Muffin produced a foal.
This was marvelous as I was *c/o, ban& the foal from the
day she was born. She soon karned toead, to have her hooves
picked up,to be cleaned, and to toad into a donkey float. She
became so affectionate that, she 'made a4tr,c noise almost
like a purr when she was fondled.

Donkeys, are very adaptable. If a person has. plenty of
patience he can introduce them to almost ankthing. Although

-,dottkeYs may,. hesitaie at first, they accept new situations
quiCkly prid,lit4reteaching is necessary. -

I .boug ht these donkeys because I work with mentally and
physically handicapped 'children at the' Royal Derwent Ilos-
pital. I )on found that other qualities possessed by these
donkeyimade them ideal for workl planned for them. They"
enjoyed- human company and would stand,for hours lapping
up all the petting and attention they could get. When handled
correctly from the start, dOnkeys do not bite or lack,.TheY are
very docile and have a .steady walk so children. sobn-gin
confidence', in being near and ridhYg the rnIA

As soon as Piccolo had learned tOlbe led and to load into the
. float, I took the three donkeys tci".the hoipital. I introduced

fs

them first to children at the special school. within the hospital
grounds. These children gained confidence most quickly and'
enjoyed the donkeys' present, most. Many of thoseliLth
ward -the more severely retarded and younger children-were
afraid of the donkeys or showed no interest at all in them; but
even this gradually -changed: These children stood at a
distance,. came forward one at a time with some trepidation,
needed some help in mounting, and much persuasion to give
Miffin a tid-bit at the end of a ride. After four visits, one
could hardly see, the donkeys for children crowding around
them! Many were quite proud of the fact thk they mounted

'all by themselves-what a stimulating experience!
Other therapeutic values ,have been observed. Riding

requires balance and confidence in sitting on a moving
object.-Row about tight adductor muscles that are stretched
when legs are asiride the saddle? Although-we still lead Muffin
when each child rides, some have been able to learn to control -

' her on -their own. This has built self-confidence and enablgs......_
them to experience the 'thrill of achievement iri doing

-,soMething a little more difficult on their own.
The children 'Often ask when the donkeys are coming again.

During the winter it has been too cold for_children to come
out of heated wards and' wait to take turns for rides. By next
spring the children's experiences will 14,kroadened as Muffin is
being introduced to harness, to pull a jinker and Piecala is also
being trained to give rides.

50

The author, JAL GOODRICKE, is associated With the '
Royal Dertient Hospital, Victoria, New Norfolk, Tasmania.'
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Family TogetherriOs'
Family Resources Services is a new program developed

by the Pennsylvania Department of Public Welfare to pro-
vide various types of assistance to families of retarded per-
sons. Its major objective is to help mentally retarded'
individuals remain with their family rattier gran live in
an institution or in some other living arrangfment
from loved ones., 's

Although the program is designed primarily for families
which have a mentally ,retarded family member at home,
it is intended ,equally for :adoptiv e or foster parents.of a
retarded child; adults who are responsible for providing
a residence for a retarded person in the community, such
as a brother, sister', or other relative; and parents of an
institutionalized mentally retarlied family member who
would be willing to proylde home care if supportive services
were available. In addition, the program indirectly benefits
adult retarded persons who are living independently in the
community, although itis geared more for family support
than direct assistance to'retarded persons.

Family resources services are made available through
grants to county mental health/mental retardation pro-
grams. Services are provided on the basis of community
needs anSin most cases use existing agencies firtfi prograins.

4 %
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for implementation. Where certain services are not
available7they can be requested by families with stiecific
needs._

Types of services offered under the Family Resources
Services Program pre: respite care, family aid, homemaker
services, recreation, transportation, in-how therapy, an&
parent training. The recreation programs allow the retarded
person to experience regular community leisure-time
activities and increase ability to participate ip these
activities independently. Thy family benefits by having
periods of relief while knowing tha6 the retarded familyil,
member is well supervised'and is engaging in wholesome
recreational activities.

Approximately $2.3 million has been earmarked to the
county MH/MR programs by the Public Welfare Depart-
ment for these Services,. and it is projected that 22,000
persons Will be served by the program during the current
fiscal year, an average of 96 cents per person per day.
Note. Additional information about this`-program can be
obtained from Office of Mental Retardation. Department
of Public Welfare, P.O. Box 2675, Harrisburg, Pennsyl-

. vania 17120.

FAMILIES PLAY TO GROVY

Farhilies Play to Grow is a way for.special children of any
age to enjoy a regular program of play and sports with their
families, classmates, and friends. You and your special child
take part in 30 hours of physical activity over a period of three.
months or less. Any kind of 'sport or game counts. You can
walk, run, dance swim, hike, or'plalball together at home,
at school, at a residential center. The important thing is to do
it regularly as a family with love.

YOu can get a Families Play to Grow lit consisting of The
Family. Play Manual, Family 'iay.;Calendar,, and ten Family
Play Guidei to favorite sports, games, and activities by writing
Closer Look, Box 1492; Washington, D.C:200 13, or to Eunice -
Kennedy Shriver, Joseph P. Kennedy Jr. Foundation; 1701 K
Street, N.W., Washington, 1.).C. 20006.
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Recreation .
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Kathleen Muiphy-Wiese",: playground supervisor
Ronald Fc13ama, Programtdordinatok' ,

c.

The Orlando (Florida) Recreation Department found that it lakes
many hours of voluriteer work, extensive community involvement,
and a strong coordihatorto set up arlinexpensivarecreation
gram for children wha are physically', mentally:a emotionally
unable to participate in 4.regular recreation program. The only
special equipment needed was a ramp .and a city pool.

In March 1974, the Orlando Recreation Department began plan-
ning. a pirotplayground program for handicapped children to be
conducted' during July. The goal was to provide a setting for
maximum interaction between normal and handicapped children,
while providing recreation for both.

The Recreation Department contacted the Volunteei Service
*- Bureau, lopal youth and adult service clubs;Iteachers from schools

for the handicapped, several, churchesand organizations for ex-
ceptional children. Through letters and meetings, the proposed
project waspxplained, and its possibilities often illustrated with the
film Outlook Nashville, about a similar volunteer-run project in
Nashville) Tennessee.

r-

C-
c

r-

To solicit volunteers for the playground, teachers and ,church
volunteers visited schools, colleges; and YMCAs. An Orlando
newspaper cooperated with articles in the volunteer and local
feattire columns. Local' radio and TV stations provid time to
request volunteers,'and the local public service station ilmed-a 30
;.minute spedial, Playing Up Hill, which was broadcast ce in June.

To reach handicapped participants, volunteers le applications
at each of the city's six schools for handicapped child en during the
Iri) onth of May. Applications requested certain vital tatistics, doc-

r's signature, and comments on behavior. The fo was probably
riot specific enough, since many parents gave n physital or be-
havioral corrupent. All parents were phoned nd registrations
confirmed.

Most of the 0 participants were six to ten ye old andmentally
handidap Eight childien had physical di abilities, two were
blind, on wea deaf, and two were autistic Nearly half of the
participants came from Orlindo's Sunland Tr ining Center, a state

' hospital for physically and mentally handica ped individuals. Se-

Everybody-s spa
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yen, from Harbor School for Learning Disabilities, came aS a class
with their teacher and aides.

The playground program was conducted at Orlando's Pnnceton
School and playground, A strong playground program for non-
handicapped children was already located there, and a heated pool
and classroom were available The playground area had a large
open sandy lot, two softball diamonds, a tot lot with play equipment,
and a playground shelter, The classroom provided an area free
from distractions and shelter from inclement weather, plus an
essential toilet and sink The fire department across the street
offered their services in case of an emergency. Materials for the
program were gathered by various groups, the Recreation,De-
partment, and friends, since funding only provided for the super-
visor's salary.

'Our first volunteers were four elementary, eight junior high, three
high school, and five college students, along with three handi-
capped high school graduates, three teachers, two teacher aides,
and a nurse The junior highs were the most enthusiastic, and
involved. High school and college students were Interested, but
few could volunteer because of summer jobs and classes. The
elementary students grew in number wheh the regular playground
participants began to join in with our program,

For training, the Amer?can Red Cross riff a five-day, ten-hour
session for swimming aides. All volueteers should have attended, _
however, since all eventually helped a, the pool. Aides were taught
how to approach a handicapped child to assist In developing basic
swimming Skills Training for the playground was held in four eve-
ning sessions of two hours each Each evening's program offered a
new panel of speakers representing educational, medical, social,
and family aspects of handidapping conditions

The playground program was scheduled Monday through Friday,
from 9:00 AM to noon as follows
9 00Acclimation activitythey colored, cut and pasted,

finished a craft project; qlayed in the tot lot, made a rhythm
band, or just sat and talked

9 30 Half of the group went to swimming lessons and the others
played-games, circle genies worked the best.

10 15Groups switched places and activities were repeated.
11 00AR were out of the pool for arts and crafts until parents

arrived at noon
Games were played in open areas and any onlookers were

invited to join us Often, they would look on for a day or two before
slipping into the circle Older children would help prepare projects
in the afternoon Before long, they would begin timidly asking
questions about a specific child they had observed We Would,
discuss that chilcts problems and behavior, and others with similar
problems They would usually be seen helping that child the next
day.

Despite the staff's initial apprehension participants, with a volun-
teer. were free to loin in activities'trt the rear playground when

_they wished One day Todd headed for the bumper pool table and
asked, "Me play/ One child said, "No, someone else has it next,
to which his partner replied, Ay don't You can play with me
next and I'D teach you the rules All,fears were alleviated
._Egg carton waste baskets were a long term project. One kid on
the regUlar playground found but, and volunteered to bring the
wastebasket she had made in Brownies and help us make them.
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This was the kind of involvement the supervisors wanted, so they
talked with her about the differences between these children and
herself The next morning, seven-year old Marie explained, dem-
onstrated, and helded everyone to start their wastebaskets.

The first special event with the regular playground was Water
Day Everyone wore swim suits and had sponges to throw. Hand-
icapped participants, especially those from the Training Center,
were confused by adults who encouraged them to squirt people.
But once they decided it was all right, they were running to refill
bottles. Stuart had always needed someone to hold each hand so
he could walk, but on Water Day he ran alone to squirt his ward
supervisor. He walked.alone from then on.

The second special day was a picnic at the tot lot. Everyone
brought sandwiches, and the local Coca-Cola bottler supplied the
drinks. Looking across the area, there was just one big group of
kids, with no obvious-division. The next week these were even more
volunteeis from the regular playground.

Another special day was a trip to the fire station, complete with,
sirens- and a display of the .hook and ladder truck.

The Anal day was a pool party with awards and cake for all. Two
TV stations and th local newspaper were present. One TV station
ran a five- minut special on the evening news, which will be used
for pre-progra publicity next summer. ,

In evaluatio , we decided that training should start with a film of a
reation p gram for handicapped individuals. From there we.

sh ild ru rough the daily schedule, testing the hedule and
fame if volu'ntee'rs with the format. All gars should be
played in advance to ensure consistent rules, cra s should be
displayed, explained, and tried. Transportation difficulties should
be worked out ahead of time.

Overall, we consider Sur program a success The community
.was ready.
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'Adapting Areas And

Activities for -Recreation

Bob Cipriano is in thli) Department,. of Human Kinetics and
Leisure Studies, George Washington University, Washington,
D.C. 20052.

When one dt cusses adapting areas and'activitieS for recre-
ation programs, four concepts are immediately significant.
First, a recreation leader must be aware of where the partici-
pant stands on the continuum of acquired skills. He can then
take participants from where they are tti where they want to go.

-In the case of a disabled or handicapped person, the leader
wants to help the participant achieve specific treatment goals.

The second concept is that, in a recreation setting, activities
are merely tools that a leader has at his/her disposal. The
recreation leader starts an activity program so that fun, suc-
cess, and 'a sense' of accomplishment are built into the
program.

The third concept of which the leader should be aware is that
any activity can be adapted, to meet the needs of, all partici-
pants. Major limitations are the leader's own inventiveness and
personal commitment to serve all segments of society.

The fourth concept is that materials which are adapted
(rules, space, supplies, and equipment) should be done in a
developmental and sequential order. Activities are built upon
skills that participants have already mastered. Therefore,
activities offered have a higher probability of being successful
with participants.-

Whbn one t nalyzes these concepts, is apparent that all
are leadership techniques that have proved valuable to recret
ation leaders for a number of years A recreWion leader should
understand that all four concepts may, and probably will, take
place simultaneously.

,An example application is specific adaptions for volleyball
for senior cizens, such as:

Lower th rtirom eight to six -feet or any height that affords
participantsrtunities to gain maximum benefits

Make the playing court smaller.
Adapt the volleyball itself by substituting balloons, nerf balls,

bladder balls,..etc.
Adapt the rules by using newcomb, elementary newcomb,'

bounce newcomb, no serve, etc.
Have participants play only a certain position on the court

Mainstreaming: Preparation in a
o

-Municipal Recreation Department

Somehow the thought of integrating the abnormal the different
with the normal segment of society stirs visions of green-eyed
monsters and highly complex problems beyond man s.intelligenbe
Actually, man s ability to cope is ended only by his fear ,of the
unknown This fear is what most cripples well-intentioned efforts to
mainstream impaired, disabled. or handicapped individuals, par-
ticularly those whose condition is. not visible. such as mentally
handicapped persons or people with hearing impairments

In an attempt to la e a firm foundation for a successful
mainstreaming effort in the District of ColuMbia. the Department of
Recreation began a training program aimed at overcoming the fear
of the unknown. A series o1 tour one-day orientation workshops'
designed to give community recreation workers an opportunity to
experience being impaired were held last spring. Each participant
was artificially impaired in some wayblindfolded to produce
blindness. used specially made glasses to create'the illusion of
perceptual problemsand then the recreators actively partici-
pated in the workshop. Activities included eating lunch. viewing a
film, playing basketball, - reading braille,and a host.,(af other recrea-
tional and daily living situations. all done'while "impaired

54
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Responses from recreators were very encouraging Many

openly admitted they were afraid of dealing with special popula-
tions and had actually avoided contact as much as possible Most
conared that they now had a mucfi deeper appreciation of what it
is like to be impaired and expressed a strong desire to continue the
training

The Department of Recreation is planning to continue this pro-
gram through a series of in-depth workshops, each dealing with a
specific handicapping condition Workshops *ill provide medical
and psychological findings and information relevant to each condi-
tion In addition, each will demonstrite ways through which a
community recreator can integrat unpaired, disabled, or.hand-
icappedpeOple into regular prog ms without a lot of expensive
equipment or 'additional staff

Developed and conducted by Fait A Yiengst, Chief, Train-
ing and D4velopment, Helen J.Hillm Director, Program for
Mentally Retarded and Physically anchcapped, Melvin
Ford, Director, Mehtal Health Progra all D C Department
of Recreation staff

6u
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Moderately and Severely Retarded .

Individual Personal Instruction. Plan
Basic Physical Skills for Profoundly Mentally Retarded Children

Sarah A. Whalen ,
Sunrise'School
550 Aura Dnve
Monroeville, Pennsylvania 15146

What does a teacher do fer physical education with profoundly
mentally Letarded childrenconsider a regular physical education
class wih approximately five to seven of these children. The stu-
dents in one such class had a variety of problems. Some had
cerebral palsy, they seldom talk or communicate. Some have
impaired vision and hearing, there is little eye contact. Many of the
students do not play or seem to be aware of others in the room.
Attention spans are short and hyperactivity is commonplace. Some
students are physically impaired, some not toilet trained, and many
cannot' follow spoken directions;

These children need physical activity in a planned, progressive
program to help them enjoy group play. Introduction of basic skills
should be thehrst.step becauseihese students cannot participate
in a group until they are able to follow instructions and perform
basic rOvements like sitting, standing, rolling, crawling, catching,

climbing, and so on. The Individual Personal Instruction Plan (IPIP)
was developed for these students because it offers many pos-
sibilities for progress and success in basic skills. The following IPIP
program was the result of efforts and ideas from many people.

Fourteen basic skills were selected as terminal behavioral objec-
tives, each one altered according to the student's indvitival
capabilities. Lead-up steps were established as intemiediate goals
leading to the terminal objectives. Different methods to, obtain

.
objectives were tried with varying degrees of success.

A pre-test was devised including each of the objectives and a
course was laid out in the gymnasium. Although the skills have
been sequence;Li, their 1. slidity has not been verified. A profile of
each class was made (individualprofiles can also be kept). Weekly
Prescnplion Forms for each student helped aides and teachers
work with each child on a continuing basis' in sequential order.

0

Examples of Terminal Behavioral Objectives

SittindlGiven a signal (spoken, visible, or physical direction)
the student sits on a chair or the floor. Hands can be used to
maintain balance. Hold the position for at least 30 seconds.

Pillows or a wall make good suppo(fs for the back until muscles
are strorig enough to hold the student upright. Sitting crOssilegged
with arms stretched out in front to maintain balance is also useful to
attain this objective.
i
StanilingThe student stands in one spot with feet spread
four to eight inches apart on a given signal. Braces may be
used. The position, should be held for ten seconds.

Any means to keep balance is valid, such as holding On to stall
bars. waft, parallel bars, or aide until the student can stand without
help for the required time. For younger children, standing id a barrel
with cushioned sides is use tkrle,

RollingOn signal, the child doss a log roll along a six by
eight foot mat without roiling off the side. Tuck arms close to
the body or extend theM overhead.

Roll the student in a blanket and then unroll while kneeling
beside him or her. If necessary, help the student roll by pushing, or
use an inclined mat and board to provide downward momentum, or
place child in a lifted barrel and roll the barrel.

0 4.
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Crailing,Studentsrawls on harids and knees for ten feet on
cue. The objective4s to use a diagonal (cro% pattern) hand,
and knee action.

Place a towel or foam rubber belt around the child's chest so
supervisor can lift child into correct position; Many students be-
come frightened by a larger person standing above or behind them,
so' eacher could kneel beside student and guide hands and knees
through the crawling sequence.

6



WalkingPupil must walk the length of the gymnasium (cross
pattern hand/foot action is reqUired).

Use the same lead-up steps as for standing, but hold the child
under the arms while walking in tandem or pushing his feet ahead.
Give as little support as possible since children tend to let you do
the work. Shifting body weight to one leg often automatically brings

_ the opposite foot forward. Gently pushing the student forward in the
step also promotes this reaction.

RunningAt a signal, the student runs 3Q feet without stop-
ping, within 15 seconds.

Race with an aide who holds the students hand and encourages
hiin/her to run; use of rewards has been rather successful. If
student is aware of other people, chasing can also be effective

ClimbingThe pupil is signed to climb three rungs of a ladder.
Prompt student by touching the proper hand or foot to be
moved; cross pattern hand/foot action is rtuired.

Aide places student-on his knee and boostefhen climbs up in
front or behind student enclosing his/her hands with his own

HoppingThe objective is to hop on one foot once or several
times. Balance must be maintained on one foot for ftsec-
onds.

Use a chair to help retain balance on one foot until child can hop
without help. Use a jump rope put around student's ankle with the
other end held over student's shoulder Aide or teacher balances'
child with other hand. Student can hold own foot or put it down

Balance beamAt a signal, student walks across a 'six inch by
..ten foot balance beam that is at least ten inches off the floor.
Task is done in no less than five seconds.

Walk alopg the beam while it is on, the floor as one lead-up step
Place two beams on the floor to make a funnel effect so that space
between beams becomes narrower as student walks through
Another effective method is to have student hold someone's hand
who slowly decreases support.

ThrowingWith a partner; student throws a bail overhand at a
target ten feet away and hits within five feet of either side of the
target; cross pattern movement is required.

Squeeze yarri balls; hold ball just behind ear and throw it up and
forward. To counteract throwing the ball down, suspend a bright
object above the student's head and have him/her throw at it. To
avoid chasing balls, tide string to a wiffle ball and to aide's wrist, the
student's wrist, or to a wheelchair, ther'pull the ball back after it has
been thrown. This is helpful for those physically unable to chase a
ball.

CatchingWith a partner, student demonstrates ability to
catch a thrown bail by catching five out of eight tosses. Part-
ner stands eight to ten feet away. Any playground or plastic
ball. can be used.

Get student's attention and throw ball only when he/she is look-
ing. If child will not look at you, throw bean bags or yarn balls gently
at his/fififi fififififi fifi fifififififi Another person can help by moving
pupil's hands to ward off objects.

.

DribblingStudent dribbles a bail five more times than on
original attempt. Use fingers rather than palm of hand.

Good results have been obtained with a large (18 inch) playg- '
-round ball if the teacher takes the child's hand and dribbles with him
,or her.

41)

LeapingChild takes a running, start and leaps over an 18
inch high barrier without knocking it down. One foot leaves
ground first and leads the other over the barrier.

Use ropes, wands, and traffic cones in lead-up process Not
much success has been experiend with this objective.

SkippingOn a signal, the pupil lkips the length of the gym-
nasium without breaking stride.

This objective has been unattainable to date. \

Many Approaches Will Achieve the Objective

There are many reasons for success or failure and often they are
guesses. Many factors, such as children's moods, medicines,
changes in temperature, and surroundings, all affect performance.
This program has given us an Idea of what to expect and an order of
sorts. 4quenang, however, is of little value since some crawl and
do not Toll, others walk but do not crawl. Most who catch do so
before they will throw which is inconsistent with most progressions.

Hopping was not a good skill for one group because it is a higher
level skill than they had attained. These children did not like to lose
contact with the floor. Although skipping and leaping are higher
order skills, they were not eliminated from the program because
some children will work more intently on these skills next year.

The IPIP worked well with some children since it gave them a
progressive plari to improve their physical skills. If a teacher can
determine students' basic needs, establish dnd sequence appro.
date terminal objectives?then test tee students, a prograasimilar
to this one will evolve. There is no oneit way to accomplish each
obj tivemany different approacherwill achieve the same end.
Al physical education teachers can work out programs of Indi-
vi ual Personal Instruction to help profoundly retarded children
enjoy physical movement, and develop an interestin play with
other children.
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Standing in one spot for 30 seconds.
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WHAT IS INCLUDED IN PLAY?.

This program of cooperative play is divided into ten
separate but closely related areas:

1. Adjustment period takes place daily in a small,
empty room. Initially, a majority_ of allotted plAi time is
used to enable the child and adult to establish a relationship
which is friendly and trusting. The adjustment period sets
the tone for future play periods. Greet the child by name
as he ethers the room, pttt an arm ardund his shoulder,
smile, and rev and him with edible tokens. Soft background
music helps stimulate an informal, relaxed atmosphere.

2. Contact play
a. First phase touch parts of the body (touch your

nose, my nose).,
b. Second phase increase activity by rising small

game !lay stack bands, arm wrestle keep away. The
object is to encourage grasping and/or body contact. Use

P' games like "Which Hand Has the Candy" to develop eye
contact. Hugging and tickling are appropriate at this stage.

c. Third phase introduce strong body contact with
floor play.. Roll on mats, jump on innertube or mini-trampo-
line, tkke hold of hands and walk on various even and
uneven surfaces,This will develop confidence and balance.

,d. Fourqh phase introddce more physical activity.
Challenge the childto run away front you while you try
to catch him: Then reverse roles. Reward and reinforce
as necessary. Roll a ball toward a bowling pin at the end
of the room and' have the child return the ball by rolling
it himself.

3. Noise play
a. Toy and noise stage.=introduce a toy which makes `,

a noise in a small room where there are no other distractions
or other stimuli. Toys sucli as animals, boats, fire engines,
telephones, clocks, musical dolls, or marching soldiers can
he used at this stage.

= b. Noise, toy, and picture stage initiate play in
the same manner as the toy and noise stage but introduce

63'57
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slides of real objects associated with the toys: Include a
cassette or record a actual sounds made by these objectst-.
This gives the child three sensory motor inputs: visual from
the slide, auditory from the cassette or record, and tactile
from the toy itself.

4. ractikltexture play T.- introducej in the same manner
as noise play with sequential associations of object and
sound, sound and picture, and object in the environment.

a. Body image
Object and sound feel textures of various body

O`rts' and continue with tuch relationships as hands
clap, snap fingers, &crotch, or rub; feet stomp, skip;
walk, rup; mouth ialk, sing, whistle; and nose bloy,
sniff, breathe.

Object, sound, and picture project slides of
body parts. Use various corors, and lengths of hair, realistic
male or female dolls, or pictures of body parts.

Object in the environment introduce pictures
of self -cage along with records of the unique sounds
involved. For instance, washing hands,'brushing teeth, or
eating.

b. Environmental objects
t Object and sound provide' samples of,various

textures such as brick, rubberband, or feather apd have
a recording of sound associated with each. Have each child
diffirentiate between various cloths or different substances
such as dirt, sand, and snow.

Object, sound, and picture project pictures
min slide form on a- wall and use sounds associated with
each object.

Object in the environment take the child to
areas where he can see and feel various textures to associate
with various samples he has in his hand. Possibilities Would
include pet shops, construction. sites, wooded areas, and
department stores.

5. Mirrorishadow play
a. Three-way mirrors

Use concrete expekiences and tangible forces
put hat on child's head in front of mirror. Then hte him
clap hands or hold a toy, while looking at the leader's image.

Use a full picture of each individual pasted to
the center of the mirror. Hare each child associate his pic-
ture with himself to develop his own self-image.

Imitate movements in mirror raise hands high
or low, make differellt faces, place arms and leg's invarious
positions.

b. Silhouettes use flashlight to profile objects such" '
as a spoon or a shoe, to identify body parts, or to identify
objects such as a star, dog,-or rabbit.

c. Outside environment a-- identify animate -and 7
inanimate objects of different size, shape, and position at
various times of the day.

cr. Self movement play
a. Imitation of movements inclades hold hand up,

tap head, stand up, sit down, roll on mat, or crarhinder
table. Expose the chili to 'a- variety of shapes and sizes
as well as surfaces, to tures;---arid heights.

,



b. Introduce equipment
Mini-trampoline, bounce board, innertubes, tires.

Jump and bounce from different positions such as standing
or sit g, on back or stomach.

Stairs climb stairs and jump off from varying
heigh

Mat play use individual stunts such as the crab
walk, frog leap, or leg roll. Partner play such as the wheel-
barrow can also be used.

' Circles, ladders, tires, balance beams, scooter
boards,°and chinning boards can also be utilized.

7. Water play as with other areas, water play is
approached with three phases: water and sound, sound
and picture, and water and the environment. 4

a. Small familiar bodies of water sink or dishpan.
Listen to running or dripping water. Play in water with
hands using linkable objects such as-marbles or rocks.
Incorporate objects that float such as poker chips. Splash
water on different parts of the body.

b. Large, less familiar bodies of water introduce
larger containers for vigorous types of water play using
pictures and sounds to acquaint the individual with, and
lessen his fears of, this new_type of play. Take pidures
of children playing in various environments to present as
a slide presentation. Show various activities involving a
hose, sprinkler, wading pool, creek, pond, and lake.

8. Object play -
a. Hand play finger painting on easel, juice cans,

or paper. Play with rolling pins or tinker toys.
b. Small object play use toy boats, gas stations,

trucks, matchbox cars, and puzzles.
c. Large object play use model trains, weighted

punching bags, slides, swings, bikes, and tents. ----

9. Sandlinud play
a. Sandbox use sand toys to build hills, tunnels,

roads for matchbox cars. Add water to sand for moisture.
Make lakes by putting water in howl and building sand
around it, adding plastic ducks to float on water. Then
add trees, scenery., boat landings.

Muddy soil use baking utensils, measuring
spoons; and other kitchen items to make mndpies. Plant
seeds. . Nat

c. Outdoor environment bury feet/legs in sand or
muddy areas. Build sand castles. Play in trees.

10. Animal play introduced with toy and sound, 'sound
and picture, and association in the environment. It is hnpor-
tant to have a child work up to the live animal stage gradually

-*Frthat'he will be able to treat the animal kindly.
a. Furry toys rabbits, kittens, ducks, chicks.
h. Water animals goldfish, frogs, turtles, pol-

lywogs.-
.c. General'cows, horses, lambs, hamsters. iso
d. Insects flies, lightning bugs, June bug's, 4nd

grasshoppers.
411
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Philosophy in Action
0

A once abandoned warehbuse a short distance from the
famed -waterfroAt...in St. Thomas/Virgin Islands housei
eleven severely retarded, handicapped children who are
discovering the wonders of learning; While luxury liners
di mbark tourists nearby, these-children learn to play,
sin and call each other by name..This is the Virgin Island's
o privta-day care center for severely afflicted children.

erated by the Parent's Association for Handicapped Chil-

dtrenwith
the help of five VISTA volunteers, the center

provides training and health care for its occupants. VISTA
(Volunteers in Service to America) is part of ACTION, a
national program to help communities fight poverty.

Stressing a one-to-one relationship between staff and chil-
dren, the center runs morning sessiTs five days a week.
On three mornings the volunteers work with younger chil-
dren. Older children attend on the remaining two mornings.
During the afternoon volunteers, in groups of two, visit
homes of other children where they check on help
with therapy, and give basic academic es About 16

ifamilies are visited each week.
At the center, mentally and physically handiApped chil-

dren follow a curriculum designed to improve sensory and
motor skills, enable them to communicate and interact with
each other, and ultimately to perform basic skills. For
example, at the end of three months, one-fifth of tlie children
should be able to gemonst rate improved eye-hand coordina-
tion by properly using puzzles; coloring books, or lieads

. norms three to five year olds would. After ten months,
half of theehildren are expected to show ability to greet

,people by name or relate a personal experience. Sessions
e

O

O

are not strictly structured many basics are taught through
games anti.mutic. A donated banjo brightens lessotts in
coordination as children clap in time and take turns strum-
ming.

On. Occasion, the center's routine is broken as children
and volunteers depart on a favorite adventure 6- a field
trip. Such a trip is likely to end at picturesque Megan's
Bay where the children mingle with tourists while playing
in the sand and surf.

Help for the center comes from many sources in the co
munity. Volunteers themselves make sandwiches for lunch
and a local bakery donates bread and cookjes for a morning
snack. A dairy donates milkli)41 local shops stipsPly materials
for arts and crafts. In addition, St. Peter and Paul High
School grants academic credit to students who help with
hditte visits and activities at the center. For, example, seven
boys from the high school recently cleared an area and
are constructinka playground.

Local agencies also assist the center. The Division of
Maternal and Child ,Health and-Crippled Children Services
and the Division of Mental Health provide health care super-
vision, training, and consultation. Guidelines and consults-
tionon program development are provided by the Child
Welfare Division, Department of Social'Welfare.
Note: At a time when much emphasis and discussion are
given to interdisciplinary activity and mutiagency
cooperation, it is heartening to find communities where
philosophy and principle are put into action not remain-
ing hollOw sermons of lip service.

C
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RUTH EGEL is a

community mental
health worker,
Chicago Board of
Health, Lakeview
.Uptown Mental
Health Center, 901
Mentross Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois
60626.

0

Therapeutic recreation should teach skills geared to helping
retarded individuals live life more fully and become self-sus-
taining and self-yespectinemembers of society.

The line between yriiTrecreation and,what should prop-
erly be considered education is extremely arbitrary. Recrea-
tion is generally Itssodated with pleashrable endeavor. There
fore it is nal quite as necessary to life as the more pragmati-
cally colored education which is often thought of as work and
essential if one wants to succeed in life. Actually, both recrea-

, don and education provide experiences essential for the fullest --
realization of an individual's potential. Perhaps the most uni-
versatidifferentiation between .the two is that we are usually
free to take part in recreational programs.while ware
required to be exposed to a certain amount of education.
However, we should be more aware that in education the best
learning takes place when there is emotional involvement,
enjoyment, and a willingness to participate.. Just as it is possi-
ble to learn order through rules of a game and cooperation ,
through' team play, it is also possible to experience satisfying
creativity and freedom of expression in education. Thus I main-.
tain that separation of recreation and education is arbitrary.

We know that mildly retarded individuals and persons of
borderline intelligence can be successfully taught to achieve a
reasonable degree of Mdependence, learn sod skills, and
attain the ability required for daily livi . et this sector of
our populationshls, for the most iced, been deprived of this
basic preparation for life because of various obstacles.
They face such problems as:

lack of appropriate schooling
little patience or understanding by parents or guardians

of rejection or overprotectjonobecause of retardation.
In addition to the failure of-some educational institutions

and families to prepare mentally retarded persons for life, -
sheltered workshops, by over - emphasizing work, have ne-
glected toleonsider the need of these people to gain skills for

' living. These people need todevelopsIschstills as:
homemaking and home, management helping parents

when living at home,.cooking simple meals and understanding
Oki nutrition, cleaning house, shopping for food, and budget-
ing funds. .

cleanliness and self-care
baby care s
effective verbal communication to facilitate discussion or

problems anti motivate social interaction through self- awareness
and-awareness of bthers. o

B,ut where can group guidance be-found to assist. in develop-
ing such-skills? Here is the opportunity for workers in -

therapeutic recreatimpto approach problems of today realis-
tically, to realize thenr stated aims, namely, to provide the
milieu and -activities which contfibute to personal actualization
for each individual in their programs. It has been suggested
that this be bcought about by way of assisting an individual to
develop a more positive self-concept and increased self - esteem
through learning skills essential tu daily living. Suelin'program
might well be considered a kind of occupational therapy, or
recreational therapy jf you please.

o
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THE Onondaga Center for the Retarded serves approximately
160 school children and 65 adults. Eight of the children (CA 3 .

to 6) have severe' physically handicapping conditions with

, accompanying mental-retardation. Children below the age of
three years are also helped- through the Out Patient Clinic.
Multiply handicapped children here are usuaHy unhappy
victims of refusal for admission to other local agencies serving
such children in upstati New ,York because of complications
they manifest due to combinations of mental ret6dation and
physical conditions.

Pathological and congenital conditions, seen at the Center
and in the Clinic inAude spastic and athetoid cerebrarpalsy,
general hypOtonia 'and gross.psycho-motor retardation' brain
damage; and Ether syndromes. Most of these children are
unable to sit independently and possess no head control of any

kind, OccasiOnally hyper-stereo movements of the head
complicate therapytechniqUes.Therefore, some' basic objec-
tives ,of Center 'and Clinic Programs for 'these child?en .

include . - x
Teach head control so each child sees the surrounding
environment right side up, not upside down oriideways
as is the case. when he is pone or supine on the floor
most of the time.
Teach independent sitting skills so each child can be
exposed to a variety of toys, puzzles, and
academic concepts.
Prepare each child for further developmental skills such

as crawling, creeping, standing, and walking.

r
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METHODS

Have the child in a sitting position on the fllbr with his legs
in front of him and the soles of his feet facing each. other. \
Then measure the cross distance from the tips of pe toes to
tote back .of the buttocks. Obtain a car inner tube of this
diameter from a service station or tire dealer. Inflate the tube
and put the-child inside making sure his elbows rest on either
side of the inflated tube. Assist-the child in holding his ead
up straight whilete is inside the tube.

Occpsionally lee the chaexperience some discomfort from
extreme flexion and extension oft is head. Resultingdiscom
fort is a basic means-of communication in that the child feels
and experiences that these positions are not the most
eomfortable or desirable.

Atter each experience of pain and discomfort it is impor-
tant to reinforce the normal straight 'head holding position.

.This method shoUld be repeated for short periods of 10 to 20
minutes at least'three times a day with increases as necessary.

When the child isseady 'to learn sitting skills, encourage him
t? use his artnr-fitit are resting on The inflated tube. Again',
ybu are guiding the child to learn through experiences. When
the child is ready to progress further, remove about -two to
three pounds of air from the tube. This allows slightly more
give in the firmness of the tube when the child seeks support .
with his arms and requires trunk muscles to provide needed
support. This is hard and, prolonged work but the rewards are
great.

63

These pictures show this three year old

child progressing from having virtually

no head controj (no. 11 to fairly good'

head control (no. 5). The child (no. 2) is

seated in a well inflatecetube. He has no

head control and therefore assumes vari

ous flexionextension positions. After

experiencing ,discomfort, he is reinforced

with b desirable, comfortable position

(no. 3).,' Olcasionally upper trunk sup- ,

port is given to reinforce the trunk,

positioning and encourage head move-

ments alone (no. 4).

By HASU S. PATEL ,
The author is-affiliated witivihe'
Onondaga Association for the Re-
tarded, 600 South Wilbur Avenue,
Syracuse, New York 0204.
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FIClyTlEajOIJIPMENT
Innovattve ide4s

DURING the course of my work as a
developmental - remedial physical educa-
tion teacher of severely handicapped
youngsters, I searched many books for
ideas to help ate do a better job. Every-
where I Itoolied one main thought seemed
prevalent reach each child where heis.
This can only be accomplished with an
accurate method of assessment. If grpvith
is accepted as following a logical sequen-a"....;
hat pattern, then

must be assessed to determine
where they cease so a schedule can be ge

.1

up that allows a child to achieve ands_
attain needed skills., Random, haphazard
activities ate detrimental to the indi-

--vidtrat especially if programs and activi-
ties do not 'meet the needs of-the child:,
The important element when Working
with severely' handicapped children is to
give each one a chance to participate with
success in activities designed to meet his
'pluticular Seeds..

A large percentage of children with
whom I work gained much from special-
ized toys or puzzles. While visual experi-,
ences. increase Visual perception and
auditory experiences, increase auditory

:-
perception, wanted to provide a stim-
ulus_to promote overall perceptual'

0

HEIGHT
WIDTH-

TRIANGLE
SQUARE

CIRCLE
BACKGROUND

growth as awareness of one's self devel-
oped. Thug', the form 'perception board
and the folding balance beam° were de-
signed to stimulate 'tactile, visual, and
'auditory perception, as well as to provide
opportunities for youngsters to%experi-

. ence fine and gross motor responses,
language development, and finally mem-
ory sequencing. (An article about the
folding balance beam appears on page 72.

hi describing the form tpel-ception
board tlwee happy face lights are wired in
relay series with each other so that when
the yellow triangle is knocked down, the
yellow light goes on; when the red square
goes down, the red light comes on; and
when the. green circle drops the green
light is lit. When all three shapes aie
knocked down, four, red lights circling the
bell light up and the bell rings.

One is likely to increase an exhibited
behavior if a reward is positive and given
immediately after completing -a defined
task. Therefore the form perception
board was made to give immediate feed-
back for successful experience's. Positive
reinforcement is essential to increase mo-
tivation, which in turn leads to improved
self-concept and greater confidence.

4W
2W
YELLOW
RED
GREEN
BLUE

(Patent Pending)
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HAP COLE, the author of this
-article, is a teacher of develop-
mental-remedial physical educa-
tion with the Lin Angeles
County Superintendent of
Schools, Downey, California.
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Starriiiirstics mane rememliering forams'
and altars by,fecling thiro:Mhe child Is..
feelink; shapes, , remembering -that -his

a we touching the ndmffrolit, Wit'
buck.:He is reinforced:KY 7Ibe-Aescher
giving 'verbal cues sueltrasiguare,.
or round. For children. uhn c an talk or:
even utter a sound, languzikenrespouses
we en
the form atinndation.-

ALUM

Now progress to plating the hUns in the
floor over pipet-J:4 havioethe duld;
trace aroundlt si in 'mince
lice visi the child cool* the*
the sal object adds more perception

-and memory recognition..., )

;, dm/ie.:the'
one, bets hoding:Appro.

te repetitions nsailienecdedbutAtil.
arde.,We4Wit.: hadtithOd?Ill

lifokeup,to`secii,tbe belt goes on: If
'1`.:4101Teat: faint ii;idoint; =the 7in it
.ilinintidiate`aintAnedbacic Akio* the

sikannel thicMglilthe
;t7.'-f:nudiInniZnharnseI.Jmikef',,doe ex

-morc potent and "

-tentliate,= .Held and.the ": ABC
:,idente a tonts to match theMin-Mines-

Nee ,this pattern '-ot ief
attained, - colon and 'barn can
denied to add more 'variety eapecially;it
the child has each form' memorized
WtWrding to Color alone. in titirvary, the
shape and not the color bust be remeit:,, '-
-bered. Another 'approach-to whir Prob=.
lease fit to ilk 'the ebild-to knocleakiviiV

_ *1,1+4' fiirm;Jf the'uront, tolOr-
:Intocketdosvn,nolight pods o:;:, ,,-;,-

uisbers. to each.f innthQ=,
Oared by-addint; dace

,or matching. Attacking lettas of the-
Isai.heiptki,Children srstieailiQr:z ,'

especially. those in 'theltiaininn,*::/

-1
;.:`

'1111tie
43ftlqUarel+, friandlay ,'f

des placing thenion the ipPriPiiite
-template !kids Mkr tactIK and -'
'kinesthetic wriorratiandstione. V

'.'reiviedcarn hinsleCto Munk,
"total groirtkproei*--
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The highest level this kaa--hasbeeit'
used for is to imr ovelariguage develop-
men one child is telling the other
o knockdown the square.

. .4*%*.

More severely involved- children witirr
limited mobility have just as mueli fun ee
other students. At times they need help
extending their, arms to knock down
forms, but the reward of the light makes
it all worthwhile.
When a child crawls several feet to the
board, additional grow motor responses .,
are developed. Many cerebral palsied
children have a hard time reaching.and
extending upward, but this board adds
'that littleextra incentive to success.

A

The importance of using all three areas
of sensory input tactile, visual, and
auditory cannot be overemphasiitd;
So many times we use just one or twos
but very seldom all three 8t one time
this is so important and necessary to
many of these youngsters. .

a

More capable children throw to develop
fine motor control. Verbal cues are used
to illicjt auditory stimulation and
memory, sequencing. For example,
knock down the square first, the triangle
second, and the circle last. Accuracy in
throwing is now a vital part of the total
growth, particularly when challenging
the memory for sequencing.

03 .0

The ulibniste reward is,captured here a
peat big,smile: Whenyom see this, you
know you have succeeded.

.
.

'4

q42-e^4.:

One child shows a ter to another
who attempts to knockdowndown the'cor-

% responding, form. The children have
grown to a point where they can dual-
leme..each other to see how long it takes
to knock down the correct form once it
has been shown. This takes mental alert-
ness, visual accuity, fine motor control,
and mental decoding. .

4

4
4
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Auditory stimulation must play a great
part for the girl to remeriliber from the
very beginning that the square has four
sides. Next, visual stimulation to spot
the square and fine' motor control to
knock the form down with,the ball come
into play. If the light comes on, the

4 reward is immediate and when all three
are correct, the bell sounds.

'

a

e - Ii
It gets tiresome to run back and set up
the board, 'so hooks and strings have
been attached so that two can play the
game. If more memory sequencing" is
necessary, pull up the Second form that
was knocked down, so that the child
must remember the sequence for.knock.
itsg down the forms to make the correct.,
response.
Have the child lift up the red form
second regardless of when it was
knocked down. Problem solving situa-
tion are many and varied so that the
hours these children play provide then*
wit) Many opportunities to learn.



Progra ming Techniques

High interest, self-motivating, programmed, materials are
designed40 spark children to learn when traditional.ways have
not been successful. Tasks:Were designed to permit each child
to execute them successfully by himself or with minimum help.

Many of these tasks were adapted from commercially mar-
, keted puzzles and perceptual-Motor games. The author deyel:

opecrsome and others originated from observing children with
learning problems. The tasks are not particularly unusual but
they have worked for the staff and the children Any interested
leader can adapt some of these suggestions or design new
ones to meet the needs of an individual or group.

Keys tb effectiveness for `this approach. are. (1) specific,
sequentipl steps,to accomplish the task, (2) immediate high
interest in the tasks by students, (3) positive rewarding feeling
upon completion of each task, Obviously, time-and effort are
necessary for this as in any worthwhile undertaking. The kids,

'however, not only like it but learn from the experience. .

NOM' What is education? So often learhing experiences
have been approadhed as teacher/Mader intarests,..back-
grounds, sild experiences. Here is an approach that is' child-centered with the focus on learning. The nature of
'learning is conceiltrated on with the understanding that the
more experiences and opportunities given a child, ,the
greater, the.chances for use and application.

Think of all the possibilities of these activitiessmall
motor and manipulative activities requiring dexterity; con-
(
cepts of laterality, directionality, shape, color, and numbers;
opportunities to4follow directions, work together, read, solve
problems, and have fun hire being successful..nie details
and approach Lan be modified according to the participat-
ing yotingsteis regardless of age, functional ability, or
impairments,' Activities are appropriate for school, recrea-
tion center, home, or wherever children are found. .-

71.
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That WORK

Howard Sorrell is e physical education instructor at the Barrett
Elelnentary School, 4400 Henderson Drive, Arlington, Vir-
ginia.

The Program in Action
Regardless Of specific methods,to implement this program,

a 'circuit approach or station techniques are used.-Among -the
endless ways of putting this program into tion are:

Make and place instruction cards to each activity in a
specific area. Students, who can. rea d follow instructions.
Others have someone else read the instructions to them. If
possible, instructions should be in picture form so everyone
can follow them easily.

Devise stations 6r areas so students move in a prescribed
order, stay at each for a specific time, then rotate at-a signal.
Use contact paper, tempera paint, or other.means to. show
movement pattern among stations; use music for background
during the action phase of activity. Stop, the music as a signal
to move to the next station. Aides, peer tutors, and volunteers
can be used to work with students who need extra 'help or*
especially, difficult stations.

'Devise a check-off list so each child can maintain a record of
what has been accomplished, how long it has taken, and other
information to show achievement.

Include sufficient stations and activities so each youngster.
has a chance to become more proficient and meet new chal-
lenges through active participation. Obtain ideas and suggts-
bons from children, on new ways tasks can be used at each
station.

Incorporate appropriate commercial activities, gg., Perfec-
tion, Beat-the-Clock, Tug-Boat, puzzles, domir , Twister,
and To$s-Aoross, as activity stations. 'Visit t jy, stores for
additional games for this program.

).
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Blindfold Fishing
Have your partner tie a bandana over your eyes so you

cannot see.
With the' blindfold on, pick out the following from each

hammer, boot, brush, screwdriver, dustpan (or use
differ: denominations).
Counting M ey

Pick up th ee quarters and put them in the mustard jar.
Pick up to pennies and put them in the jelly jar.
Pick up five imes and put them in the pickle jar.
Pick up seve nickels and put them in the glass.
Count lie am, nt in each jar.

tif

Shine Your Shoes
Shine your shoes with t e brush.
Usra the buffer to shine your shoes.

Pump Up the Bail
Wet a needle with your tongue.
Slowly slip the needle into the valve.
Screw the pump into the needle valyO.
Pump up the ball until it is full and firm.
Take needle out of the valve and play With the ball.

a
Put both boots over your own shoes '.

Lace Up Boots

Lace both .boots up to the top. s
Tie a bow in each of the laces.

Count the Beans
With your right hand- pick and count fiftysbeans. Place

them one at a time into the jar.
With your left hand pick and,cpuntsfifty beans. Place them

onest a time into the jar.
Pick and count twenty bean*. Place,them two at.a tirpe into

the' jar with left find right hands.
crew the top of the jar on tightly.

Combination Lock .

**-Unlock the combination lock by tumingthediffil as directed
by the combination numbers.

' Lock it again.
Unlock the lock in the same manner as done before. "
Lock the lock again.
Look at the clock and check how long it takes to unlock the

lock.
Unlock the lock without looking at the paper with the corn-

:, bination.
Package Pennies t...,40.

Remove a handful of pennies from the Jar.
'Place pennies In five stacks of ten each.

.fold the ends.'
Place each stack in the penny packaging p:)er and then

Print your name on the package.

S

1'

S

Bomb Site Practice
Stand in front of the ladder and drop three bean bags.'
Stand on the fir it step of the ladder and drop five bean

bags into the waste bsket.
Stand on the second step of the ladder and drop two bean

bags into the tin can.
Stand on the top of the ladder and drop four bean bags

into the metal pot.
Repeat, dropping marbles into jars.

Pencil Sharpening with Snoopy and the Regular Machine
Take one pencil from the tin can and sharpen it in the

Snoopy,machine,
Take a second pencil from the can and sharpen it using

theregulat machine.
Stack of Rings

Take rings from the tin can and stack them with the largest
at the bottom and the smaller ones on the top. ,

Top the Jar
Look at all jars and alflops.
Ppt on a blindfold.
Place tops on correct jars.

Light the,Lights
,t

Fit batteries Into the appropriate flashlighti.e., pen-light,
mini, small, standard, and largt.
Thread Bea&

Select one stint
Select two roun blue beads.
Select four orange cubes.
Select six red triangles.
Select eight green Cylinders.
String all df these objects.
'Remove all objects and place them back into the box for

next classmate to Use.
Homemadetoftballs

Crumblalarge piece of newspaper into q ball the site of
a softball.

Strap it with Three or fotir pieces of masking tape.
Firactice catching with a classmate.

'f Shoot for the barrel target.

68
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IN EUROPE, the last decade has seen an
increase in the number of physical fitness
trails available. Constructed around
schools, factories, hotels, and golf
courses, they offer communities unique
recreation packages. These trails can also
be used effectively by impaired, disabled,
and handicapped persons including men-
tally retarded individuals.

Physical fitness trails provide corn-
prehensive facilities for physical con-
ditioning activities. ,By combatting a wide
range of contemporaryiroblems seden-
tary jobs, tensions, and overweight
physical fitness trails reestablish the criti-
cal balance -between activity and nutrition
with a regimen that naturally regulates
intake of vitamins and use of energy.
That such programs are necessary has
been shown by-shidies which cite reduced
physical activity as a prime source of
fatigue and 'illness affecting millions at
home and on the job.

An actual trail is a smooth surface a
few feet Wide and one to three miles long,
laid out .through all kinds 'of terrain, and
designed to accomplish as many different
goals as possible. Signs placed along wind-
ing paths suggest how to proceed and at
whit speed, what to do, and how long to
continue. Trails also include workout
sites eq'uipped with instruction signs
which describe a variety of exercises for, .participInts. Constrnctedcin this manner,
the physical fitness trails provide practical
program; for jogging, walking, running,
calisthenics, and even winter cross -

country' skiing for people of all ages. In
additio tr ils are designed so that all
participan nging from casual per-
formers to elite competitorscan use a
trail 'simultaneously without interfering
with one another.

N
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*sage ol physicalfitness trau

e iraiWt.;;GitADING AND BASE COURSE'

are are-designed sd maintenance can
yper-- be,done with 'a tractor. They incorporate

Ping.-"Almee ttat can be kept, dry thronghout-,
-most of the year. Care is*en to:see;t1iii:

,are notexpored to needless,
yetextuitple, there )should be no, loose
rocks or sharp stumps along trials.

.d arid, otiteekfever a
-4th yktin IiPt Wen
aCiontinqda ter it tractor along Its:eritire
length:1n' hearily forested stretches the
forest i'djacent to the trail is thinned to
improve snow cover.

4i:be -negotiated by
:skiexs.

itreiChettii$iii,factsteep that a skier
filar, k6!,Virtiiiilione or intitch-

--tgRaiii4d:crossings, roads,
alltMioided. Care must

"littiente-iwovide 1m1h:sufficient- park-
te'- the starting point

rlindJacilities, when users can change
:tittiii,'showeic-and relax in a sauna.

WORKOUT SITES

Workout site can be located
adjacent to the start, at the finish,
or along the trail.

.,

Fig. 2 Cross-section of physic fitness trail ;13'
base course.

MATERIALS AND CONSTRUCTION

Calisthenic equipment is made

mainly of pressure-impregnated
wood arid galvanized iron tubing
For example, a dumbbell bar is
made of galvanized Iron tubing
about five feet in length. Disks are
made of wood arid vary in size
from one to two feet in diarpeter

70 ,.,
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DRAINAGE

Brooki .arid streams, :ativ bridged
wherever they are crossed. Bridges are.s.
abottt,,,tefOeet deSigned ta.
:suppor.:41-eraeirii- 'if necessary. ,Culverts
'are.prOvr, ided for tli4hes and otherideptes-
*fig vionlii be 51aniinect-W!k
Sheet, metal. concrete Culvetta irre
reeonunended4o accoriniodati heavy
spring runoffs, "culverts should. be- made
'twice -ass.:1::arge: as normal. As arjn' age
improvemaintertanse requirements 'di-

.

On relatively- level, Ary;.- and;;Porous
ground resting on a solid. subbase; the
rough graded surface can usually be used
as a bole for-the surface coating. filling
with a porous material such as gravel to a
thickpesso sfitlea t eight inches is neces-
Baty- on moist aground where, the load
carrying capacity is relatively good. A

SIT-UP RACK

A sit-up rick to use as a stand
for sit-lips or as a stand for back-
arches can be made in many differ-
ent ways Distance between the
foot log and the slat platform is
about 16 inches. This log is
positioned so that it is at least four
inches higher than 11W slat platform.
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SIGNS AND MARKERS

Direction signs are needed to
enable the public to find out of
the way trails. Distance sips can
be put up every 300 feet along the
trail so users know exactly how
far they have traveled and how far
it is to the end of the trail.

ei:1117,7147,1

HORIZONTAL BAR RACK

Stepped racks for horizontal
bars are arranged so exercises and
activities can he performed cor-
rectly by users of all heights.

, ;.,; LOG-LIFTING RACK

The loglifting rack is about four
feet high. Vertical parts are
positioned directly beneath the lift-
ing logs and are buried 2 to 28
inches into the ground to-ensure
sufficient stability.

LIGHTING

A lighted physical fitness trail
enables more people to participate
in well organized training and re( re
ation programs.. Moreover, there iti
less risk of accidents along a lighted
trail Light poles and lines have to
he laid out in collaboration with the
landowner, nature conservation
experts, power companies, and
other concerned parties.



Equipment

Foldin
Balance

4

Beam
.1r

HAll COLE is
#

a developmental- remedial physical ley)/
tion teacher, Los Angeles County Superintendent of Schools,
Downey, California.

r,

One thought motivated development of the folding balance
beam (patent pending) getting children in wheelchairs
to balance on a bear ! atpl propel themselves forward. For
tactile stimulation, a child can-lie down on the beam and
pull himself along with a knotted rope, And since the beam
has many colors, visual stimulation can be introduced by
having the child name the different colors as he moves down
the beam. Do you ave any ideas on how to introduce audi-

ry stimulation? o about ringing a hell as each color
passed? -

Since the neer nary 12 foot long beam is canbersome,
it is cut in half and the two ends hinged tog9ther. Fifteen
inch sections are painted various colors along the face of
the beam. Resin on the top provides a flat-, smooth surface
to rake sliding easy.

Position on the board is very important if each child
is to have fun and succeed. For example, learning to grasp
a ropeis hard for nfany severely involved, cerebral palsied
children. Yet the picture shows a young man having fun
naming bright colors, using muscle); he never used before,
balancing his body on the board, and pulling himself for-
ward. Laughing? You bet! These programs and activities)
create much joy and laughter. A little extra creativity can
make a world of difference in the success of your physical
education classes.
Vpter See pages 64-66 for a'related article by the author
dealing w4other equipment for sensory-raptor experiences
for children severely limited in their gross motor capabilities.

72
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Glenn A Gruber is a physical education teacher at the Paul A. Dever
State School in Taunton, Idassachusetts 02780, and Linda R. Meyer',
former recreational therapist at the Paul A Dever State School, is a
PhD candidate in special physical education at the University of
Connecticut

Bicycling is one of the most popular recreational activities
in the United States today Over 80 milliori Americans tike as a
means of exercise, transportation, or a way of having fun Be-
cause bicycling promotes social interaction, helps to develop
coordination and leg strength, and provides an excellent'
opportunity to learn road safety, it can be an important tool
in educating mentally retarded persons. Unfortunately, retard-
ed individuals who have -low reasoning ability or suffer from
severe balance and coordination problems often are not able
to successfully participate in bicycling activities Efforts of the
late Tony Foster, vocational instructor at Paul A. Dever State
School (jarfon, Massachusetts) have made cycling a reality
for these people with a special kind of bicycle, the box tandem.

The box tandem is two similarly sized bicycles connected in
parallel by several metal bars welded to the frame of each bike,
A movable bar connects the steering mechanisms so the han-
dlebars can turn only in unison. This arrangement allows a
child with a handicapping condition to experience the freedom
of pedaling and steering a bicycle on his own while a staff
member or volunteer rides beside ready to provide extra pedal
power, emergency braking, or steering assistance. Since the
box tandem is extremely stable, 'a staff member can teach a
gild or even manipulate his limbs while the bicycle is in
motion. :s

The box tandem is easy and inexpensive to build. Materials
..rieeded,lor construction are two bicycles of similar size, four
pieces of metal tubing, to be used as supports, one flat metal
bar for the steering mechanism, two angle irons, two pairs of
nuts and bolts, and two washers. Metal supports should be

'long enough to allow handlebar clearance between the \-two
bicycles. Assembly of the box tandem consists of welding two
support bar to each bicycles frame near the handlebars
Re support bars are Joined in a criss-cross fashion and

° welded to the rear frames, bars are crossed to assure foot,
'clearance while pedaling AB. angle iron is welded to the under-
side of each bicycles fork to provide a base for the steering
mechanism. Ends of the flat metal bar are then bolted to the
apg1eorons^:This bracket supplies enough strength so the box

..ttanderecan be turned by either set of handlebars Materials
nekle'd to construct the box- tandem (excluding bicycles)
should be under five dollars depending on how much,a welder
charges. eh local police and fire departments will donate
bicycles. 'have been lost, unclaimedc or broken.

Sever arded children and adults and those suffering
from ce palsy or other physical defects have success-
fully use enjoyed riding box tandem bicycles at Paul A.
Dever State hool. Physical educators and recreators in other
parts of the country should be able to provide this Picycling
opportunity to individuals with a variety of handicapping
conditions.
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When- working With special children,
teachers/leaders have a tendency to, be-

- come too. enthusiastic often wasting.

valuable class time by overvcrbalizing
b needless instructions!

10
t
teaeb .wiIL-

More teachers/leaders
shotild strive to spend a
portion of each class
day - gtiiding children

tubes
.

,A SIMPLE TUBE

LIKE THIS C p.

CAN BECOME

A< OR A
OR A THERE

ARE NO. MAGIC

WORDS IN -FACT:

ORM AT ALL.

ONVERBAL

IT WORKS WONDERS.
CO'

RICki HENRY -is
initiated.

ivith 'Texas' Women's
- , . .

versity,.Denton,.Texas. - . 0
Photographs ,by NORMA' CART!RICHT, profesior in

health education; Texas Woman's U iversity, Denton, Teets.

....-/-
_ -1 .
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through nonverbal activities. Nonverbal activities of-
fer children, opportunities to experiment with their
own creativeness, inventiveness, and self expression.
By developjg greater creativity in structured settings,
children can leant to function more adequately-and
independently in other situations.

An innovation activity with tubes had been developed fbr
amused effectively with special children. Tubes are hollow,
twelve inch cylinders that can be used for any type of
movement pattern. Beating or pounding on the Boot or walls,
mimicking objects like footballs-or guns, and numerous other
movements usually accompany-activities in classes where tubes
are used.

Tubes are easy to make and quite inexpensive a golf club
casing cut into equal sections becomes three tubes. With the
price of each casing less than $.25, any teacher/leader can have
anloabundanec of tubes for an innovative program. And the
tubes can be covered with contact paper to add bright colors
and designs. .

When introducing tubes to a group of youngsters, one of
two techniques has, been used, In the first amach,

on the
the

oteacher/leader says absolutely nothing; places t
floor, and slowly,,ibegiis a movement sequence while the
children Curiously watch. firadually, youngsters pick up tubes
and the movement sequence with no verbalized instruction. In
this technique, the teacher/leader goes through three basic
steps of beginning a simple movement pattern that interests
children, guiding children idtg movement throu0-gestures but
with no verbaliiation, and showing approval when children
pick up tubes and movement patterns. The children also go
dip* thrie steps. They obserye the teacherisolve problems
with no verbal instructicihs, and pick up movement sequences
of the teacher/leader. This procedure., both the teacher/
leader and the children chances to express-themselves through
movement., Usually youngsters with learning, disabilities enjoy
this method'immensely.

The second technique is easier and requires less inyolvement
by leicher/leader,alfdt childreti:It simply begins when the
teacher/leader gives each Child a tpbe and then .starts a

v Movement 'pattern With no verbal communication. This-tech-
nique requires less prIbleM7solving ability so that lower level
vehildreii usually respond better to it.

After the children have been intro'dtleed to tubes, the
teacher/leader begins a very' simple series of 'movement
patterns. Simple movement patternomay consist of following
the teacher/leader in basic skills like .walkin'g foi'ward, back-
ward, or sideward; standine.still -while moving-tubes in the
same manner as the teacher/leader; or.Walkinewhile moving
tubes through' consecutive movements, Simple movements are
easy for children to follow and give them -early feelings of
'success with nonverbal aetivitiel A simple repetition of easy

74
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movements gradually leads to a series,of more complex
movements. Complex movements may consist of elementary
tumbling stunts, obstacle courses, and/or each child creating
his own movement series.

A variety of-locomotor movements din be performed with
tubes. It is usually better for the teacher/leader to introduce
simple-locomotoi movements with tubes early in clas.4 sessions.
Walking, running, skipping, jumping, and slifling are rather
quickly picked up by most youngsters, and it give. s them
opportunities to move freely about the play area with no
confused shouting or yelling. Such fast paced activities, may
gradually be made more difficult by beating thoor, walls, or
other objects in the same manner as the teacher/leader.
Beating rhythmical patterns with tubes enhances kicomotor
activities and, in turn, develops a greater sense of rhythm in
children. After these activities are successfully accomplished,
the teacher /leader can start a series of various locomotor
movements intermeshed with different ways of beating the
tubes.

Nonlocomotor activities are limited only by the combined
creativity of teacher/leader .trl children. Any novement may
be executed with tubes as long as each child remains in a
stationary place on the floor. Nonlocomotor activities can be
incorporated early in the program along with locomotor skills.
If a group of youiigstecs becomes somewhat. roCvdy during
locomotor movements, the teacher/leader can easilystox. and_
begin more relaxing nonlocomotor activities. An exam& of
a movement sequence would be to have children walk forward

beating, tubes on the floor, hAii. sidewards four times,

swing arms in a stationary position, and conclude with rapid ,
gallops around the play area. Nonlocomotot activities can
includebasic concepts like high, low, up, down, fast, slow,
right, left, clockwise, counterclockwist,, A teacher/leader may
havethe group of children walk low While holding tubes high,e.
jump in a clockwise direction, or walk in a cot nlerclockwise
direction while tubes are held in the right 11 s . These skilk
can easily be performed by following the teacher/1«.r who

mises no word's.
To create added enjoyment for youngsters,/ the te er/

leader may introduce various anneal walks./Usually .inost
children create their own unique versionsof <animals and act
out animal 'movement patterns. Thr'clephant walk with the. .

tube between the hands as the twill( and the seal walk with
the tube balanced across. the nose are two'aninial w'aks that
Are enjoyed by the children. 'Children also have atcnlency to
pretend they defavorite characters such as:,

Football player boystually.fantasize that they are
huge and Very powerful. As 'the football player walks
slowly to conserve his,great strength,' the tube bioines
tbe-focitball. .

ILiun hattter , youngsters begin this -cliarter*Calk-bY
Very .4uietly tiptoeing and hiding behind objects as they
advance toward a lion; the tube ,t4sill,:as the gun,'
Moon walker. ° chiliiren walk very slowir'an d always
kesep one foot flat orithe floor; the tube is used as a rock
probe.

;For these types' °I animal and character walks, children
enjoy nimal ve alliation so as ttf-frortra*y hotter animal and
otheil.sounds..

).



Gym Scooter Modification

Paul Yourchisin
Adapted Physic.al Education Specialist
Warren County School District
204 Ohondiga Avenue
Warren, Pennsylvania 16365

4

Many Children enjoy using gym scooters, and with a' little time
and effort it is possible to modify a common oblong gym scooter so
that virtually any child can use it successfully. Materials needed are
two 1-inch eye bolts, four 3-inch hook screws, four 11/4-inch pulleys,
two 2-inch- by 4-inch by 3 foot boards, and a length of Vs -inch
braided nylon rope that is dependent on room size.

elICCK SCILV
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OBLONG SCCOT
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For easy construction and installation, follow these steps:
1. Attach an eye bolt to each end of the scooter. 6.

2. Attach a hook screw near the end of each board, both on the
4-inch side.
3. Mount boards vertically on opposite walls, facing each other.
One &id is at floor level.
4. Hang a pulley on each hook.
5. Run the rope from one eye bolt, through each pulley, and qtach
to the other eye bolt; be sure rope is taut. If small spring clips like
those found on leashes are used to attach the rop...,the entire unit is
(may assembled and disassembled. ...A

6. Turn' down the hook screws when not in use, to prevent any
injury.

Va

$

This scooter modification is valuable for children with limitations
that prevent them from deriving benefit or_enjoyment from regular

. gym scooters. - ince the scooter movement is limited to,s straight
line, a child who unable to control a free scooter can achieve a
real senseoj ace° plishment by moving from one defirute locatiorr
to another. The instructor may also assist the child by pulling on the
top rope, or provide variable resistance to make the activity more
difficult and challenging. .

P
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V. LEADERSHIP

BY ROGENE MYERS

MTh y're
the Best.

t

set up for approximately -eight- weeks in a cottage for
physically handicap d residents. -These children were also
retarded and had no special -education' classes, no physical

/t*?apy sessions, no re ational opportunities, or no foster
grandparent prograni. Although residents were between 10 and
21 years of age, they functioned mentally at levels between six
months an'd Joni- years. Several mildly retarded children will)
needed peer group interaction were . also included in the
project.

As the summer progressed,. several volunteers had to be
away to attend camp or go on family vacation; each found
friends io snbstitute and come in to play in their places. With
six to eight students daily we were able to include more
residents in the program and to increase the time for siyeral
residents to two sessions a day rather than the plannee.
Volunteers were transported by car pools as parents alternated
driving the six to eight miles to the State Home.

Throughout April and May a program supervisor and trainer
worked with the author in developing a cooperative play
therapy\ program for profoundly retarded residents. With
summer volunteers assisting, it was possible td try out four of
ten curriculum areasadjustment period, contact play, sand
play, and water play, inetactileltexture play was explored
somewhat. Other areas include noise play, mirror/shadow play,
self movementobject play, and animal play.

Equipment was not a prOblem. When a local lumber yard
found that I was building equipment for use in a special
project forresidenti of the State Home, lumber was provided
at half-price. A temporary sandboi costing $10.00 was used
untij the maintenance crew had completed a specially designed
one. When this second sandbox was completed, the first one'
was used in 'another program. The permanent sandbox,
elevated off the ground like the first .one, was built with pipe.

A SPECIAL" PROJECT resulted from a video presentation for legi and had six cut out areas for wheelchairs. A table top
given in the spring to junior high school. students in Quincy, made of .5/8 inch outdoor 'ply*ood protected said from the
Michigan; five miles east of COla rStille'Home.Peedback weather and prevented children from eating sand when
indicated that.sowe of these students wanted to find out how supervisors wfre not present. ft also served as a multipurpose
they, could some to the ,Coldwater State Home and work with table for picnics, games, and other activities for foster
residents. Their guidance counselor contacted he public grandparent The sandbox was placed in a sheltered area so
relations direct& at the State florhe and a special project children, who could .not be exposed to the sun due 'to
was planned whet! it was distovered that several interested medication, czyparticipite in the program.
students were 13' yearejaf.age and too young to obtagi a work

Toys for sandbox and water play were purchased through
permit or to voliinteer w' itRout direct supervision.

an activity fund available to the cottage and cost about-
So as not tp restAct anyone's summer too much; three day $40.00. Water therapy was conducted in a Heavy plastic

a week, one and oneihalf hour daily play tlutapy sessions were wading pool elevated on a large- tractor tire with a small
77 8 3
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wooden spool (the kind- used for electrical cable) laid 'flat

"inside*the tire. Children could sit at the pool in their
,wheelchairs and play without getting their clothes wet. Toys
purchased from local stores included such items as .buckets,
shovels, sieves, sprinkling cans, plastic sand castles, plastic
boats, road 'graders, dump trucks, wind/water Oils, water
guns, and silly sand towers. .

With elevated sand and water play, there was more play and
interaction with children by students,- attendants, and others

403
worked with and supervised the children. Previously they

had done agreat deal of standing around talting to one
These residents began to have additional play

experiences above and beyond those that had been structured
for them and they also showed increased awareness and
learni. ,

Achieve nents of these residentsevere both rewarding and
numerous. A 20 year old 'blind, moderately retarded boy, who
had formerly been in a state school for the blind, finally began

ili"to ay in the sand during the fourth week. He filled buckets,
dumped bucks, made sand castles, and liked to bury arms of
student volunteers in sand. .

A girl who functioned at a five or six month level advanced
from sitting idle for 30,minutes to responding with smiles and

laUghter along with eye reactions and responses when a
wind-up toy radio playing music was held close to 'her ears.
She never plated actively in sand or water but responded to
other parts of the play therapymogram.

The youngest and spallest OF the resideigs loved water and
liked to eat among other, items, safety pins. Of course, he

nted to eat.sand! By the middle of the summer Ike was
playing in the sand in appropriate ways. A student volunteer
recognized the boy's love (or -water -and would fill a sprinkling
can; pour water over his hands, and put moisture in thesand
for paCking and building castles. ,

Overall, residents responded very well duringithe 23 -day
project. They had received an 111/2 hour play. program
;although some participated less because of it ness,linic visits,
and vacations. Students volunteered an aver ge of 34Y ours

- each. If the state had hired just one of thliu f ill time, would
have amounted, to 32 full eight hour wbrkin 'days c sting at
least $575.

As a result of this special project, sandboxes weremcade for
other program areas to help lower functionirig residents learn
how to play and decrease the amount of time theyspen doing

. ,

very little. . , . vs

In evaluating the project, I fea-these fine young Ice -agers
represented the best workers I've seen or.supervised-during 11
years of teaching! They came by: it naturally because they still
enjoyed sand and water play themselves. They seldom missed a

7 di y . They liUghq,illked, -pIayeif, sndno one complained
because a child was so lo* mentally he couldn't, be reached.
No one gave upon any_child. Every day each student obtained
a new response he had no3seen previously fromshis child. The
most beautiful part was to see such fine yopung people giving so

. much to such beautiful children whet needed and wanted their-
love and who showed they could learn when some time was
spent with, them. -

ROCENE MYERS is a physical education specialist at the
,f Coldwater State Home, Coldwater,-Michigah.

ELEVATED SANDBOX
Can be built to any.heighi depending on the size of the users.
Use a base of x 8' outdoor 5/8" plywood with sides made
frori; 2 x 2's. Support can be furnished by two wooden
spools placed underneath. Will hold up to 500 pounds of sand.

Height should be appropriate fOr wheelchair children or
adults. Grooved areas should be cut according to the width'
of wheelchairs. Steel pipes can be used for legs. A cover can
he made from a sheet of 5/8" plywood

CUT OUT SANDBOX

:

ELEVATED WATER PLAi

Constructed by placing a wading pool on top of a colorfully
Painted tractor -tire. Support for the pool is provided by a

° small wooden spool (the kind used for electrical cable) inside
tke tire and under the pool.
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LOUIS R. OSTERNIG
EDNA P. WOOTEN

.)

acuity of e Department
of. Physical Education in the area 6f
Physical Educatien 6 the Exceptional

'Child at the Univers of Oregon have
established a liaison relationship' with
the Center on' Hu Development on
tRetrniversity of Oregon campus. In this
setting, graduate and undergraduate
students in physical education partici-

* pate in evaluating the motor develop-
ment of handicapped children, explor-
ing individual methods of meeting the
need§ of these children, and in reCom-
meqing on -going physical education
programs. - 1 \

The Center on Human Delopknent
«

!.at the university of. Oreg9 is a mill-
tiphasic and ititefdisciplinary approach
lo the understanding and treatment of
detelopmentally delayed children. The

.major thrust.of this.program is toward
achieving a training model for workers
in the field of exceptional children.
Several disciplines other than physical
education are represented in the train-
ing model. These include special
.education., speech- audiology, clinical

- psychology, educational psychology,
counseling, social 'work, recreation, and
music., Training opportunities vary
tom short term ob-iservation to full time

block. placements.

83143Pazile13

Special Education

.

Through diagnostic/evaluation clinics
and special classroom programs,, uni-
versity students are Ovee..nt125:colarto-
ility to represent their respective disci,
Ones while participating in an interdis-
ciplinary effort to alleviate the medical
and/or educational problems of the
exceptional children. '4

Pc,esently, student Physical educators
are ill% 01'S .e,(1 in_ lassroom progcami for
orthopedically, handicapped children,
who range from one to six, years in age.
In this setting, students are assigned to
specific children within the classroom
and workwith ihein individually and

. independently on developmental motor
tasks on a daily basis.

The tudent physical educalars learn
of thei chifdts condition through nivel:,
ti,ga or of medical records and com-
,oth'efisiv.e seminars. These weekly
seminars are attended by other student
physical educato'rsan orthopedist, a
physical therapist, and p4sieal educa-
tion faculty advisorls.Often the class-
room teacher is invited to Utffnd. l'n
these seminars, motor development
activities cfgrntly used are dilcusSed
in detail and from it number of view-
points. The paogress of each child is
evaluated and suggestions are made as
to possible new 'activities. Many limes

79s 85
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a home program is.discstssed which
might be carried out by the parents of
each child.

Since the physical .educator also
observes the child III the classroom, he
may notice certain behaviors that could
unsuspectingly be contributing to a
delayed motor development of a par-
ticular chilA. This may bein the form
of a static posture maintained for exces-
sive periods of time where the child is
unable to motorically explore his sur-
roundings or perhaps where' the child
simply is receiving only mintinel
kinesthetic stimulation. Through open
discussions in other se-Miners, which
include the clasioom teacher and aides,
Certain suggestions are made as to the
modification of these behaviors along
with ways of implementing them in the
total curricuOm for_the child. In this
wa,y ti?«. child scan Iseurcit,rom the
expertise ofthe -studeni physical
educator even during timembiot specifi-
eally scheduled for motor development
activi«iest it Is important that the class:
room program complement. the motor
development program and the motor
development program complement the
classroom program particularly if
behavior modification principles are
employed,

. *
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Xt the end of rich teen the student edm attics, phAsical rapists. sAlloial and recommendation, are split to .,irn.
.

makes a written csIluatioti of the t%pe workers. and psyd ho ts. This gro.up, - lots agencies and to specific profession-
of program administered and the ['nig. funded by, both the "sfate's CrippleAl ills ititoked t%"ith fol"-"P-1.1" it is
ress of the child, under his tutelage. In Children 's DRasion and the enter'sity thought. a realistic presjnplikc um-
addition, a suggested follow -up program Xffillated Facility,. forms what is I Oil ! . . i i ililiOrri is d " (*LTP d I n flits.' 55as. a child
is presented. %II of these report, are dered to he an no t4anding Anna) t,er-1 is totally staffed by mein, of a %ariety
filed in the medical records %lees staffing team. 4

I . ole%aluation. and .,....ry..effort is made
Specialized clones held at the Center to IniPleole'o1 ree""mendati""*..,*.4

include: cerebral palsy. Do..ne's...S.n- By using this approach in meeting a
drone. Invelom;ningocele, orthopedic. child's _needs, those insolsed recognize

genetic, and dental. 1 cipigellital heart that no single discipline can provide the

e1MI is held at a loafid.hospital. In such* full Ape of comprehtnsive i'ervias.,,,,, the rof,,"lopiv,,,,,t 'needed by.handicappedindividuals- It is
141,,,,tor.".,,,,,H), attend., the ortfropm". hoped' that by, the 'collaboration of

=IL ) .. kammatkon and eontiomtes to the skilled representati\es from a number

Importing the iirogra n, e%aluation b% as'essIngrie child's pos. of disciplines a mutually rewarding
the. Clinical Services Program, at the tural apd'inotor de%elopme.ntParents trainwig program for umsersitr . stu-

Center tsOne in which ph%sadiredtica- accompany their children during these dent.; "III ht. elle% 11.

non faculty and student, pre ,o,"%et.., special chnics"and throughout the pro., .This represents mil% one of roan

inyolyed. In this4trogram. y,oung_chil- fessional examinations. pracncal:expdnences a% athilile to t le

dren and adoteseents. from infant.% to Following all clinical- examittationsti7feio` ittAPh.3.7114, wiii atom for the A
.--------

21 years of ages who are aft-betel; with and eyaluanons.a staffing isheti '111.01... rocreptional Chill at the 1 imersitr of
severe handieapping eimditionl. are lug all professional personnel connected efiregoli
examined! 'and evaluated by a staff of , with inanagt:ment of the child. A en a
professionals. The staff is .made. up of student physical etteator 1
speeiilized medjeal personnel needed. invnlveli with the i-hild beta
for. each specific ease. C.e.., an also actively makes recount'
orthfpetli.4t. pediatrician, urologi.lt.' -based on his expend i i e with they chili
neurologist, dentist, and ophthal- .;,Foll-O...ing the staffing, parents a
mologist.,In addltion, the staff include' informed of finding,, and,recommen la-
one or more physical educators°, wecial tint's. Written reports of these fig(

Louis R. Ostetnig and Edna P. A;ooten

e affiliated-withthe Department o f
Physical Edgication. 1 m%rsity of

ings (ti-egots. Eugene. Oregon.
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NtLIINTEER
AIDES

a vital resource

Susan J; Grosse
Phigical Education Teacher
*Waukee Public Schools, Fredenck J Gaenslen Scholl .

1301-East Auer Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212 , .

. .. .

Professional staff, good facilities, transportation for parkipants,
and necessary equipment are all important aspects of ,physical
education and recreation progLams for people yfih special needs.
However, often the heart of tffe program lies in the person who
pushes the wheelchair of a boy with dyStrophy; pr the person who .
helps a severely retardeci girl put on her swim suit for fuh an the pool;
or the one who holds a isturbeclohild's hand ol'idield trip to calm

. him or her, or the pe on who reads to a blinfi t ger to help her
keep up in school. ese people are all better known as volunteer
aides. They are essential to tile Successful running 9f most pro-
grams for impaired, disabled, andior liariclicapped iffeople. 'Evert
though need, for their spin/ices is recognized,,often little formal
attempt is. made to help them use their talents 'to' the best
advantageto help each grow within the proyam. 'As -a 'result,.

*4,-programs as well as aides suffer. ,.

/ The key to effective use of volunteer aides lies in application of
' 'three proCedures: training, supervision, and evaluation.

- -1.-- -.5
Training
.:' Though many of the tasksan aide performs do not require a high
degree of skill, some training is needed not only to help the.person
fit into the program, but also to helPeach one make a maximums

41Contribution to if. Initial training should:
At 40. st \, -

. . 6 '

1. Provide a general explanation of the over-all program, includ-
ing information on:

Type of participantsage, sex, handicap.
Program goals
Program content

- Facilities
staff organization

2. Explain how an.aide's job fits into the program. Particular
emphasis should be given to the value of the work aides
perform.

3. Detail specific aspects of each assignment including:
Administrative procedures
Working hours
Where to get help if needed
Selection of duty assignments
Policies on supervision and evaluation .

Whenever possible explain the why behind procedures Osed,
particularly when something an aide should not do is involved. A
little knowledge can go a long way toward understanding. In addi-
tion, time should be allo ed for on-OP-job training.

Superviiion
After aides have been trained and placed in the program, they

should be supervised by administrative personnel or professional
staff. Whoever supervises should know specifics of jobs assigned
to aides, and should be aware of the following elements important
to providing such supervision:

1. Carry out a general checklo see-that assigned jobs are &he.
2. Praise aides for a job well dope.
3. Provide constructive suggestions for job performance which

needs improvement.
4 Provide additional training if necessary.
5. Determine whether or not,each person is being used in a job

suitable to.their talents. /
Most programs use aideg in a variety of ays; it should be

possible to place people in situations in whic they feel they can
contribute the most. Aide supervisors help to s that this happens.

Evaluation
Many programs are grateful to obtain s rvices of volunteer aides

and do not feel they have the right to/perform job evaluations.
Hoiever, several positive effects can r ult from such evaluations
including college*and job. placem f recommendations for stu-
dents, staff selection for next ye. ,.upward Ahobility within the
program, and recognition ofprogr service that make efforts well
yvorthwhile. Aides should be tol they will be evaluated -and the
conditions on which such ev- uations will be based Additional
factors to consider are:

1. Information in evaluations is confidential gi/
2 Start an evaluation p.lerence with positive comments
3. Be specific and i ucfe suggestions on how to improi've
4 Rec:ogna that t all people are'suited for working with

special populations Try to avoid making aides feet guilty or
inadequate if i eems this isn't "their thing Encourage theriV
to use their t. ents elsewhere` Jots of different programs can
use Volunt -r help. ,

5. Keep r ds of aide evaluations.,
6. Follow - p tohelp aidei carry out improvements when they

are s gested:
7. Be re to find ways to show recognition for service. They

me not be elaborate, but they need to be there. Praise,
arty thanks, Uertificate of appreciation, all help to iii1prove

programs by reccagnizingiervices given.
olunteer aides are valuable human resOurcesa very impor-

t nt part of any program. Training, supervising, and evaluating are
rocedures that can greatly improve their-participation.
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PHYSICAL' EDUCATION SPECIALIST SELF-EVALUATION GUIDE
.

Jed Morrison
. Physical Developinek Specialist

Ohio Department of Mental Health
Columbus, Ohio 43221 .

in many situations, physical education specialist ng with
mentally retarded youngsters are-not directly supervised 'by ex-
ptirieved physical education pep*, butcby administrators who
may not have background or experienCe in physical education.
Because of this,'the onlpeffective way for 'a specialist towimorove
teaching competencies is to self-evaluate Periodically. Evaluation
is too important to overlook; it must be dorfe often.

Most standard administrative evaluations made of physical edu-
cation specialists are too geperal to be effective in terms Of prog-
raniing. An adrfiinistrator who is not familiar with physical educatiori
programing cannot be expecteAcrevaluate a physical education

..program in any detail. Instead administrators often evaluate areas
such as . punctuality, dependability, cooperation, and other mun-
dane characteristics that do not- nedessarily 'directly deal with tho
most important aspect.Of a physibal 'educator's job7-the physical
education curriculum. I feel that the most effective way for this
evaluation to take place is through frequent, honest, and critical
Self-evaluation. .

Following is a list of questions that should help serve as aguide
for self-evaluation. Thdsequestions are only representative exam-
ples; you are urged to add your own questions.

1. Is content appropriate?
2. Why am t teaching these particular activities?
'3 How can I best teach these activities? /
4. Am I teaching activities in appropriate sequence?
5. Am I providing sufficient scope in activities? Am I expanding applica-

,- lions of skills atall levels of development..? Am I teaching similar skillsin
a variety of different ways? -

6. Am I meeting needs of each
7. Does content have purpose _to- the learner (not hecessanly to the

teacher)?
8. Are activities realistic?
9. Ho..nab real need will students have fccrilatenal being taugh0

70. How are act sties related to real life situations
. 1 t. Am i Integra ng physicaliteming with other concepts and tasks (i.e.,

sh2ape discr nation, co or discrimination, .basic number .concepts,
sotializatio skills?

.12. Am' I enthusiastic?
13. Am I planning Well in advance?

,14. Are-lesson plans written? Do,they state iiistructionalobjectives as well
as methods planned?

5. Do I make the most of available equipment?
16. Is equipment ready before each class? Put away after each class or at

the end oflhq day?
7. Do I,provide cleaxdiMple instructions?
18. Do I serveati children an equ'al amount of time without favoNgcertain
'.11 'ones?

Do I have warm rapport,with each child?

Of

20. Do I give special individual attentioniCaildren having difficulties?
21. Do I provide an. atmosphere of positive reinforcement? .>

22. Am I consistent?
23. Do I share ideas with Classroom teachers and other specialists? °

24. /gym I evaluating progress of each child periodically;
25. Do I uSe these evaluations?
26. Am I treating each child with respect and dignity?
7. Do I participate in activities?
28. Are demonstrations appropriate?
29 Are programs and activities based on my interests or on interests and

. abilities of students? -
30. Are rules able to be modified?

f31. DO I recognize need for change?
Q2 Am I competent in basic first aid techniques?
33. Do I, allow students to do things fo'r themselves?* .

34. Do I consider student opinions and' suggestions?
35. Is each child involved in appropnate activity most of the time? ;
36, Do children ever spend halt of their time sitting and watching in physical

education classes?
37 Do I have short-term as well as long-term objectives?
38 Do !control my temper and deal objectively and fairly with each child?
39 Qo I adequately rnapage behavior of students?
40. Do I use vocabulary appropriate to the level of the Children?
41. Do I attempt to be creatte and imaginative?
42 Do I understand ,vandu handicapping conditions and their effects ,

Upon physical proficiency and motor performance?
43 Do I pace lessons' appropriately? Do I stay with certain activities too,

long?

a

4

.'

44 Am I effective in motivating' en for learning?
45. Do I plan far the class as well a individuals? 4111'

46 Do I seek advice from others?
47 Am lip-continual search of materials appropriate for and applicable to

physical education programs for mentally retarded childrbn?
48. Do I evaluate my performance frequently;
49 Do I use adequate visual, auditory, tactile, and kinesthetic cues?
50. Do I eocoUrage children to express themselves? Do I talk all the time,

and dominate the children?
51. How caw! improve? 4-

What Makes a Teacher A Siicss?
'r A teacher who has a warm feeling for children and

goes beyond the call of duty when there is heed..
"A teacher who knows how. to guide the leaning of
basic skills and all othefacets of learning after a

(1/4 meeting the_chifd where the child is.
A teacher who is,cor4istent and friendly but° firm in
requirements, keeping agreements, etc.

'A teacher who is continuing as a student him/her-:
self, thus constantly findlh4 new Ways to
the. learning and life ix/filament processes for the.

. students.

Based on Letter.. to the Editor
,

in CAN HC-G HAM
(monthly of the California Ai ciation for
Neurological! Handicapped Cyldren) fr Edith
'Haynes.

.
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Gail Ellison- Play Structurei. Pasadena, Califomim-Patific
.Oaks College ind Children's School (714 West Cilifomla
Blvd1,-1974. '

Tbis pUblication is for children, parents, teachers, arc hitects,
school a dministrators, public parks officials, Community-oriented
housing developersanyone interested in building creative play
structures. Included are descriptions of projects ddveloped by 32
groups which constructed play structures at public and private
schools and in urban and rural parks. SeVeral questions which
should be discussed as part 'of the design process are presented.

_These include designing with purpose, masterplanning, choosing
materials, meeting safety requirements, building thestructure, and
enhancing existing structures, Architects' drawings and construc-
tion directions for large and small cable spools, tire swing, ropes
and poles, climbing dome, tubular slide, fort with tunnel, and other
play structures are provided to generate discussion and inspira-
tidns for planners to design creative structures which meet their
own unique oeeds".'

A 10

M. Paul Friedberg. Handcrafted Playgrounds. Now York:
Random House, 1975. - .

This sketchbook of designs is baied.ori two simple,premises:
anyone can build aplaygiound and the actual process of building
can be. as important as the'iinished product. Builders are given a .

- change?) shape the environment andfcreate something to suit the
specifi9 needs of the children for whom the playground is planned.
A wide range of designs is included from simple tiretivings to fairly
complex wood structu res. Enough technicalinformation is supplied
with sketches to be followed literally or serve as points of departure
according to the reader's own skill and creativity. Easily found or
mexpensively pbuegtsed materials such asbarrels, ladders, cans,
proild tires can aged to.create endless opportunities for play.

.Friedberg believes that playgrounds silould provide opportunities
for all three major categories of play physical, social, and
cognitiveand incorporates each into his designs. A unique tea-

, e ture of the book is an activities matrix which presents types of
handcrafted playground equipment accordingotO niajor play skills'
invelved'in their use. .

l

*

Connie Currie. Lawronceand L'ayne C. Hackett. Water Learn-
..__Ing;.1Lthow Adventure.. Palo, AitO,S01110111141P9A__1110.0.0--

tions,1975.,
AlthoUgh water' learning is for, all children?' many of' its:basic

pts And methods were deyeloVed tb meet special Deeds of
exile tonal Chydren.,The main,purppse of this book i o present
ways inwhich classroom conceptscan be reinforced ough Ater

, activities:- these activities can also be used in let swim prog-?;
rams. Water play includes activities on water tables, in. bath tubs,
Puddles, ponds, and sprinklers; with hoses and containers; arid in
pods of -all sizes and, descriptions. Specific chapters deal with

.philos6Phy, methods, water orientation, body image and space
awareness, visual and auditory perception, strengtheend enckie;
ante; hand-eye coOrdiriation,,water* claSsroom laboratory,

:

0,

101

safety, and handicapped children in water learning. Required
equipment, directions, and formations used for each abtivity are
presented. ,Exploratory and 'problem-solving techniques are in- .1
cluded in specific chapters. Recommended equipMent, ideas and
directions for constructing devices for programs, and a section on
awards are included in the appendix.

Trends -for the Handicapped.'ArlIngton, Vtrglnja: National
Recreation and Park 'Association, Park Practice Program
(1b01 North Kent Street), July/August/September 1974.

This special issue of Trends is designed to sensitiie park
sit: recreation personnel to recreational and leisure needs of
persons with various handicapping conditions. Gbneral theme
of this publication is in making parks and recreation areas
accessible to everyone,-A-bibliography on planning for physi-
cally Impaired and listings of films and public -and private
agencies working in this area provides valuable information.

0.,

The-Winter Park Alinputee TeaChing_-Syeterp,, ecOnd.
edition. Hal O'Leary: POT -Box 76, Hideaway Park, C lorado
1974.

The three track method of teaching _amputees to ski is
presented in this well-illustrated and easy to understand
manual. Problems unique to amputee skiers are discussediii
terms pf their implications to the amputee skier; - practical(
solutions for each situation _are presefiteb. Specific perV
formance goals and Step-by-step progressions are provided
for basic skills.

' .
, i A ,

Teaching the Blind to Skl. National inconvenienced Sports-
man's Association, 3738 Waindt Ave., Carmichael, 'California `--
95608. nd. . s .,,

. Tits guide ,provides essential'information'forinstruCtors
who wish to Urge the blind to ski. Psychological implications
for ski instruction, communication patterns to establish ,

<rapport; techniques for moving, and a method for training' '1
ski instructors pf thiiplind are all outlined. '

'National Amputee ki,Tatchrrique. National Inconvenienced
Sportsman's Association /National Amputee Skiers Assoc.
37.38 Walnut Ave..'CarrnichaeL Callfoinia 96668r. nd.
, This popk is a product of 17 years experience virttti amputee
skiing. -It is designed as a guide for arfputees end'their
instructors. ThiS skiing system has been structured to be
'adaptable to any of the diverse approacheSusing the-
American method as a franiework.. The book- is relatively
unfvekatsince itevolved from biped techniques.

1
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,"lsndtiiijk: An ABC of 'Finger Spelling & Sign Language.
Remy Charlip and Mary Beth. New York, New York: Parents'
Magazine Press (52 Vanderbilt Avenue), 1974. $4.95

Extraordinary color photographs bring to life an exciting
nonverbal game for all children. This unusual picture book will
help children learn the alphabet wort concepts, and sentence
structure by usicut hands and body to communicate in a new
and wonderful Way. This book explains both linger spelling
where each word is spelled Out letter by letter with the fingers-7
and signingwhere ah qntire word or idea is covered by mak-
tng e picture or a sign with one or both hands. It ,is also an
activity book, children can develop secret language and their
own secret codes. Contents enrich language arts programs as
well as' open a new way of communicating. This method is
being used increasingly as a,primary means of communication
or to reinforce words and concepts with severely and pro-
foundly retarded and autistic as well as hearing impaired
children. . ,

allaw - .

Integrating Persons with Handicapping'' Conditions Into
Regular Physical Education and Recreation Programs. Wiih-
ington, D.C.: AmericanAlliance for. Health; Physical Educe-.

tion, and Recreation, December 1974. $2.00. (Developed and
printed as a service of the Information and Research Utilize-

.tion Center in Physical Education and Recreation for the
Handicapped Project OEG-0-72-5454-233563, Bureau of Edu-
cation for the Handicapped, U.S. Office of Education, DHEW.)

An analysis of selected research and program literature lo
mainstr am individuals with various handicapping conditions
into ph fcal education, recreation, and related programs
Analysis rovides state-of-the-art statements about (1) inte-
grating st sits with handicaps into regular public school
athletic and intramural programs, (2) integrating ill. impaired,
and disabled individuals of all ages iqto community recreation
prodrams, (3) integrating impaired and disabled campers into
ongoing camp situations originally designed for nonhandi-
capped children and youth. (4)1ntegrating visually impaired
people into bxisting physical ed4.catiee. and recreation pro--'
grams. (5) curriculum or model program descriptions 16r
integrating handicapppd children into regular claSsroorn.situi

...,,,ations with provisions for 'physical and/or recreation
activities. and (6) attiludes of handicapped participants. their
peers, and personnel ih integrated physical education a
recreat on. Each section includes discussion and .delineati
of futu needs, list of references and selicted audiovisua
aids is i cluded.

One Out of Ten: School Planning for the Handicapped. New
York, New, York: Educational Facilities Laboratories . (850
3rd, Avenue), 1974.

This report deals with impliatjons of new laws and alterna-
tive methods of educating impaired, 'disabled, and handi-
capped children in public schools. Schools and other public,
service agencies are beginning to share staff 'afKl pool resourc-
es to build new systems of treatment and education for special
populations. Innovative alternatives from various_ on-going
,Programsare-presentedlo assist sohooldistrictsiadevel*ing.....
the continuum of services between unmodified everyday class-
rooms and residehtial hospitals needed to se?ye alt children
With mental, physic 1, learning, emotional, and multiple condi-
tions for whom they are responsible. The changing mandate

..for, special educate is dealt with in terms of legplatiorf and
litigation, least rear, live environment, trend t ward home

, schools ,and the c de ap roach to special ducation A
listing ofinformation s Urces ndresaurces is rn ed

Playscapes; Wastiln ton,-D.C.: Association for Childhood
idUcationjnternational .3615Wisconsin Ave., NW, 1973.

, Learning eRperience as this M-ulletinpoidts. oUt,_ere
around Usnot confined to a classroom. Well-designed play-

scapes give children opportunities to learn through discovery.
When playscape design is such that a leader can give almost
constant but unobtrusive .guidarice to children's activities,
'Outdo& playscapes can vecome educational laboratories in
thelroadest ,sense Playscapes encourage play to mesh with
learning and teac'hers to learn about ancl from their children.
All too often teachers consider outdoors play as a.recess from
learning The suggestions in this bulletin challenge them to see
how they an transform their recess playground into play-
scapes rieti in fun and experiential learning. ,

Special Olympics Poly Hockey, Massachusetts Special
Olympics, 63 Winslow St., Marshfield, Massachusetts, n.d.,`
Jim Morrison.

This instructional manual introduces poly hockey to indi-
viduals interested in conducting or spOnsoreg this activity in
sports programs for.4nentally retarded boll and girls of all
ages and ability levels. .Poly hockey can be played indoors or
outdoors using polyethylene plastic hockey sticks and puckS.
The manual includes descriptive sections on equipment, play-
ing area, team play, the game itself, scoring, goal tendiAg, rules
infractions and penalties, players and what they do, and tech-
niques and drills for stick hantliing, "shiloting, passing, and
defense. History and development of poly hockef as a com-
petitive event in the Massachusetts Special Olympics through
public school and community recreation programs are also
discussed.

Growing Places, New fork, New York: Schoolwork*, 22 E.
89th Street, n.d. $1,00

Growing Places is neither a catalog for buying things nor
primarily a set of instructions for building thrm, although these
are included at times. The authors call it a 'used newspaper
it contains news that is not so new. It includes stones Of prot-
ects and experiences with children, ideas to be shared; and
J nform atio n aboutt*(anting,and care of 'gnawing places. Well
illustrated this 21:1-pa e newspaper includes physical and

e easily made. improvised, and
atioh, play, and backyard pun.
ith what.can be done with floors,

recreational devices th, t
developed for physical
posftEractical.ideas de
walls, cklings, ladders. gull $. and make believe. Examples
of how eople have used their imaginations provide helpful
suggestions for others to build t eir own rockets to the moon.
However informally stop tol aCh contains informati9n
which can be helpful in aking the Child s experience in those
plates richer. All idea ave been implemented or tested and
they seernto have wo d.

e

- .

Whet the Children #6 A. Slide Shots* on Ins
Alternatives. Syracuse New York. Human Policy Pr
127, 13210)

° A strong Case for einstitutionatiiation of mentally retarded per-
sons ispresented by this slide pLogramt which includes a script and
12g slides.. History of institution for retarded personsIs explored,
With vivid examples of institutions' dehumanizing effect on indi-
viduals. Arecently constructed instrtutionillusyates how little grog-
ress has been made in custodi l care. The second half of the slide
program is devoted to altern ve methods of treatment and care,
sucLas da care and int atibii of retardedpersons into public
schools an reg far 0,las Slide :program is a powerful
statement On mainstrea g and has great-impact on viewers.

lotions .and
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- Physical Activities for Individuals with Handicapping Condi-
, dons. 'Dolores Geddes. St. Louis, Missouri 63141: C.V.

Mosby Comp y, 11830 Westline Industrial Drive. 1974.
$4.95, ii

Provides pr cal, information or modifying physical
activities for individual's w h him( icapping conditions such
us subaverage intellectual uneti 1 (mildio moderate and
severe/profound degrees), ruing problems, v isnal impair-
ments, hearing difficulties, orthopedic conditions, and eino-

hional problems. The book is aimed toward physical educa-
tion and special education teachers, recreational leaders,

av volunteers, aides, and personnel from related therapies.
A noncategorical approach to.physical education and recrea-

`tion for in:dividnals with various hanairapping conditions
is employed; program activities based upon Individual
social-emotional, mental and physical functional levels, of

. each participantlre suggested. Contents include (I) exam-
ples of behaviors that might be developed by participants,
(2) sequerices of developmental` activities, (3) suggestions
for general and specific activity modifications, (1)behaviors
to be developed in courses of adapted physical education

,.

,',.. or physical -education and recreation for the handicapped.
or in-service training programs. t5) references for evalnatie

,,,criteria, (6) information.aboutequipment and supplies. and
(7)data about national resources and listing of audiovisual
aids.

vide for and encourage innov tion, flexibility, and
individual initiative. The twelve landbooks, in the series
are entitled: Whylnvo0e Volunteers ?, How Yolunteers Can
Help, How to Orginize a Volunteer Program, How to
Administer a Volunteer Program, How to Recruit-Volunteers,

s How to Interview and Place Volunteers, How to Prepare
Volunteers to 114, How to Supervise an /I Evaluate
Volunteers, ow to Motivate Volunteers, How to Incorporate
Group V tinkering, How to Assure Responsible Volun-
teering, and Catalog of Resources. These handbooks,
inelixually and colleen, ely,prov i:de a sound basis for prr-
sons ?esponsible for programs and activities inv oh, ing
volunteers,'

Handicapped,Children in Head Start Series. Reston..Vir-
.

ginia: Council foutExceptional Children Head Start Inter-
.mation Projert'. 1920 Association Drive.

This series Of eight publications contains articles.-mono-
graphs, and directories on topics related to- comprehnsive

. prograniedevelopment for preschool handicapped children.
'Some puhliecations in the,..series were developed by special
consultants while others were identified-Wm existiifOitera-
time and reproduced: Titles and tentative costs of individual
publications are: Selected RI'adings in Early Edtication gif
Youtig Handicapped Chilii-er. ($3.5Q); Directory of Head
Start Audiovisual Professional Training Materials ($3.50);

,Directory of Instructional Materials ($1.15): Meyer Chil-
dren's Rehabilitation-Institute Teaching Program for Young
Children ($3.50); Homemade Innovative- Play Equipment
($3.0 ; Wing of Non-Professionals Childhood
Education ters ($2.35):' Working With Families: A
Manual .for evelopmental Centers ($2.'15)':
Resource$ in the Handicamed Services Field: A Directory
for Head Start Personnel ($4.35); Complete Series ($22.25)'.
Althnugh only a limited quantity of the Series has been
Printed; each kook in tile Series will be -made available
to yr if there is stifficubilt demand. Express your interest

pby rontacting the Council for Exceptional Children.

oluliteers in rekabilitatiOn. Stanley Levin, proje2
adirector. Washington: DX. 20011. Goodwill Indostries of
America, National Auxiliail to Goodwill Industries. 9200

. Wisconsin Avenue. 1973. -
This series of handbooks wia3 prepare to assi!t with

organizing-rind administering effective volunteer programs/
in rehabilitation facilities serviiiigLhandicapped and disad-

. Nantaged persons. Specific suggestions, pr ed in 'the
handbo'01r8--"Should he considered and ajiNe in relation
to circumstaneesparticnlar to each facility. Of fundamental
importitnce is recognition that programs designed to serve. ,pepple.have,greater potential for effectiveness if they pro-

:-
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Movement Experiences for the Mentally Retarded or Emo-
tionally Disturbed Child. Joan May Nlran and Leonard
Harris Kalakian. Minneapolis. Minnesota: Burgess Publish-
ing Company, 7108 Ohins Lane. 1974. $9.95.

Movement experienrevas included in this publication are
all of those activities which involve movement of the entire
body pr its various parts alone, in c ation with
another child or group of children, and with lir it
the use and/or manipulation of small oNarge equipment.
eontents include chapters on bask physical and motor
fitness. basic motor patterns and skills. play therapy move-
ment education., music.' thy thins and 'dance. perceptual
motor developuent, developmental pinuasties. swimming
and water relafeitactiv ities. integrating nines nem xperi-
ences with other School related subjects. and iimovative
equiprent. The book. profusely illustrated. has been writ-
ten as a tool for use by the educator-in providing-
individualized and meaningful movement experiences.

Every Child A Winner with Improvised Physical Education
Equipment. Ocilla, Georgia: Irwin Co Inty Middle Seliool.
1973. $5.00.

Thus booklet is the culmination of three years of effOrt-
by parentg, school, and community to make cv ery child
a winner through elementary physical, edni-ation. Equip-
ment constructed as a part of the Health and Optimum

,Physical Education eroject is describedin a step-by.step
guide. for building; detailed (rrawings and cost' estimate),
are included. Sections inchutrWirat to do with no money
(i.e.. tire climb, can stilts, lummioticks), What to do With
some money (parachutes, balance boards. yarn balls,. box
hockey), and What to do with enough money (i.e., gym-Jim
se f, challenge course: Ind-ladder, parallel bars). Many other
ideas are included on equipment,and devices that have been
field-tested on the site of the felderalfy-funded project.

Instant Art Lesson Plans. Helen S. Carkin. Dubuque, Iowa
52001. liendall/linnt Publishing Company, 2160 Kerper
Boulevard. 1973.
This book pro% ides the teacher/leader with 60 art projects
in lesson inach lesson a specific techniqut
is taught which can be applied or modified to iinohe in*
different art projeets. An attempt has been' made to group
pi..ojects that (411 be made from art materials commonly,
futuid in se Imol supply rooms. 'Eat-11 lesson or project plan
i neludes specific objectives to help provide reasoili for teach-*
nig' that lesson or iloing a particular projett; materials
needed. motivational techniques; prsentation or-den-Ion-
stration of the step-by.step urocess; aid evaluation proee-
(lures, Each. project is fully illustrated to give additional.
guidance and.direction,.to those using the publication.
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The Ifirshoren and Lloyd Bibliography on the Dual Han-
dicaps of Hearing Impairment grid Mental Retardation.
Washington, D,C.: American Association of Mental
Deficiency, 5201 Connecticut Avenue, N.W. $1.50.

Sensory Integration and Learning Disorders. A. Jean Ayers.
Los Angeles, California: Western Psychological Services,
12031 Wilshire Boulevard. 294 pp. 312.50. Develops a
model of sensory integrative processes amitheir Malfunc --

tion/intervention programs stressinf control of, sensory
.-. input and eliciting adaptive responses through purposeful

activities.

Touching: The Human Significance of the Skiri. Ashley Mon-
tague. Nett- York, NegiYork 10025: Columbia University.
Press. 1971. 292 pp. $8.95. Explores the significance of
touching on physical and mental, health, on sexual behavior,
and on percoptual development. Concerned with the impor-
tance of tactile experience.- ,

. _

Teaching Swimming to the Handicapped. Don* McCain.
Escondido. California 92025: 619 Nancy Street (purchase
directly from Author). $1.50.

CI

e

advantage of materials that are readily 'available during
certain months. A description, of necessary materials and
completedirections are provided for each activity. Illustra-
tions are provided for projects that benefit from additional
vigital explanation.

C
The Beanbag Curriculum. Quentin A. Christian. Wolfe City,
Texas '754'96: The University Press. 1973. 72' pp. $3.10
paper, $3.95 plus tax for cloth edition.
The tit1 of this book was chosen to promote the idea that
simpiabjects may be used to great advantage as educational
toolsWany junk items can be used in very creative and
exciting ways itt physical- activity programs. Included are
hundreds ,of' activity ideas centered around the use of
h4tnemade .equipment such as broomsticks, beanbags,-
streamers, hash cards, ropes, and tires. In addition, sec-
tions deal with balance beam -activities, homemade bath,
hand-eye coordination ,games, finger fun, and many other
practical, easy-to-do, and fuqbactivities.s Each section

udes methods of-constructing equipment and numerous
activity ideas. Many photographs and illustrations make
ideas easy, to unde'rstand and use. SUggestions as to various
types of'junk materials which can be obtained add to the
value of the publication,

.1
Influence of Sports .Activities' on Rehabilitation of Paralyti,c
Subjects: A Study ("the Physical and Psychological Impacts. )
Tel Aviv,Israel: Orient Ltd.,1967. 123 ppDeals:with post,-
poliomyelitis subjects for whom positive effects on both
physical and psychological functioning were foUnd through'

"'sports activities. Includes descriptions of necessary equip-
Inent and costs for'clvloping q recreation center for hisab-

-led persons.
. .

' .. .. . , . .. .

:-------:7Naiiiiii1ParkGrdeloithe Handicapped.'Washiugton, D.C.
20402: Superintendent tf Documents,' U.S. Government
Printing Office. 1972. 80 pp. 40c.

.

Arts and Crafts for Special BdUcation. Maryan T. Wilton"
Belmont, California 94002: fearon Publishers, 6 Davis'
Drive. *1912. $2.95.
Thisyublication provides easy-to-follow,directions formore

`11,1'14.001:than 100 projects designed to entertain; stimulate, and
encourage children'in special classes; Projects were;elected
for-their simplicity and bepine they require only a short
'timer complete. Yet each produces interesting andattrac-

1.tiv results and affords the child a sense of achievement
rid pri'de.YI'he book is organized by mdnt..gs from September °

through June. If a hOliday occurs in p month, there are,
suggestions for craft ideas that'are appropriate for the p4e-

- tictdar holiday. Other activities relate to school events or
to traditional activities for a given mentletivities take
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--Psychological Effects of a Skuial Summer Camp
Ronald K. Mceraulg*and Luther

o 1
Juvenile Diabetics.''
Travis. Diabetes: The Journal of the American Diabet s

.

Association (AOri1--073-: Vol. 22, ISIo.',.4 pp. 275-278). A
group of children (N - li(f; 70 boys; 40 girls) with diabetes
mellitus were evaluated fu'r Self-esteem (Cooper4mith Test '
of Self-Esteem) -11(1 manifest,anxiety (Children's Manifest
Anxiety Score) before and after attending a special summer
camp. Both boys and girls showed, significant increasei in
their self - esteem and decreases in manifest mixiett. In both
areas, girls showed a greater improvement than the boys,
fiat (his was thought' to be tine partially to the lower initial
self-esteem in the females. A co'mparisou was made between
these children and a matched group 4,-iliab'etic 'children
who did not attend camp. In this group, there JvasAls(\
an improvemein ly,both variables on rctestingarmprove-
'nevus. for the canip group were alwari greater than for.
controls, but only in the case of female self-esteem Was
the difference statistically significant. t

"Participation 'of Epileptic ',Patients in Sports," Samuel
Livingston and Wulfred Berman. Journal of the American
Medical Association (April' 9, 173, Vol, 224, No. 2,' pp.
230-238). Concludes, definite proof is !wearied
that chronic head trauma precipitates preexisting ,

we disagree with probiliition relative to participatiotrof
,epileptic patients In tackle football Ad other body-ntact
-sports. Even though a child may have an oecasionf seizure,
there is no valid reason for major restrictions in tiO. perfor-
manee_Qf normal childhood activities eyeept for those that
may be assaiated with a significant risk of injury such
as horseback riding, climbing to high altitudes, and diving,
into deep water. There is always a certain Inmand in life .
fo.r everyone, and in some instances, tlii; may be greater
for individual with epilepsy. However, the disadyantagn
of the increasing hazard, if it is a reasonable one, is offset
by the advantages of a normal life."

so
vs)

.
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Have you heard. ahout

IRUC hasiteen created to help YOU 'program for individuals
with handicapping conditions: IRUC stands for Information and
Research Utilization Center in Physical Education and Recreation
for the Handicapped, a project of the Unit on Programs for the
:Handicapped, AAHPER. It is funded -by a grant from the Division
of Research, Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, U.S. Office
Of Education.

Gymnastics for Elementary School Children. Garland
O'Quinn, TeicasiltUniversity Stores, Inc., P.O. Box

'2.? 1441.1973..$4:95,
Although this book is designed specifically for children in

the elementary grades, illustrated movements are appropriate
for junior high school students who have-not had background
in gymnastic activities. Approaches and activities described
have been used successfully with mentally retarded children of,
various ages and abilities. These techniques have been part of
workshops, institutes, and clinics in developmental gymnastics
for persons' involved in physical activity and recreation

:programs for the mentally retarded. A teacher/leader can
control body development through discreet selection of
spedfic phy4ical movements. This/strengthens the importance
and role of the teacher/leader. No longtr does one have to

, hopelhat children get proper exercise and activity as this book
attempts to guide teacher/leaders in selecting activities de-
signed to promote specific physiCal qualities important in the

,overall development of children. Chapters present prOgressive
sequential activities related to freesmovement, playground,
s, tumbling benches, horizontal bias, balance _teams,

tumbling tubes, mini - trampolines, gymnastic shows, and sum-
mer recreatipn activities. Containing illustrations, concise
explanations, graded progressions, and helpful hints, this is a
functional and practical publication regardless of the reader's

accicground and experience in gymnastic/tumbling activities:

Mary Lee Cathey. "For Assisting Only" NAGWS Aquatics Guide,
Patricia Davis, editor AArlashington,p C American. Alliance for
Health, Physical Education, and RecreStion, 1975, pp. 29-32.

Feasibility of teaching lifesaving skills to 14 to 16 year old&
classified as educable mentally retarded or slow learnersis dis-
Cussed. Briefly detailed are persona' safety and lifesaving skills,
such as survival float, keadMg water, disrobing, and elementary
kligs of rescue; that these youths could confidently handle.

Watch Me Lean; td swim, for beginners, and Watch Me Swim; .
(or level II swimmers, are given to all participants in the St tools
Cotinty (Missouri) Spec& School Digtrict's instructional swimming
vagrant:A different swimming-skill is illustrated on each page of
the booklets. Color-coded instructor's sheets are provided to se-
q0erititaZioir the booklets. Booklets and further information may
beob mSpecialSchool District of St. Louis County, 12110
Cl4ton Road, Town and Country, Missori 63137. ,

Edward N.'Peters, Muriel W. Pumphre, and Norman Flax
- "Companion pf Retarded and Nonretarded Children on the

Dimeniloyof Behavior in Recreation Groups.' American
Joureal .of Mental Detidiency, July 1974 (Vol. 79', No. 1).

pp:87-94.
',..j,Michael G. Maksud and Lyle H Hampton 'Physiologi 1 Re-

sponses of ,EMR q1)1dren to Strenuops E*ercise:' A can

;

Journal of Mental Deficiency, July 1974 ;Vol. 79. No. 14.

pp. 32-38.

Dorothy H. Gampel. Jay Gottlieb. and Robert H. Harrison,. .

Comparison of the Classroom Belavinr of Special Class EMR.
Integrated EMR. Law IQ, kn d Nonretarded Children."'American
Journal of Mental Deficiency, _July 1974 (Vol. 79, No. 1),
pp. 16-21. -,
Stephen A. Richardson, Linda Ronald. and- Robert E.Kleck
-The Social Status of Handicapped and Nonhandicapped Boys
in a Camp Setting.' The Journal of Special Education, Summer
1974 (Vol. 8. No. 21. pp. 143-52.

,

Timothy M. Flynn "Regular Class Adjustment of EMR Students
Attending a Part-time Special Education, Program.'' The
Journal of Special EduCation, SuThmer 1974 (Vol. 8. .Ho. 2).
pp. 167-74

Jerry Freischlag. Compention and Physical Educatio for the
Handicapped' HoW-Compatible-Afe-Thcy?: Th Edu-
cator, March 1974. pp. 42-43.
Elizabeth Ogg. Securing the Legal Rights of Retarded Persoh'S$
New York. New York: Public Affairs Committee 438'1' Paik'
Avenue South). 1973. 35C. . ,

Evelyn West Ayrault. Helping the Handicapped Teenager
patdre. New York, New York. Public Affairs Committee (381
Park Avenue). 1973.35e. `40*

*
Journal of Developmental °liabilities, P,O. Box 8470, Gentilly

StationItew Orleans, Latislana 70182. ).

Articles designed to meet needs of involved professionals regard-
less of professional identification or affiliatioh. Issued quarterly with
periodic issues devoted to single topics, contains both research and
functional articles to hellY concerned specialists. serves. to facilitate
interdiscipluiary dialogue. focus is on entire range of problems that
fall under tho umbrella of the !in developmental disabilities, each,,:
departinerlt appears regularly aad ig.ectitod by a recognized profes-
sional in.the area: $10.50 per year.

Journal of Leisurabillty, Box 281, Station A, Ottawa, Ontario;
Canada.

A Canadian quarterly concerned with leisure and the disabled:
cluctes articles and materials on such topics and cdncelos as working '
with velunteers, adapted activities ,for the physically, handicapped,
fitness for senior citiiens, status of recreation for ,special groupOri
Granada. ptbblems of team ap_p_roatt,es to rehabilitation, and why n
use children s approaches in tioekin4-With adult mentally retarde%.
perdons. $9.00 per year or $8.00 per year if five or more are mailed.
to a single address,

Therapeutic ,Recreatlor4 infOrmation, Center (7R10), Unlverilly
of Oregon, 1597 Agate Street, Eugene, Dregon 97403.

A computer informeti9n acquisition, storage, .and dis-
semination. cent specifically concerned with published and un-
pUblished materials related to recreatton service to ill, disadvantaged.
disabled, and aging personi", provides cornprehen4ive annotated
bibliographic reference materialt to edpcators, researchers, stu-
dents, practitioners, or others interested in-therapeutic recreation fQr
special groups of individuals in need of services; contact TRIC di-
rectly for specific informaton and,materials about services and costs.
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Playground (16nit sound/color, 7 minutes). ACI Films, 35
West 45th St., New York, New York 10036. Purchase 6110.,

This is ()nettle itai a starting to read series suitable foipre-school,
kindergarten, head start, primary classes, and...special eduCation
on the elementary level. %Nerds taught through a catchy song are
play, CliMb, st4p)g, thrOlv, Patch, slide, jqmp, stop, and go. Typical
piaygrourid activities provide motivating visualizatudh through jump
ropek apparatus, tunnels, water play, sprinklers, sand play,"and a
hotzontal swing. The film can be used for multiple purposes pro-
,moting a core curriculum concept devriloped around a Rlayground
and its related, activities...

I I

Coming Home (16mm, sound/cplor,-27 minutes) TheStanf laid
NouseP:O. Box 32064arita Monica, California 90403: Pur-
chase, $300; rental $25.'

.
This is about a girl in her late teenswho leaves a %tate

institution to live -in,.a communq residential house for retaffled.
yoUng adults. There she becomes a member of a family with 11
other retarded young adults, and begins a training program flai'
emphasizes use Oconimunity work and play resources tecogniz-
ing her right to full citizenship and self-actualization. The'film also,

:lectures the'young woman's neighbors',`some who' have come Jo
'know her as a helpirightencfanct others who are considering Weis:.
rot the hcime from their neighbOrhbod. Fears and rnisccin-

-;;Ceptions heldbythese neighbors are aired at a public meeting with'.
the director of the home: The director's answers are perSuasive,
but do not prevent a call for the motion to retain a lawyer to-remove
the borne. As the roll ,call vote is hegira, the viewers wIii j find'

-.theniselveS silently considering their owrdeeliangs about the family
in thihoMe.

4975 /Wien,' &done, Special. Olyrniiks Gamey*(16 inp,.sound/
it color, 23, minutes). The Joseph Et Kennedy, Jr. Fbundation,
...v.;,1.701'1( Street, N.W., Suite 205, ,Wstshingtrin, D.C. 20006

The CBS sports.team, Pat Sommeralf, Rick Barry and Phyllis,
deorge, captures the meaning aryt exciteMent of sports participa-

bymentally retarded individuals-73,200 of them whoattended
the, ,Fourth Intematienal Special Olympica:Game.s held August
.741 1975 at Central Michigan University, Mount Pleasant, Michi7,
gan. Eigbt Special Olympics sports are showritrackand field,
§wirnmingdMng,' basicetball, gymnastics, floor hockey, bowling
and wheelchair events. The film is the best description of the

. 'Special Olympics program, sponsored by The Joseptlf;. Kennedy,
-Jr.foundatiorriand-shows the importance, not of wmning, but-cf-
Mentally retarded athletes taking pall in sports competition.

'7,

A Metter of inconvenience, Stanfield House,900-Euclid Ave.,
Santa ,),Monica,..California 90403. 1Corim, color, sound, TO
Minutes., -

_

On the wintery Slopes of Lake tahoeiNeVacta, we meet a
unusual, enthusiastic group of young people. All these skiers
pre-either blind or an amputee: None, however, accepts the

, stereotype of helplessness. Instead. they exemplify the fact
, that anOmpairment or disability does not have to, be handi-

capping. As the .camera follOws the skiers over the-Slopes, the
imoact of this distinction is.mory clear. Irttermixed Arith shots

.

ILMS
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of active participation are dommentg on why and hciw each
has oilercome his limitations. `..

Two; Three,.Fisten Your Ski. Children's Hospital, 1056
East 19th Ave:,' Denver, COlorado 8021g. 16rt1'h, color,
sound, 17 minutes.

Although individuals of all ages. with all levels andlypes
of amputations are shown skiing., emphasis of this film is on
children in general and participants of the ski_ program at
Children's Hospital. Denver, in particular. rsonnel involVed ,

in the program discuss values of skli in rehabilitation,
recreation, and therapy. Onof the prime ims oflhe film is to
create interest and awareness in, skiing ircamputees them-
selves arid the general public.

Let Me Uve In YourtWorld (16mm;Colonsiunii, 24 min., $450
purchase). Premru Productions; #13831 Cherry Creek Drive
Tampa, Florida 33618, Also available in 8nim color/obi1nd
cassette for $99.95.

'This presents the true and inspiring stOtrYbf Ted Vollrath; double-
si leg amputeejvho has earned a black belt in karate. Told in his own

words, this istruly a, story of one man's fight for a new life. !twill
hring-neyx..hopearld opportunities-for countless others in changing ,

'attitudes'attitudes add prejudices so often more cripplincj-thkany physical-
condition.. In hearing and seeing Ted Vollrath in action, people with
various physical conditions will see what they,loo;can accomplish, \
No goal is out of reach with persistent effort. \ He is seen both
leamingl-and teaching karate. Especially mowng are scenes in
which Ted works with severely physically impaired youngsters.

I

-Free116mniisound, color, 18 minutes.) Owe!! Association for
pets-Med Children, 245 North itukul Street, Honolulu,lawali
96815. Purchase, $150

4

Severely /profoundly mentally retarded and multiple handicap,
ped individuals are in too Many cases still isolated, fromsociety arid
deprived of'opportunitiesNq be freed from their bondage. A pro-
gram for young children conducted, by the,Hawaii Association for
Retarded Children, is presented,in this film, This progranyis based,

everyon 'the premise that eve child is capable 'of learning, playing,
smilifig, and beinv part'of society. Type pr degree of condition

e need not limit parlitipition,.ged Marring through classroom; ac-
tivites, arts and crafts, mien end.rhythmleactivities, toy Play,
puppetry, perceptual-motor and physical fitnest activities, field
trips.101aP0.14e attivitigLand swimming. Thkelnaligisls
furrand enjoying oneself. JlumeroUs activities and skills learned
spontaneously by most individuals must be taughttothesepopula-
libns. Benefits of approaches that stress active participation are,
vividly expreSied as happiness on each youngsterp face. Learning
through much praeticepatiencerend 'acceptance 'by leaders is;
vital or reaching and teaching-10Se individuals. Planned oppor-
tunities to stimitlate these children" and increase bottrraoge and 9 .

,;,quality of their.Axperignceabedin with simple, basic activities of 6

° daily living, and extend into' ;.-Nariety ah recreatioal and social_
_activities in the community. This is a positive film that shows Villat

* can be done rhen dedicated people to make these inclivjab-
free,and 'give 'each a life worth living.,

t
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Chance ,to Live. (16mm, color/sound, 18 minutes). South
Carolina Association for Retarded Citizens, 1547 Hampton
Street, P.O. Box 1564, Co lualta, South Carolina.

i
;.*

Describes problems facing parents of mentally retarded
children and the need for communit 'Services, day care
programs, developmental benters, sheltere workshops, an d
group home.a. Although the film focuses on So Carolina,
its contents can generally be applied, .1,o other states.
Interrelationships among day care programs, developen-
tal center activities, sheltered workshops and employment,
and halfway houses are dealt with /watering of requisite.
skills and competencies. Emphasizes...theeinvoianec of per-
sonal success and providing services at the Community level
rather'than in inititutions. Also stresses that a home atmo-
sphere at all levels is a means,of helping each individual
find his place in the world. o

Outdoor Flay A Motivating Force for Learning. (16mm;
color/sound, 19 minutes). Campus Films, 20 East 46th
Street, New York, New York 10017.

Based on the theme that outdoor play is a limitless leiirti-
ing in' which children interact kith things and peers. tkil-
cken from the Early Childhood Center, Queens College,
New York are shown exploring the outdoor environment
as they challenge threly es with feats of balance, strength;
endurance, and lo °motion. Use of homemade or_Aatitral
equipment is shown throughout the film(Children at dares:
ent ability levels al-e seen participating in ncmcompetitive
activities using logs, horizontal bars; ropes, andPilstaele
courses. Each child uses eqUipment he has built ,in very,
personal and individual ways. Developmental differences.
are obvious as various age g,roupg use the same equipment.'
Confidence through su ce sful play motivates the child to
reach out and accept w, more:glaring challenges.

Valley of Miracles. (16mm, color/sound, 24 minutes). Vir-
ginia Easter Seal Society kr Crippled Children and Adults,
P.O. Box 5496, 4848 Williams ,Road, RoanokeVirginid
24012. o -,

Camp,raster Seat, founded. in 1957, show, that dreams
tomorrow I'm realitis.today. This camp, offers a variety.
of outdoor activities to both physically and mentally hand-

dition to showinactive participation
id crafts, mnsie, and-sports. other
(tip effort, such as staff, orientation;

es, are intladed. This camp program

icapeed persons, I
in-swimming, a
aspects of the,tot
and rainy day act
has enriched the liVrs of many. people campers, staff,
parents, and professionals alike.

Testing Multihandicapped Children. (16mm, black and
white, sound, 31 minutes). United- CerebralPalsy RespAecit
and Education Pouruhitioast-34th St., York)-..

..,f2 Nei, York 10016.
, ,

'Using three miittilandicapped 'children as subject's,
1 assessment, and diagnostic procedure's 4velopeld -by 'Elsai

Haeussermaii, Department of ;Pediattc; Neurology, Jevvish
Hospital,' Brooklyn, -New York, are.:Oresented, and d is-
'cussed. Ways and means °Netting around sensory aid

.

. motor problems and deficits that mask, the true potetnial
of, a child are vividly shown: Common sense 'adaptations "'

'!"-'''. and modifications of various developmentaLscalei and pi<r-
files make triethodiCand.ajigroache adaptable and aPplit-.

. '""'

..
R."

able for many different groups Lai individuals. Emphasis.
is upon functional, abilities, levels of understanding; and.
conmitual development of each child being 'tested. Proce- ,
dures for cbinunieatinf with those with little if any verbal
language are extremely effective. As behavioral patterns
reflect basic causes of:problems and difficulties, findings
and observations 'are translated. into definitive conclusions
with recommendations for ways and means t, .f teaching and
reaching the child. t . V. \

Keep on Walking."(16rin, colOrlsohn`d, 8 minutes.). National
Foundation, March 'of Dimes, Box 2000" White Plains, New
York 10602. .

This' is a sequel to the film Little Marty and as taken
three y ears after Marty ,sery cd as poster boy.for theNatinnal
Foundation. Initiallyllarty is showniiiscussing with a class

. how ,his double arm prosthesis worksthe answers questions, ,
of the students directly andin a manner that reaects great
maturity fpr au eleven year old,In addition 14 scenes from

,his earlier 'childhood, Marty is shown putting On w.gotf
green, bicyclingdiving, mAtinititig, play ing.pool, Playing
four square, 'as well as in art and writing activities. The
importance of the attitude of his pad'ents and'Intthers in
helping him to develop such a degree of indepenidenceand
self-reliance is emphasized in both word and picture.

Expdnding Concepts or Assessing Minority Students. 416min,
color/sound,, 28 minute). Bradley Wright Films, 308 North
Duane 'Ave., San 'Gabriel, California( 91775.:

Teamwork .among teacher, counselor, com ensatony,
education persnlinel, and, parents in o.btaini ccurate,
assessment of. abilines of Minority children
Unified School District (California) is show. Emphasis
throughout is upon getting, at bask causes of ediyatimial
and learning problems.; maq?,of"whiel'are caused by cul-
tural. confusion .and language difficulties with English. An
iniportant adjunct to the total Proccs1 is observation of '4.$;

the child in natural settings and with Ispeers at play,
on the playground"; and in other nonschool settings: Both ,
formal and informal' sessions with, studynt and cunseler
argeshovvn and-iiscussed. Seine assessments are clo in
bgth- English..and Swish' to Obtain a better -:idea o ..the
Intik capacity-of the student as well a deteriaininiten" Ore-
accurately true 1 Phantom Learning problems. An impor7

.tantaspeet thriolatyrocitss is level.of adaptive behavior
as reflected through resPonsihility, depentlabiliq jtidg-
ment, maturity, ability'to deal witkproblems, and self -cots- ,

fidenee. Practleafitnpliptions and applications are discus: `
seil so that 'the native.tonglie 616 become a stepping stone

11.

toprogi.es.4,apil success. Foliniv.up and involvement ofar.."----
.etits aiw,. arony Ady an importani.part iu t ie totatprocess
ate that exl`rit ten tck, meet secjal-steeds can be coo.,---

. o , .chnated bet e. itrid 'sc

yaw

.

IROC has an -updatede gition of their film guide Minable. t is
completely annotated &nd csntains roughly this as much s
the earlier
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- Ssmebody'Waiting (16iiim--;--color, sound, 25 minutes). Ber-
, keleY,'California 94720: Extension Media Center; Univer-
sity ,of California.

This is a story shout children who live in Corcoran Cottage,
Sonoina California State Hospital. They have severe cere-
bral- dysfunction and are among the most physically,
emofionally, and mentally handicapped children in 'society.
They are totally dependent on the hospital staff for every
physical, nutritional, and personal need. The film demon-
grates that, handicapping can be, prevented by
?appiopriate environmental stimulation and therapeutic
Handling: It.vividl'y shows -that the children's Y.esponse ,to
loving care, new physical therapies, and new experiences

. ' such' as patching.a chicken strut along a crib, holding
\
\ a petrlibbit, or feeling a tree trunk, grass, or flower
i&often dramatic though subtle. Some children for the first
time are able to lift their heads, eat, smile, or respond-
to being held. In showing how life is improved 'for the
children, the film is a powerful and effective tool for chang-:
ing attitudes and improving care of -these cases. The film
discusses the staff of Corcoran Cottage and their improved
morale as they learn to .help the children. Rather than
succumb to their feelings of helplessness and depression
as they follow the sad routine of watching their patients,
slowly die, they decide on their own to reexamine and revise
their traditional custodial care. They begin to learn, first

-from visiting professionals such as physical therapists and
later .from their own exPerience, how lo make life more
pleasant, interesting, and rewarding for both the o ildren
and themselves.' They encourage the children's re a tive,-to come and participate to hold a child or to play

- and locafstudents volunteer to help. The film shows. some
results. of their efforts describes changes in their attitude&
andpractices-, and records thoughts about their experiences
and their consequent personal and professional growth..

the I in the beat116mni, color, sound, 14 minutes). Buffalo,
New York 14201: Greenberg May Productions, 'Inc:, 148
Virginia Street. $150.00, $25.00 rental..

This is a documentary film about Apiary educable mentally
retarded children. from special education classes paqicipat-
ing in a four-part Creative Arts Therapy Research Program--
encompassing.sessions in dance, drama, art, and'Vnusic. -The
flint raptures- the childn's "experiences and responses to
group therapy sessions. Music therapy as shown in this
presentation is primarily -concerned with effecting,change,
through self-expression, release of emotions., relaxed group
interaction, Organization, and stimulation. Therapy begins
f- or each child wherever he may be emotionally, pl4sically,,
and mentally. Because music involves both emotional and
physical responses, it was used to reach the children emo-
tionally and to help them discover their physical. and Mental
potential. Through listening, singing, instrumental and body
rhythmics, provrisationsonnsic games, and music dramas'
the ti erap sought to strengthen auditory discrimination
and retentio verbal and nbrerbal expression, rhythmic

.
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responses, visual discrimination and -retention, concept
development, and socialization. Music'dffered the children'.
an opportunity_ to Vent their emotions in acceptable
manners. The group. process helped them develop -social

and`become sensitive to needs and feelings of their
peers. The variety of activities' which were always coon
dinated with the oteerart therapies and frequently inte-
'grated into theiellassroorh activities gage each child a
broader awareness of the outside world. Through playing
out many of their frustrations and conflicts, much of the
therapeutic process took place. It is through the I in the
beat* that many of these clildreVad their first 'experiences

self-discovery:
Note. Moving/Making/Me (see page 92) is another 16nun
documentary film about 'this research pioject,-- focusing on
dance andarts sessions of the pr,pgram An article about the

-.project, "Creative Arts Therapy: Its Application in Specia
Education Programs," appeared in May/June 1973 issue of
Children Today a publication of the US. Depaitment of

-

.
Health; Education; and Welfare:

,
At Your Fingertips. New York, New York 1Q036:ACI, 35 .
westwest 4.otn Street. .
This is a, series of six films, which deal with arts
and ,crafts and show children making things out of faMiliar,
easily obtained materials. Films are not strictly haw-to-do'

1

, its, but stress' originality, creativity; and suggest ways to
explore materials and techniques. In addition to introddcing
concepts and principles, each 'film suggests _creative uses
fOr common materials. They encourage"children to use cast-
nffs to make their .own'toys, gifts, projects`, and to develop
manual skills. Each .film is 16mm, sound, color, and IQ
minutes" in length.

At Your Fingertips: Boxes, Visiting a supermarket we
see a variety' of boxes., cartons, and containers. Then at
home these same' boxes ark transformed into other
objects. Cer'ealhoxes- and mllh cartons become cars, ani-
mals, and villages. Very large boxes, like thlike used in -

crating refrigeralOrs,'ar'e made intp'playhouses and tunnels.
At-Your Fingertip-s,Cylinders, Cinder or sewer pipes of-

all sizes are used for fun, eccplOratory activities. Paper towel
N'e,ylinders are put togetherwith metal fasteners and made

91
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'into toteni poles,',racing :ears; ,and puppets, ;
Al Your Fingertips: Play, Clay. A reciiefor play clay'

-- one cup salt, two "ctiPsflotir, one cup water provides
practiO and safetmateritil for children to Make: various
graamenis. TeMpera. paint or food coloring call be sed
to add- color; to the mixture.'

At Your Fingertips: Floats: The ,introductiOn discusses
why softie things float and others d'o not,A varieti.of
animals, and rafts .are-shown, Some boats. are complete'
with stabiliiers, masts., other

At Your Fingertips:' Sugar. Sugar 'dampened with' water-
can be shaped with the hands or in molds Made'fro'ni. balls:
As the sugar dries it hardens in theehape. Spiees, eggs,
and other Materials can be used to add to the effect of
these objects and,' they're good, to eat .t.00! Molds -can. '

be lined with Plastic to prevent sugar from sticking.
At Your Fingertips: Grasses.- Clever arts and_Crafts pro:

jects and activities can be made using grass. Paper is placed,.
over grass and rubbed with crayonsfor,nnustial and artistic
effects. Different grasses provide unique'ideas as to what
can be made from them and 'how they can be used.



Special, Children Special Needs. `(16mm, color /sound,. 22
minutes). Campus Film Distributors Corporation, gEast 46th
Strut, New,Yoik, New York 100L7.

A sensitive and comprehensive developmental approach to
educating young, rpultihandicapped children is presented. The
film docuthents three adapted learning 'environments. They are
Ai infant school, a prescluiol .learning laboratory'; and an
outdoor therapeutic playground. The educational orientation
of the program is .developmental-interaction in that each
child's therapeutic program is based on his specific abilities
and disabilities,. He is thus provided with maximum oppor-
tunity to be effective and more competent in his experiences
with people and objects. Various program activities are shown
at the Institut6 for Rehabilitation Medicine of the New YOrk
University Medical Center. Dramatic play, art, and academic
readiness activities are included along with specific id les.Df
physical therapists,Jeachers, and parents in the total program. ,
The playgeOu' nd is designed so that -each child has access to
natural materials, experiences activities as freely and indepen-
dentli as possible, understands an outdoor environment, and
has,an opportunity to the outdoors in a protective environ- ,
me-nt. The philosophy of the program and intent of the flm
are summarized in final statements by recognizing the; worth
and dignity of each individual' as one able to use his assets,
every child is given a chance to grow.

The Promise of Play (16mm, stuisd,,c olor, 22-minutes).
Bradley Wright Yams, 309 North Duane. Avenue, San
Gabriel, California 91775.,

,This is. a film report on a Ticile VI ESKA .program of
pysical'education for orthopedically handicapped children
at Loma Vista Schopl,Palo Alto (California) UnifiedbSchool .

District. the program shown is designed to (1) involve
severely handicapped children in games and activities
Enjoyed by their peers; (2) adapt equipment 'and activities
to help each child succeedC (3) integrate orthopedically

thandicapped children more fully into regular school pro-
grams through games and sports; and (4) teach specific
skill enhance each child's physical health aid
In a dition,to a variety of developmental activities 'in which
an orthopedically handicappedpsecond grade youngster
practices different physical and motor skills, the film shows
the child participating with second grade classmates in'
rally's which emphasize that individual differences do not
heed to keep people apart. As one of a team, every youngster
must do. his pak.

A gild is a Child (16mm, color/sound, 8 minutes). AIMS,
Instructional Medii Services, P.O. -Box 1010, Hollywood,
California 90028.

Emphasis toward special education for children hds gone so
far that many educators, parents, and teacheis-in-training tend
fo' loge sight of the fundamental fact that a child is a child
whether sighted or blind, gifted or nfentally retarded, mischie-
vous or placid. This film shows children with and without
handicapping, conditions integrated in the Preschool Labora-
tory at California State University,Northridge. Emphasis is on
similarities rrotl differences among all children as errone-
ous ideas-about working with children with handicapping
conditions are dispelled. do dealing with preschool children in
particular, those with various handicapping conditions must
not he separated from childhood. They have much to give' to
and learn from one another. The key to success in reaching
these children is to individualize according to'the uniqueness
of each one.

-;
Moving /Making /Me ,16mm, sound, black and white, 28
minutes). Realist 196 North Park, Buffalo,,-New Yo;r4c,r,
14216.
' This is a documentary film of 13,primary educable men-'

tally retarded, children in dance and arts sessions which
were partaof a Creative Arts Therapy researCh pro,gram.
Fhe program consisteil. of individual sessions in each of
four arts music, dan&e, drama, art study their
effects on the behavior of the children'The--Creative Arts -,,

Therapy staff met once a week.with the classroom teacher
to discuss therdpeutic and educational goals for each child.'
Participants- included spastic cerebral palsied twin boys;
a child with a congenital hip anomaly who wore corrective
braces; five children with speech impairments; and two
youngster withmoderately serious emotional problems. All
the children had language disabilitiess; eight out of the thir-
teen were nonreaders; and several children came 'from
homes in which the entire was mentally 'retarded.
The film moves from session to session in attempt to
show individual griwth, to,. comeare-chirdreu with one
another, or to compare a child's movement Ay with his
art style. The fifin was not intended to transform t
dren's movement or ort process but - rather to reveal a

.

amplify them. Basic expToratoty/problem solving techniques
are shown in both areas' s emotions are worked out on
materials .and in' movernerft. As the children expetiencell
bending, twisting, pulling, pushing in dance with tlieir

abtbodies nd in arts with materials t ey were a Itto inter-'
nalize these concrete experiences into workable nguage)

Where DAhe Children Play? (16m* in, sound, color,, 15-
minutes). National Association for Retarded Childrtn, 2709
Aven'ue '''E East, Arlington, Texas 76011.

Today many severely or profoundly retarded children
do not have to be institutionalized they can live at home
if there are appropriate services in the community to meet
individual. and family needs. This documentary stresses
need for community day training programs :for such
children. In thafilm the hopes of a young couple are dial-
tered when their first child is diagnosed as profoundly
retarded. The option of community-based services is,con-
trasted with we traditional alternative of
institutionalization.

'92

For example, one boy, chose.,to be a bird emphasizing the
power of his wings. J.afer, Matt; he made himself being
a bfrd out of clay; the clay figure lacked legs. This was
the boy who had a copgenital hip anomaly and wore correc-
tive braces! Throughout the film, there is a great deal of _
emphasis upon strengths rather than weaknesses of each

It is recognized that gorne'express feelings directly
while others do so symbolically. The film vividly shows that
the various processes involved in moving from individual:
to partner and group activities varied from child to child .4
Filmed sessions emphasize the more nonstructured,nopth-li
erapist directed activities because by the end of the program I,
the children were more ready and able to express them-
selves.

1 is
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lions of athletes, poaches, parents, ancleofticials reflect the
ways in which the program has influenced them. And many
begin to plan for another three wonderful days next year.

Something Shard immt color/sound, 13 minutes). Natioal
,AssoCiation for etarded Citizens, 2709 Avenue E East,

. Arlington, TeXas 76011.
The NARC citizen advocate approach and project are seen

in action: This program/is a combination of the big brother,
foster, grandparent, and buddy systems. Different mentally
retarded' persons (proteges) are' shown; with their personal
friends and helpers (advocates). Various roles are taken by
advocates according to interests, needs,- and abilities of each
*doge. This project is not limited to community settings as
the program extends to and includes persons in residential
facilities. Throughout the film comments and reactions of
advocates and proteges are made as they participate in a
variety of activities. The concept of the program, the human
ecology movement,. is emphasized throughout the-film. Addi-
tional information about the citizen advocacy program is
available from Max Addison at NARC.

P.-

O

If 14 Boy Can't learn (16mm, colorfsdund, 28 Minutes).
Lawren Productions, Inc., P.O. Box 1542, Burlingame, Cali-

. forrice 94010.
Mike is a 17 year old boy with a learning disability. He is of

:florriterintelligenee butean't.read -or do, math. He has been
passed_ along through school, en#ering high school without

,completing eleMentary school. In addition to being a disciPli-
. . nary py.oblem,he has been a teaching challenge. Mike is seen in

- three -different settingsat home on his father's ranch, in
diagnostic,situkions, and in school. One of Mike's teachers
persuades :the, boy's parents and the school ,administration to'
send Wiike -to the .Learning Disabilities Center of the Pacific
Medical-Penter for diagnostic 'work:gip and testing. Later a
learning disabilities specialist from the Medical ,Center confers

- with 165. bOy's teachers. Together they improvise ways for -
using his hest channels for learning, in this case ithrough
-relating information to objects that can be handled).' Mike's
evident improvement unfolds on the screen and brings with
changing attitudes from self-hatred this ugh constant failure tb

. more positive self-image due to increased 'progress. The
theme,X;indelildy imprinted' at the end of the film if he
can't learn the witty we teach, we 'dbetter leach the way he can
kind

\
'

Wonderful Dais (16mm, 'color/sound, '20 minutes).
;Texag Assoiation.,(oi Retarded Citizens:833. Houston Street,
Austin, Texas 78750.

Presents the 1972 Texas Special Olympics state. games held
in Alapio Stadium and at Triniti 'College jn San Antonio., .

...a
Viewers are partners with participants as Ole Olympic torch is

0.
carjteid around the track and the traditional Olympic flame lit
by Ine of the young athletes..TiK film shows track, and field
events, swimming actii,ities, and partieipation Expres-

.10

0
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T.R.E.K. (16mm, color/sound, 45.minutes). Tucson Public
.Schools, P.P. Box 4040, 1010 East -10th Street, Tucson,a
Arizona 85717:

This film (the title stands for tourism,' recreation, educa-
tion, knowledgejtr,aces the 12 day bus trip of 33 mentally
retarded students from Gump School. in Tucson, Arizona
through Arizona, Nevada, and California'. The students, accoin:
panied by two professional counselors and three Volunteers
shown singing, exploring, hiking, and paiticipatingin fitness
tictivities. Learning opportunities' were plentiful as students'
contrasted and compared the unfamiliar, with the familiar.
They learned from good tunes as well as bad as the bus got
snick or broke down on four separate occasions: Social
awareness and enlotional stability developed as did eqnfidence.,:
initiative, and cariosity. The fact that children more
relaxed, less demanding, accepted new authority, and re-
sponded to dir ctions .effectively indicate the success of the
trip.

,

1

)
Nobody Togk the Time (16 mm,-black and white/sound, 26
minates). AIMS Inituctional Media Services, BoX 1010,

fHollyw9od, California 90028. . .

This film addresses itself to the special education.specialist
who must come to grips with 'three, four, and five -year old
inner-city children handicapped with- learning disabilities.
These youngsters have tnet failure again and again and have
come to 'distrust themselves, those they come in.contact with, ' .
and their envIronment It is the role of the teacher to reverse
the cold's concept of himself, and convince the child that
basic trust in otheys.is important. If kehild'cannot trust-adults
or his envircnynent he will not be able to learn. Valid,
workable, sand educationally sound approaches to teaching the
dysfunctional child, including_structored classroom and play-
ground techniques, are diselssed and graphically shown.
However, the iiist step is through love, care, and 'understand-
ing teaching each, child as a unique. individual. This film
elaborates on the 'f,llowing areas:which-erg important to the
development of each, child permanency and sense of order,
language development, awareness of surroundings, socialize-
tion, self-image and parent involvement. Group discussion and
curriculum planning around these areas can expand a student's
own awareness in preparation fOr ,teaching xxceptional pre-.
school children,

School Is for Children (16mm, color/sound,. ,17 minutes).
AIMS Instructional Media Services, P.O. Box: 1010, Holly-

.,
wood, California 90028.

School' is often a child's first experience away from home.
This film involves special education for exceptional preschool
children. Children in this, film learn' to master their bodies,
share ant interact with one another in specially designed group
activities whcrp each,pkild can easily succeed. Carefully
selected activities develop an exuberance for learning, gross
and fine motor skills, self-concept, and social interaction.

.
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Focus on Abide); (16 mm,colorhound, 22 minutes). Amer!-
can National Red Cross, Washington, D.C . .

This' is a cantor hensive,presentation of teaching swimming,
t2 people t various hindic.apping conditions - cerebral
ITalsied, orth edically impaired, mentally retarded end emo-
tionally distu d' those with sensory disabilities., Focus.

, on Ability is more n A training film. It goes tieyond,tech-
r niques and clearly demonstrates thek importance of warm

-understanding as basis for the- important intarpersonal rela-,'
tionship between student and instructor. Elpphasis is upon''
abilities-not disabilitiesof each: 'participant"ankl recognizing
the worth and dignity of e'en partrcipant. Viewers are able tp
develop greater sensitivity towards needs and 'personalities
of individuals with various handicapping conditions. The film,......

-is an excellent cc mpanion to the new texts to assist volunteers
and professionril., in providing swimming and aquatic activities
for special populations.

Aqua Dynamic Conditioning (16 mm, color/sound, 18 min-
utes). President's Council of Physicat Fitnesi and Sports and
NtAlonal Varsity Club, Washington, D:C.

Casey, Conrad, Executive Director f the President's Council
: on Physical Fitness and Sports, disc ses and demonstratesN

de'velopment acid maintenance of car iorespiratory, abdom-
inal, end upper arm endurance thitough planned water Kiwi-
ties. Buoyancy and water resistance are ,liportant factors in
aqua dynamic cohditioning. Activities can renge frorq extreme-

ly -simple walking or moving specific body parts to complex'
modifications of synchronized swimming, Traditional calls-
thenici, various teack flexibility and stretching exercises, as
Weirat-Variations of swimming arid-aquatic activitia.can 15e
adapted and used in this.apProach with individuals regardless
of type or,severity of handicappgig conditions. Representative
actiVities shown are low, high, power, and progressive bobbing
with and without associated stretching movements. Simple and

-, ) complex movements iforward, backward, in,' out, flex, and
. extend arms and legs. , ' _ ,,

Water Play for 'Teaching Young Children (16 mm, color/
sound,, 16 Minutely New York' University Film Library; 25
Washington Place, New YOk, New York 10003.

Children participating inirtha Vassar Preschool vividly show
that playing in water.is not only fun but educational. Children
work long and hard in anwith water exploring, concentrating,
measuring, experimenting, and solving problems. Indoors or
out, water play provides multi-sensory experiences, promotes
language development, ncourages children to work togethet,
and develops concepts Wrough increasingly complex activi- .
ties: 'rubs, Hater tables, and big pans are used indoors; playing
in rushing 'streams, with syphons, and with plain water are
examples bf possible outdoor activities. Snow-play and sand -
mud play are special kinds of water play. Equipment and
devices are easily and inexpensively obtained. While water
play is often peaceful and soothing, it can be a source for

- -Telease of aggressions in acceptable wags. Versatility and
flexibility of environments and water play garnekriiske it pos-

4 sible for children to take part in a range of experiences from
simple to complex -engineering projects. AlthotIgh the film
shows participants in a regular preschool, implications and
applications for special ograms for handicapped children
are tremendous.
Those Other Xidi (16mm, co or/sound, 25 minutes). Af least

N one .copy is available through ale Special Education Division,,
State Department of Public Instruction /Education in each
stile. . 1 ,

Basic* this .presentation is the philosophy that "children
art child of handicapping conditions. Children -
with specia problems can learn and they have the legal right to
receive every opportunity that iseoffejed tc; their nonhandi- '
capped peers. This film provides'basic information about the _
development of special education'-it presents legal develop-
ments that have guaranteed the right to -education for every
child regardless pf the type or. severity of his condition.. ;

.

InfOrmation about the 1954 Supreme Court desegregation
deision and its implications as related to 'educational oppor-
tunities for all children is iiicluded. In addition, cases affirming
equal educational rights for all children are presented: These
cases deal with the Pennsylvania Assi'Sc4tion for Retar4ed
Children and are District of Columbia.

Bases for due plocess are discussed in terms of prior
notification, impartial hearings, -representation by counsel,
examination of evidence before trial, review of evidence and
presentation of witnesses, right to cross examine, independent
evaluation of the child, and accurate records of hearings. The
full continuum of spe'cial education services is presented and ,

dispussecf including regular classroom placement services with
or without consultation series and/or itinerant teachers; >i
regulai classroom placement services plus resource room
and/or specialist assistance; regular and part time special class
placement ,services; full time special- class placement; special
day school services; residentiM school placement; and hospital
placement services. f

r

Safety As We Play and Playground (each is 16mm, color/
sound, 7 minutes). ACI Films, 35 West 45th St., New York New
York 10036.-
. Two titlesuitable for pre-school, kindergarten, Head Start,
primary classes, and elementary level special education programs.

. Safety As We Play is part of a start to read series which can also be
juspd ss a_base_for_discussion_argLapplication in various_play

ac ivities. Words,such as left/right, walk/don't walk, light, go/stop,
look, and wait are presented in typicatsituations such as crossing
streets, singing; riding bikes, flying kites, and playinagames, The
film's theme is safe and happy places to play. Playground, is
another. film in a start to-read series.An appealing song explains
play, climb, swing, throw, catch, slide, jump. stop, and go. Typical
playgroUnd activities provide motivating visualization with jump-
rope, apparatus, tunne water play, sand, and horizontal swings. .
The film can be used for multiple purposes promoting core cut-
riculum concepts developed around a playground related .

tivities. I

The Fun With A Friend in.the Gym (16mm, sound/color, 6
minutes). Warren Johnson, Physical Development Clinic,
University of Maryland, CollegePark, Maryland 20740.

the Physical Development Clinic (U,niversityQf Maryland, Col-
lege Park) is, presented in terms of its (1) purposes, (2)organiza-

. tion, (3) activitjes, (4) clinicians, (5) parental involvement; (6)
'methods, (7) participants, (8) rationale, (9) equipment and devices,
(including-those that, are innovative and automated), and (10);
individualizing programs: This program has been in existence,
sincethe late 1950s and is Malone after, which many similar clinics
at other colleges and universities have been pattemed - s

. .

The Fun of Your Life (16mm, sound/color, 17 minutes). The
President's Countil on Physical Fitness and Sports, 400 6th
St., SW:, Washington, D.C. 20024. -

Charletort HestonVarratss thin,film which deals with effects of
inactivity on an individifal, importance of remaining physically ac-
tivethroughout life, role of activity and exerciie in maintaining high
levels of -cardiopulnionary fitnets, problems of participating by
oneself, and getting and staying in shape. Vignettes of various
activities in PCPFSadult prograths are- shownkarate, tennis,
table tennis,soccer, archermciiving, swimming; bowling, skiing,
bicycling, 'golf, boating, volleyball, and badminton. Different age
groups are shown taking parkin a valley of individual, dual, and .
group activities: The Presidential Adult AWard system is explained ,

in terms of Tr:quirt:nails, awards, availability, and procedures.
Although' imilairbd, disabled, and handicapped participants are q.
shown or mentioned, all aspects Of thejilm and its &ntenti are,
appropriate for and applicable, to special populatiohs. General"
rationale as well as the speqifit award system are applicable to all
individuals including thoseirom special populations.:
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-------7^=ffeins about programs and activities,
methods and techniques,
resource materials ajd teaching aidsr--\
Contributions to this column are welcomed.

Ica

Retarded Citizens Need Recreation Too!, a
lished by the National Association for Retarded CLizens as_part tation, nfade possible through the joint efforts of the. Boy
of a public infor'matiora program made possible by a &Ant fro t S,couts of Ames North Brunswick, New Jersey and the
Citizen Clubs of NOrth America. This biochure, aimed. at the National Association for Retarded Citizens (2709 Avenue E_
general public and couched in lay terms, presents information East, Arlington, Texas 76011). This .program la,setup to, help
about mental retardation,-recreation, importance of recreation communities, local ARCsIpTAs, service clubs, churches, and
in dotterel- and for mentally retarded persons in particular. It other organizations iiplemetif SCOUlingadtivifies for mentally
explains needs and ho ach citizen can help make active retarded &mans. Facts and fictions d6out both mental re-
participation in recreati a reality for every retarded person. tardafion and scouting are dispelled; emphasis is on similari-
Co'ntacts and resource's are listed. Information dbo4t. pro- ties not differences between mentally retarded and nonre-
cedures for,obtaining copies in various quantities can be tarded persons both in and out of scout prograrps. The slides
obtained directly from NARC, 2709 Avenue E East, Arlington,. showy retarded scouts in action; the audiocassette is a record
Texas 76'011. ...... 4

- of the voices of them,,4their leaders,and their parents dis-
cussing the meaning of ,program tb each of them..Addition-

ochure pub- . Scouting for the Retarded is a slide/audio cassette presen-

"The A-Frame Cargo Net: A Self- Contained Obstacle
Course" is described in the spring 197'4 issue of the Louisiana
Association for Health, Physical Education,..Recreatibn Jour-
nal. This appaiiatue lends itself to some new activities and to
new cornbinations-of-traditionalactivities. It can be used for
free, nondirected play as well as for structured activities. The
A-frame cargo net, devised specifically for children with per-
ceptual-motor peoblems, is a developmental piece of equip-
ment with eye appeal which invites children to participate. It
is fun for students and reldtively 'easy to supervise. For addi-
tional information about the A-Frame *Cargo Net, it4 con-
struction, activities, methods, and assessment/diagnostic
values contact Bobby L. Eason or Theresa L. Smith, Depart-
ment of Health and Physical Education, University of New
Orleans; New Orleans, Louisiana.

parents and, concerned prtlessionals have been asking
diffigult questiong 'recently:"Where can we get information
about children's sights'?" "Ate there aay resources available
to help teachers respond to.each individual child?" "How can
we promote normalization in our own communities?" Written
and visual resources to answer some of these critically im-
portant questions and to support all who work for change are
now available from Human Policy Press, P.O. BdX 127, Syra-
cuse, New' York .13210. Two slide programs, complete with
script, deal with pressing issues of the day:1(.1) Wheii3 the
Children Are: A Slide Show on Institutions -and.Aftematives
(see page 85), and (2) Chi/dm Learn Together: The Integration
of Handicapped Children Into Schools. The former is especially
vivid. and snakes an extremely strong case for deinstitutionaliza-
tion,, normalization, mainstreaming, and related approaches
designed to guarantee the worth and dignity of everyone
regardlesi of type or severity of conditions, This is the type-of
presentation that needs to be shown widely by the mass media
so the lay Public can better understand and appreciate current
trends in,dealing withmentallif retarded persons.

al information about t 'aLikesentation and opportunities4for,
mentally retarded persons can,, be obtained from either Boy
Scouts of America, North Brunswick, New Jersey or National
Association for Retarded Citizens at the address above.

f The Travelers Book of Children's Exercises'fro m the Travel-
ers Insurance Companies, Hartford, Connecticut, provides
innovative, and practical ideas and approaches for parents to
play with and help their children attain higher levels of motor
development, Japysical fitness, and motor proficiency. De-,
velopmental activities are presented sequentially for three age
grpups: three to six, seven to nine, and ten to twelve. Indoor
and outdoor games requiring little if any equipment are
desighed for child and parent so that each has fun in the
process. Motivating devices and assessment techniques are
inclUded withthepultlication. This helpfulguide should stimu-
late each' reader to,ltddltional involvement through his .own_

icreative experiences. .

Operation Together is a project of St. Louis State Hospital,
5400 Arsenal Strbet, St. Louis, Missouri, initiated toibring about
positive, changes incself-Image of participants through a series

'of stressful and challenging outdoor experiences requiring
problem solving behavior from each 'child. Sixty nine young-
sters 9 to 16 years old took part in a series.of 9 to 18 day out-
door adventures undep.the careful guidance ofArained coun-
selors. Activities included' orientation and learning basic
survival skills, .backpacking, camping, ,canoe trips, end .cavet
exploration. .Most of the youngsters had severe family prob.
lems and.had_never been allowed to solve problems fdr them-
selves. By the close of the'projecra great deal qf,praige was
given f'or the successful impact these experienCes had on the'
children who had participated.' Preliminary test _results sub;
stantiaTed successful Jrnpact on mote than 80% of the severely
disturbed participanta.with aboht 35% of the students being
discharged frofi the hospital and returning to the community.
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The 1975 International (Special Olympics was theesubjett of a
major segment of the CBS Sports Spectacular earlier this fall. The
splendor of the gam s August,,held in Mt. Pleasant Michigan in August
was presented with t Sommerall, Rick Bevy, and Phyllis George .
doing outstanding ) s in narrating activities. This television pro-
gram has been mad ,into a 25 minute, Vmm, color film tha.....ct an be
obtained for use with groups and agencies of all types to acquaint
them with Spebial Olympics. Contact The Joseph P. Kennedy Jr.
Foundation: 1701 K Washington, D.C. 20006 for.
details about obtaining this film. Other'Special-Olympics program
matenals including filr00, brochures, guides; rule books, training
guides, nevyslettels; and certifidates are also available.

cis

'Adventure playgrounds, the concept of play that challenges the
inventiveand imaginative min of children have become firmly
entrenched in Europe Slow to start in the United States, there are
now increasing numbers of playgrounds of this type springing up-all
ever this country. One of the very.successful ones is sponsored by
the City -of' Huntingt& Beach, California Recreation and lirkS
Department. Toassist other areas interested in estalaishing heir
own adventute playgrounds, the department has prdpared a gen-
eral how-to manual. The manual coveringlspecific areassuch as
liability, supervision, aesthetics, noise, programing, can be ob-

Atairied for $1.00-per booj(let, by writing Bill Vance, Supervisor,
'Huntington Beach Recreation and Parks Department P 0 Box

190, Huntington Beach, California 9264g.

, -
The Therapeutic Recreational Servjces Oepartthent, Child

Development nter, Idaho. Falls, Idaho, was given the Pitzhlgh
W. Boggs AW.ard in Recreation at the National Association for
Retarded Citizens' ann al convention in Las Vegas in October
The award gives natio !recognition to.the unit orprogram that has
used physical and pro essiohal resources ) f its community roost
effectively in fostering the development or expansion of 'recrea-
tional services for mentally retarded citizens. Their cOmprenpn-
sive progfam satisfies the individual needs of retarded citizens and
involves a well-rounded leisure program. Pioneering activities, an
integralpart orthe program, include rafting, wilderness damping,
flphing, and hiking. Winter activities also include hiking; camping,
sledding, snow sculpture, snow shoeing, and skiing.

,

4 ,x1

THE MILWAUKEPCITIZEN, a newsletter published every other
month, is sponsored by the United Association for RetardedCiti-
zens,-225 E. Michigan Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The Citizen
is staffed and written 6y retarded adults ct Milwaukee County, to
provide retarded citizens with a free source of information-and an
'outlet for talents of the staff and contributors. The Citizen staff is
advised by Dkbbie Gillman, staff member of the United Association
for RetardeeCitizens, and Daniel Ullrich, associate editor of the
'University of Wisconsm-dMilwaukee student newspaper. Opinions
expressed in The Citizen ark those of writers aneditors, not of any--
group affiliated witriThe Citizen.

, . .

^
The Physical Activities Report it' a new monthly newsletter just intro-

. duced to the field Each Report contains practical, how- to- d6-it, functional
The need for a National Advisory Committee on Scouting for the

tandiandicapped boys across the country'. In May 1973 a resolution
capped came about because of the growth in scouting for-

was passed at the National Council meeting of the BSA in Min-
neapolis, Minnesota to establistt such a committee. Goats were
established at the same time. William P. McCahill, long-time scout

.and executive director of the President's Committee on Employ-,
meet of the Handicapped for 27 years, was elected to serve as
chairman. The basic fungtion of thei,s.committee is to give guidance
and direction to the BSA;on behalf of thehandicapped. The Na-
4ional Council of the Boy Scouts of America is to be commended for
its foresight in accepting a challenge and doing something about it
Eby implemeriting a program of action through community organiza-
tions to serve a.greater number of handicapped Americans. Con- .
tact Jack Richmond, Dir., Scouting- for the Handicapped, Boy
Scouts of America, North Brunswick,-New iersey, for 'reformation

taboutscoutiqg activities for special populations.

r

Under the\ledershij$ of Edward L. Schwar, Jr., Lancater
County, Pennsylvanii is developing an architecturally barrier -feeee
gIrden forthe handicapped -in Lancaster-County Central Park.
The park includes waid-high plantings, waterfalls that can be
touched from a rivIteelchair, plants labeled in braille and large
letters. Visitors to Me park will be encouraged to feel, taste; and
smelt their surroundings. Cassette recorders will be provided to
desCribe'plantings and the area..'
- In Westmoreland County, Pennsylvania, handicapped residents

will'ioon be able to fish at Twin Lakes Park near,,Luxor. Fishing
piers for the handicappedare now available. Contact Carl Man-
cuso, County Parks and Recreation Dir., Westmoreland County,

Pennsylvania, -for More information. . .

matenals and information about various aspects of physical education/
adapted physical education, recreation/therapeutic recreation, and related
activity areas for impaired, disabled, and handicapped persorts In addition
to newsletters, subscribers receive periodic premkms (e g , The Hand-
book of Physical Edudation and Activities for Exception'al Children) Sub-
scription rate is $36 per year payable on 'either mitt?! or Monthly basis
Contact Institute for Physicalfiducation, IFM Building, 'Old Saybrook,
Conn. 06475, for additional de

.

.
Sport and.Leisure Resource Centre for Specia1 Populations has been

designed ,to facilitate and improve deliitery of spOrt and leisure service by..
professional anchlay groups to special populations Services include (1)
ii*rmation retrieval and dissemination, (2) information compilation and
Publication for professional development, (3) consultation to practitioners,
agencies, and communities, (4) research and evaluatibn. Details andaddi-
tonal information can be obtained from Joseph Levy, Director, Sports-and
Leisure Resource Centro for Special Populations, Dept..of Recreation,
University of Waterloo,Waterloo, Ontario, Canada N2L

Byron Welch, president or the National Society of,Fund Raisers,
outlined fundamentals of fund raising to delegates of a forum on
fund rais ig sponsored by the National Association of Retarded
Citizens. haraCterigtics that he listed ideally found in volunteers
.and professionals alike are those requisite for success in any_
endeavor. character, thoi-oughness, diplomacy, perseverance,
enthusiasm, resourcefulness, sincerity, judgment, knowledge,
4ndindustry. Applied to fund raising, leadership is the key that" .

brings people together to.do a common work, and when"the work is
done, to recall'only the victory, never the struggle.

a
.
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The'Acob L. litabter Outdoor Education Center fdr the Hand-
icapped, toothed n.the Dr. Edmund A. Babies's Memolial State

.,Park (Chesterffel Missouri), was dedicated October 5, 1975.
.This facility, Was
funds to meet a tre
the St. LoOis area
Associates for tub
handicapped persons living within a.160-mile radius of St. Louis

with very few opportunities for camping and other kims of outdoor
recreation. The Babler Outddor Education Center is free of most

individuals from

nstructed with Bureau of Outdoor Recreation
endousneed foraccessible recreation sitesip
1,970 survey conducted by R. W. Booker and

Missouri State Park Board, indicated 171,093

darchitettural barriers that prevent handicap
using other facilities. Eight cabins, a Ring hall, and an
administration-first aid building have been mpleted, with plans
for eight more cabins, a swimming pool, arts and crafts uilding,
recreation.building, infirmary, and lake sometime in the f ure. All
buildings can be used year round. The Center may be res rved py
agencietrdgroupsworking for and with handicapped pe ons by
contacting the MissouriDepartMenta Natural Resources,Efivision
of Parks and ReOreation. / ve

_Thunderbolt is a prog .of televised instruction for mentally,
retarded. residents of the Bowen Developmental Center in
Harrisburg, Illinois. The program borrows from the super-hero
concept, with Thunderbolt serving as a model for good academic .
and social behavior. Other char$ars in the television program are
Bad Bear and Rocky Raccoon.,:ParticIpants and thp technical
prbduction coordinator of Thunderbolt recently were awarded Re-

rgion 5 Recognition Award from the" I Itinoii Department of
Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities 'for their out--
standing work-41111e series. For additional information contact
Thunderbolt staff at A.L. Bowen Developmental Center, 1200
W. Poplar, P.O. Box 281, Harrisburg, Illinois/62946.

. . .%
December 1, the popular television series Sesame Street,

began its new season with'weekly'segments aimed at teaming
disabled children. Every Wednesday the shovf-s first 20 minutes
are devoted to family play activities and simple cognitive skills for
children with a mental age of three to five years. Sesame Stree
staff hag researched methods of presenting material to learning
disabled children, adopting the following guidelines forthe 20-
Minute segments; dialogue must be short and simple; visual
scenes cannot be too fast,or cluttezed; repetition is very important;
and music helps a lot. Children's Television Workshop tCTW),
which produces the show with funds from the Qffice of Education, is
extrerh y interested in receiving feedbacKfrom teachers and par-

. ents. ComtrMnity Education Services Division of C7W will be
distribu g suggestions for Post-viewing activities and program

'scheduling infprmatiorgo agencies for learning disabled childre,n,
Contact Children's Television Workshop at One Lincgin Plaza,
N.Y. 10023, for. further information, or to comment on the new
Sesame Street segments. 4 : , to
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Each Pridaygne students from Washingtorl Elementary School,
Mankato, MInnes§ta, travel to nearby Mabkato State University for

;their weekly-swimming lessons: The swimming program began.

s.

four years ago with a dozen children and instructors, at the initiation
of Margaret Buck (MSU Physical Education' staffi.,4ndl3arbara
Grah a (physical thetapist for School District 77). Today children,

rat palsy, muscular dystrophirnd spina bifida take sixwith
lesson _each otthe three quarters o the academic year The
swimming program is a two way edvational experience; the hil-
dren learn aquatic skills, and physical education students I m
about handicapped children and how to teach them. An evaluati
of skill% learned is made after each six-week unit, so that new
student instfuclos for the-following term will know what their stu-
dents have attained. Progress in teaming td-swim has been slow
but steady, and enthusiasm for swimming lessons is high. This
program of teaching swimming to handicapped children will un-
doubtedly be a permanent feature in the physical education cur-
riculum at Mankato State University; Address inquiries about the
program to Margaret Buck, Physical EdueationDepartment, Man-
kato State University, Mankato, Minnesota 56001.

Retarded and Hippy is the life story of Mary Lynne Kerr, ung
woman who is mentally. retarded. In ner own words,Mt Kerr
describes her childhbod, friend who Nalped her, the mean' gof
religion in her lift, hereclucatigi, d living alone and working. Her
fears, frustrations, dreams, ad a complishments are simply and -
eloquently expressed. Mary Lynn Kerr's story is not a plea for
sympathy but for understanding. She offers insight that only a
person who has been there could offer. This book may be ordered
from Mary' Kerr, Coats,. Kansas 67028 ($1.40).

Parents of school -age children anywhere in the United atesUnited
want information on the law protecting thildreri's rivacy

fights may call a toll frerin,umber71-800;638-9675. The le gives
parents the rightto examine their-0114's complete school record

. and correct any false, or misleading inforrigion. The law algo
prohibits school officials front showing the chile% record to anyone
without parental consent. . -

' *
.

rHandcrahers' News is a new monthly.craft newsletter that hopes
. to serve, as an information clearinghouse for profit-minded
craftspeople and serious, hobbyists. The newsletter recommends
craft supplies, after evaluation by Hanslcrafters" News Product
Review Board; staff is also, involved in searching out and recom-
mending markets for craft productd. The newsletter staff is cur-
rently trying .to bridge. the gap between craft designers/
manufacturers and those therapistd7recreation, occupational
therapy, end rehabilitation-Lwrib utilize crafts in their programs.
They are testing and evaluating craft supplies,now on the market
with the aid of interested therapists or ipStitutions. Any school or
agency servingahandidappedpopulation may request a contribu-
tion of craft supplies and materials, and willyeceive them free from
the supplier, the only requirement Peing that participating agencies
must test, evaluate, and comment on the usefulness and appro-
priatenets of that-raft produces: If yoitwould likeie participate or
want more 'information on the Handcrafters' NeW-s Market Re-
search Craft Therapy Orogiam, ntact Arleen M. Landi, Managing
Editor, Handerafters' News, 8 8 High Mountain Road Rankli
Lakes, New Jersey- 07417: .-----;--- ::
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The Polk County, Iowa Association for Retarded
Citizens, in cooperation with the Des' Moines Public
Schoolsris sponsoring evening classes for mentally retarded
teenagers from a local scff8o1 and retarded adults in the
community. 'Featured activities include basketball, sewing,
swimming, square dancing, and cookig. Parents of retarded
children are offered classes in estate ptanning, sterilization,

, Down's Syndromenancrpsychological testing. '

A unique line of swimsuits, designed , with built-in
flotation'to assist the disabled,. is being manufactured by
Speedo ,Knitting Mills of Australia. Suits-are:made from
nylon tricot, the same material used in the, manufacture of
Olymgc swimsuits. Flotation is provided by a rubberized
nylon tfir cushion built into the front of the suit. For very
seriously disabled,.an inflatable cella? can be attached to
the suit to ensure swimming and hydrotherapy safety. Tests
have proven the suit safe for small, children through
210-pound adults. Speedo supplies the suits at cost because
the company regards the project as. a service to physically
handicapped persons. 'Therapists, testing 'the suits with
crippled and limbless children, spastics, chronic asthmatics,

'and victims of cerebral palsy and brain damage, have found
an improvement both in confidence in. the water and the
ability to manage bodies when swimming. Additional
information and specific details can be obtaintd from
Speedo Knitting Mills, 269 ,Pacific Highway, Artarmon,

2064.

The Amarillo, Texas Human Development Center has
utilized three new approachesin adding. to their activities.
A large garage has been 'Converted into a gymnasium and
supplied with special equipment to be used in an appropri-
ate and comprehensive program of physical and motor
activities. In addition, two new programs have been
initiated. Tlie first is an extensive deyelopmental curriculum
which has been developed by ,the staff for use with
residents and out-patients. Important elements in this
curriculum are physical fitness, motor developtnent, and
movement. Also, a special respite care program, designed
to give parents an5,1 families, of severely and profoundly
retarded and multiply handicapped youngsters opportuni-
ties for personal vacations and recreation, has been well
received. Additional information about these activities can

.. be obtained from Bobby White, Director, Amarillo 1-Inman
DevelopmentCenter, Amarillo, Texas.

. The ring 1974 issue of Riport from Closer Look deals
with is of.every child to equal, educational opportuni-
ties regardless of type or severity of his handicapping
condition: In addition to.a summary ofJandnuirk court
decisions-, specific actions of titeolditions provide data
abqut progress and directions-- of this movement at both
federal and'state_levelti. An insert, Guide to,State Laws far
E4ucation ofEapdkapied atildren, provides information
about .children elijilerfor special education services,
Minimum and migimum ages` for students, where special

*education ientices are niandated, and information, about
tuition aid available for each of thie states, Direct-requests
for copies of the spring:1974 issue or future issues of the
newsletter to Closer Look, Box 1492, Washington, D:c.
20013. . -

c

.

Special children often need special toys that are costly, '
difficult to find, and used fOr only short periods of time.
To help dectify ttfese problems the Greater Omaha, ' -

Nebraska Association for Retarded Citizens has opened a
De;elopmental Toy Library where they have avariety
items on loan. This project saves on cost, gets maximum use
froth each toy, and enables Fhildren to carry out school
problems atjhome. Note: Perhaps this type of service needs
to be expaddea and considered for further implementation
by Associate Special' Education Instructional Materials:. 4

Centers.

.
. Presidential Sports Awards in.31 sports are offered to

individuals 18 years of age or older who fulfill qualifying ,
requirements. This program offers those with various
handicapping conditions the opportunity to participate as
well as the satisfaction of working hard to achieve a goal.
Qualifying standards in each sport, developed in coopera-
tion with sports,governin bodies and/or coaches associa-
-. tions, are designed to ens re regular participationtnd an
, investment of time, and of ort conducive' to h. igh levels of
physical fitness.. The basic qualification requirement is 50
hours of participation (Wing-at least 50 activity sessions
within a periOd,of four months. In sports where the seasons
are §hdrt or facilitie4 limited concessions have been made as

"' to the number of sessions required. Those.who qualify earn
the right to wear..a special patch and matching pin. Contact
Praidential Sports Award, Box 129, Radio City Station,
New York, New /oils 10019 for logbooks, ,posters, and,
details about the program. ,

Innertube water polo, an increasingly popular coeduca-
tional- sport, has great potential for use in aquatic, camp,
and recreational programs.for mentally retarded and physi-
cally handicapped persons. The game is played much like

ar water polo except that participants sit in au o-,tomregular
Direct inquiries about this interesting game

to Don Masik, aquatic specialist)'at the Menlo 'Park
Recreation Department, Civic Center, Menlo Park, Cali-
fornia 94825.

. A research,project at-the University of Nebraska funded
by the Epilepsy Foundation of America may play, an
important factor in the American Medical Association's
reconsideration of its 1968 position on epilepsy and sports.
The study, undertaken by Kenneth Rose, provides neW
information which suggests that advocates of more exercise

for epileptics have been on the right track. Early findings .
from the study ,indicate that rapid breathing .(Often a
seizure triy:er) when it occurs naturally' as a real& of
vigorous exercise, does not increase seizures and that
changes inllood chemistry during exercise appear to create
a protective effect in which metabolic acidosis wards off
seizdres. stmothY Craig, secretary, of the AMA committee,
which is studying the problein of epilepsy, and sports, has
stated, "The evidence (on the effects of head trauma) is
divided, but there ;is ample evidence to 'show that the
patientswiknot be adveisely affected by playing any sport,
including football, provided the normal? safeguards ... are
followed, and adequate head protection is used."
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When normal boys and retarded boys were brought
together for four months of joint activities at the Deborah
Boys' Club in.Chicago, their reactions were studied by

'David-R. Preininger. Reporting his findings m Social
Work Magazine, Preininger describes the normal young-
sters' reactions as moving from,curiosity, to teasing, anti
finally indifference. During initial meetings between the
two groups, the normal youngsters asked questioncabout-
the retarded youths, then,teirsed them fonbeing immature
karid'unable to join in group projects. Later, the normal
youngsters.became indifferent and went about their
affairs without regard for the retarded Boys. There, was
not a natural acceptance. Commenting ofithe study, Dr.
Herbert Rusalem noted that group leaders have td con-
tinually build acceptance of the mentally retarded.

Acceptance
may noyme natioridly, but it scan be nurtured.

Look for Gene Darnell at the Pennsylvania.state wisest
ling championships next year despite his three win and
six loss record this past season. If nothing else, determine-
tion will take him there.'The Allentown High School stu-
dent is blind and has -only one leg because of early bouts
with cncerr"There have been times when I, felt, like
uittini" he admits"but I bounce right back. 1_14e

. to fight."
%

The Point is a perio is newsletter dealing with special
programs for mentally and pliysicafly.handicaplied

'Scouts. Send materials for publication or requests for
the newsletter to A4legheny' Trails Council, 216 Anabell
Street, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15211.

If you're in the,market for real or personal property
declared,federal surplus, the Office of Siirplus Property
Utilization, U.S. Departifient of Health, EduqatiOn, and
Welfare, can be a valuable source. rn all ttn federal
regions, assistant regional directoirs of OSPU and their

* staffs are prepared to serve mental,rewdation groups
seeking federal surplus for se .in local' programs. A
foriner Navy auxiliary air s non, an Army training
center, and a former NIKE in tadatio are typical of
.surplus 'facilitieti which can be converted for peacetime
use.

One Upon B.icycle gives tips on safe cycling, choosing
.

roper bikesiie andstyle, maintenance and facts on
hen; where, and to whom most biCYcle accidents
Open. Cyclist's must be dr(vers,Tnot riders. Most.bike

injuries happen when, a cyclist falls, not in collisions.
Accidents involving. motor vehicles repreient only a finial
mmter of all bike adcidents. This pamphlet is available
from total or state Easter SedSocietiel. It was develoPed
by the National Easter Seal Society for Cripnled Children
and Adults, 2023 West Ogden Avenue, Chi ago, Illinois
--60612:- i; -:- -- ,

.
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The Special Olympics for the Mentally Retarded cul,
minated several months of rigorous mental and physical
work for children in,scheols under the New York City
Bul'eau for Children istith Retarded Mental Development.
For example, the children learned that each class began
'with a .salute to the flag followed by exercises for leg
and arm muscles, and general mobility. In addition,
reading, health education, and math lessons were based,
almost entirely on Olympic related. material.

I `
Perceptual Motor activitieit and movement education

-play an importankpart in the programof the Early Child-
hood* Unite New York City Bureau for Mental Develop-
ment. This year's work culminated witika mini-Olympics
held in the

each
gymnasium. With three competitors

at one time, each participant was awarded a first, second,.
or third place ribbon. One exciting event was the tliree
team, ten pi* potato rate. Participants in this event
not only exhibited physical skills, but. also the ability

, to follow dire9tions. Other events were foot races, an
obstacle course, high jump, races with participants
dragging rubber tires with ropes, and tricycle races.
Obtain flintier information from-Sara. M. Weinberger,
Community. Relation,s ,Co_ordinatar,, New York City
Bureau for Childrenwialletarded Mental Development,
65 Cqurt Street, Brooklyn, New York 11201.

Legal problems facing mentally retarded citizens are-
the subject of a recent HEW publicatiqn. Silent Minority,
categorizes these problems under the heading's of life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. 1p addition, each
category concludes with' concrete suggedtiOn.s for alleviat-
ing the problems discussed. Silent Minority also highlight
discussions which took place at the first national confer-
ence on the Mentally Retarded Citizen and the Law. This.
Conference, called in mid-1973 by the President's Corn-
mittee on Mental Retardation; featured 250 specialists
in both legaf and social science aspects of mental retur-

l`dation. Intensive sessions produced 21 research .papers
which articulate bases for emerging legal doctrines and
amplify new ideas for future legal development. Copies
of Silent Minority can be Obtainectirrom the President's

4r, Committee. on Mental. Retardation, Washington, D.C.
20201.

gle

'Cry Sorrow, Cry Hope, a one hour docudrama about
the discovery of mental retardation in a three year old
boy and the resultant turbulent effects_on his family
is now available from WQED Metropolitan Pittsbur0.
Public Broadcasting. For further information alio&
purchasebr rental of the 16mm kinescope film oontaca
WQED, 4802 Fifth Avenue,cPittsbingh, Pennsylvania
15213.
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A group of Mannsville, Oklahoma ladies with.severe
handicapping conditions have been' acouraged to share'
their knowledge of handicrafts with others, Discarded
double-knit materials were obtained from a local dress
manufacturer from which participants braided rugs and
made bedroom slippers, lap robes, and bed capes. Waste
baAkets= have been made from colorful egg cartons and
bright bits of yarn. Becat Ae of the age variance, partici-
pants decided that A Stitch Thru Time would, be, an
approptliate group name. Members of the group look
finished items to. local nursing homes where they- visited
old friends and ma& new ones just before Easter. They
then made Eater centerpiece(. -for each nursing home.

California.Association for Health, Physical Educa-
tion and Recreation has recently established a State ,

Council in Physical Education for the Handicapped. Pur-
poses of this council are to (1) revise state guidelines

efor adapted/realedial.physical elation (scheduled for
release early in the cdrrent se ool year); (2) develop
criteria for model/demonstration programs III adapted
physical education-z-.and43) de-yelop cocommittees with
state groups such as the California Medical Associatidu
and the California Academy of Pediatrics. Contact Tom
Edson, council chairman, do Riverside Superintendent
of Schools, 4015 Lemon Street, Riverside, California
92502 for.details and additional information.

Controversy increases over formal schooling through
early childhood programs for all children. Reports, re-
search, empirical evidence, and -data regarding growth and
development .of children provide evidence that suggest
sending four-year olds off to schoOl results in faj more
hfrm than good! In fact, some contend ,that children
prdbably should not attend school dntil they are st ert or
eight years old. Numerous articles and reports deal the
controversy and suggest alternatives'Ito early formal school-

= ing such ass Home Start and the important role parents,
especially mothers, play in providing the base id the hoine.

DueingDipcoverit '73 students fropt Newark State Got-
lege each hosted a child from Woodb;idge, New.Jergey
State Hospital in a Mini One-To-One Festival. Despite
rain, participants spent the aftermrn playing in the fes-
tive setting-The food, judging by the appetites, was
delicious games, judging by the smiles, fun; and the
day, judging by the frequently heard questions about
(When it would be held again, a success.

group of youngsters 1`3 years of age and under spent
rnu h of their past summeras volunteers in programs
at isville, Mississippi State School. Phillip Bankston,
age 1 as the "old pro," serving in his second year
as a vsol nteer. The group ptoved to be enthusiastic and
competent and was rated excellent in terms of both work
and spirit.

Bradley Harrison, former postai- 'My of the Texas
Association far Retarded Children, recently bowled his
first 600 set and teamed with a friend to take high honors
in the Clasp B Adult-Junior Bowling Toirnatrientin San
Marcos, Texas, .

A group of more than 20 mentally retarded young people
in California 'bag mastered square dancing and has
inspired several other groups tb learn the art. The Happy
Heart twirlers also are the first retarded members of
the Associated Square Dancers whose members must have
graduated from aNprescribed course -of instriictisin by
a reco'nized caller-instructor. The group began-dancing
about three years ago when Keith Petty, administrator
of the Happy Hearts Guest Home in Santa Ana, decided
that square dancing in its simplest form would be good'.
physicarand mental exercise as ell as recreation. Petty's
son is one of the group's caller and believes- in teaching
groups of retarded individual a range of steps as wide
as_they .can learn rather than limiting them to a small
number. The:younger Petty says t iis method may require
separating pupils into groups so that less capable dancers
do not hold back more profileient -ones. 'Last year, the
Thirlers went on a 37-da5'tonr of the country which
included- stops in Des Moines and ChicagO.

.

Printed proceedings of fulling It All. Together:
Techniques and Methods for Handicapped Children and
You'll: is available' from G. Robert Roice-, Program
Specialist; Developmental and- Remedial Physical
Education, Division ,t)f Special Education, Office of the
Los Angeles County Superintendent of Schools, 9300 East
Imperial Highway, Downey, California 90242, at $2.50
per copy. Included Are summaries of presentations front
the conference held in Lt's Angeles last May by Roy
Barsch `(Movement The Instructional Imperative);
Bryant Cratty (Movement in Programs for Handicapped
Children: Hysteria and Reality); Charles Buell (What
the Physical Edncato? Should Know About Blindness);
Marianne Frostig (Moving and Learning); Margaret H.
Jones (Activities for Handicapped Infants and Children

A Physicians Viewpoint); G. Lawrence Rarick (Con-
siderations in -Physical Fitness for the Handicapped);
Robin Wood (Physical Education for the Deaf); A. Albert
Zasueta (New Uses of Equipment); Connie Lawrence
'(Water Learning).

"Have fun and make, a friend" was the order of the
day for.tweiity thousitid mentally retarded children and
adults who participated in New York's second annual
One -to -Ong Festival in Central Park on May 31. Partici-
pauts including 3,000 residents of NepYork state schools,
spent File day enjoying bte130 activities and attractions
set up Mt them. Events ranged from inspecting fir
engines and helicopters to petting'ba by elephants, design-
ing souxenir shirts, anti watching puppet sho-ws., The
festival was an outgroWth of TVexposure given by
ABC-TV New York reporter Geraldo Rivera to the rights
of mentally retarded residents of Willobroilk State
School. The fhtival was. planned to bring together on
a one-to-one basis a 'mentally retarded adult or child
and a noninvolved person for a day or undivided
attention. This year's festival also included a rock concert
at Madison Square Garden and a,fund-raising television
telethon. These two events raised over $400,000 to estab-
lish dignified and humane community residences for
retarded individuals.
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.AVATRAC,,a work-activities center for 115 mentalb,
retarded adults, has accomplished a great deal through its
outdoor education program. Last summer the program
included a camping experience for participants with limit-
ing conditions and wilderness backpacking trips for thOse
more capable. Participants, especially .backpackers, showed
significant progress in persoml developm'ent and growth,
independence, self-reliance, self-confidence, and marked
improvemeqt in independent management of their gear.
This past winter partipipants 'profited from snow-shoeing
and cross country skiing trips. These successes have led to a
more extensive approach for the future with an Outward
Bound adaptive program now, in the planning stages. This
program will be geared specifically. to.personal growth and
development wi tarry-over, value for everyday life. Con-
tact foie Hartman, AV.ATRAC Workshop, 3915 South
Klamath, P.O. Bpx .1202, Englewood, Colorado 80110 for
further information about these programs:

i
Special Challenge =`Oscar" awards go to two films which'

are excellent entertainment and: help viewers better under-
stand and appreciate problenis of persons with different
conditions.lacter is a film about, a yourcadoleibent with
severe emotional problems 'which show`,theinselves in the
form of pronounced'articulation diffiOltks. He progresses
through the support and understanding of his fdends °But.
more problems arise, his 'world slowly collapses around:him,
and he :regresses 'with severe Inealays and. complications.

...The ending, however, provides 'ho 0 for his 'future, Mouries
is a inovie.tbout Maurice Stokes, former Cincinnati Royals
basketball- tar, whose sudden illness leaves him with

... movemekt-4mly in his eyes. Through his own persistence,
and the efforts of teammate Jack Twyman, who arranges
for Maurie's rehabilitation and- later bqcomes his legal
guardian, Stokes slowly regains many basic functiOns. The
movie culminates_ with Maori& acknowledging a standing.
ovation in Cincinnati Gardens by standing.unsuppOrted by
his wheelchair. Do yourself 'a favor and see both films. 'A- ..

. i '
Dick Endres and his talented staff at CampiConfidece,

Box 349, Brainerd, Minnesota 56401 eontinnto provide
challenging, unusual," and exciting experiences for young-
sters at the facility. One of the recent camping activities has
been catching, cleaning, preparing, and smoking fish.
Suddenly smoked fish

cleaning,
become the favorite dish of ,

, residents and staff alike! Another innovation is a nature ,
playground which is constantly being chap ed to add new,
challenges or the participants. An exam e is the recent
installation --of a cargo net 'which enab es residents, to
develop climbing skills. Each participant is encouraged -to
accomplisksal least, ten different, skills on eacl. new- r

Rtsearcfers in Munich, Germans, have found-that when
'children spend time in roonls that -they feel are painted

with pretty colors they develop intellectually and creatively
better than they would in rooms they feel.are painted with
ugly colors. The children described pretty colors .as- light
blue, yellow, yellow-green, and orange. They felt ugly
colors were Ivhite, black, and brown. A. random sample of
473 children who prayed in pretty rooms experienced` an,
aye,. e IQ increase of 12 points w.hile children who played
i, u y rooms experienced an average drop 1:4114. points!

'Kin marten children who played six months in beautifully
colored. rooms with color-coordinated blocks had IQ
increase of IS pd`mti over a control group even though' the
controls had started with slightly higher IQ's! After 18
months, children in lieautiful rooms with beautiful_blockp

' had advanced 25 points ahead of the control group. The
. Munich researchers recorded a 53% rise in smiles and

friendly words in the orange roomand a 12% decrease in
frownd and hostility. .

. .N

I Stepping Stones, an organization of citizens representing
five .coun in southwestern Ohio and northern Kentucky,
has pt ned an extensive recreation program for handi-
capped persons. Chief purposes of the program -itre social
a lush-tient, security, companionship, and fun _foLeack
participant-The 'organization sponsors day and residential
camps,* Winter biweekly swimming programs, as well as
other recreational projects throughout the Area. Stepping
Stones is administered by an executive director and
full-time program and ;Vice staffs. The program functions
through the extensive use of volunteers. More than 700
v,121unteers help staff recreation prdgrams, transport partici-

apantscand supervise program areas. Ultimate management
responsibilities rest pith an elected and rotating board of
trustees. For additional information contact Stepping
Stones, Recreabo for the Handicapped, 5650 Given Road,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45243. , --

apparatus.
/.

I

Boy Scouts, who were, also students in classes of Nw
York City's Bureau ,for Children with Retarded Mental
Development (CRMD), ,recently took part in an aquacade
and itav im meet. This unique affair consisted of contests

< which 411d not require swimming abjlity and regular
swimming events. Points were awarded according to the
degree each participant completed each event. The eventual.
winner, avith a perfect. score, was one Jose Rios. .P81.
informatiOn about other CIIMD physical-education and

'recreation progama contact Madeline E. Dalton, Acting
Director, CRMD, 65 Court Street, Brpoldyn, New York
112or-

A recreation group formentallY retard(d adults, spon -
sored by the Nipon Association, 6335 North Broad Street,
Philadelphia, PennsyLvania recently decided that they

_ would like to help others as others had helped themin'the
past. The club formed ,a Helping Hand Organization to visit
less fortunate institutionalized persons. They now visit
elderly persons and crippled children and usually take
cookies they have. baked and put on a concert or puppet

4.show.

&es
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Yigorous exercise -appears tareduce the seizure potential -

.

of people withepilepsy. That conclusion is pairt.of prelimi-
. naryfindings of Kenneth D. Rose, M.D., halfway through,

a,three year research project entitled The Effect of Exer- .
vise on the EEG and Bloodthemistry of Epileptics. This

. project is being funded by the Epileptic Foundation of
America. Dr. Rose noted that anti-seizure properties of
exercise provide a preliminary conclusion. di-awn frOm
testing II individuals. However, it cannot at this time
be "...construed as representative of the entire epileptic
populatiqn."Measurinresults of exercise through EEC .
recordings and by obgervation-of actual seizures,.
researches's have found that the EEG does not show an
increase of seizure patterns during exercise. The seizure

1. . threshold even appears to rise that is, the number
of seizures declines. Exercise has Lao been considered
risky becauPe it was thought that head injuries r fatigue
may increase seizures. "Evidence regarding t ,effects
of over-fatigue on -keizilre activity appears to jus ify cer-
tain ,restraints on the intensity of the physical exercise
to.beundertaken," Dr. Rose stated. However; he added_
that the Point of geizure.. onset, is highly -dependent on
the4degree of chrdiovacular fitness. For that reason,
a gradual PPogr'am.to increase'fitnets may be indicated
to minimize he possibility of undue fatigue. The evidence
is inco usive as to whether- heSd injuries aggravata_

_already existing epilepsy.

m
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Nine mentally retarded school sage girls from Newark
State School in New' York are.livingin a normal home
situation, helping to prepare their own meals, and in
general, learning to adapt' to commuuitx living in
Canadaigua House.. The' home, located in the City of

- F
They were asked not to sign the questionnaire in hopes
that answers would be more accurate. There werel41,258
'parents who responded ag the majority of respondents
were primarily females., `Parents. felt that--the ifeatest :
needs for retarded children were more local Trecreation

-and social opportunities for persons with varioushand-
icappitig conditions. The parents' ,second priority, wap,
a need for mare available transportation and they cited
dependence of impaired, disabled, and handicapped per-
sons upon public transportation for. .mobility. Third
priority was a request for more emotional support from-
other parents. Overnight hidging, resiflential homes, and
work activity centersle'ceived almost equal emphasis as
fotn-th, fifth, and siXtilpriorities respectively It is inter-
esting to note that the highest priority given by parents
was overwhelmingly recreation and socialization. This
would indicate that.daily' contact with other children
in a nonprogrammed environment, is a major concern.
Additional information about this sgryey can le obt aed
from the UtalkAssociation for Retarded Children, 3781
Lois Lane,1SalfJ,Like City; 84117.

The Annual Report of the Motor Pei-fox-mance and P
Research Laboratoi-y (Department-4f Recreation, and
Park Administration, Children's Research Center,
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign,.Illinois) pre- .
sents projects dealing with the ecology of play and gross
motor belraviongThe following statement expiessesthe
goal of the Center: "Since'we.believe that play and motor
behavior are integral t9 the development of children,
the goal of the la li-ator'Y' is .to contribute toqi body
of knowledge that allows 'the optimization -of play and
motor learning environments for children."

'Canadaigua, is operated by Newark State School as part . , , %. .

of its new trantitionak program. The home atmosphere _ Camp Independence, Jontgomery County., Pe,unsyk-
is only part of the adjustment process. The T'lls go shop- vania featured rimming, wheelchair basketball, minia-
iiingatlocalstores, attend church services, and participate tore golf, nature study, music, drama, and ctimpfines
in the swimming progPam at the local Y.W.C.A. They for disabled-yohng adults 17 t, 35 years of age. partici-
.are also developing social skills through their activities pants were in wheelchairs, in braces, or used crutches.
'with neighborhoq_playmates. For additional informa-, The camp took place at the Varieiy.:Club Camp, and'

. tion contact Franklfenne, M.D., Director, Newark State was a joint community venture of Moss Rehabilitation
Schdol, 529 Church Street, Newark, New York 145137 Hospital and' the Variety Club. All eamprfacilitieelire ,,,.

_ designed free of architectural,harriers, making it a per. '
Participant's in the MinnesotaLearningCenter, Brainerd.. feet place for disabled of any age. At the urging of Moss
State Hospital, Braineril, Minnesota moved to the Min- Rehabilitation Hospital officials, the Variet y Club ,ft-ec'og-,

-' -nesotaxilderness for some classes this past summer. The . irking die severe lack of adequate vacation facilities lei
,students learned to.perform.outdoor living skills such the Philadelphia area l'or social and recreational needs
as filebuilding, cooking, camp and personal sanitation, of disabled adults, agreed to make its facility available
and first aid. In preparation for a three-day canoe trip, .after the regular children's season'.The program was
students were required toJearn Certain canoe and water, piloted during the summer of 1972 when 14 young adults
safety skills.. The Anal test involved swamping a canoe 'spent a fun-filled weekend at the camp despite their ph ysi-
in deep water;:demonstrating proper use of the life jacket; ' r
righting the canoe, and.bringing canoe and paddles back

cal limitations. 4'Or some, the weekend repented the

to shore. Few students failed to pass this test. Additional
first experience out of their homes in a vell'

esy

long lIme.

. information about the center in general and summer pro-
One 27-year-plchparalyzed young lady 'went for her first

ects in particular eon be obtained from Don Thomas,
swim in 10 years. Another 33-year-old cerebral palsied,

j victim called the weekend. -vacation, 'ti wonderful
Director Minnesota Learning Center, Brainerd State ' dream." The fact that this. worked so'weli demonstrated .'
Hospita nesol,.Brainerd,,Minta 5640 r. . - to offidials of Moss and theiariety Club that the project
In October 1972 the Utah Asspciation for Retarded ChB- shoals be expanded, adding-more days, more activities,
dren distriblued a questionnaire to parents of mentally and more participants.. 'Both grqups, vitally intereltaxd
retarded chilken. Distribution vas through local school, in getting the disabled back into community living, are '
districts, workstrOPfx-vOrii activity centers, atuPparental exploring the possibility of making camping a year -round

..,centac4 Parents were asked to complete only one ques- ,:',-,program. Contact Selma Ehrlich, Moss Rehabilitation
tionnaire in ,ease' there had been duplication and t9 Hospital, 12th 'Nee and 'Tabor Road_ Philadelphia,

-.' answer only those questions which they wiphed to ansWer._ Pennsylirania, for a4blitional information.
,
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.The Florida Leglslatufe has enacted aBNorights of Retarded Perseons widthl identifying banners and cloSed with singing paraders, letting go ii

_that guarantees right to treatment, right to pnviltcy, and rightto. a decent_ barrage of cokkful balloons, In begeen were events like softball throw,

; place to live.Enumerated rights pertain to dignity, humane care and discip- 40-yard dash for ambulatory children, walking race with walkers, crutches,

Ijoe, educadon,ossession and use of personal property, religious free- and prosthesis, wheelchair likes and relays in which wheelchairs were

dom, communication, suitable leisure time activities, arfconfidential re- pushed by ambulatory youngsters, and crawling race with non-ambulatory

cords. Of special interest to Challenge readers are sections mandating children. A tale could be told about ti participant. Imagine theloy ofJose

suitableopportunities forsocial andieisure time activities, and for approp- who uses his toes p write and pai hen he came in first in a wheelchair

rate physical exercise as prescribed in each cffent'sindividual habilitation race, his chair propelled by his toes. Fifteen year old Gael, only recently

plan; indoor and (Radom facilities-and equipment for j:ffiysical activity shall admitted to a public school, took great pride in his victory in the wheelchair

bofprovided. Every residentiii facility shall initiate ancideveldp a program of race. Each participant was a winner in spirit and effort at the least. Contact

i resident government to hear views and represent interim& cf all clients Sara M. Weinberger, Community RelatiorliCoardinator, BCRMD, 65 Court

served by the facility. Additional information about this document can be St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 14201, for additional information about this and other

obtainer/ frdri Francis, P. Kelly, Director, Diviston of Retardation, 1311 innovative programs sponsored by the Bureau, ..,

A ' f':,
?Winewood Blvd., Tallahassee, Fla 32301 ; .

, .
Focus, published *by thelvtinnasota Association for Retarded Citizns,. "

The-National CommitteeArts for the Mentally Retarded and Handicap- fidted some current dirty words in the field of mental retardation: .
ped has recently mounted a national effort to (1) research and disseminate Retarded. Too often this becomes a collective noun such as in the

information about -curriculum and instruction in,the arts for mentally re- retarded. Better usage wouldbe as an adjective---retarded people.

traded anahandicapped learners, (2) identify model arts programs which Boyar girl. We still hear Prof naffs refer to retarded adults as boys

may be used with mentally r9tarded and handicipped persons, and (3) and girly if you were- continu y called a, kid, wouldn't you consider

increase the number of mentally retarded and handicapped students .6_,' yourself one ana act accordingly? ,
.
served by arts programs by 200,000 per year for five years. Activities thuscw Mongolism. This is generally re-Placed by Down's Syndroipe, but can't

Aar have included several confelences and meetings, selection, of two the process be speeded-up? ,

act& oriented model sites (Clark County School District, Georgia aid Protecting. When we protect fetarded people, do we really help them? -

Clover Park School Qistrict, Lakewood, Washington), and receipt of a grant ,, Howcan they team to_deal with life if weproteci them from life/

from the BureatfofgducationsfortheHandicapped to develop the kgram . :". . 7 .,
%, , '.e,

and its _related activities. The Committee was also involved in A Very -"
..,

The Pennsylvania Training Model Educational' Planning System is de- -
Speclal Arts Fair in June in Washington tate. The Committee, 037
sponsored by the Alliance for Arts Ed nd The Joserp P. Kennedy

signed from broad assessment ofan individual's needs to assist teachereln-
A

the development of specificprograms for severely and profoundlymentally
Jr. Foundation, has involved top national leadership and repidtentatives of retarded and multihandicapped children.Yhera are four major steps in the
involved organizetionefrom thefields-of artsroducation and edicatiOn for model: (1) imovervIew of a child's skill development is obtained frdm the
the handcapped. Additional informatioriabdut the.Conimittee and lts,Pro- Curriculum Assessment'Guide, (2) each of the major areas of, interest is
jested activities can be obtained from James Sjolund; The Nationa,lArts for broken into smaller developmental units-from Competency Checklists; (3)
the.Mentally Retarded and, Handicapped, do President's Commttiee onv - ,, _Smallerdevelopmental units of interest are further reduced into sequentially
Mental' Retardation, Washington, D.C. 20202 A _smaller stepathroUgh task analysis, and (4),an educational objective is -'

bers of the*Optimist Club of EastOn (Permaylvania) hive traveled written and a prescriptive teaching approach emplbyed to achieve this

for the last three'years to Hunterdon -state School Clinton, New objective. Should an individual progress at the rate desired, the system

Jersey) to develop and supervise sporttand recreation =programs and provides for a functional analysts of,all variables Involved to provide the . -

`''°`.-f.'"'-`.., : i actNibec,for mentally retarded bealdente of the school. Although many 6f, teacher withoneeded information' to 'modify the program. Competency

,thellattidpants.htive multiple conditions, the Optimists have succeeded in 7Checkliits include such areaSas auditory, Visual, and tactile discrimination; 4:4 `
'organi*ing basketball and baseball games as regularparts of the Hunter- gross motor, ..a variety off self-help skills,' cominunication, perceptual-

dbn State SchoolProgram.yhe hour-longsessions have attracted, another cognitive, and sociaLinteraction. 'Copies of-the IndiGidual Assessment

- 25 persons frorn various 'segments of Easton's society vdio assist ncca..., f:GUide and additional informetbn about the system canbe obtained from M.

sionally. Other- recreational and' social' activities have been added to. the 0 Ellen Somerton, Prograin Director, Petinsylvania Training Model, Pennsyi-

program .under leadership and-Sponsership-of,the OptimIst'Club. Dolores, yenta Dept. of Education, BuipaoolSpecial and Compensatory Educatith,

Zukosiditactingldirector of recreation at the school, summarized thti3Op.. Div. of Special' Education, 123 figrster St., Harrisburg, Pa. 17102

timist's invOlvement, it's'amazing how quiady tha, OPtInirsivbecame in- -- , ' , - '". ,
volved with the residents here. Theyknow how to teach boys and ireased:-., Mainstreliming: idea and Actuality, an Occasional Paper fromNew York

to'working with youngsters. They have fun with the residents and ifeavecd ComMiesioner of Education Ewald B. NyquIst presents what, why, andhow
manlo-man relatkinshio,They seem to knew how to work with emotional: of integrating 16palted, disabled; and handicapped thildrerf Into regular ;

.." problems. Ifs, just a frierlilly atmosphere: Contact Charles.Odenweider...- Schools and classrooms. Special sections are designed for sdhool adminis-
--Prdaldent, Optimist ClOh 01 Easton, R.D. 2, Pen Argyl, pa: 18072,1dr , trators, teachers, parents, and the chikiren themselVeS tohelp achbetter

additional adocrnation about. this program. -'" .' `,. , tinderslandthaconceptand the process of soeceisful mainstreaming. Full-.

Faces
4* ..,;,:,

?-, . , ,.,..: ,f paiticipaticin of impaired.disabled, and handicapped children in our society, .

...., Ficespf multiple handicapped children shone with happiness as they. its the goaforpainstreaming. To accomplish this, although there is no one

'Participate iii
'wheelchairs, some on crutches, others with walkers, i0 . prescribed way, commitmenton the part of parents, teachers, and admkila,

'Participate ..i a very special program for mentally retarded children spun- trators must be demonstrated it it is to become a reality. Information about

. soredbylhe Bureau for Children with Retarded Mental Development in -availability of this paper can be obtained from The Unlveralty of the State of

'NewYoileCity.The meet opened with a parade of participants carrying their New York,- State Education Department; Albany, N.Y. 12234

.. .. ,,

, 4.
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RESEARCH'

Studies. Related To Aoderately

(Trainable) Persons

.
. V.

N.

to motet wham In improved to motalli retarded pasiims? 6 Janet A. Wesseli-dliecior. Paul G. Vogel, eviduetIon
. ..

.;,
-Theie is-a lig in motor performanceabilities 0 about two to five . coordinator, anti Cladia-J. Knowles of the I CAN

Curriculum Study Center, Room 135 WIM.Buildingl,years when comparing retardedto normal individu-als/groups. . Michigan State University, East Lansing; MichiganRetarded individuals can . improve in physical fitness, motor ,
MK shills, self-concept, and social [earnings as a function ofdraining . , , . .48824

.and physical educationrograms.
and

Eleven motor tests, measuring strength, power, balance, andEvidence suggests that the motor abilities of moderatey ana agility were used for the EMR population. Results of this investi-,, iyindly,retarded children are organized similarly to those of normal gallon indicated A two to four year lag between mentally retarded
'z,4- children.andithat the attainmentetWebilitres follows similar ,children: and normal children of like ages. Interrelationships,,'-

.- :_ developmental curves for both groupe. among variables for the 'retarded were simile to those of normal
Retarded t hildfen and youth den profit troM'the same kinclof C,hileren..EviCence presented in this study suggests that motto
Motor expezielites as normal. children, provided the stage of abilities of TMR and EMR children are' organized similarly to
learning-and the lie* te is congruent with learning-characteristics those of normal children, and that attainment of these abilities.

'otretarded populations. ,.;
,

':N. , follows similar developfhental curves for both groilps. Francis and
erick conclude that due to these similarities, mentally fetarded °Little is M effectivenessabout relative effectiveess of various typed of Ichildren

may. profit' fiom the same kind of motor experience asprograms. tqformation related to effects of duration, teacher type,

once with the lower mental abilities oft.the retarded.tinte/dey,reinforcements, retintion;'band teaching,itrategies are
normal children, provided the Stage for learn KN set ilfongru- ,

. . lacking. c . - ',, ' ' Nun lei (1965) investigated effects of ahYsical activity program
,:. investigators comparingcomparing performanCes of trainable with edu- constructed to meet needs of a group of trainable children, 9 to .,

' I cable childePhave found TMR's retarded intheir relathie motor 14 years old. The programwas taught 30 to 45 minutes a day.for .

;'proficiencies (Francis, 1960; Bundichuh, 1972): There are indica: 15 months by a clasiroom teacher with occasional consultant
-; tiohs, however, that low motor per" forrnancechievementiof the help 'from a phylical therapist. The activity program Included
_'-` trainable chilnan be Improved by instituting procaranis of physl- ortiwilriz curling-Up, rolling lh place, reciprdcalarm swinging, and

Cal education which are congruent with their abilities and needs skippinPatAndloVong (brod) Jump, squat thrust, picycle, and
(NUnlef9; 1965; Harvey,-3966; Lillie, 1968; Funk, 1971iBundeChuh, partner exercises for developing coordination, The project t did

, 1972; Wessel and Vogel," le/A-Studies described below are not nform to traditional investigative standards,in that onira -Included to shop current status pf reaearph related to the TMR. de ription of procedures and dependent measure along with
Francis and RarIck (1960) conducted aatudY which described u rested data, were reported...pn 13 motor performance itenis

,selected motor Characteristics of mentally retarded 'dill/di:ell-and I looted from behavjors usually achleved_With normal develOP-:` tcompared their perfor nces with-normative _ data on normal ent), k11%oflhe subjects either maintained the top performance.
childremAlthough the y included 23, 7 to 12'year oldigstitu- imgroved one or-more rating levels'. Although endurance was
llonalized TMR children, main *tt was :on EMR children of specifically measured, Nunley made a particUlar note of.
ranging-in age frOm 71/2 to 41/a years, Six motor testa were peed mprovements, inferred from the sizable gain In the duration of -
for trahiabres. which Measured agility, running-ability, throwing al,_, Ir;...1 1_11 ctfildren,were able to maintain a curl positioni ' ,..,

,a terget'striking with a mallet, manual strength, and stair climb- hi cond the study, particuTar attention was given to main-
mg: Results of the investigation indicated, a lag in per maned of taming a ural relationship:between purposeeoLthe Ihitruc,
apProximately five 'years when comparing traina6les with a tional p ram and the evaluation scheme. The I. dependent ,

,hormal group. .- : . 4
, '4 measure' was a quantitative reting.scale which was constructed

ir,
-,

0
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° to reflect purposes of the instructional program. The' study was
extended over a two-year period with ratings completed in the fall
and spring of each year. Appropriate nonparametriC analysis
techniques revealed- significant improvement, across all
parameters. The rating scale and description of treatment mere
not reported thereby limiting utility of informatibn available from
this study.

Lillie (1968) conducted a sturit to determine effects of a diag-
nostiCally oriented motor development program on motor p'rofi-
ciency of 41/2 to 6 year old culturally deprived ,11FAR students.
Threeo groLips of approximately 16 children each were studied.
Groups included one claSs that received motor development

i:.,triesons, one class which received a traditional kindergarten
'4 experience,. and one home control group,, the treatment peribd.

lasted months. Lesson frequency and ,lessor time were not
.reported. Activities .,included, in the .study were, maze tracing,
coloring, psting,-folding, finger games, gross motor games, and
trampoline exercises. The game-oriented lessons produced some

-significant fine motor gains, but no gains in gross motor pet-
....formance. No estimate of teacher onfparability,x* activity,pat--

. ° terns of the control group was reported.
Funk (1971) studied effects of a physical education program

on trainable mentally impaired youngsters between 8 and.18.
years' of age Hig study involved .18 suqlects who received 39_
minutes of planned physical education daily for 5 cajayrend 18
controls who received no.organized play or activities. Treatment
included balance activities, running, jumping, crawling, throwing,
calisthenics, agility games, relays, and other similar activities.
Significant results were fold on two of the five fitness itemssit-

, up and shuttle run. Tests of motor developmenti as measured by
the Kershner-Dusewica-Kershner Revision of the .Vinland Adapta-

. non of the O_ seratsky Test of Motor Proficiency: were nonsig-
nificant.

Bundschuh (1972) condUcted a study- With 14 TMRs and 26
EMRs ranging in age from 5 to 18 years old to determine if a
modified. version of 'the Gabnelson.total push-kick method of
teething swimming was applicabl% to retarded populations. The
study also .sought. to determine if TMR and EMR students could
be taught to swim simultaneously, and attain similar skill levels
in the samet number of lessons. Twenty daily drill-oriented les-
sons, beginning and ending with free play, were donducted.
.Student repetitions Of the specific dnlis,were practiced with a one
to one student- teacher ratio. Results :of the study indicated that
$0% of the children learned to swim six feet or More, as compared
with the pretest scores in which. only one EMR and two TMB
subjects Swam the six foot distance. Ten per. cent of students in
this study progressed fronzinonswimmer status to-being ableto
swim 75 feet or more. All IR the EMR children learned to swim six

-feet or more. The TMRs were judged as having made successful
adjushnents to the water.

Wessel and Vogel (1974) investigated effects of the .1 CAN
instructional system on the motor performance of elementary age
TMR youngsters. The sample was composed of -boys and girls
participating in the 1973-74 field test of I CAN. The .treatment
as specified in the I CAN materials was found to offer sighificant
changes in the motor performance ol! these youngsters. Results
were examined by specific skill, i.e., run; kick, overhand throw,
and were cited by their categories. Also, performance measures
were totally appropriate, in that they reflected stated pbjectiveg
of the I CAN program.
Studies Related to tIlldly (Educable) lletarded:Persorts

Lag between EMR motor achievement levels and achievement
levels of normals ,s weitzdocumented. Studies by Francis and
Rarici< (1960) and Bundschuh (1972) suggest that there is a
similar lag between EMR and TMR children on.measures of motor
performance.

Renck (1970) conducted a descript4e study of 4;235 EMR chil-
dren 8 to 18 years old, drawn from a national sample. He found
that EMR age-changes in performance followed essentially the
same-trends as with normal children, althoughfetardeq children
scored well behind standards of they normal peers. Thrs finding,

te
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coupled with similarities between EMR and TMR noted abOye,
suggests that &lenges in performance of TMR students may fol.
low trends.similar to those of the EMR child!lt is for this reasdh
that studies describing effect of ,physical activity programs on
Motor achievement Of EMR children areincluded in this secticin2

Howe (1959), compared motor performance of 43 educable \
mentally retarded children with 43 children of normal intelligence,
while corltrotling fair socio-economic background. Children in
both groups ranged in age from 6 to 12 years, Motor performance '
items included the Sargent Jump, one foot balance;Iracing
speed, tapping speed, dotting speed, grip strength, zig-zag run,
50 yard dash, squat thrust, ball throw for accuracy, and pencil
and paper maze tracing. Mean scores for boys and girls indicated
that nor maliout.-perfortned the retarded on, all items, Allail Of the
boys' items were statistically significant at the .05 level, while 9
of the 11 girls' items were significant.

Stein (1965),.-using the AAHPER (1958) Ybuth Fitn ess Test,
investigated fitness levels of 24 boys enrolled in three interme-
diate schools relative to normal boys of the same chrrAological
age. Subjects were measured in October and May, and received
a daily physical education program, conducted by phyglcal edp-"
cation specialists, between these two test periods."An appropriate
Chi square, quartile analysis made on. the October, May, and
combined scores, across the seven items of the Youth Fitness '
Test, yielded a total of 24 possible comparisons Twenty-two of pi
comparisons with national age norms for normals were nonsig-
nificant. Of the two comparisons which were significant, sighifi-
cance was in favor of retarded subjects' This study supports the
contention that 13 to l7 year old educable mentally retarded
classes can attain levels of performance comparable with- their
marvel peers.

Corder 0966) ,investigated effects of a syemmatic and pro!'
gressive program' f physical education on theintelledual devel-
opment, physical development, and social status of 24, 12 to 17
year old EMR boys.,Research design involved a treatment group,
an officials' group, and a control group, the officials' group,acted
as a control for a possible Hawthorn effect. After 20 days of
physical activity lasting one.hour per day, the training group made -
significant gains 'over the officials' group and Pe control group
on all seven items of thg AAHPER Youth Fitness Test. .

Goheen (1967) investigated effect of three.physical education
programs on physical fitness, motor ability, and social adjustment
of 82, 10 to 15 year old EMR -boys. Subjects were randomly
assigned_ to classes Within the two participating state Schools
The study involved skill-oriented, play-oriented, and free-play-
oriented programs which were :deVeloped, evaluated by experts,
piloted, and revised,prior to being implerrigpted with, the study
group. Programs. were taught by physical education specialists
(regearch assistants) for 39 instructional hotirs over 13 weeks
one hour each Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. Pretests and
post-tests using the AAHPER Youth Fitness Battery, Latchaw
Motor Achievement"Test, and Cowell Social Adjustment .1ndex
were used to determine results of this study. Major conclusions
were skillporiented groups achieved significant improvement in.
a greater number of items than the other groups, and skill-ori-
ented grduris achieved a more uniform improvement in motor
ability items than other grotips..

Solomon and Pangle (1967) assessed changet in physical fit-
ness of 42 EMR boys which occurred subsequent to a'structured
physical education program. The program inicolved 45 minutes
of daily Physical education taught by special eduCators over an
eight-week period of time. Daily treatment -,..onsisted of three, 15
minute activity.periods. Period 1 consisted of warm-up and calis-
thenic -drills; period 2 was'comprised of self-teiting, dual games,
and relays; and period 3 involved skill teaching and_participation
in stunts and games. Results of this study indicated. that a struc-
tured physical edutation, program, when compared to regular
classroom activities dramatically improv,ed fitness levels of 1$ to
17 year old EMR bbys: Such a gain was not spuribus in, that it
remained significant following a six-week post experiment inter-

._ val, and EMR boys can perform equally as well as or in some
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instances Superior to, their normal peers. Linfdrtunately thee treat-
ment was not described well enbugh to replicate. The unit of
statistical analysis used in this study (Students) was inappropriate
in that all individifals in the class received the same treatment.

Rarick and Broadhead (1968) extended the earlier Work of
Corder (1966), Solomon and Pangle (1967), and Nunley (196p)
by investigating effect of educationarphysical activity programs
on modification of motor, intelfectuaj, social, and emotional
behavior of EMR and minimally brain injufed children of eleThen-
09 school age. Their research design incorporated an attempt to
control potential Hawthorn effect through a structured art pro-
gram, determining relative effects of an individual and: group
instructional physical education program, and a control' group
receiving the, regular physical education program. T study,
involved 275 educable mentally retarded students and
orally brain injured children whO were grouped accordin
dibability (EMR and MBI) and age (y(3unger-6 to 9 years old,
older---10 to 13 years old). Classes ranging in size fro
thirteen, students from each of the above four groups wire ran,
domly assigned to one of the four treatments. Instructional tretitte
ment was carried out by cle,ssrOorn teacheri with consultant tSelp
frortthe investigator for a period of 20 weeks for 35.minutes each
day (Multivariate analysis of covarianceu.sing classes as the unit
of etetistical,analysis revealed that instriktional physical educa-
tion pr9grams were significantly better than the usual program,of
physical education on measures of motor performance and 'nth,-

,vidualized instructional program was more effective than the
group instructtonal program. The motor performance dependent
measures included a modified AAHPER Fitness Test and strength
measuresusing gripping. pulling, and thrusting movements.

Ross (1969) investigated relative effects of teac,hing_skills in a
game context, with the regular California sanctions A physical,
education program for specihl classes of ,preschool a7rd primary
OA students Her study involved 60 children. in .three classes,
4' 2 10 10' Z years of age. Experimental and control groups each

contained 20 students as did the 'normal comparison group, The
experimental treatment extended over six months with classes
being taughpee days per week for 2Q to 25 minutes per day.
Teaching sessions includedInd more than four subjects per,
sesthon. Control and comparison groups receiv'ed equal amounts
out-of-class activities, unrelated to the treatment; in groups of
four subjects dr less to control for possible Hawthorn effect__
Dependent measures used were a basic skills test-32 items
measuring skjlls such as hitting, throwing, catching,' running,
jumping, bougcingand eight items of the Brace General Motor
Ability Test, stlected-for their appropriateness for EMR students.
Results .of the study found the experimental *group outscoring
the control group by a wide'margin. When post-test comparisons
of. the experimental group were made with the normal gtoup.no

atistical significance was found even though pre-tett scores of
experimental group were far below those of the normals. The
rimental unit and unit of statistical analysis were individual
nts. A more valid analysis would have used the small groups
each class as the approp(iate measureme.pt unit.

chwartz (1970) investigated effects of a movement exploration
program on 880 educationally retarded boys and girls in grades
1 to 4. Duration of instruction which included games, stunts, self-
testing activity, and rhythms was four weeks. Pre- and post-tests
on the Johnson Fundamental Skills Test revealed significant
imp?ovements in fundamental %tor skills for boys and girls at
all ages. More complete information such as teacher type, tie-
eifiency of class rbeetindb,, description of treatment, and analysis
procedures which is 'necessary to completely interpret the results
of this study is inaccessible.

Chas'ey and Wyrick (1971) conducted.a study with 47 educ able
mentally retarded children'ranging in egg from 6 to 12 yekreid to
determine effects of a concentrated physical development pro-
gram on motor proficiency. Children were randomly assigned to
two groups and taught by the same qualified teachers, and attend-
ants over a.15 week period in which classeswere conducted five
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Table 2. SuremariofrResearch Related to EMRs
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Amount of instructional time specified by specific skill
Criterion-referenced test as the dependent measure e
A judgment based upon congruence with program objectives -

A judgment based upon the congruence berkeen the analysi and the dateobtained

a

days a week for One hour. per day. The treatment was conducted
byphysical edocation majors assigned to groups of three or four
students for the entire '15 week period., The experimental group
received an equal amount of tee play. Comparison across groups
based upon, pre- and post-test scores using.the Oserefsky Motor
Development Scale revealed significant gross motor achieve-

*ments of the experimentargioups over the controls. Individuals
were treated as,the experimental unit and unit of statistical

, analysis. Since small groups of individuals received the treatment
together, the small group means shoUld have been used as the
unit of analysis.

Need for ReplIcabillty In Physical Education Programs
for MerttallyMetarded Persons
,-:.;:Tables 1 and 2 proVid4 a summary of studies reviewed in previ-

bus paragraphs. Key elements summarized in the review are
listed on the left hand margin; an appropriate indicalion of
strengths and/or weakness is provided in space all9ned with each

= study and theelement of interest. 3

Althoygh we can state that programs of physical activity do
Improve motor. performance levels of the TMR, the program
(treatment), although cited in brief form within the reports, was not
sufficiently detailed to replicate any studies with te exception of

. -
noted by Francis and Rarick 0960) and Bundschuh (1972) be-
tween TMFts and EMRs, and by similarities in achievement trends
between EMRs and normals noted by Rarick (1970).

LH& TMR studies, diddles c-trted on EMR subjects are gen-
erallynot replicable. None of to studies reviewed were judged as
being sufficiently described to be replicable. In onlyfoUr instances
is there either sufficient description of the program (treatment)
or references to where the program May be obtained to provide
for possible replication. The common discrepancy found between
a written instructional program and what occurs in the gymnasium
or ciassroo Is well-knowiis For thisteason-nionitor da 'describ-
ing what oc urred during the,instructional setting is r quisite to
replicating effective treatment. Monitor data was not men-
tioned foray of the studies reported.

s-,

A PrelpOsied Course ot Actkin
is clear from the previous discussion that performance of

TMR can be improved by.programs of physical actinty. It Is also
apporent.thid studies reported do not provide replicable forms -of
instruction which effectively modify motor,performance of the.
TMR.' s

Throughout tie review and discUssion, reference to the ability
of a study to be replicated has'been made. This quality of an

. Bundschuh (1972) and Weasel and Vogel (1974). investigation Is of crucial Importance and was completely ignored,
Studies involving EMR subjects show very strongestipport tor in reporting:esilts of most studies reviewed. Presumably, when,

the -positive effect which programs of physicaliactivity can have study is conducted there is a rationale for the program and a,
, on Improved motor performance. (Stein, 1965;, corder, 1966; selection of a dependent measure(s). In instances where sign&

oheen,*, 1,967; Solomon, 1967; ,Rarick, 1968; Ross,- 1969; cance Is obtained, Ind 'others would like to IMplement an effective
Schwartz, 1970; thasey, 1971). Although these findings do not treatment, It Is not enough to report the prograirt In terms ofa
ptoVide direct interpretation, to the TMR, one must be sensitive general descriptive statement of even reference to a book or
to information related to 'both EMRs and normals. Support for guide which provides a complete description of that vestment.
this position is provided in the consistency of the results of EMR To take this:approach forces one to make the assumption that.
and TMR studies, similarities in lag between EMRs and normals the program occurred as Intended or as described. Anyone who -. ..'
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Has taught In public schoola is quite aware of the fallacy of this
assumption, The important Information necessary to replicat4
is that information which describes what did occur, not what mit,
intended to occur. This same information is equally important
for the full interpretation of nonsignificantiesults a§ forgnificant
results. 4

Of crucial importance to improving the motor ;erformanca
capaCity of the TMR is a systematically designed, replicable set
of physical education materialsWhich have been evaluated and
deemed effective by the evidence collected. .
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Solomon, A., and R. Panglp, Demonstrating Physical Fitness'Improvpment
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1Percentagpsvere calculated by this investigator based upon,raw data pre-
sented in the article.

,

-

'Note.-Two studies (Francis and Renck, 1960, Bungschuh, 1972)- including
both TMR and.EMR populations are cited under studies related to TMR stu-
dents and are not repeated in this section. .
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The problem with research' is that we use
'It the way a drunk, uses a `lamppost tor,
support rather thah illumination. -

-RESEARCH ANALYSES
and NEEDS

-r.
r t . . .

Preliminary analyses of almost 500 studies contained in Whet's Going Bases for research studies, project support, program efforts, and state-
On? Annotated Research Bibliography in Physical Education, Recreation, ments about physical fitness, motor ability, and physiCal proficiency of
and Psychomotor Function of Mentally Retarded Persons' and review of mentally retarded populations continue to be dominated by statistics
countless other research reports, projects and activities reveal: and results of studies at least six or seven years old. Little, use or appli-

.
sp . , cation of findings from more recent studies has been noted.

' Differences have been found in studies involving institutionalized pppu-
Physical fitness, motor abili ical proficiency levels of men-
tally retarded persons ca proved, increasingly mildly (educable)

rations anti those enrolled in public school programs. In general, those.
) iron.' residential facilities have consistently scored lower than those in

retarded persons are achieving physical and motor tasks in same dis- ,,, public school programs. ..

tributlon found in the general population.
. Retarded persons can learn all motor skills their ncmretarded contem-
n porarle,s learn; there is a great deal of overlap in performances of

mentally retarded and nonretarded individuals.
Physical education and recreation activiqes must be brokendown 0to
small components and the basic simple topomplex principle of tea
Ing fully used. .
Motivation and individual success are cornerstones for a'sticcgsful
oVerill program; success.preeds success and often leads to reversal
of the failure frustration cycle in which so many retarded persons have
been locked... ,.

Retarded persons of all ages can accomplish worthwhile objectilas
whert provided with appropriate, sequential, and progressive programs
and. opportunities within, the scope of their individual abilities and
'interests. / . . . ,

Little transfer of skill has been shown from one activity to another. Con-

v

Specific contr(butiene ,of active participation in physical activity pro-
grams to other facets of a mentally retarded child's education and de-

Alopment have been reported. These activities have serVed as bases
"for' art projects, English assignments, oral expression, safety lessons,

.-"and arithmetic manipulations. Self-concept has increased; greater.
,vocational prOductivity as resu ted; and a variety of speech impair-
ments have improved in the stres -free, noncompetitive, anciaccepting

- environment of these programs which were helpful to the individual in
building confidence and becoming better able to deaf with stresses of

\
everyday life.ittik. . . .

While many of these preliminary finPings are little different from re-
views and analyses reported as mUc as twelve years ago, more studies,
reports, and evidence make state entS more positiva. and definitive-,
questions and simpositions' of. the , ast now car be answered With
research, empirical and experimental evidence, Prelirdiriary analyses,

versely, there is great specificity in motor activity and learning as, suggestonanswered questions-thaln 'd tobe proved fri future studies,

!_Substantial correlation- between Motor performance-,--physical profs- How does the Hawthorn effect influenCe-resulta and performances of
clendY, and intelligence has been noted in mentally retarded subjects, retarded persons in physical education and/or recreational activities?

.especially those at lower functional levelsI.e., severely, profoundit Do retarded participants accomplish more in the mainstream or when-
and some modeiatety retarded persons. ...

transfer appears to occur only under Specific. conditions. ; Projects, and programs?For example:

they participate exclusiVely in special/sec; rated programs and activi- 4
Novelty, activities, motivational devices,-unusual programs, and a vari-, ties?'How can determinations be matte wh n an indiv.idual is ready to
ety of methods contribute to successful performance and in.stimulating participate in redulaeprograms and When h should remain in special

. .
'retarded persons to achieve. , . programs and.aativities? Do certain activities leodhemselves more to
Fine motor skills appear to be an important attribute in developing ainetrsaMingand others to,participation in special programs? , ---4

vocational skills that can be used in sheltered workshops or in Jobs hat are needs for more studies on influences ot recreatiokrparticipa-
perm: . . . tion and activities on mentally retarded participats?,(There are now_
Social relationships, peer Acceptance, and other indicators of true sukstantially fewer studies in recreation than in physical edbcationi.
group interaction and integration do not automatiCally result for What are influences of intellectual leading on rest) ts of stuples and
retarded childreprthrough active p rticipation in physical edUcatiOn, .1.-: findings inthesereas?
tecreetion, and Netted 'activitiee. Although Some studies have shown What is really being-Measured by various test/evaluat
Positive relationships among a variety of physical/motor and, social batteries, and item's? (This Is especially crucial in that the

n Instruments,
erne deviCes

'characteristics, several others.have shown retarded youngsters in both- have been usedlit study after study and program after pr gram). How
regular and special physical education - programs lest" accepted and do these instrufrentsln theinselyes affect results, conchisloh-s, findings,

. ;more rejected at theend of such experiences than at the beginning.
Today information and:generalizations about physical fitness, motor
ability,,andephysical proficiency levels of moderately (trainable) men-
tally retarded persons are made In the same ways they were made
about mildly (educable) retarded persas five to fifteen years 'ago.
Research, empirical, and practical experiences gained from extensive
work With. mildly -retarded persons are being shown applicable and.
appropriate to rnOderatelYretardedpopulitions.
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and generalizations made from theibse?
What do,,fest norms really indicate? What do they tell? To whatektent
have noms been revised and made appropriate for different. grOups Of
subjects, in varioue situations 'and under different circumstances? Ate
instruments. appropriate for popitlatiOns for Which they have NOM,
designed (1.0., analyses thUs tar show that the Youth Fitness Test Was
been used almost six times as much as the Special Fitness Test In
studies involving retarded 'subjects)?
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A . ' **. .
. What are inter and intra-etiological relationships with motor perform-

ance;phySicel prOfIclency;and movement activities? ...

What effect/does utilization of the same subjects irf a series or several,
Independent* studies have on results and findings? What effects have
test instruments and persona' reletionships with instructors, teseihrch-
ers,,leaders;'tand testers had on findings, results, conclusions,-and
performances?

accomplishment,How can success, feelings of cl fun, and other affective
- contributions be measereid objectively? ', ' -' 4
4t How canAonflicting r esults in studies be rationaliied and explained?
s What. are effects of different types of pfogram placement, specific

activities, Orne ,allotment, and various methods and techniques on
performances, test results, and research findings? ,

,. * ,
,,,,

FOOTNOTES

Annotated'What's Going On? Annotated Rpseerch Bibliography in Physlcd1 Educe?
Hon, Recreation, and Psychomotor Function of Menially Retarded
Persons. Washington, D.C.: Informatiort and Research Utilization Center is
Physical Education and Recreation for the Handicapped (American Alliance
for Health, Physical Education, and ReCreation), in press.

2"What Research Says About Psycllomotor Function of the Retarded," Jour-
nal of Health, Physical Educalion, Recreition, ApriI.1966 (Vol 37, No. 4),
pp. 36, provides additional discussion of research needs in this area.
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. elhe Sensori-Motor Training Project was established prior to inclusion in the study,were examined by evaluator's
under the auspices of the National Association tor tatarded trained at the IAHP; Philadelphia and all subjects were
Children INARC) to investigate the efficacy of methods .certifiedus suitable recipients of tVekperimental regimen. :.

based on -those utilized andta+Int the Institutes for, the ;Iiirsubjects (*n each iseoup) were evaluate oi a variety
Achievement of Human Potential (IAHP) and sometimes 41. of test instrumaits during four testing sessjons:.(1) prior s.

,. popularly referred to as Doman-Delacato methods of treat- .
to the beginning, of the...tudy, (2) three 'months after the

.,ment.The research project focused on prograins conducted progykm had been initiatl, (3) at the conclusion of the
at the Dallas (Texas) Academy and at the Sew York Institute study, -(4) after with e month no 'program period.

ii. Chile) ,,,zor urnicr .Development 'rather .than those operated at the Dependent variables included scores from The follOwing
,;_-,..--i -IAllidellahia. Projects initiated were: Wan experi- tests: 5tanford-Binet; Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test;

mental study of the neurological organization program as. two Nerbal and do performivace subscales from Wechsler
implemented by members of the Dallas Academy staff with Intelligence Scales for Children; Froktig Developmental Test

* , residents of.Denton (Texas) State Sclio61', and(2) a surve,1!1. of 'Visual Perception; Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic
of-parents who hail \ utilized the methods with their own ° Ability; Lincolnzoseretsky ,Motor Development Scale; Ad
children at home. These programs were superviiied by the Profile of Development, an instrument used by the Dallas

.NeCy York Institute for Child Development, the Dallas 'Academy which is similar to the profile used by the IAHP.
Academy, and three other. unit members of the American Specific changes were observed favoring group El on
Academy for Huinan Development (AMID) located in = Jests Of 'visual Perception and motor performance: ,Both

: IChicago;Ihnaha, and Atlanta. . -
. aprimental groups showed greater gains in language

In the Denton State-School stud, three groups of mildly develoinnent than did the control group. Intellectual func-
und. moderately retarded residents were used to-assess tinning appeared to .be enhanced only sIihtly as a result
'neurological training procedures administered two hours Of .experinientakprocedures. 'Researchers concluded that
; per day during a seven month period. Prior to group assign- porttona of the X,HD methods evaluatedlit Denton should
mints.Subjects were individually matched brqui,end sex. be recognized as on,e legitimate approach le the remediation
Mitclied;triplet members were then randomly asigned opcertsiii handicapping 'cOuditions. ,/

amcingthreestudy groups. During the firstpart of the study, Copies of a survey form aimed at evaluating attitudes, --:-..,

subjects in Experimental I (El) group (CA 14.9; Stanford- . toward- and' experiences with home therapy programs were'.
. Binet IQ,41.4) were exposed only to motor and`visual-motor nlailed to 778 fanillies whose names and addresses were
-comPonerits;of 'the programs. 'During the 'second part of,, provided by the five previously mentioned AAHDfacilides.
the study7serisork.stimulation components .were added to Responses whiet were sufficiently complete for inclusion ,,

the rekimenof subjects irigroup El. Subjects in Eiperinien, in data' analyses were "Alained from 282 (36A%) of the
' tal 2 (E2) group (CA 14,8; Stanford-Binet IQ 39:3) were. families. Programs were evaluated as being-of muckpoliitive,

given a' program of- unstructured 'physical 'activity, benefit in a significant majority of the Ease a: Ninety percent
reereation,. and persOnalized attentionduring the first piirt ,, 'of respetlentsittribulkd some positive change to the<piro-,4
° of the study. Thiii program was.augmentedduringthe second gram and a significant majority (59.9%) said they did-not

e.'part with th same sensory stimulation progrrim. given to . think improvements would .haie happened. without the
group El, The third group, Passive Control (PO) NA 15.2.; prograbi. When asked if they would repeat dmir experience
Stanford-Binet IQ 38,4) proiided ,baseline control data with home progr'' lima, 82.5%',iaid yes. Furdai. nore, 85.8%
Its menibers were testedwheneyer other sifiljects were tested of thesfamilie:s said they would recommend the program
but e provided:no program experiences. All subjecti . to. Other males. More than half of the respondents
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Indicated positive imptoyements in: (1) learning ability,
61.7%; (2) concentration and attention ,span,.. 56.3%; (3)
visual performatice,,,57.0%; (4) mobility. 51.0%; and (5)
reduction in hyperactivity, 54.9%. --

Few families said facilities in question made specific pro-
mises as to treatment oulcoines such as learning to read
(11.7%r, improvement htIQ (3.5%), or getting well (3.9%).

'Few,parents (9t5%) indicated that detrimental ,effects
occurred in terms of .family inteipers'onal relationships._
Anecdotal material cowed realistic apPritisala and aware-
ness of the difficulties in administering training programs
within the home even when outcomes were regarded as
highly favorable.'

While this is a comprehensive, well-developed stitity deal:-
ing with sensori-motor technique,s4, a variety of questions
are raised about certain, aspects of the methodology. The
research team Itself disCusses`some of these. For instance,
do AAHD methods work? Does sensory stimulation alone
work? What kinds of improvemetits really What
qttetions were tint answered? What effects did controlled
atrd'noncontrolled limitations and tlimitations have upon
results? ,

Otherfactors that need to be considered as to their effects
upon results include: (1) Is coteiparison betwetn a diagrios-
tic/clinical/individualized program as provided group El
equitable with a4free ply/unstructured approach as iiro-
vided group p2? What differences and effects Would diag-
nos tide lintca l/indiv idualize'd structured ph' sicael
education/movement/motor development program have had
upon results ,,of group E2? (2) What effects did

m
inconsis-

tencies in program environment have upon Group E2? In
some instances activity for this'group was conducted. mit-
doot4 and in other cases in one,of dormitory caleterias.1
Group El used theschool gyms throughout the study.
DidctItis difference have psych logical and ,mofivational
effects upon both participants and results? (3) Were results

affected by ferences in testing personnel, situations, and
environment? ) Although attempts were made to provide
group E2 h the same amount of attention as'group El,
review of e final report does not indicate that this in
fact h ed. To what extent were results affected by
these differences (Hawthorne effect) ?d5.) Since previous
studis we `e concerned with whether patterners were
adequately trained, can it definitely bestated that paid
and volunteer patterners were, in fact., better trained than
those in Preceding studies? (6) Doe's ten minutes a day for
two levels of visual/auditory/tactile sensory, stimulation suf-.

ificcently' enable the type of subject involved in the study
to achieve optimum results? (7) To what extent can state-
ments about the.effectiveness of training procedures be
generalized from these Subjects to other populations, situa-
tio*, or environments? (8) To what extent were training
activities and "testing-Berns related? To what extent were

rom the thrhe groups attributable to similarities
.training activities and testing items? Is the specific

of,motor activity (4 transfer of learning supported
th ough thig study ?(9) Originally this study was considered
to investigate Doman-Delacato methods and techniques.
However, this was later Changed to study and evaluate sett-
sori-motor techniques employed by AAHD and not proce-
dures currently in use at the'Philadelphia Institute. After
two yefirs and a $100,000 expenditure, can we make any
more definitive statements about RoniamDelacato methods
than before the study was undertaken? Does them/tidy pro-
bide any informatioit that has notSeep reported 11-evious
studies and can already be found in the literature, enipiricalo
report's, ,.observation, and-practical experience? Whatever
can be coiticluded and generailized from this 'study must
be only in terms of Amp procedures,Ad techniques.
Rest is are nqiii theinsei%es:applicablp(o the Philadelphia

titu or its'programs.
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jahn N. tirowataky. Visual Percipption Differences In dere-
. . -

brat Palsied, Mentally Retarded and Normal Children. Toledo,
'Ohio: University &Toledo, 1974.

. This study compared performances of cerebral palsied,
mentally retarded, and normal children on tests of visual per-

- ception measuring figure-ground relationships, spatial rola-
` .r tionshiRs and positions, and form constancy. Results of this

. . .study Indicated that performances on these tests of visual

, .
perception were impaired in cerebral palsied and mentally
retarded children when compared with normal children. Gen-

. erally_performances of cerebral palsied children deviated
.4urtherjrom that of the normal group than ed scores obteped

,.,from,lhe sample of mentally retarded children.. When cofrela-
lion coefficients were computed and components of visual
percolation tests analyied for independence, -eight of the -12
correlations obtained for the normal sample wire sigrqficant.
In contrast, four of the 12 canparisons were significantly
related with the cerebral palsied and mentally retarded sam-
pies. These four items Were the-same for both of these groups
but only two of thalarelated items involved the same percep-

t tual aspects for "three groups. Thus, not only does perform-
ance of normal children differ in precisidA from that of cerebral
palsied and retarded children, but pattern of relationship
existing among test items for-znormals is different'irom that of,
cerebral palsied and mentallyletarded children.
Haddon G.B. Speakman. A. Critique, of thee Special Fitness
Test Manual for the Mentally Retarded. New York, NewsYork:

. Queens College of the-City niversity of New York, 1974.
purpose olthisltudy was provide evidence for3Or against

use of AAHPER Kennedy Fou atiort-Special Fithesi- last for,
.. --the Mentally Retarded with moderately-, (tralnable) mentally -

retarded children. Subjects consisted of 6 moderately ie.
tarded adolesdent boys and girls residing in a Minnesota state
school. After a critical examination of the test manual, each
testltem was given to subjects on two occasions with two days

*- rest between each administration. Data .obtained from the
second part of the procedure.were' analyzed .to determine
reliability -of each item, ability of each item to discriminate

,--, ;) . among differetitsubjecti, correlation between best trial of first
adininistration of each ityl and 10, and 'intercorrelation be=
tween best trial on 'first administration of all items. Findings
revealed:(1) descriptions were Roof for several items, (2) one
item wa found to be too physicalhtdifficuit, one item too Intel-
lect y demanding, and three items were poorly performed
d e to a combination of physiCal and intellect al cliff ulti s,,
(3) reliability coefficients for _three of the- it s wer -0

.
, moderately high, (4) standard .deviations for t items

very small, (5);two items had correlations of over 30 'kith I
and (6) most item correlations were quite high. It was don-
chided that this test should not be used with moderately-
retarded children and thatellltems could be modified to make
Them suitablelfor this pdpiilation. . .

Richards; Bafbaii J.-This Effect of Drownpronfing on the
Water Survival of Educible Mintally Retalded Boys. Master's

, thesis. Whitowaterr, Wisconsin! Unlyersity of wItpcdnsli11973:
This study was deSigned to investigate efcts of-instruction

in drownprdofing on -survival ability %of educable mentally_
. , retarded boys. Two pre-established swimming classes were

. assigned by chance to different treatment groups; (1)-drown-
. proofing instruction (N=19; CA 13-2 to 15, x=14; IQ 60 to 85,

x 73.5) and (2) traditional Red Cross instruction (N=14; CA. -, . .

)

Al

14-3 to 15-11; x 14:9; IQ, 62 to 82, 'x 74.1). Pre- and post - -
evaluations were based on each student's ability to support
himself in deep water .as long as kossible with a maximum of
five hours. Each group, received 26. training sessions in three
35-minute -lessons per week over a nine-week period. Although
the drownproofin'g grdup, strpassed the Red Cross instruc-
hop& group on pre, post, and change scores; no differences
were statistically significant. Supplementary findingsnean
gains in floatrhg tjme, number of students learning to float,
survival time basedon index timesuggested that teaching
drownproofiqg to mentally retarded students prior to formal
swimming iirstruction may have distinct advantages and that
drOwnproofing should be an integral' part of any swimming
program for mentally retarded persons.

.Faye Joan 'Delmore, The Effect of Two Retention Time Intervals
and Three Levels of Overlearning ;on the Retention of a Gross
Motor Skill by Institutionalized Moderately Retarded Males, doc-
toral dissertation. University of Connecticut, $tprrs, Connecticut,
1975. .`

This study was devised to determine effects otaverlearning on
retention of gross motor skills among institutionalized moderately
retarded males (N=54; CA 15-45; MA 4-5 to 9-8; IQ 34-574. Sub=
leas were taught tcrthrow a bounce pass at a target. Upon readhing
criterion of four successful hits in or on the perimeter of the target,
Subjects expeilenced a 0 %, 50%, or 100% overlearningyeatment.
Time intervals of 14-42 days passed before a retention test was
administered. Analysis indicated that neither- length of time bet-
ween retention test and original le4rning nor interaction of time
intervals and percentage of overleaming-on retention test scores
was statistically significant. However, it was found that 50% and
100% ovetlearning reduced significant results. -it was concluded

that overleaming was an important factor to consider in retention of
gross motor.skills .among institutionalized moderately, retarded
males. i .

Barba% K. Ross,phanges in Profoundly Mentally Retarded Adult
Females During A Walking Prograrnf master's thesis. Texai Wo-
man's University, Denton, Texas, May 1975.

'This study was designed to investigate physical arid behavioral
changes in profoundly mentally Yetarded adult women (N = 22; CA
17 to 33; IQ under 49 on Vineland Social Maturity Scale) during a
walking program conduCted for a period of approximately threat;
months at a state school for mentally retarded persons. Subjects'
were divided equally into experimental ,and control groups. The
experimental group participates) in a walking program 454fiinutes a

y,'five days per week, for 12 weeks; the control group partici-'
pated only in regularly schEiduted physical and recreational ac-
tivities. Pre-and post- treatment assessments were made of body
fat (Sloan, Burt, Blyth Formula applied at iliac crest and back of
arm), distance walked, and selected4ehavioral traits such as .

temper tantrums, aggress,ivenesS, itestruction of clothing, spon-
taneous activity, Willingness to leave dormitory, ability to stay #1.-
group outside dormitory (Ross:Spate of Selected Behavior Traits).
Personnel-involved in the walking program maintained contact with
subjects and coerced,each if necessary to walk as fast as pbssible.

^The only significant result was increase in miles walked by the
experimental group: the control group actually decreased over this
periOd of time. No Significant changes 'within or between groups
were noted in body fat measurements or on the Ross Scale.
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recent studies.
Aufsesser, Peter. Effect of Repeated Trials on the Reliability of Physical
Fitness and Perceptual-Motor Performance Scores of Institutionalized
Ed 0cabla Mentally Retarded Subjects. Doctoral dissertation. College
Park, Maryland: University of Maryland. 1974.

Broadhead, Geoffrey D. 'Social Class Correlates of Gioss Motor Perform-
ance in Spe ial Education." Rthabilitation Literaturq, November 1974

1), 331-335. f . .
m C , Jon b Swartz, and Carol G Chasey. "Effect of Motor
on i3b4y Image Score's for In'sututionaltzed Mentally Re-

en." American Journal of Mental Deficiertcy, January 1974
), 440:445. - 9-
r F "The Nettie of Physical EdikatjpnProgramming for the

' (Vol. 35, N .
Chasey,
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(VOL 78. No.

Ersing, Wal
Mentally Retarded and Physically Handicapped "Journal o(Health, Physi-
cal Education; Recreation, February 197.41Vol. 45, No. 2), 89.

Kennedy, D.M. Preference for Compstition Among Normal and Retarded
Bois as a" Function of ract c Skill, and Locus of Control. University -
Park, Pennsylvania. Pen y ante state University, in progress.

Kennedy, D M The Acquisition of Play Behavior in Severely Retarded
Boys Using Modeling Procedures. University Park, Pennsylvania- Penn-,
sylvania State University, in progress.

Katz, Shlomo an Esther-Yekutie "Leisure Time Problems of Mentally
Retarded Graduates of Training Programs Mental Retardation, June
1974 (Vol. 12, No. 3), 54-57.

. _
Levy, Joseph -Social Rey orcelnent and Knowledge of Results as Deter-
minants of Motor Pert ante Among EMR children American Journal
cSf Mental Defi , ay 1974 (Vol. 78, No. 6). 752-758. te--'
Lucas, Carol A The Recreation Practices and Preferences of Employable
Mentally'Retarded in the Community Master's thesis Denton. Texas

las Woman's University, in progress.
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FURTHER
RESOURCES

Comprehensive reviews an
cal education', recreation, a
persons have been report

-Information systems, materials centers, and resource networks provide
services by which such materials clin'te7OBtained it-reasonable costs.
Among critical reviews, analyses, articles,.and resources that' interested

,- readers can obtain and/or contact are:
,

"Motor Function and Physical Fitness of 'the Menially Retarded: A Critical.
Review." Julian U. Stein. Rehabilitation Literature, -August 1963 (Vol. 24,
No. 8), pp. 230-42, 263. _

"What Research Says About Psychomotor Function of the Retercked." Juli-
an U. Stein and Roy Pangle.gournal of Health, PhysicalEducatiOif Recre-

analyses of psychomotor function, physil
d related area for mentally retarded
In the - literature at various times; some

ation; April 1966 (Vol. 37, No. 4); ti. 36.
_

"Physicat,Fitness and the MR: A Review of Research," Jack Campbell.
Mental Retardation, October 197? (vol. 11, No. 5), pp. 26-29.

40

tiemohni Wendell P. and,Dennis R. Knapczyk:' "Factor Analyslact Gross
and Fine Motor Ability in Developmentally Disabled Children." Research
quarterly, December 1974 (Vol. 45, No. 4), 424-432.

Liese, James. "Physical Fitness and Intelligence. in TMR'sc Mental
Retardation, October 1974 (Vol.-12. No. 5), 50-51.

Major, Susan Impact of Toys on Motor Responsed of Multihandicapped
Mentally Retarded Children. Master's thesis. Denton, Texas. Texas
Woman's University, in progress.

Moss, Raymond Fidalis Motor Specificity in the Menially Retarded. Mas-
ter's thesis. Austin, Texas: University of Texas, 1974.

Ross, Barbara. thanges-in profoundly ,Mentally Retarded Adult Finales
During a Walking Prggrem. Master's thesis. Denton, Texas. , Texas
Woman's University, in progress.

SYlvis, James. Effect of Operant Conditioning on the Motor Performance
of Educable Retarded Children. Doctoral dissertation. Buffalo, New York:
State University of New York at Buffalo, in progress.

.Sheare, Joseph "Social Acceptance of EMFrAdolescents in Integrated
Programs." American Journal of Mental Deficiency, May 1974 (Vol. 78,
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Tames NT,,,Sullivkn. The Development and Evaluation of a.
Teac.hefPreparation Coarse in Physical Education for Teachers
of Educable Mentally Retarded Children. 'Doctoral disserti-
bon.roostoil uTTniversity, 1971. s (

Educable mentally retarded Children (N - nip; CA to 15)
were. taught4Sysical education 'for one yearby 16 special

. ',education feacheg,who vieredivided into Tour groups depend-
, ing qn .their preparation.to teach physical education to

t' educable mentally retarded children. Pre-and post assessments
were adt of motor ility, "'physical fitness, -and social
adjusbrienr of the chil red. Educable, mentally retarded
children taught by te,ac rs who had taken) special physical

, ,seducationcolide showe significantly moreimprovement than
/

other three groups. PerformancesPerformances of, did childrcn th
"Y"-' \ children in up gave. in learned

-- . -
methods, -techniques,J,and skills from 'taking the special
ediecation course dealing with educable mentally retarded
children.

, : .

displayed, theise occuring for the greatest length of time were
inactive and sedentary in nature. If development of retarded_
children-is to be enhanced, not Only must the;environment be
equipped with selected objects, but, appropriate utilization of
such objects must be ensured.. . '. .

--
.

r

1-

r

Darlene Kay Conover. Object Preference and Resulting Mope -'
. nientoBehaviors of Three to*Sepen Year Old Custodial and

.7kaindbk Retarded Boys. 'Doctoral dissertation. Columbus,
Ohio: Ohid-State University, 1973.

The purpose of this study was to (determine object
preference and movement- behaviors evoked by selected
pbjecti (ball, blocks, climber, inner tube, and wagon) from 11
three to seven- year- old 'Custddial and trainable mentally

' retarded boys. Data.collection was divided, into two major
sections: (1,) Study of Object Familiarization was to introduce
each subject to each object inditidually to reduce possible
familiarity/novelty effects; each subject was plOed in a room

,., with one object at a timeo'teaching or demonstrating was
done with the object. Eadh subject was left alone in the rooni-`
with objects ,for live minutes during which time his behaviOr
was recorred:(2) Study of Object Preference was.to determine

;,whichwhich object was most preferred when all five objects were
"':.:(4esented sintultaneously. Each subject was placed_in the

..;4keenter of the objects and teaching or demonstrating with the .

objects wasnot done. Each subject was left alone in the room.
with Objeeta,ki eight minutes during which time his behavior':
Was.,\xecordetk- Major findings showed that subjects,' when
considered as afroup, displayed no object preferenee. How: -

ever-,lndividual(subjects did demonstrate preference for certain
, objects; thus,individual likes,and dislikes must be considered

%Shen selecting objects for functiOnal environments. Even
thoPugh stie...hj.ets evoked movement behaviOrs, presence of°
objects in a setting devoid-of human contact was not sufficient
for establishment of stimulatink and functional environments.
No Correlations betWeen chntiological age and time spent.with
pbjeCts were' signifiCant. Significant positive correlations
existed bepeen moor age and time spent with tle ball and

`total timeti,spent. with all qbjeas combinbd: A positiie
Significant eorrehktion existed between IQ and Aime-spent with
the wagon. 'Considering all fiib objects, Movement.behaviors
most exhibited,were resting with the head; manipulating with
the han s; holding, lifting, and pushing with the arms; walking
with e. legs; and sitting with the trunk. Of all Movements

.

1.

Eciwaid A. Gross. Survey of Physical Education for Educable
Mentally Retarded Children in Public Schools Throughout the
United States...Mastees thesi's.-Lawrence, Kansas: University of
Kansas, May, 1973.4

The purpose of this investigation was to survey via mail
questionnaire. the status of physical edudtion programs for
educable mentally retarded children in public schools through=
out the United-States. Questionnaires basedson Brace's 1966'
study ,snd on inpfit from personnel in the field were sent to
special educators selected randomly in 14 states; selection was
based on a stratified random sample from the six American .
Association for Health, Physical ducation,and oRecreation
districts. Of 100 questionnaires sent to each District (N=600),'

-298 (49:7%) were returned; 281 of these Te.spimses were
usable. Results showed: 1) physical education to be a past of g.
educational programs for EMR: children' in these public
schools, 2) EMR boys and girls within sampled districts were
integrated with normal children for physiCal ,education and
were provided a variety of activities during.She school year,-3)
-attitudes of children toward physical education were pOsitive,
4) EMR students did not have opportunities to participate-in

school intramurals or in regularly scheduled recreational
activities in their communities, 5) physical education progress
of these children was evaluated by a wide variety ofaystems,
but,,in many instances no evaluations at, all were reported:6)
either no local' and state supervisors of physical education for
EMIT pupils existed or if so they rarely obled teacheis of
these physical eduCation programs, 7) most respondents felt
that their professional preparation was predominantly in
special educatidn with little exposure to physical education,
and 8) the majority of these educators felt they needed more
training to -be professionally qualified 't' teach. physical
`education to EMR. children:

Terry Lelana Baylor. Comparison of Heart Rates of Two
Groups of Mentally Retarded Males. Master's thesis. Univeraity
of Texas, Austin, 1971-

Two groups of f2 instittili4alized trainable mentally
retarded males 11-5 to 14 11). in48-4 to 21-5) were
monitored with a tranostorized caralaiebonteter under the'
following conditions: (1) an inItia1,4-minute supine resting
phase, (2) a 30-second supine anticipatory phase, 413) a
12-minute progreseiveload-worIcingThase while running on a
treadmill, and (4) a 10.minute supine recovery phase. Analyses

Hof
no significaut differences in heart rates as a function,

of chronological age. Thaoverall nature of the cardiovaScular
response for,mentally retarded males seemed to be typiCal of
thbse that appear in Persons of normal intelligence.

116' ,
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Jean L. Pyfer.. The Effects of Selected Physical Activities
on Moderate Mental Retardates' Static and Dynamic Balance. .
Doctoral dissertation. Indiana University,- Bloomington,
1970.
Arfattemptimi made to improve static and dynamic balance
Performances of moderate mentally retarded children (IQ
35 -59) with a seqtiential series of balance lessons. A sub-pur-
pose was to suggest activities" and rhythms` for children 8

16 12 years of age Which incorporated balancing tasks and,
appealed to the youngsters. Three intact classes were
assigned treatments at random. Pre and post study static
and dynamic balance erformances 'were measured 'by a,
modified Oseretsky o Development Scale. One group
received 40-daily one-hal ur experimental physical
education lessons; a Hawthorne effect group received 40-
daily one-half hour langtiage deyelopment lessons and daily
one-half hour physical education lessons; a neuromuscular
maturfition group received no additional attention but par-
ticipated in one-half hoar daily free play. The first group
improved significantly in balance. Gains resulted from tasks
included in the experimental physical education lessons.
The Hawthorne.effect group Unproved significantly in abil-

. itY to slide, walk forward and backward, and to hop. The
neuromuscular maluration group improved significantly in
abifi ly to jump consecutively in one place.-
Muriel E. Hanson,A Factor Analysis of Selected RveV-Ini- age'
Test Appropriate for Use With the Mentally Retard 41. Doe-
torsi dissertation. Texas Womaii's University (Dentoli),
1-1r
In this study factor an- s used to identify factors
in seven selected tests which purported to measure body-
image. Subjects were 88 educable mentally retarded boys

. and girls With`a chKoncilogical age range Wom eight through
ten

,

yearii: The seven selected body-image, tests included:
(1) Body Perception (Cratty), (2) Purdue, Perceptual-Motor
Survey (Roach pnd Kephart), (3) Imitation of Gestures

:-c(Berges arid Lezine), (4) Hand, Eye,and Ear Test (Head),
-1-,,1`7"(5) Body-linage Identification Test (Gottesman and

Caldwell), (6) Finger Localization (BentotTrispd (7) Body-
Image Stereotype Test (Staffieri). Each subject's age and
sex were added to the 22 test variable's, for a total of 24
variables. The principal axes fact614 analysis with the vgiri-
max rotation extracted nine hictors which accounted for
70% of the possible variance. Factors were named as follows:

.
(1) finger localization and visual discrimination, (2)
Cation of partssurfaces, and sides, (3) male snd female,
body thie identification, (4) planning and ,eiiecution of
rnotortasks, (5) stereotyping of body builds, (6) recognition
of masculinity- femininity traits, (7) ectomorph body type,

identifichtion of male - female upper' and lower limbs;
anti (9),somatotype choice. PaCtor, names were descriptive
in nature of the interrelationships in .Variables involved
in thelactora,'--

7.
'7*

`1.

Pruess, Larry A. The Status of Physical Education Programs
for Mentally Handicapped Children in the State of Wjsconsin.
Master's research project. Boulder, Colorado: University of
Colorado, 1972.

Through this survey, the status of physical education
programs for mentally handicapped *children in the public
schools of WiscOnsin was investigated and recommendations
for changes ank futTure directions made. The main body of
Brace's 1966 questionnaire was updated, adapted for use in
Wisconsin, an4 sentlo 835 'randomly ,selected special educa-
tion teachers ht all citiAs .and coidmunities with programs for
mentally handicapped children. Results were-based on 346
(41.4%) returns; 458 questionnaires (54.8%) were noretumed
and 31 (3.7%) received without requested information or too
late to be tabulated. Detailed analyses and recommendations
were based on data from these major areas: (1) Program
inforMation including personnel, organization and administra-
tion, curriculum, facilities and equipment, (2) review of sound
program practices as recommended by recognized experts, (3)
comparison of the .status of programs in Wisconsin with
recommendations of experts, and (4).suggestions for changes,
and future- 'directions based. on comparisons of existing
Trograins with recommendations of experts. FiLdings of
interell included: (1) 313 (91%) of respondents indicated that
their schools had student populations- consisting of both
Mentally handicapped and normal, students, (2) 82% felt that
EMR children could be taglitin physical education classes
with normal children, ,(3)7%. felt TMR youngsteSrs could be
uitegraied with nOnretarded for physical education'. (4) 22%
indicated that EMR and TMR students could be ac11gduled
together for physical education, and (5) trends in Wisconsin
were toward integrating mentally 'retarded and normal children
for physical .education. .

Maksud, Michael 6.'Physiologicatiesponies of EMR Children
to Strenuous Exercise. Milwaukee, Wisconsin: EXercise Physi-
ology Laboratory, Universi%pt WisconsinMilwaukee, 1974.

Purpose of its study was to measure several physiological
responses f a group of young educable mentally retard
boys (N-6 10, to 13) during strenuous bicycle exercise.

`Measurements included maximal heart rate ,ventiation
breathing frequency, and oxygen uptake. Several physical,
characteristics of the boys4 were also 'meowed. Fifbj-six
percent of the Subjects were black with .the remainder white;'
no significant differences were obseived between the two,
racial groups., Maximal _ oxygen uptake for these ,sulijects
appeared to be lower than data reported for normal children
and in one study of EMR children. Various factors may have
contributed. to the lower aerobia power of EMR children in ,

this study including (1) low socioeconomic status with limited
oPpOrtunities for physical recreation, (2) Subtle peer discrimi-
nation, and (3) labeling which mai have limited opportunities
forparticipation in physical activities. 1
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of equipmeril(76, 77-78

Adult programs, 40,
ms's, therapeutic value of, 50
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Athletics, 4Nt4; 87

Bicyc g, 73, 99
Books,.
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Arts and Cmfts for Special
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The Family Play Manual, 51
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School Children, 88

Handicappei Children in Head
- Start SeAs, 86
. Handicrafted Playgrounds,_81
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"ThCHirshoren arid LloydBiblio-
graphy on the Dual Hndi-'
caps' of Hearing Impairment
and Mental Retardation, 87

Influence of Sports Activities .on
Rehabilitation or)'aralytic
SUbjects: A Study of the
Physical and -Psychological
.Impacts, 87 ° .

Instant Art Lessonaans, 86 .

Integrating persons with Nandi.:
capping Conditions Into Reg -.
ular Physical:Education and
'Recreation Programs, 85

Movement Experiences for the
Mentally. Retarded or Emo-
tionally :Disturped _Child, 86
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, 'National, Guide foi the
Handicapped; 87
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a
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- Handicapped Children, 100
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CaMpiV 115-
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100
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102
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.
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3
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Research, 104-117 -
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_ fitness, 1 1 1
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fect of, 113
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erlearning, effects of, 111
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professional_ preparation, of
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115,116 '
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Atisual perception, 1 1 1 . .

Residence for handi-;
. capped persons, 89, 91

Scouting, 95, 96, 99
Sensthi-motor <techniques, 111-112
Severely 'handicapped persons,

55-56,60, 62-63, 77-78, 92, 103.
Skiing, 33-34, 84, 89
Speciial education, See Edticaiion, :

special
-

Special Olympics. See Olympic,
games,,spesial

Sports. See Athletics
Square dancing, 190
Swimming, 15, 35-39, 40, 87, 8&, .

94, 97, 98

Television programs,' for handi-
capped persons., 97 ,

,Therapy, 61
-

,

activities, 50,'62-63, 77.78, 9.1;
92

Volunteers, 39, 48-49, 52-53, 60,4
77-78,81, 8286, 101, 193

. menially retarded persons, 10.1

Wilderness activities, 15:29, 102
Winter activities, 13-1403-34, 101

01.7.1.01
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ANNOTATED RESEARCH.DIBUOGRAPHY IN PHYSICAL
--RECREATTIOlt. AND PSYCHOMOTOR FUNCTION OF ME
'RETARDED PERSONS P "
Thiihent/ research bibliography, develOped over, several years, contains
439 studies and bildiojaphiootations for 419 additional projectS',;-,, '
coering speriod of almost 100 fears 1888 to 1975. represents the '1
most comprehensive effort yetmade to present studies and analyses in
these areas a( concern. 1975.

. '
BEST OF CHALLENGE

A compilation of the best articles from dhallenge, AAHP ER'snewsietter, .
for spedal educators', parents: volunteers and others who work with the

hancicapped. Designed as a basic or supplementanT text for college ,:.
courses and as a reference for workshops, drnicg, seremarrirmtitutes.

VOIDand similar inserince and presebOce progtami.
1 (articles troll the Dec. 14965 through Mity..aifie 1970 issues) 444

VOL11(afficles from the Sept-Oct. 1 970through Maysl une 1973msues)
VOL. 111(articleatrom the Sept.-Oct. 1973 through Apip-May 1976 Issues)

,
: CAREERS IN ACTIVITY AND THERAPY FIELDS "" .

Developed for high tohod students interOsted inveetigabng careeam
art, dance or music therapy. early childhood education, athletic training, .ti
adapted physical education, developmental optometry. therapeutic
recreation, horticulture therapy, occupational therapy, activity therapy,
rehabilitation services or. physical therapy Each field is. described in,:
terms of Its purpose. places where poSiticis are offered, training required, 1.-r
and whom" to contact for /further information. The .hooldet also off ersf2
suggestions for volunteer and part-brae work experiences to give hgly,
school students direct exposure to their field of interest. 1976. ".,/'

Si

PY
CE VII e
examination of the nevolleldof dance therapy Articles

methods.of work and darice.trierapy for spedal
one of dance's.most ekcitriN applications. 19.7#1.

DANCE THE
FOCUS ON D

A cornprehensnr
on training, rese
groups by leaders

INTEGRATING PERSONS WITH HANDICAPPING CONDITIONS INTO
REGULAR-PHYSICAL EDUCATION ANORECREMION PROGRAMS

. An analyth:s of selected research and program literature Concerned with
the Integra on of individuals with handMapping conditions int? physical
education, r creabon and related prorms. With selected references
and auclovis aids-1975 ''

MATERIALS 0l1CREATIVE ARTS FOR 'MCl/NS WITHsHANDICAPPING
CONDITIONS ..., C
A comPrehensive a of program and research literature Ccincerning
arts, crafts, dance, dra and music for individuals with various
handicapping conditions ons include bibliographic references,
audiovisual matenals, r r persons, related associaboffs and
organtzabons, and matenal/equrp rit suppliers 1975 - ' -

. .r .
MOTOR FITNESS TESTING MANUAL FOR THE MODERATELY
MENTALLY RETARDEO ( .. .4

c Contains modifications Of, and spec;at norms for, moderately mentally
tarded persons on the AAHPEF1/Kennedy FoundabOh Special Fitness

Tear. Additional activities and performance scales appropnate for this
fatal' are included. An. /award system developed in terms of

tarty mentally retarded boys and girls is aiiinteiral part 01 the
progr . 1975. .

PHYSI ACTIVITIES FOR THE,MENv TKREAREIED (IDEAS FOR
INSTRU ON) .

Instruction in activities promoting' pridamentahmotor development and
. , -

the exploration of general areas of spit designed for use by physical ,,

education inStructors, dassrdarn teachers, and recreation personnel. . .
-1968. / .

1 ^ ,

PHYSICAL EDUCATIQNAND RECREATION FOR IMPAIRED, DISABLE0,-; ..`;
AND HANDICAPPEDMDIVIDUALS: PAST, PRESENT, FUTURE . ' '''

A systematic Collecbon, analysis, and synthesis of research data,
. ; ,, . empirical evidence, program informatiOn. and Venous resource materials f"

, , in recreation/theraiieuffc- recreation . and physical education/adapted
-.physical education foribmabled individuals.-Each of the more than 20

.';State of the arttreOrts includes a review of available literature,
summaries \of PrioutY needs in research and demonstration, personnel,
prepiralion. aril !Odra needscp775. , i

. , , ,
PHYSICAL EDUCATION ANURECREATION FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH

'MULTIPLE HANDICAPPING CONDITIONS 4- _
a .. Contains a, brief analysis of kteiatwe, abstracts, and InforMation on

ucationi and recreation for individuals with multiple

11
handicap conchtioos. Sections are presented that include examples

i, of retat programs, ref erences, resource contacts, and audiovisual aids.
. 1975i, 1* .

"-- 1, i v .
,,,.

PHY CAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION FOR THE VISUALLY'
' HA CAPPED ' , - ;';-

uablei, resouice 101 the special educator,'recreation specialist and
prysi educator as welt as the volunteer, pare-professional or parent

. 4 , ,, -

physical

.,

co A CU RRENePRICE LIST AND ORDER INSTRUCTtONS,VIRITEt ,

_.-AAHPElit 1201 16th Street, NM.; Washington, D.C: 20066
.

.

MAAHOER:

-; involved in physical educatioribrrecreation for the,insually handicap.
,tncludes information on the nature of visual impairments. practical
esticins for active participation in modified progr ama and sucdbssful,
-to-administer instructional' methods. A vanely of, sources ale

led for further reference, study and use. 1973.

GUIOE FOR TEACHING THE MENTALLY RETARDEO TO

Designed to help professionals and volunteers tear* the dental;
retarded to svom or to swim better Sections deal with the instructional
Staff, volunteers and aids, preservice and inservicenraining and

r community involvement, and include creative approaches which have
been used successfifity in aquatics programs 1969.

' PROGRAMMING FOR THE-MENTALLY RETARDED IN PHYSICAL
, EDUCATION'ANO,RECREATION

Includes material on recreation and day care for the mentally retarded, a
community recreation team approach to programming, play faalibes and
equipment: motor activities in programs for the retarded, and recreation
programming for the adult retardate 1968. ,

RECREATION AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITY FOR THE MENTALLY
RETARDED

Covers the objectives of recreation, bnef descnption of mental
retardation, what play can mean for the retarded, objectives and desired ,

-putcomes of programs in physical activity, organization and teaching, and
suggested activities. Annotated bibliography. 1966.

RESOURCE
ESOURCE GUIDE IN SEX EOUCATION FOR THE MENTALLY

R

- eal
P
SWIM

CTI

A comprehensive guide for the educator, volunteer and parent, prepared
by AAld PER and the Sex Information and Education Council of the United ,
States A developmental appioach is utilized in order that materials can ' '
be readily selected for use with the educable ortramable child Includes a
listing of additional resources 1971

' SPECIAL OLYMPICS INSTRUCTIONAL MANUAL-2 FROM BEGINNERS
TO CHAMPIONS

Covers activities, methods, teachingicciaching hints and progressions for,
conditioning and fitness, track and field, volltyball and swimming,
appropnate for youngsters of all ages, at all performance levels.
Developed pnmahly for, use by aides, volunteers and classroom teachers
of mentally retarded youngstem, bUt equally useful for professionals in
the fields of physical, education, recreation, sports. and aactivdes.
Published jointly with the Joseph P 4sennedy Jr Foundation 1972.

t"
TESTING FOR IMPAIREO, DISABLED, AND HANDICAPPED

iNDIVIDUALS A

Provides information about physical fitness tests, perceptual-motor
scales, and developmental Profiles for use with impaired, disabled, and
handicapped persons Summaries of instruments in each of the listed
areas contain Infoirnation about where each device is available, what is
measured and 'how it is measured, administrative considerations, and
general continents 1975,

WHAT RECREATION RESEARCH SAYS TO THE RECREA'U91
PRACTITIONER

Hghlights the practical aspects of recent recreation research, asrra
the American Association for Leisure and Recreatron's effort to bridge
gap betweerktheorpboan and practitioner. Contains an overview of th
topic and specific sections on :administrative behavior, behavior
modification, therapeutic recreation, the future of leisure studes, and
recreation as a social instils The appendix provides a guide to

. information resources progra ming for persons with handicapping
conditions. 1975. 4 4

Q-

OTOR

A

I ITY/PERCEPTUALDEVELOPMENT

A OTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR
D OPMENT

An u o date bibliography with secjions'devoted to auditory perception
and ement: body image sand movement: and depthgrstance-
percep and movement. A separate compilation-of tesl1gg,, progrials.
Material rtes, assessment Instruments and films Ls ad:197

FOUNDATI i S AND PRACTICES IN PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR LEMMING:
A QUEST FO, UNDERSTANDING ';\ 1

A multidisciplinary' examination of 'major conceptual viewpoints Of
pereeptualmotor behavior and teaching methods. Iddudesdescriptions
of action programs, tests, resource materials and a professional
preparation survey, 1971.

1 1.26
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PROGRAM ACTIVITIES

r
r--

PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES FOR-IMPAIRED,
DISABLED, AND HANDICAPPED INDIVIDUALS
A compilation of physical activities for persons with a.vvariety' of

-herklicapOng conditions. Methods, equipment needs, adaptations, and
ph ical y-outs are included. 1976.

DA C OR PHYSICALLY DISABLED PERSONS:
A MANU FOR TEACHING BALLROOM, SQUARE.

, -AND FOLK, NCES TO USERS OF WHEELCHAIRS
AND CRUTCH S(
An illustrated qui e

( - wheelchairs or crutc
to the tango. 1976.

for teaching dance activities to persons ysing
Instruction includes everything from the waltz

INVOLVING IMPAIRE DISABLED AND HANDICAPPED
PERSONS IN REGULAR AMP PROGRAMS
Designed toaid camp pe nneli-recreation agencies, and parents in
involving persons with hen 'capping conditions into regular camp
programs. Covers such topic as recruitment of campers, orienting
campersto camp life and to'bt r campers, and involving them in camp
activities. Emphasis is on the milarities between handicapped and
non-handicapped campers. 1976.

CHALLENGING OPPORTUNITIES OR SPECIAL
POPULATIONS IN AQUATIC, OUT OOR, AND WINTER '
ACTIVITIES -
This guide provides a broad range of unusual and adventurous activities
for impaired, disabled anti, handicapped persons, such as bicycling,
fishing, hiking and nature trails, horseback 'riding, hunting, and
wilderness camping. Also includes a composite chart of resource'
contacts enabling readers to identify and locate specific personnel and
programs. 1976.

AQUATIC RECREATION FOR THE BLIND
Harry Cordellos, whd.is blind himself, provides a first hand account of
unique problems facing visually impaired persons in aquatic activities.
Emphasis is on safety first. Topics covered include diving, survival'
swimming and lifeseying, small craft safety, water skiing, and scuba
diving. 1976,

SPECIAL FITNESS TEST MANUAL FOR MILDLY
MENTALLY RETARDED PERSONS
A revision of the 1-968 manual, designed to test the phytical fitness
levels of, mildly (educable) mentally retarded _boys and girls, ages_13
through 18. Containscomplete instruction for administering "the seven
test items.(adapted from the' AAHPER Youth Fitness 'Test) flexed
arm hapg, sit-up, shuttle run, standing long jump, 50-yard dash;softball
throw for distance and 300-yard run. With sample recording forms,'
percentile score tables,aandards for awards, and. suggestions for
improving physical fitnes.M. ev. 1976.

Special Fitness Record Form
Special Gold Emblem
Special Silver Emblem
Auxiliary Bar Patches 2 Star,

3 Star.
- z, -, 4 Star
Progress Certificate

ADAPTED PHYSICAL EDUCATION GUIDELINES:
THEORY AND PRACTICES FOR 70's AND 80's
Deals with the, what, why, Who, when, where and how of adapted
physical education in a clear perspectime consistent 'with current
directions and future trends as related to education, philosophy,

. legislation-andlitiOtion. 1976.

PERSONNEPRVARATION

PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION IN ADAPTED
PHYSICAL-EDUCATION, THERAPEUTIC RECREATION
AND CORRECTIVE THERAPY
A valuable source guide fol. individuals anticipating careers in 'adapted
physical eddeation, therapeutic recreation, or corrective therapy.
Contains a listing of institutions offering programs in the field and
these, that offer financial assistance. Alto includes a state of the art.
report, a tisging.of projects funded by the Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped, and professional organizations concerned with the
Henclicaprd.

3 .>".

MAKING WORKSHOPS WORK IN PHYSICAle EDUCATION
AND RECREATION FOR SPECIAL POPULATIONS
A guide to workshop planning from initial stages to the final
evaluation. Covers programs, identification of participants, location,
financing, publicity, facilities, equipment and materials, personnel, and
speakers, exhibits, registration, and evaluation. With sample -planning
charts and evaluation forms. 1976.

. HANDICAPPING CONDITIONS
.

PAYSIIAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION
FOR CEREBRAL PALSIED INDIVIDUALS
Deals with information and, resources in physical
recreation for-cerebral palsied individuals. Covers such
and caused of. the condition, recreational. activities`,
dance. 1976. ;

....-
PHYSICAL EDUCATION, RECREATION, AND SPORTS
FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH HEARING IMPAIRMENTS
Designed for both physical educators and recreation personnel with no'
background in dealing with hearing, impaired petsons, as well as those
who have experience with this population but not with physical
tluostion or recreation. Includes basic information on hearing impair-
ments, motor development, recreation, cultural arts, sports and
swimming. 1976.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION, RECREATION, AND
RELATED PROGRAMS FOR AUTISTIC AND
EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED CHILDREN
Primarily a resource providing information about physical'
education, recreation, art, dance, music and drama for autistic and
emotionally disturbed children. Also includes a brief description of 16
current-physical educatiod and recreation prqgrams available for .these .
children. 1976. a .

EARLY INTERVENTION FOR HANDICAPPED CI1ILDREN
THROUGH-PROGRAMS OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
ANDRECREATION
Focuses on early interventioh -of handicapped children -under the age of
six. years through active participation in physical education and'
recreation programs. Includes history 'of early interventiorrprograms:
growth and development processes of-children,' integration of handi-
cappid and non-handicapped pre-schoolers, and programs available.
1976. - '

educatioh and
topics as nature
music, art -and

RESOURCES

GUIDE TO INFORMATIONSYSTEMS1N PHYSICAL
DUCATION AND RECREATION FOR IMPAIRED: --

SABLED; AND HANDICAPPED PERSONS 7..
Contains details on 2B information systems in the areas of9ducation,

',special education, the scien0s, physical education, recreation, and
services available to disabled consumers. Complete name and address,
general services provided, and details 'on use of each system is also
ipcluded. 1976.

ANNOTATED LISTING OF FILMS: -.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION FOR
IMPAIRED, DISABLED, AND HANDICAPPED PERSONS
This third edition of the guide. Includes 314 annotations of films and

. media presentations dealing with physical'education, recreation,-sports,
camping, outdoor education, and perceptual motor activities, for
impaired, disabled and handicapped individuals. Not just a, listing of
audiovisual' materials,- but' informatiod aboyt specific areas. For
plannhir'conferences,- conventions, classes, workshops,. clinics, and
seminars. 1976. ,' ,

.GENERAL`
VALUES OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION, : ,c'

RECREATION, AND SPORTS FOR ALL ' _
t Contains frank and candid remarks from phylicians, administrators,

' specialist? professional preparation personnel, teachers, and impaired,
disabled, and persons theMselves concerning the need for
physical education, esreation, and sports programs for special papule- i,

tions. 1976. . -.

FOR A CORRENT PRICEIISTANO ORDER INSTRUCTIONS, WRITE:
AAHPER, 1201 16th Street Weshingtpri, D.C. 20036

.


